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Bonan: an introduction
Arienne M. Dwyer
1. The Bonan language: development and status
Bonan (Bao'an, Bonang) [ISO 639-3: peh; Glottocode: bona1250] comprises two varieties. Qinghai 
Bonan (or Western Bonan), is spoken by 8000 people (State Ethnic Affairs Commission 2005[b]) in 
the Rongwo (Longwu) valley in Tongren county, Qinghai province, on a tributary to the upper reaches 
of the Yellow River. The other variety, usually called Gansu Bonan (or Eastern Bonan), has perhaps 
6000 speakers (Eberhard et al. 2019) of an ethnic population of 16,500 (State Ethnic Affairs 
Commission 2005b), who live 100 kilometers further down the Yellow River and its tributaries in 
Dahejia 大河家 county, Gansu province. 
Given that this is a dictionary of Eastern Bonan, the language sketch that follows will focus on 
this Eastern variety; examples below are from the dictionary unless otherwise noted.
1.1 Ethnogenesis 
The Bonans were likely descendants of the Chinggisid Mongols invading in the early 13th century. 
They established a garrison along the Rongwo (Longwu) river (at about 35°37'04.0"N 102°04'17.2"E) 
during the late 14th century.1 The fort's name, 保安堡 Bao'an 'keep the peace', only much later became 
an ethnonym. (Bonan and Bonang reflect local pronunciation of Standard Chinese Bao'an 保安.) These 
(presumably male) Mongolic speakers married local Amdo Tibetan women and adopted Tibetan 
Buddhism. Based on the modern Mongolic speaking residents still in this area, these 14th c. intermarria-
ges resulted in bilingualism and a mixed language that had Mongolic grammar and Tibetan lexical, 
semantic, and morphological elements. Contact with Muslims in the 18th–19th c. led part of the Tibetan 
and Mongolic speakers in Rongwo to convert to Sunni Islam. Chinese sources mention at least 100 
households of these so-called 蕃回 'Tibetan Muslims' (SEAC 2004). This religious division between 
Buddhist and Muslim Bonans in turn led, in the early years of Qing Tongzhi (1856–1875), to the 
emigration of the Muslim Bonan speakers downriver, first to Xunhua in Qinghai and then further to the 
region of Jishishan in Gansu. 
While religious differences were undoubtedly one factor in the departure of the Muslim Bonans, 
the Manchu Qing also may have encouraged resettlement to better pacify the hinterlands. In 1729, an 
uprising at Bao'an fort was suppressed, the fort was put under the jurisdiction of the local capital 
Xining, and its unreliable indigenous 蕃兵 troops and were demobilized. In 1762, around the time the 
Muslim Bonans left, Bonan fort was put under Lanzhou government 兰州府 jurisdiction. Thus, these 
indigenous areas along the Yellow River—which happened to include both Bonan areas—came under 
much closer Qing control.
Only in the middle of the 20th century, six centuries after ethnogenesis upriver at the Bao'an fort, 
the Muslim Bonans in Gansu received official ethnic recognition as the Bao'an/Bonan Nationality 保安
族, while the remaining Buddhist Bonans did not. The Qinghai Bonans are officially either Monguor   
(土族) or Tibetan (藏族).
1 Dates differ during the Ming dynasty; the fort was established either during 1371, the fourth year of Hongwu (SEAC 
2004) or during 1585, the 13th year of Wanli (Wu 2003). 
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1.2 Western (Qinghai) Bonan 
Modern Western Bonan is the language of the descendants of the earliest Bonan speakers from the late 
14th century, located in modern Tongren 同仁 (Rongwo) county of Qinghai province. Bonan/Bao'an 
fort quickly became a thriving town adjacent to nearby four garrisons 四屯. Predating the fort and 
garrisons were Tibetan farmers and a small trading town at the important Rebgong Tibetan Buddhist 
monastery (Rongwo Gönchen), built in 1301 and the oldest and third biggest lamasery in the region 
with up to 2300 monks (Gruschke 2001:51–52). Close to the Bonan fort were two monasteries that 
became known in greater Tibet for their painting and other arts (now known as upper and lower Wutun 
monasteries). Across the Rongwo river were three other towns with monasteries whose residents spoke 
what would later be recognized, together with Bonan lower town (Bao'an Xiazhuang 保安下庄) near 
the original fort, as important sub-varieties of Western Bonan: Gaser (Tibetan sKa gsar), Gomar (sGo 
dmar), and Nyenthoq (gNyan thog). Together these are known as the Four Stockaded Villages 四寨子.
The early Bonans were almost certainly multilingual: besides Tibetans, Sinophone and 
Turcophone Muslims were living to the north and east of this area. Yet Tibetan remained the single 
most dominant linguistic and cultural influence. During the early period of Bonan ethnogenesis, 
Chinese troops and farmers were arriving to create garrisons and farms in the area. Despite continued 
Chinese immigration, the area was only sporadically under Chinese or Manchu control between the 17th 
and 19th centuries. Since the area retained a strongly Tibetan linguistic and cultural orientation right 
through the end of the 20th century, the language contact effects of Tibetan on the other other languages 
of the area are significant. Western Bonan language and culture thus is closely aligned with the 
language, culture and religious life of the local Rongwo Tibetans. This Tibetan alignment of Western 
Bonan contrasts sharply with the Sinitic (and Sinophone Islamic) alignment of the Eastern Bonans. 
1.3 Eastern (Gansu) Bonan 
The modern Eastern Bonans are the descendants of Islamicized Mongols who left the original Rongwo 
Western Bonan community in the late 19th century, due to religious differences with the Tibetan 
Buddhist Bonans. The Islamicized Bonans resided first in Xunhua for several of the early Tongzhi 
years (1856–1875), finally settling further downstream at Dahejia 大河家 town in the Jishishan 积石山
area of Gansu. From the late Qing Dynasty the Eastern Bonans lived near Dahejia in what became 
known as "the three Bonan villages" 保安三庄: Dadun 大墩, Ganmei 甘梅2, and Gao Li 高李, as well 
as other villages. 
Both Xunhua and Jishishan were originally Tibetan areas that had been settled by Turkic- and 
Sinitic-speaking Muslims, respectively. Dahejia town—located at a key Yellow River crossing just 
across the river from the Mongolic-speaking Mangghuers—was the mid-point on an important route 
between the Xining-Lanzhou corridor and with Hezhou town. Hezhou (now Linxia) one of China's 
most important Muslim centers, and is also known as “Little Mecca.” These Eastern Bonans were party 
to the Muslim sectarian conflicts in the 19th century and subject to local warlords (Ma Anliang, Ma 
Bufang) in the early-mid 20th century. 
Thus, the Eastern Bonan's new home was also quite multilingual (Sinitic, Tibetan, Turkic, 
Mongolic), yet the dominant cultural milieu was Sinophone and Muslim. While the largest population 
of local Muslims were Sinophone (and now termed “Hui”), their co-religionists also included the 
Turkophone Salars across the Yellow River. Amdo Tibetan was also an important areal lingua franca. 
2 Ganmei 甘梅 is a crasis of two neighboring village names Ganhetan 甘河滩 and Meipo 梅坡.
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Thus, most neo-Eastern Bonans were almost certainly bilingual in local varieties of Sinitic and Bonan, 
as well as having some competence in Salar and Amdo Tibetan. Given their religious and trade 
orientations towards Sinophone Muslims and Chinese, the Eastern Bonan language shows heavy 
contact effects with Sinitic. 
While Western Bonan gained no formal recognition, today the eastern Gansu Bonans have 
official minzu ethnic status and largely live in a multi-ethnic county: the Jishishan Bao’an-Dongxiang-
Salar Autonomous County 积石山保安族东乡族撒拉族自治县 (part of Linxia Hui Autonomous 
Prefecture). Today Bonans are concentrated in Dahejia Township of Dongxiang Salar Jishishan 
Autonomous County, largely in Ganhetan 甘河滩, Dadun 大墩, and Lijiacun 李家村 villages. 
Of published sources, Bökh & Liu (1982) worked in Dahejia, Chen (1995b) worked in Ganhetan 
and Dadun, Todaeva in Dahejia; Charles Li (this dictionary) worked in Dahejia with a speaker from 
Ganhetan, and the two most recent dictionaries in Dadun (Ma & Satō 2016, Mo & Zhang 2008).
1.4 Classification
Geographically, Bonan (ISO 639-3: peh) belongs to Southeastern Mongolic; taxonomically it groups 
with Mangghuer, Mongghul, and Santa, a.k.a. the Shirongolic languages. Likely of common origin, 
these constitute “an areal continuum of closely-related languages with only slight polarization between 
two subgroups” Mangghuer-Mongghul (with 37 shared innovations) and Bonan-Santa, with 36 shared 
innovations (Rybatzki 2003: 388). 
The two Bonan varieties, Eastern (Gansu) and Western (Qinghai), are phonologically, 
grammatically, and lexically divergent. Still, the varieties are reported to still be largely mutually 
intelligible (Wu 2003).
Eastern Bonan is typically described as having sub-varieties corresponding to towns in 
Jishishan county; how different these varieties are is dubious. These include Dahejia, Ganhetan and 
Dadun (from Dahejia, Dadun 大墩 is upriver (west), closest to the Qinghai border, while Ganhetan 甘
河滩 (sometimes written 干河滩) is south on a tributary). Gaoli 高李村 and Lijiacun 李家村 villages 
also also mentioned, sometimes as 'varieties.' Eastern Bonan has simpler syllable structures and Sinitic 
is the main source of loan words. The internal classification of Eastern Bonan is taken up in Chen 
(1995b).
Western Bonan has four varieties corresponding to the four settlements: Lower Bonan town 
(Xiazhuang 保安下庄), Gaser (Tibetan sKa gsar), Gomar (sGo dmar), and Nyenthoq (gNyan thog). 
Their internal comparison is discussed in Chen (1995a) and Fried (2010). Western Bonan allows more 
onset clusters and Bodic is the main source of loan words.
1.5 Current Language Status
Only Eastern Bonan is officially recognized as an ethnolinguistic group (minzu)3; Western Bonans are 
officially Monguor (Tu) or Tibetan. Neither variety has Bonan-language schooling, nor is an 
orthography available (official or unofficial). Bonans have no historical ethnonym, although Eastern 
Bonans, in response to official recognition, have created baonan rən ~ baonan kuŋ 'Bonan person'. 
3 In the P.R. China, Islam is a marked category, so adopting Islam requires re-assigning an ethnic category. Recognition 
of “new” Muslim groups at the founding of the PRC usually resulted in the official recognition of new minzu (e.g. 
[Eastern] Bonan, Dongxiang, etc.); later converts to Islam were generally recognized instead as Hui (e.g. the 
Tibetophone Kangjia Hui, etc.). The Western Bonans were not culturally marked and thus received no recognition.
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(Given its rendering in Standard Chinese pronunciation (locally it would be bonan~bonaŋ), that 
ethnonym is clearly not used.) 
The main language domain is in the home; in Western Bonan, Bonan is used in-group between 
the towns. While Bonan is used in certain everyday spiritual practices (e.g. the daily incense offering in 
Western Bonan villages), religious activities are conducted in other languages (Tibetan for Western 
Bonan and Arabic and Chinese for Eastern Bonan). Business and schooling are likewise conducted in 
the locally prestigious linguae francae Amdo Tibetan (for Western Bonan) and local Chinese (for 
Eastern Bonan), respectively. 
Few if any speakers are monolingual. Speakers have positive attitudes towards their language. 
Their literacy rate in Chinese is 44% (2000 census). Bonan's language endangerment status according 
to the Ethnologue is 6b threatened (Eberhard et al. 2019). 
Bonan has some mutual intelligibility with other Mongolic languages of the area, especially 
Santa, Mangghuer, and Mongghul.
2. Sketch grammar of Eastern Bonan 
2.1 Language description sources
To date, both varieties of the Bonan language remain under-described. 
Eastern Bonan (along with Mangghuer, Mongghul, Santa and Kangjia) was first termed Shirongolic by 
Potanin (1893). The first field work on Bonan was conducted in 1956 by B.X. Todaeva and focused 
primarily on the Gansu variety and included a short ethnography (1965), two grammatical sketches 
(1963, 1997), and a longer grammar with texts and a glossary (1966). 
From the 1970s, the Beijing-initiated Chinese minority language sketch grammar series resulted in a 
sketch grammar of Eastern Bonan, focusing on Dadun 大墩 village near Dahejia town (Bökh (Buhe) & 
Liu 19824, cf. also Ying 2006). Other studies in Ganhetan village are Chen (1995c) and Charles Li 
(1983, 1984, 1985, 1986), the latter exploring language contact and change. Two Bonan-Chinese 
dictionaries appeared recently (Mo & Zhang 2008, Ma & Satō 2016), also focusing on Dadun village. 
A modern comprehensive grammar and dictionary are lacking.
Eastern Bonan has attracted recent phonetic studies, on obstruent differentiation in Ganhetan 
and Gaoli villages (Ma 2015), and vowel acoustics in Degejix et al. (2014, 2015, and 2016). 
For Western Bonan, Chen and Chinggeltai's 1980 research (published in 1987) focused on 
Nyantoq, but included mention of multiple Bonan areas. That research also resulted in a preliminary 
lexicon (Chen 1986a), and text materials (Chen 1986b). On Xiazhuang town, there is Bökh and Chen 
(1981). Fried 2010's dissertation grammar and Wu's (2003) grammatical sketches covered all four 
locales of Western Bonan. 
Thus, research which began in the mid-1950s in the Eastern Bonan areas has continued, fitfully, 
to present; beginning in the 1980s, more research has been done on Western Bonan, as the following 
summary shows (unreliable or specialized works have been excluded):
4 Böke & Liu 1982 was drafted by Liu in 1964 based on early 1960s research, then revised by Böke and and based on 
interviews of Bonan speakers in April 1977 and October 1980 in nearby Linxia city.
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A diachrony of key Bonan sources
variety    \ research
                \    dates
1950s 1960s–1970s 1980s 1990s 2000+
Eastern Bonan Todaeva (1966) Böke and Liu 
(1982)
Li (1985) & 
this dictionary
(Wu 2003) Ma & Satō 
(2016)
Western Bonan Chen (1986a), 
Chen & Ching-
geltai (1986b)
Wu (2003) Fried (2010)
The current dictionary is thus the only source on Eastern Bonan from the 1980s.
2.2 Sound system 
Vowels
Both varieties have a six-vowel system: a e ɯ/ə i o u (Bökh and Liu 1982 and Li 1985b have ə, Toda-
eva 1964:4 and Svantesson et al. 2005:153 have ɯ), small for a Mongolic language (Chen 1986b:19). 
The diphthongs ai au əi ia io ua uə iu ue occur (Chen 1995), e.g. aigu- 'be afraid' (Todaeva 1964:6). 
Eastern Bonan lacks contrastive vowel length (Chen 1989-1990 cited in Svantesson et al. 2005), 
although four long vowels were reported for Eastern Bonan in the 1950s, for example bu:- 'descend', 
he:- 'warm oneself in the sun', na:tə- 'play', no:r 'face, appearance,' etc. (Todaeva 1964:5). No varieties 
have vowel harmony. Later publications record no contrastive vowel length, cf. Li (1985b): bu-, hə-, 
nɑtʰə-, nər for the above examples: all have short vowels. Todaeva has o:lə (<*aula 'mountain') and 
o:lon (*eülen) 'cloud', but Li 1985b had nəma 'mountain', jynʦʰɛ 'cloud'.
Front rounded vowels have been lost, e.g. *nöken 'hole' is realized in Eastern Bonan variously 
as nokuŋ (Böke & Liu 1982), nakʰuŋ (Li 1985b, Ma & Satō 2016), cf. Western Bonan (Nyantoq) 
nɵkɵŋ.
Consonants
In the consonant inventory, voiced obstruents are realized as voiceless unaspirated in initial position. 




Retroflex Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
(pʰ) p 
b
(tʰ) t d (kʰ) k g (qʰ) q 
f (v) s z ʂ (ʐ) ɕ (ç) (x) (ɣ) χ (ʁ) h




m n (ɲ) ŋ
l r (ɮ) (ɬ)
w j (ʝ)
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The sole unaspirated uvular stop is variously phonemicized as q or g /ɢ/ (Svantesson et al. 2005:153 vs. 
Nugteren 2005:31 respectively). Western Bonan has both q ɢ (Fried 2010, Wu 2003, Dwyer 2006 
fieldwork), and its Nyantoq (Nantoq) variety has the largest phoneme inventory, with full phonemes ɲ 
ʑ (Chen & Chenggeltai 1986:65), adding [ç] (x) and [çʰ] (z) to the above.
Alveo-palatal, retroflex, and glottal sounds occur only non-indigenous words, although in Eas-
tern Bonan we find the alternations ʂ ~ɕ (and ~ç) and h~f in Mongolic words (h> f/__u, e.g. E. Bonan 
fulɑŋ 'red' < CM *hulahan), cf. hɑrwɑŋ 'ten', hotʰɤ 'star' (Li 1995). This initial /h-/ is a secondary deve-
lopment; primary *h- cannot be reconstructed for any Shirongolic language (Nugteren 2005: 255–256). 
Phonetically, under Tibetan influence, both varieties of Bonan have pre-initials, more accura-
tely initial consonant clusters. Yet Eastern Bonan's are limited to mb nd nʥ ndʐ ŋg tχ χʥ rʨ lʨ fd ft fg  
ʂb ʂg/dʐ ŋg and tχ (Böke & Liu 1982: 12–13), e.g. ŋguŋ 'winter', fda~da 'pocket', ftə~futə 'long', fgo~go 
'big'. As the previous examples illustrate, many of these initial consonant clusters are pseudo-preinitials 
of Mongolic and non-Bodic origin, formed after vowel or syllable deletion. Only some are true (Bodic) 
pre-initials.
In contrast, Western Bonan has many more pre-initials for example, just the h-series includes ʰp 
ʰt ʰk ʰʨ ; Western Bonan also has ɬ (all characteristic of Tibetan) and the additional fricative ʑ uvular ɢ 
(Wu 2003).
In terms of phonotactics, the syllable is (C)V(V)(C) (Chen & Chenggeltai 1986:69–70, with 
the addition of (V)). Eastern Bonan syllables are considerably more phonotactically restricted than 
those of Western Bonan, but less so than those of the closest Mongolic language across the Yellow 
River, Mangghuer (which, like Sinitic, only allows (C)VN, where N=n, ŋ). Eastern Bonan does show a 
preference for CV(CV), and more recent descriptions show less to no initial clusters, and diphthongs 
tend, as in local Sinitic, to be monophthongized, e.g. ʦʰaɪ > ʦʰe~se 'vegetable.'
 Accent is stem-final, with some (as yet poorly understood) exceptions (Chen & Chenggeltai 
1986: 71–72), likely relating to secondary vowel length. 
The diachronic palatalization of alveolar obstruents in native and non-native lexemes is more 
frequent than in Mangghuer and Salar (based on Dwyer's in situ comparative research), e.g. ǰiərə <      
*deere 'top, on top of'; ǰifang < difang 'place, locale'; čiučan < čiutian 'autumn', zakači < zakat 'alms-
giving', tʂuxuʨʰi 'Jew'. 
However, both Eastern and Western Bonan preserve to some extent the velar/uvular variants of 
*kï (e.g. 'shave, nail' CM *kïrga-, kïmusun), which are palatalized in Monguoric (Nugteren 2005:46). In 
Eastern Bonan we have *kï, not či: χarɢə- 'shave', ɢadasun 'nail'.
The lexicon shows the *n > -ŋ typical of Shirongolic, e.g. *kun < kung 'person'. Bonan 
incorporated unstable *-n as part of the stem: CM *ïmaan, *nidün, togaan 'goat, eye, pot', BN *imaŋ, 
*nuduŋ, *toɢoŋ (Nugteren 2005:241).
2.3 Morphology 
2.3.1 Nominal morphology
The plural marker is -lə. In 1956, the Dadun variety of Eastern Bonan had plural lə , and another 
marker -gə~ngə, for definite singular. For this latter form (the second variant occurs only after non-
nasal-finals), younger speakers now only have -gə.
Furthermore, the numeral nige 'one' is used as a postposed indefinite marker (under Tibetan 
influence, see Dwyer 2013b; also a feature of Kangjia and Monguoric). 
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Case 
Four multifunctional syncretic cases typical of the Shirongolic languages, as exemplified below. 
Notable is Bonan's case syncretism (Baerman 2009), in which the genitive and accusative have merged 
into a connective case (Janhunen 2002), and the dative and locative have also merged.
This syncretism is a feature of the Mongolic but not the Turkic languages of northern Tibet.




-nə uniɑŋ-nə niʣɿ    'cow's milk'
cow-GEN milk    




-də mangɤ dzi-də jɤ-ɛ  'Let's go out'
1p(inc.) street-DAT go-1.Hort 
saŋjiŋ ndagɤ-də dabugə-dʐi




-sə lɑnʣɤ-sɿ lɑʁɑ-də !
Lanzhou-ABL avoid-succeed
'Be sure stay away from Lanzhou!'
ʥɑŋ bu-sɿ fgo
she I-CPV big




-qalə bu hɑbib-ʁɑlə hɑmtɤ ɕi-g-i
I Habib-CMT together go-IMPF.DUR.DIR
'I will go with Habib.'
pɑʣɿ-ʁɑlə pɑgə- 'to rake'
rake-INST rake
The form -qalə has two additional functions in Eastern Bonan; as a dual marker putə-qalə 'the two of 
us' and as an adverbial complement 'very': xolo-ʁɑlə 'very far'. 
• Pronouns
Personal pronouns are typically Mongolic, with first (bu, buda~budə/mɑngə~mɑnə) and second (či, 
ta) person singular and plural pronouns, respectively, and Mongolic demonstratives (nǰɑŋ 'he/she',  
nǰasï 'they' in Eastern Bonan (Li 1985b), (i)ne 'this', tere~te 'that' nogo 'that one' in Western Bonan (Wu 
2003:336)) used to refer to the third person (without nasal onsets in Li 1985b). First person plural 
pronouns show an inclusive/exclusive distinction: the inclusive based on the first person singular 
nominative form be, and the exclusive based on the oblique first person stem man- (< *min-). 
Table 3. Eastern Bonan personal pronouns




1 sg. bu~bə mənə nadə nadə nasə bu~bə-qalə
2 sg. ʨi ʨini ʨodə ʨodə ʨosə ʨi-qalə
1 pl. incl. mangə 
(~mangələ)
manə manda manda mansə man'gə-qalə
excl. budə~bədə bədanə budandə bədandə bedansə bədə-qalə
2p. ta tanə tandə tandə tansə ta-qalə
*sociative in Xiazhuang (W. Bonan) and in Eastern Bonan (Wu 2003:336), aka comitative-instrumental.
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In the absence of a third-person pronoun, rather than using the proximal and distal deictic pronouns enə 
'here' and tərə 'there', typically a kind of 3rd person indefinite 'other people' is used: ʥɑŋ~nʥɑŋ 'other 
person', plural ʥasi (Li 1985 has ʥas-nə '3p accusative-genitive', ʥas-də '3p dat/loc', (cf. nʥɑŋlə 'other 
people'; W Bonan (N.) gaŋ~ŋgaŋ, ŋgaŋlə; ɵrɵŋ).
Bonan has typically Mongolic deictic pronouns : ənə 'this', tə(r) 'that'. Other pronouns include 
the limitative pronouns hanə 'everyone', χʥiaχaŋ (xʥɑnɔŋ) 'alone'; reflexive pronoun goʥiə (kɑŋnɑŋ) 
'self', and the interrogative pronouns kaŋ (< *ken) 'who', iaŋ 'what', anə (halə < *ali ) 'where?', 
kutung 'how many'? The indefinite pronouns include iamə 'whatever', kamə 'whoever' (Bökh & Liu 
34–35). Some indefinite pronouns are built with a concessive converb on the copula wi- in wi-da (< wi-
sa-da), e.g. kangvidə 'anyone' (*kang 'who?' wi-da), yangvidə 'everything' (*yang 'what?' wi-da), and 
xaləvidə 'everywhere' (*xalə 'where.to?' wi-da).
• Numerals 
Mongolic numerals are retained in Eastern Bonan through the hundreds: nəgə 'one', ɢuar 'two', ɢuraŋ 
'three', deraŋ 'four', tawuŋ 'five' (Ganhetan tʰɑʕuŋ vs. Dadun tawuŋ), ʥirɢuŋ 'six', harwaŋ 'ten'; harwaŋ-
nəgə 'eleven, χoruŋ 'twenty', ɢubaraŋ 'thirty'. The higher numerals use Chinese 1,000 čan. (Li also has 
nəgu-dər 'thousand', aynə~wan 'ten thousand'. (In Western Bonan, numerals above 30 are counted in 
Tibetan, whereas in Mangghuer just across the river, numerals are largely Sinitic.) The use of Sinitic 
numerals in Eastern Bonan seems to be increasing above the decades, e.g. Mongolic ʁuɑrɑnʥyn 'two 
hundred' vs. Sinitic 二 百  ər-bɛ-gə kuŋ two-hundred-CL person 'two hundred people'.  
Numerals follow the noun they modify (e.g morə ɢuraŋ 'three horses' (Böke & Liu 1982:35), 
but precede at least in this example ʁurɑŋ ʂɑŋ 'three places' (Li 1995), and with a classifier: vu ʥin 
tarɑŋ 'five pounds (斤 ) of grain' (Li 1995).
In Eastern Bonan, Chinese numerals are often used for approximate numerals: 
sɿwuʂʅ-gə ʦɛlio 
four.five.ten-CL material 'forty or fifty pieces of material' (Li 1985b)
Ordinal numerals only with the Chinese ordinal prefix ǰi= (< ti- 第), e.g. ǰiyi 'first', ǰi'er, 'second', ǰivu 
'fifth' etc. These can be formed syntactically using the third person pronoun jang (<~njang) preceded 
by the connective form of the numeral, e.g. nimang-ne njang ‘eighth’ (Wu 2003). Western Bonan's use 
of the Tibetan prefix ang as an ordinal (ang + Mo/Tib. Num: ang~angge nege ‘first’) is not in Li's 
(1985) materials. 
Deliminiatives are formed with -xang, e.g. nəgə-xɑŋ 'only one' (Li 1985b); and collectives are 
formed with with -lə (-la in Western Bonan), e.g. nəgulə 'one of them', ʁuɑlə, ʁurulə, dɛrulə, tɑʕulə, 
ʥirʁulə, dalulə, nimulə, jɛsulə, hɑrwulə.
• Adjectival intensifiers
The Mongolic instrumental -ʁɑˈlə (*koar) is used as an intensifier, e.g. sɔŋ-ʁɑˈlə 'rather good'. 
Intensifiers of Sinitic and Bodic origin can be escalated to that superlative as follows (Li 1985):
sɔŋ-ʁɑˈlə ˈajnə  'very good'
moxoˈlə sɔŋ 'quite good'
gɑ sɔŋ 'extremely good' (cf. Amdo ɦga) 
ˈliˈtʂɑ sɔŋ 'specially good'
gɛˈvi  sɔŋ 'very specially good' (Li 1985), 'even better'
ʣui sɔŋ 'best'
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2.3.2. Verbal morphology
Voice marking is limited to the causative -Gə , e.g. rə-ʁə 'make s.o. come' (also functions as a 
transitivizer), the reciprocal de- e.g. kalə- 'speak, talk', kalandə- 'quarrel', the collective -či (-ʨi), e.g. 
ɑmɑŋ wɑr-ʨi-ʥo mouth hold-COLL-IMPF '(everyone) is fasting with each other'; the inchoative ra-, 
e.g. ede- 'be unable to,' ederi- 'be tired'. (Iterative la- does not occur in the dictionary).
The imperative has three forms corresponding to the referent. 
• A first-person imperative (voluntative 'Shall I', 'let me' ) imperative is realized as ya~yɛ~ɛ~i (< 
*ya). 
mɑngɤ ʁuɑlə ping-ɛ 'Let us two have a race.' (Li 1985b)
1p.incl two race-HORT
• A second person plain imperative is simply an unmarked (zero-suffix) verb stem, e.g. rə! 
'Come!' The bare stem may be followed by hortative particles.
In negated utterances, prohibitive particle (təgə~tə~te) precedes the bare verb stem:
te kale 'Don't tell!' (Ma & Satō 2016) təgə hɔlə 'Don't run!' (Li 1985b)
PROH say PROH run
• The third person imperative is typically a command (i.e. jussive) rather than a hortative, formed 
with the verb suffix -ge~ʁə, apparently from the CM permissive *-g-V (Wu 2003), e.g.:
ɑjɛ -də rɔl-ʥi nda-ʁə ! 'Let Grandpa eat!' (Li 1985b)
grandpa-DAT yield-CIMPF eat-JUSS
Finite & Nonfinite forms
As a feature of all Turco-Mongolic languages, the distinctive nonfinite and finite verbal inflections and 
their functions are described below.
Nonfinite inflections are more numerous, with three participles and five converbs.
• Participles
The participles (imperfective -GU, perfective -sang and agentive -čang) form relative clauses and 
adnominal attributes, e.g. dərgɛ-sɔŋ tʂabi fill–PPERF teacup 'filled teacup', and ʂu puʨi-ʨaŋ 'writer'. 
Many of these (like the latter) are lexicalized forms; another lexicalized example with -sang is *ǰi-sang 
dung 'eye tooth' (lit. 'extending teeth' <*ǰii- 'stretch, extend' + -sang + dung (<*sidün) 'tooth'. 
Imperfective -GU (with variant pronunciations) is most likely to be used in non-lexicalized 
participial constructions such as:
gaŋ-dorɪ-gɤ su dəgɔŋ 'The water in the cistern is turbid.' (Li 1985b)
cistern-inside–IMPF water turbid 
The perfective participle -sang is versatile, and can function as a temporal conditional as -sang-da with 
the locative case (re-sang-da 'when...came...'); -sang “can also be used as a nominal predicate” (Wu 
2003):
bu ʥiənjiŋ nʥiə-saŋ wi / gi 'I have (/have not) seen films.' (Böke & Liu 1982)
1s film see-PPERF EXIST.SUBJ/NEG.EXIST.SUBJ 
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• Converbs
The five converbs are imperfective coordinative -ǰi , modifying -yang, conditional-temporal -sa, 
limitative-terminative -tala, and purposive (final) -la. They can be exemplified as follows:
The highest frequency converb is the imperfective converb ǰi [ʥi] (< *-ǰi), which coordinates 
simultaneous or sequential actions. The following express simultaneous and sequential actions, 
respectively: 
ʂu ʥi bən  uari-ʥi   rɔ 'come holding several books' (Mo & Zhang 2008)
book several volume hold-CIMPF come
bu nʥiə-ʥi mad(ə)-o 'I understood after seeing it' (Böke & Liu 1982:75)
1s see-CIMPF know-PERF1
The modal converb in the Eastern Bonan form (y)ang~ng (Western Bonan -yang~ya), expresses a 
simultaneous or modifying action to the main action:
hɑbib ʂnɛ-jɑŋ nda-ʥo 'Habib laughed while eating.' (Li 1985b)
Habib laugh-CMOD eat-PST2
The modal converb is also used as an insubordination (i.e., a subordinate clause used finitely) as a 
hortative, particularly with a negated verb, e.g.:
ʨi  təgə      lɑ-jɑŋ ! 'Why don't you stop crying?!' (Li 1985b), lit., 'don't cry (and...)'
you PROH cry-CMOD
These insubordinate forms are common in request discourse, not only in Shirongolic but many of the 
world's languages (Dwyer 2016). 
The limitative or terminative converb is -təlɑ (-sala is not attested in these E. Bonan materials):
nə rɑʐʅ-lɑ tərɑ-təlɑ nɑtə-ʥo These children played until they went sleep.' (Li 1985b)
this child-PL sleep-LIM play-PST2.OBJ
xobudɑn   ʂʅʥɛ gə-təlɑ 'doing until evening prayer' (Li 1985b)
evening.prayer time do-LIM
The conditional converb with -sa 'if, when' may be reduced to sə or sɪ:
ʨi   rə-ʥi gə-sɿ , bu ɕi-gə ʂi 'If you come, I won't go.' (Li 1985b)
you come-PERF2 say-CCOND , 1s go-PIMPF COP.NEG.SUBJ
(NB The first clause of this sentence was originally analyzed by Li with -gə-sɿ “DSD(stativeDurative)-
if” as an affix to the verb re- 'come'; it has been adjusted above.)
The concessive converb -sa-da (based on conditional -sa) does not occur in these Eastern 
Bonan materials. (The closest we have is a trace of a concessive converb on the copula wi- in wi-da    
(< wi-sa-da); see indefinite pronouns in 2.3.1 above.) 
The converb -la~lə (< *-la ) expresses a purposive:
hɑbib uniɑŋ-nə ʂɑngə-lə rə-ʥi 'Habib came neuter the bull.' (Li 1985b)
Habib bull-ACC  neuter-PURP  come-PERF2.OBJ
Some converbial forms do not (or more likely, no longer) occur in Eastern Bonan. The expected  quasi-
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temporal -ser (*-gsa-xar) of Western Bonan (Wu 2003) does not occur in these materials; instead, the 
Sinitic continuative adverb yizhi 'continuously' is used:
təŋgəʥi jidʐʅ nɑt-ʥi ʂdʐɛ ndɑ-ʥo  'Thus, (they) played continuously and it was late.' 
thus.so.doing continuously play-CIMPF time be.late-PERF2.OBJ (Li 1985b)
In contact with analytic languages, Eastern Bonan has partially abandoned its serial typology (con-
verbial clause chains), such that aspect, which was originally expressed by converbial constructions, is 
now expressed by a temporal adverb of Sinitic or Bodic origin. The same pattern is visible in the 
neighbouring and typologically similar Salar language (Dwyer 2013a). Here are two examples of Bodic 
adverbials, durung 'still' (< Amdo Tibetan ta roŋ) and warwardə (< Amdo Tib. wawara + Mon. loc. də) 
deployed in Eastern Bonan:
dʐɔŋ doʁoŋ sɛrɪ dʐi kuɛ   var-dʐo 'S/he still holds a few dollars.' (Li 1985b)
3s.other still money several dollar hold-PERF2.OBJ 
ɕoli varvardə   gə nəgə xil-ʥi 'Sholi occasionally sang a song.' (Li 1985b)
Sholi sometimes song one sing-PERF2.SUBJ
 
To summarize Eastern Bonan nonfinite verbal morphology:
Table 4. Nonfinite verbal morphology
tag type function form Mongolic
PIMPF participle - impf. aorist-future -GU 
PPERF participle - perf. past-perfective -sang
PAG participle - ag. agent noun -čang
CMOD converb - mod. modifying -(a)ng~anyang *-n
CIMPF converb - imperf. coordinative -ǰi *-ǰi
CCOND converb - cond. conditional-temporal -sa *-sA
CLIM converb - limit. terminative, limitative -tala *-tala
CPRP converb - final final, purposive -la *-la
Finite verbal morphology is limited to four suffixes, two imperfective and two perfective.
One imperfective form in -m is a narrative present-future tense, often expressing a habitual action or an 
eternal state:
nə  nəgə ɤ-m 'This one is a drinker.' (Li 1985b)
this one drink-IMPF
The other imperfective form, -na, is a durative present-future tense, and functions similarly to -m, e.g.:
bu ted gaʨi lə  mədə-nə  'I don't understand Tibetan' (Li 1985b)
1s  Tibetan  language NEG know-IMPF
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Of the two perfective finite forms, the first is a simple past -o (< *wa): 
nʥiəg-t(ə)-o '(I) saw (it)' (Böke & Liu 1982:78)
see-RECP-PERF1
The second past tense (PST2, which Wu 2003 terms 'complex'), expresses a result, an endpoint, or a 
change of state (hence Li 1985b's endpoint (EP) and change of state (COS) tags). This high frequency 
form ǰi, expresses a resultative or complex past tense. It is often seen fused with the objective 
perspective marker -o, as ǰo~ ǰio [ʥo]:
ʥɑŋ dɑŋmulə-ʂɑ  fulɑŋ gadgə-nə ʨɛgə-ʥo 'S/he pasted red paper over the doorway.' (Li 1985b)
3s.other doorway-on red paper-ACC paste-PST2.OBJ
We can summarize the four finite forms below:
Table 5. Finite verbal morphology
tag function form Mongolic
IMPF1 narrative present-future -m *-m, *-mUi
IMPF2 durative present-future -na *-nAm
PERF1 terminative past 1 - simple -o -*wa
PERF2 resultative past 2 - complex -ǰi [ʥi] -*ǰi
In Western Bonan, the above forms are, -m, -na, -o, and -(r-)ǰe, respectively.
Perspective 
The requirement to mark the orientation of discourse perspective vis-à-vis the speaker is a hallmark of 
grammars within the Tibetan linguistic area, including Shirongolic and also Salar. Termed egophori-
city, a speaker distinguishes an assertion oriented towards the speaker (“subjective”) —which often has 
a first-person subject—from those not oriented towards the speaker (“objective”). This marking is 
particularly well-distinguished for existentials and copulas. These are clitics (e.g. =wi), for now 
represented as suffixes (-wi):
Table 6. Perspective marking
abbreviation marker Mongolic example
EXIST.SUBJ wi *bui / 
*bayi-
na.də   talɢaŋ               wi           'I have stir-fried noodles.'
1s.DAT stir.fry.noodles EXIST.SUBJ
EXIST.OBJ wa *bui / 
*bayi-
hi-də        radəɢ         wa   'There are wild animals in the 
mtn-LOC  wild.animal EXIST.OBJ         hills'
COP.SUBJ (y)i adx yen? mangə  hanə ʂejən    i   'We are all commune members'
1p.incl    all commune.member COP.SUBJ  (BökeLiu1982:67)
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COP.OBJ o (~ ʕo) nudə harən tawuŋ o.     'Today's the 15th ' 
today fifteen COP.OBJ      (BökeLiu1982:67)
COP.EMPH.SUBJ mba ənə ʨiaχu-nə ʨi ɢolsaŋ mb(a) u? 
this teapot-ACC you break COP.EMPH.SUBJ Q 
'Was it you who broke the teapot?' (BökeLiu 1982:66)
COP.EMPH.SUBJ mbi kal-ʥi-gɤ mbi ɑ ‘What is said is right!’ (Li 1985b)
say-PPERF-NZR COP.EMPH.SUBJ EX 
NEG.EXIST.SUBJ gi  (W.Bo. 
gi(-wa))
*ügei nadə agu gi  'I don't have a daughter' (Li 1985b)
1s.DAT daughter NEG.EXIST.SUBJ
NEG.EXIST.OBJ ginə *ügei gagədə agu ginə 'Elder brother doesn't have a daughter' 
bu jibiʣɿ hɑbib-nə ʂgə-sɑŋ ginə 
1s all life Habib-ACC hit-PPS NEG.EXIST.OBJ
'I have never hit Habib in all my life.'
abbreviation marker Mongolic example
NEG.COP.SUBJ ši [ɕi~ʂʅ] *bisi ʨi rə-ʥi gə-sɿ ,                    bu ɕi-gə ʂʅ  
you come-PERF2 say-CCOND, 1s go-PIMPF COP.NEG.SUBJ
'If you come, I won't go.' (Li 1985b)
NEG.COP.OBJ šo [ɕo~ʂo] *bisi nudə mənə dəu iu-gu ɕo   (Böke & Liu 1982:72)
today 1s.GEN younger.brother go-PIMPF COP.NEG.OBJ 
'Today my younger brother isn't leaving' 
The existential wi/wa represents “a syncretic merger and secondary (re)differentiation of the original 
copula *bui and the auxiliary *bayi- ‘to be’”(Wu 2003). The subjective copula yi may be of Amdo 
Tibetan origin (< yen;  id.). 
When the objective copula o is preceded by a vowel, consonant prothesis occurs on the copula, which 
Li 1985b recorded as ʕo:
hɑbib ʂʅ dɛfu-ʕo
Habib *be doctor-COP.OBJ
Incidentally, the  ʂʅ glossed by Li as 'be' above is better glossed as TOP, a topic marker (as in Salar, 
Dwyer 2007). The Standard Chinese pattern A ʂʅ B does not occur in local Sinitic (where it is instead A 
B ʂʅ), so ʂʅ above must have another grammatical function, which we suggest is a focus or topicalizer 
particle. 
2.4 Syntax
Bonan's default constituent order is head-final (SOV). Thus, in the verb phrase (VP), the object 
precedes the verb, and within the noun phrase (NP), the noun is preceded by genitival and adjectival 
attributes (including numerals and pronouns as attributes). This VP patterning resembles all other 
languages in the area (all are OV), and the NP patterning resembles other Turco-Mongolic and Sinitic 
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languages of the area (GAN). However, the NP patterning differs from that of Tibeto-Burman 
(including the local Amdo Tibetan), which has GNA: the genitive precedes the noun, but the attribute 
follows it (Dryer 2003, in Janhunen 2003). 
While most Shirongolic languages, including Western Bonan, maintain the GAN order in NPs 
except for a postposted nege~nəgə 'one' used as an indefinite article (Janhunen id.), even this small 
innovation is weak in Eastern Bonan, e.g. oltəʁ sarï 'half moon' (preposed) but oltəʁ nəgə 'one-half' 
(postposed), rɛno-ʁɑlə ajnə festive-COMIT very 'very festive' (postposed), but otherwise preposed e.g. 
nege halɢong 'one step,' nege asman 'one thousand.'
Interrogatives and negation are expressed by particles. Interrogatives include Mongolic u 
(~bu~vu, which cliticizes to a preceding inflected finite verb), and occasionally Turkic/Sinitic ma, e.g. 
ʨi   ʂɤ ʣɛl-ʥi mɑ ? 'Did you plant trees?' (Li 1985b)
you tree plant-PERF2.SUBJ Q
For negation, nominal predicates and some participles are negated with shi/sho: kuŋ nə ʂi 'This is not 
the man'. The negative existential gi- (subjective)/gi-na (objective) is used to negate converbs and 
participles:
bu jibiʣɿ hɑbib-nə ʂgə-sɑŋ gi-nə 
I whole.life Habib-ACC hit-PRTC NEG-OBJ 'I have never hit Habib in all my life.' (Li 1985b)
Two forms of negation are found in finite forms: 
• si [sɿ] (*ese) - past/perfective negation
ʨi  rə-ɤ sɿ rə-ɤ-o ? 'Did you come, or not?' (Li 1985b)
you come-Q NEG come-Q-PST 
bu si rə 'I didn't come.' (Ma & Satō 2016)
I NEG come
• le~ə (*ülü) - present-future/imperfective negation
le made-ne '(I) don't know.' (Ma & Satō 2016)
hɑbib tʁɑ-nə lə nda-m 'Habib does not eat chicken.' (Li 1985b)
Habib chicken-ACC NEG eat-HAB
Eastern Bonan also has the prohibitive form təgə~te reported for some varieties of Western Bonan (Wu 
2003:343): təgə hɔlə 'Don't run!' (Li 1985b); te kale 'don't tell!' (Ma & Satō 2016). 
Serial and complex predicate constructions are formed with a main verb followed by a satellite 
(“helping,” “light,” “auxiliary”) verb; the latter carries full Tense-Aspect-Mood marking. These are a 
number of functional types. In structure, they are typically linked by an imperfective converb - ǰi [-ʥi],  
but also verbs may be reanalyzed as affixes. 
Former serial verbs joined by -ǰi include:
•  Directionals, e.g. with re- 'come', xar- 'emerge', e.g. xar-ǰi re (written as “her-ǰi ri”) 'come out' 
(Ma & Satō 2016), e.g. direction away:
moʁui pɑgə-ʥi jɤ-ʥo
snake crawl-CNV go-PERF.OBJ 'The snake crawled away.' (Li 1985b)
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• Aspectual complements: war- 'finish', so~su~sau- 'continue'
• Benefactives oke- 'do for someone', autobenefactive aw- 'do for self'
puči-ǰi oke- 'write for someone' (Ma & Satō 2016)
Sometimes these complements are preceded by zero-marked verbs, which do not have the expected 
nonfinite converbial suffixes and are directly juxtaposed, e.g.:
nǰa-Ø  made  'understand' (Ma & Satō 2016)
see-CNV know 
Those finite verbs grammaticalized as affixes include the following:
• Abilitative: da- 'be able', yada- 'be unable', ol- possible, ker- 'need', e.g.:
habib jamu ɤ- da- dʐi- gi- nə
Habib  food drink- be.able- IMPF-NEG-OBJ 'Habib cannot eat.' (Li 1985b)
• A successful result, where the abilitative verb is grammaticalized as a verbal suffix (a feature of 
Eastern but not typically Western Bonan) :
uniɑŋ vɑr-də ! (Succeed in) catching the cattle! (Li 1985b)
cattle catch-be.able
This successful result is sometimes expressed partly periphrastically with the light verb ši (< *eči-) 'go': 
napdə (adx ndʐəp 'to finish'+ de-):
ʥɔŋ napdə sɿ ɕi-ʨ , sunɕin jas- ʥo
3s succeed NEG go-PST.endpoint anew repair-IMPF.OBJ 'She didn't succeed; she is repairing it again.'
• Another converb -de (from *od- 'go') expresses perfective, (GNy oke-te- 'gave', XZ/EB kel-de- 
'told'), reported in Wu (2003:342), does not occur in this dictionary.
Quotatives embed a finite sentence in a matrix sentence, and are expressed with geǰi [gəʥi] (from ge- 
'say'):
hɑbib ɕoli-də  ʨi jɔŋ smɑn   ɤ-g-i gəʥi asʁə-ʥo
Habib ɕoli-DAT 2s what medecine drink-DUR-SUBJ QUOT ask-IMPF.OBJ
'Habib asked Sholi, “What medicine will you take?” ' (Li 1985b).
2.5 Lexicon
Etymologically, Western and Eastern Bonan show heavy contact with the local Sinitic and Bodic 
(Tibetan) varieties, but in different proportions. The Western Bonan (Xiazhuang) lexicon was in 1956 
only about 22% Mongolic, 43% Bodic and only 14% Sinitic, based on a count of 3,032 words (Chen & 
Chenggeltai 1986:15). Within Western Bonan, forty years later, Xizhuang town had the lowest 
proportion of Tibetan lexemes (43%), while Nyantoq had the highest (54%), based on a count of 700 
basic vocabulary items (Wu 2003:23-24). 
Eastern Bonan (Dadun, 3020 lexeme sample) also had about the same proportion of native 
Mongolic lexemes in the earlier 1956 survey (23%), but compared to Western Bonan, the proportion of 
Sinitic and Bodic lexemes is reversed: 40% Sinitic and only about 17% Tibetan (Chen & Chenggeltai 
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1986:15). These mirrored ratios also were similar for basic vocabulary in the 1956 survey (id.): 
Western Bonan (685 terms), Mongolic:Bodic:Sinitic 43%:27%:9% 
Eastern Bonan (710 terms), Mongolic:Bodic:Sinitic 44%:19%:22% 
In the current dictionary, we have provisionally identified the following ratios:
Eastern Bonan (4061 terms*), Mongolic:Bodic:Sinitic 34%:9%:51% (*of 4641 terms total)
Even without headwords included, it is clear that the Eastern Bonan lexicon has doubled the number of 
Sinitic lexemes in the last 40 years. Further, the influence of Islam on the lexicon is minimal, as less 
than 3% of the headwords are of Arabic or Persian origin; and the terms are virtually all limited to 
religious practice and morals. Turkic lexemes are largely a factor of contact with Salars.
Eastern Bonan, however, appears to retain more Mongolic lexemes than another Shirongolic 
language just across the river, Mangghuer (a comparison is forthcoming). Moreover, specific semantic 
domains such as numerals are retained in Bonan but shifted to Sinitic in Mangghuer. If a count of both 
lexicons bears this out, it is surprising, given that both areas (Sanchuan for the Mangghuer and 
Jishishan for the Bonan) have large market towns and are located on important north-south trade routes.
Religious and cultural vocabulary account for some of these loans; religious vocabulary is 
Persian (prayer times, graves) and Arabic. However, since most all of these Perso-Arabic terms have 
come through the local variety of Sinitic, they have Sinitic phonotactics and can be barely 
recognizable. Many kinship terms are Tibetan and Sinitic, and many nature terms are Tibetan. Farm 
and village technology terms tend to be Sinitic.
Foreign verbs are often nativized with the Mongolic verb 'do' (gə- < *ki-), e.g. biangə- 'to 
change' Ch. bian 变 'change' + gə-. The Turco-Mongolic verbalizer +LA- is also used. Occasionally, a 
bare verb will be incorporated directly into the lexicon.
Lexical forms of Tibetan and Sinitic origin can often be identified by their phonotactics: 
retroflex obstruents or l-initial words are can be either; pre-initials and initial clusters (nd-, shg- etc.) 
are often Bodic, although Shirongolic (including Eastern Bonan) is famous for deletion processes in 
native lexemes resulting in clusters as well (fgo 'big'). 
Forms of Turkic origin share neither a phonotactic pattern nor a semantic subdomain, yet many 
are some high frequency words, e.g. taši 'stone', bas (<bars) 'tiger', boğdi 'wheat' (with the more 
conservative Turkic -ğ-, lost in Mongolic *buudaї); and changbaši 'singer' (Chinese 唱 + tkc. baš 
'head, leader').
As in other languages in the Amdo Sprachbund (such as the Turkic Salar language), premodern 
Sinitic loans are discoverable via their phonotactics, including a series of non-palatalized initial 
obstruents, e.g. xɛ 'shoes' (cf. MSC ɕiɛ24 鞋 , and Middle Chinese initial ŋ- (realized as n-~ŋ- in Eastern 
Bonan), e.g. nə~ŋə 'goose', cf. MSC ɤ24 Y . Some Modern Standard Mandarin pronunciations also co-
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occur with these late Middle Chinese forms, e.g. gedo 'market street' (Li 1985b) from 街 道  'street' and 
ʨɛ 'street' (Mo2008). Local Chinese regionalisms such as gansan 'elegant, fine' are also present. 
Lexemes with initial r- are largely Bodic or Sinitic, except, for example, the high-frequency Mongolic 
verb re- 'to come'.
3. Data basis of this dictionary
The current dictionary was based on data collected by Charles Li from 1982 to 1984 in Dahejia town 
in the Jishishan Bonan, Dongxiang and Salar Autonomous County (积石山保安族东乡族撒拉族自治
县) in Gansu province.
The dictionary is based primarily on interviews with a single native-speaker consultant named 
Habib, a farmer from Ganhetan (甘河滩 or 干河滩) village. That research was funded by a U.S. 
National Science Foundation grant BCS-8308220 entitled, Baonan: Languages in Contact & Language 
Change. Charles Li compiled these materials into a Bonan-English lexicon with some example phrases 
and sentences, and from that basis also created an English-Bonan lexicon. Neither was ever published, 
though he printed spiral-bound photocopies for scholars. Several of his other publications from this 
period mention Gansu Bonan (Li 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986).
Charles Li gave Arienne Dwyer such a photocopy in 1985. Some decades later (years after the 
original files had been lost), Dwyer re-keyboarded the entries, structured and augmented them. That 
dictionary has about 3050 headwords. More recently, these entries have been regularized and 
supplemented. Dwyer made the following changes and additions to Li's original dictionary:
• Phonemicized his IPA transcription (with an orthography given in the next section)
• Added parts of speech, etymologies, and Chinese word glosses.
• Checked the accuracy of Li lexemes against Böke & Liu (1982), Ma & Satō (2016), and Mo & 
Zhang (2008), and manually added all corresponding Böke & Liu and Ma & Satō entries to the 
Li entries.
• The current version of the dictionary (1.0) contains Li's 1985 entries only, and preserves his 
original terminology (even when supplemented); the next planned version of this dictionary 
(2.0) will include entries from other sources and should contain about 5000 headwords.
• Noted the locale, when known (e.g. G=Ganhetan, DH=Dahejia, DD=Dadun).
• Adjusted Li's phonetic IPA representations in the following ways: 
◦ added explicit aspiration marking (ʰ).
◦ consistently marked retroflex and apical /i/ (replacing e.g. ʂɩ with ʂʅ, si with sɿ, rɩ with ʐʅ).
◦ rendered /z/ as [ʣ~ʦ], /ri/ as ʐʅ and Chinese /er/ as [ɚ] (rather than Li's rɩ, ər)
◦ accent/stress: changed an acute accent over vowels marking stress to a stress mark 
preceding the syllable, e.g. má > ˈma. Maintained all syllable accent marking (under var. ...
(Li1985)). 
• The original dictionary was bilingual and bidirectional (Bonan-English, English-Bonan). The 
current version is monodirectional but trilingual (Bonan-English/Chinese).
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4. User's guide to this dictionary
4.1 Motivation and limitations
Given the paucity of lexical and other resources on Eastern Bonan, Li's 1985 dictionary merits 
publication for public access, as well as preservation of the data in a sustainable form. It is the only 
known record of Eastern Bonan in the 1980s, and thus captures a valuable snapshot of this language 
variety in that decade. 
The current version of the dictionary has a number of limitations. Li's original dictionary was not 
comprehensive, as it is based on fairly brief stays in the Eastern Bonan region. A future comprehensive 
dictionary would be based on multiple spontaneous speech genres and lexical questionnaires. However, 
checking each entry with the other available dictionaries and lexicons, and supplementing the original 
Li dictionary with external terms aims to mitigate this limitation. Second, Dwyer has not herself done 
in situ research in Eastern Bonan communities. Nonetheless, she has done collaborative in situ research 
for twenty years on closely related languages (including Western Bonan, Mangghuer, and Mongghul) 
and neighboring languages (e.g. Salar, Wutun, Xunhua and Southern Gansu Sinitic). Our knowledge of 
Amdo Tibetan is limited. Finally, in the interest of public access, we have chosen to publish a first 
version of this dictionary in a preliminary form: much more complete than the original Li dictionary, 
but without the addition of new headwords and the revision of etymologies.
We have chose Open Access publication in order to make the work freely available to the public at no 
cost, as well as allowing rapid updating and republication of the dictionary. 
We thank Mr. Habib and the Bonan communities who received Charles Li, as well as the scholars of 
Bonan. We are also grateful to the University of Kansas' Open Access publications series, KU 
ScholarWorks, facilitated by Ms. Marianne Reed; and to Prof. Sandra Kübler (Indiana University), who 
advised Dwyer during late-stage data conversion. 
4.2 Features
Of the following features, the phonetic forms (from Li 1985b), English glosses, and sample phrases and 
sentences and their glosses were provided by Li in his original 1985 dictionary; Dwyer added all other 
features (phonemicized headwords, all non-Li 1985b variant forms, parts of speech (functional 
categories), etymologies, Chinese glosses, as well as digitization and structuring into a sustainable 
format).
• Headwords in a conventionalized Latin orthography (see 4.3 below)
• Pronunciation in IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) of the headwords.
• Part of speech (in a simplified controlled vocabulary)
• English and Chinese glosses (translation equivalents)
• Etymologies and Derivations: A language or language family source and a form are given 
(mon=Mongolic; tkc=Turkic, adx=Amdo Tibetan, etc.). Mongolic etymologies from Nugteren 
(2005); Amdo Tibetan largely from Hua (2003); Persian and Arabic from Steingass (1892); 
morphemic analysis by Dwyer. These derivations are very preliminary in this first version. 
• Locales Not included in the current dictionary version, since all of Li 1985 is from one locale. 
The expanded version will include Eastern Bonan lexical sources from Jishishan Dadun 大墩 
village speech (marked as D), Böke & Liu (1982), Mo & Zhang (2008) and Ma & Satō (2016). 
Entries for Ganhetan Gaoli village 甘河滩高利村 from Chen (1995c) and Ma & Satō (2016) 
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will be coded as GH. 
• Original forms:  spelled as in the source work, and not regularized
• Variant forms: any instances of the headword in the sources (incluing Böke & Liu 1982, Li 
1985, Mo & Zhang 2008, Ma & Satō 2016). Occasionally, Western Bonan forms are given.
• Example phrases and sentences with and English translation; many of Li 1985's examples 
also contain his original interlinear glossing. Includes Mandarin glossing for other sources.
• Cross-references: to other entries (e.g. synonyms, variant forms). Not in the current version.
Some of the above features are in draft form (etymologies and derivation) or process and await 
completion in the revised version, e.g. some phonemicization, Mandarin glosses of examples, revising 
the interlinear glossing of the examplse, and adding new headwords.
4.3 Transcription system
The current dictionary has phonemicized headwords in a Latin script transcription, followed by the 
form rendered in a broad IPA. (and example phrases, if present) in Li's original IPA, which included 
diacritics for stress (an acute accent) and devoicing (an under-ring). 
Charles Li originally transcribed in a fairly narrow IPA, using an acute accent over vowel to 
mark stress (in both his original headwords and examples). Arienne Dwyer has phonemicized the 
headwords according to the following scheme. A consonant chart showing phonetic (Li, etc.'s original 
forms) and phonemic (headword) representations. The current dictionary makes the following 
adjustments to Li's original transcriptions: here aspiration has been supplied here to conform to the 
IPA, and /r/ pronounced as [ʐ] is rendered as such. 
Vowels
The six phonemic vowels  a e ə i o u  (and marginally, also y) are have the following allophones. 
/a/ Li distinguishes front [a] from back [ɑ] consistently; the other sources do not (Mo and Zhang 
2008 use both a and ɑ seemingly arbitrarily). The mid-back ɔ as a realization of /a/ occurs commonly in 
Li's lexicon in final syllables, e.g. he transcribes the participle -saŋ as [sɔŋ].  Li's hapax “α”( =[ʌ]) is 
also a mid-back realization of /a/. 
The distinction between /e/ and /ə/ is rather muddied; we have preserved this distinction made in Li 
1985b in this first edition. Svantesson et al. (2005) consider Bonan and Monguor to have only /e/.
/e/ has close and open variants [e] and [ɛ].  N.B. many Latin-based transliteration systems in Chinese 
linguistics works use ə to represent [ɛ]. Corresponds to /ai/ and /ei/ in Standard Mandarin, e.g. Bonan  
be 'white' (cmn bai),  or 'quilt; back' (cmn bei).
/ə/ , also transcribed elsewhere as /ɯ/, may well not survive the revision of this dictionary. Li uses it for 
reduced e e.g. Bonan əndəgi 'egg' cf. Mongolic *emtege. /ə/ also corresponds to Mandarin pinyin /e/:  
bə~bu 'I';  bən 'stupid', and Bonan /ər/ to Mandarin pinyin /er/: Li  ərxo, i.e. more narrowly [ɚxɔ] 
'number two'.  The glyph ə in Li 1985b corresponds to e in Mo & Zhang 2008 and Ma & Satō 2016.
/i/ has Mandarin-type allophones; it is realized as an unrounded apical ɿ after apical sibilants, as a 
retroflex ʅ after retroflex obstruents, and mostly as i elsewhere. Li 1985b has ɩ for ʅ (bianˈʂɩ 
'dumplings'); occasionally, Li represents the central ɨ or back ɯ that occurs with back consonants as ɩ, 
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e.g. porɩɣ [pʰorɨʁ]. (Li also transcribes [ɿ] more broadly as [i], e.g. si 'four'.)  
/o/ is realized as [o] presumably in stressed positions; [o] also corresponds to a local Sinitic /o/ (which 
in Standard Mandarin is ao, iao, etc.). When not a variant of /a/, /o/ is for Li realized as [ɔ] largely in 
Chinese loans, e.g. ˈdɛbiɔ 'representative,' fuˈʨɔ 'wheel spoke', but also Turco-Mongolic ɔɕʁi 'lung'.
/u/ is realized both by [u] and a likely laxer variant that is rendered as [ɤ] (in Li 1985b, e.g. marɤ) or  
ɯ (in Chen 1990c and Mo & Zhang 2008). As a syllable onset, most researchers show an alternation of 
a plain vowel and a consonantalized onset: u~wu e.g., au~awu 'boy', possibly the influence of pinyin 
spelling rules (see discussion of w below). 
/y/ Occurs only in Chinese loans; marginal.
Table 7. Transcription system of the dictionary
Below, Phonetic refers to Li's original phonetic transcription. Phonemicized is the phonemic headword 
(HW) form. The examples given are largely from Li's original dictionary. Occasionally, the examples 
have been supplemented with forms (in their original transcriptions) from other sources (primarily 
Böke & Liu 1982 and Ma & Satō 2016). These sources were also used to confirm appropriate 
phonemic forms.
Future in situ research will clarify segmental distinctions. Among the vowels, while it is likely that 
there are at least two allophones of the native phonemes /a/, /e/, /i/, /u/, /ɯ/ and /o/, the distinctions 



















gə 个  (nom. classifier)
əndəgi 'egg'        













ʨʰi 'you'  ; imɔŋ 'goat'














udər 'day';  ju- 'go'
ʂɤ 书 ; ɤ- 'drink'
jinsɤ 'addicted to'
marɯ 'sore', ɛɯ 'boy'
y y ɕynɕyan 'fresh' (cmn only)
*ə in Li, e in Mo and Zhang 2008, Satoo and Ma 2016.
**ɨ in Mo 2008 (hapax) 
***ɯ in Chen 1990c and Mo and Zhang 2008; cf. Li marɤ, au~awu.
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Consonants






pʰ p pʨiʁ 'bean' f f fulɔŋ 'red'
tɑfɑ(ŋ) 'generous'
p, b b bɛda 'back of body' v~w w vɛdɤ 'knee'
wɑŋ 'net' awu~au 'boy'
tʰ t tə 'that' m m mamoʁ 'cotton'
imɔŋ 'goat'
t, d d bɛda 'back of body'; 
dɑndə- 'sell'
n n narɩ 'name'
kʰ k kʰalɔŋ
'tongue'
ŋ ng arsuŋ 'skin'
ŋgal- 'sleep'
k, g g gum 'deep'
ɑgɑ 'father's sister'
ɳ (Li: ni) ny ɳɑnʣɿ 'wick'
x (χ) x xuinə 'behind', 
xɛ 'sea', xoduŋ 'hard'
Li ʕ* 
(=ʔ)
w tʰɑʕuŋ 'five'; ʕɛ 'hort.1sg', 
rɑʕo 'hair'
j y jas- 'make' 
jamu 'soup'
h h hamar- 'rest'
s s si- 'pull' 
məsgɤ 'clothing'
ʦ, ʣ z baʣi 'rake', piʣɿ 'backside'
ʦʰ c ʦʰomo 'straw hat', ʦʰai 
'vegetables'
r (ʐ) r rə- 'come'; χar 'hand'
ʨʰɛrɤ 'soldier'
l l lapʨʰuŋ 'leaf'
χal 'fire'
tʂ, dʐ zh ɕodʐaŋ 'school principal'; 
ɑndʐi- 'change'
tʂʰ ch tʂʰɑ 'tea'; ʨʰiŋtʂʰu 
'clear'
ʂ sh ʂlɛ 'broth, soup'
kʰəʂgə- 'trample'
ɕ š ɕoŋ 'daughter'
ɕodʐaŋ 'school 
principal'
ʨ, ʥ ǰ niɑŋʥɤ 'maternal uncle'
ʨʰ  č ʨʰɛrɤ 'soldier'   ʨʰi 
'you'
ʁ, ɢ (ɣ, q) ğ ʁəi 'pig';     noʁui 'dog'
* Also in Mo & Zhang (2008), e.g.  sɯ-ʕɛ 坐 吧  'Have a seat!'
Fresh in situ research is need to determine to what extent retroflex and apical obstruents have merged 
with palatals (e.g. Li's che 'car, auto' may well be an allophone of če [ʨʰe]). The phonemic status of 
initial consonant clusters, both of the actual Tibetan pre-initial type like Bonan nǰambə~ǰambu 'cheek' 
and the Mongolic quasi-pre-initials like Bonan fgo 'big' need to be re-examined and revised in the next 
edition. Of the the former realized as non-nasal voiceless sibilants, possibly these can be phonemicized 
to hC, e.g. /hgən/ gən~fgən  'expensive' (Li 1985), cf. ʂgun~fgən (Mo 2008), guan (Ma 2016) (< adx 
hka mo).
There is some variation (and perhaps confusion) between x and h, so e.g. ɑˈxuŋ 'Akhond' (Li 
1985) vs. ˈahung (Ma & Satō 2016). There is idiolectal or regional variation v~w~u: ˈdongwu 'animal' 
(DD, Ma & Satō 2016) and laowa 'crow' (DD, Böke & Liu 1982), vs. ˈduŋvu, loˈvɑ  (G, Li 1985); uərə 
'daughter-in-law' (B&L 1982) vs. vɛˈrɩ ([vɛˈʐ ʅ] (Li 1985). Initially, Li has v-, (Ma & Satō 2016) have 
w-. 
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4.4 Abbreviations used in this dictionary










1st, 2nd, 3rd person 
singular PNs
! uncertain NZR nominalizer -gɤ~gu
ABL** ablative case DSD desiderative g(ə) OBJ objective perspective o
ACC accusative case EP endpoint aspect mkr ONOM
AT
onomoatopoeia
AJ adjective EX exclamation PERF1 perfect verb suffix 1 o; was 
PAS past tense 
AFF affix (in POS only) FPH first person hortative PERF2 perfective verb suffix, 
object perspective (was 
NSP, non-speaker POV) 
-ʥo (Li also has o)
AV adverb GEN genitive case ˈnə PFV verb suffix indicating spea-
ker's point of view -ʥi  ^^^
CAU causative voice ʁə HAB habitual verb suffix PL plural
CL classifier gə INST instrumental case PN pronoun 
CIMPF imperfective converbial 
suffix, was NFS (non-
finite subordinator)  -ʥi 
^; IPF ʥo, ʥi
LOC locative case POST postposition
CMOD converbial modifying 
suffix jɑŋ; was SD 
stative durative
M measure (in POS, also 
includes classifiers CL)
PPERF participle, perfective 
saŋ~sɔŋ (was PPS)
CMT comitative case MWE multi-word expression PRT particle
COND conditional suffix N noun PURP purposive lə  (CPURP)





Ntop toponym REDUP reduplication (m.REDUP, 
reduplication with m-)
COS change of state verbal 
affix -ʨ
NEG negation ʂi, ʂo, si (as 
NEG, NOT in Li 1985b)
SUBJ copula, subjective 
perspective, was SPV 
(speaker POV) in Li  ji~i
CPV comparative -sɿ NEGE existential negation giˈnə TOP “topic marker” nə, likely 
definite marker
CZR^^ complementizer -gɤ NU numeral Vi Verb - intransitive
DAT dative case Vt Verb - transitive
 *Glossed variously in Li 1985b, as I, you, we(incl.), we(excl.), us, 3.sg. 3rd.sg.
**Also glossed as from in Li 1985b
^Canonically ʥi and sometimes, likely erroneously, as dʐi in Li1985b
^^Was associative (ASO~ASSOC~ASS) in Lin 1985b
^^^Apparently an amalgam of CIMPF & PERF2; will be corrected in next edition) 
New in this version, added by Dwyer: Parts of speech for every entry: CONJ, MWE, POST, PRT, Vi, 
Vt, in addition to Li's AJ (“ADJ”), AV (ADV), EX (EXL), N, NEG, NU, PL, PN.
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a
ači-1 [aʨʰi-] V carry on back (of a pack animal) 
馱 [=mon *ačïan/ *arčïan 'burden, load'] | var. ɑʨi- 
(Li85), aʨʰi- (BökeLiu82), ači- 驮（水）
(MaSato2016), aʨi jɔl; aʥi ʥiɔ (Mo2008) | 
tʂanʣɿ-ʁaˈlə aˈʨi shovel-INST shovel Shovel! 
ači-2 [aʨʰi-] Vt shovel 鏟 [=mon *ačïan/ *arčïan 
'burden, load'] | var. ɑʨi- (Li85) 
achcho [atʂʰ tʂʰo] EX How cold! 太冷 | var. ɑtʂ 
tʂɤ (Li85) 
ada1 [ada] N father 阿爸 [阿大 (adx a ʥa, a wə ‘dad'; a 
pa (Tongren, Xunhua) 'father')] | var. ˈɑdɑ (Li85) 
ada2 [ada ~ adɔ] N Dad 阿大 [阿大] | var. ˈɑdɑ~ 
ada ˈɑdɔ (Li85) 
adalə- [adalə-] Vt herd, graze, pasture (animals) 放
牧 [=mon *aduula- 'tend livestock'; cf. mon *aduun 
'herd (usually horses)'] | var. adale- (MaSato2016), 
adələ-~ adalə- ~adəlɛ- (Mo2008) | aˈbudu 
uniɔŋ-ˈnə ɑdal-ˈʥo Abudu cattle-ACC herd-
OBJ Abudu is herding cattle. 
adali [adali] AJ identical, alike, same 相同，一样 
[=mon *adalï 'similar, same as'] | var. adəli 
(BökeLiu1982, Mo2008 from BL82), guali [or, 
this is 'two' (Guar) (Mo2008), adali DD 
(MaSato2016) | ɑdəˈli mədəˈli (Li85) identical 
REDUPm.identical be identical 
aga [aga] N aunt, father's sister, paternal aunt 阿
姑, 姑母，姑姑 [=cmn 阿姑! (cf. adx a ne ~a ma, a 
tɕe] | var. ɑˈgɑ (Li85), aga (MaSato2016); 
aga~aga~aka (Mo2008) | fgo aˈga (Li85) aunt, 
older sister of father| ɕgɔŋ aˈga (Li85) aunt, 
younger sister of father| 
agu1 [agu] N girl, daughter 姑娘 [=cmn 阿姑, cf. mon 
*okїn] | var. agu (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016), 
Mo2008) | agu oke- (MaSato2016) 嫁女儿 
marry (a woman, said of a man) 
agu2 [agu] N daughter 女儿 [=cmn 阿姑, cf. mon 
*okїn] | var. ago (MaSato2016); 
agəu~agu~aku~agu~əguŋ (Mo2008) 
agunə kurgang [agunə kʰurgaŋ] N son-in-law 女
婿 [=cmn/mon 阿姑 'daughter-GEN' + 'groom'] | var. 
ɑgɤ-ˈnə kuʂˈgɔŋ (Li85) 
aġədo [aɢədo] N male friend 男朋友 [=mon 'elder 
brother-younger brother'] | var. ɑˈʁədɤ 
aǰang ġurġi [aʥaŋ ɢurɢi] MWE centipede 蜈蚣 
[=adx/mon a ʑaŋ 'centipede' + mon *korakaї 'insect', cf. 
adx nbə a ʑaŋ~nbə hkaŋ ɟja, WT rkaŋ brgja lag brgja 
'centipede'; nbə (WT hbu) 'worm, insect'; hʥa (WT 
brgja 'hundred')] | var. ɑˈrɔŋ ʁurˈʁi; mʣuŋ ʁurˈʁi 
(Li85) 
aǰe [aʥɛ] N elder sister 姐姐,阿姊 [=adx a ʨe, cf. 
cmn 阿姊] | var. aʥi (BökeLiu82), /aʥɛ/ a 
tzi~aǰe~a tzɛ~aǰe~aʥi (Mo2008) | /aʥɛ do 
xualə/ a tzɛ dəu xualə (Mo2008) 姐弟俩 older 
sisters and younger brothers| /aʥɛ do gɛʥi 
do/: a tzi dou gɛ dɕi dəu (Mo2008) 姐妹 
sisters, older sisters and younger sisters| 
aǰo [aʥo] N mother's brother, maternal uncle 阿
舅 [=cmn! 阿舅] | var. ɑˈʥɤ, 娘舅 niɑŋˈdʐɤ 
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(Li85) | fgo aˈʥɤ (Li85) older brother of 
mother| ɕgɔŋ aˈʥɤ (Li85) younger brother of 
mother wife's younger brother 内弟| ʥigaŋ a 
ʥiou (Mo2008) guoa ʥiou (Mo2008) 内兄 
wife's elder brother
akoko [akʰokʰo] EX How delicious it tastes! 好可
口 [=cmn] | var. ˈɑkoko (Li85), akoko 
(MaSato2016) 
ala- [ala-] Vt kill (person) 殺 [=mon *ala- 'kill'] | 
var. ɑl- (Li85), ala- (BökeLiu82, Mo2008) | bu 
aˈbudu-nə ɑl-g-ˈi I Abudu-ACC kill-CMOD-
SUBJ I'm going kill Abudu. 
alan [alan] N world, earth; universe 地球; 宇宙 
[=arb عالم ʻālam] | var. ɑˈlɑn (Li82) alan 宇宙 
(MaSato2016)， alan 天下 (Mo2008) 
alə [alə] N crotch [, trousers crotch] 胯部, 裤裆；
裆（两脚之间） [=mon *ala 'crotch, groin, fork of 
trousers; hip'] | var. alə (BökeLiu82, Mo2008), 
ale (MaSato2016) | ɑlə xə (Mo2008) 裆 （两条
腿的中间） crotch 
aləġə- [aləɢə-] Vt remove, cross out, wipe off 掃
除，去除 [=adx həl 'drive away, release; take off 
(clothing)' + ge- (cf. mon *alda-)] | var. ɑləʁə- 
(Li85) | ʨi ɕaŋpi-ʁaˈlə nə ʣɿ aləˈʁə you ˈbur-
INST this word ˈbu Use the Abur Abu this word! 
alə ǰorə [alə-ʥorə] N crotch 胯部中心 [=mon 
*ala 'crotch, groin, fork of trousers; hip' + 'center'] | 
var. ɑl(ə)-ʥoˈrə (Li85) 
alər [alər] N riverbank; water ditch 河岸, 河滩，
水沟 [(mon *(h)ergi 'shore, bank'; adx ʨʰə kʰa, ʨʰə 
nʥam 'river bank', hka (xʰər) 'ditch')] | var. ɑˈlər 
(Li85), aler (MaSato2016) 
alər- [alər-] Vt clean, make clean 打掃 [=mon *arїl- 
(Vi), cf. *arїlga- (Vt)] | var. ɑlər- (Li85) | ɑˈbudu 
məsgɤ-ˈnə ɑlər-ˈo Abudu clothing-ACC clean 
PERF1 Abudu cleaned the clothing. 
almang1 [almaŋ] N fruit 水果 [=mon *alïma] | var. 
almaŋ (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), ɑlˈmɔŋ 
(Li85) 
almang2 [almaŋ] N pear 梨 [=mon *alïma] | var. ɑl
ˈmɔŋ (Li85), alimaŋ 'pear' (Mo2008) 
almangshu1 [almaŋ ʂu] N fruit tree 果樹 [=mon 
*alïma] | var. ɑlˈmɔŋ ʂɤ (Li85) 
almangshu2 [almaŋ ʂu] N pear tree 梨樹 [=mon 
*alïma] | var. ɑlˈmɔŋ ʂɤ (Li85) 
altang [altʰaŋ] N gold (metal) 黃銅 [=mon *altan] | 
var. altaŋ (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), ɑlˈtɔŋ 
(Li85), aletaŋ (Mo2008) | altang hotung， 
altang~jilghasung 金星, 金鱼 comet 
altəġə- [altʰəɢə-] V give a quick, unpleasant 
glance at 瞥一眼 [=adx ar hta or hta jel 'look 
repeatedly, keep glancing at' + ge- cf. mon *bültei-; cf. 
adx sər ɳək 'squint', ʨʰa hte 'looking askance' (~ ~ jel 
(V))] | var. ɑltəʁ- (Li85), altege- 瞪眼，瞅 
'stare, glare; look' (MaSato2016) 
ama [ama] N Mom, mother 妈妈 [=cmn 阿媽] | var.  
amə~ama~amo (BökeLiu82), ˈɑmɑ (Li85) 
amang1 [amaŋ] N mouth 嘴 [=mon *aman 'mouth, 
opening'] | var. aman~amang~ amang 
(BökeLiu82), ɑˈmɔŋ (Li85), amaŋ “[年都乎]” 
amɔŋ [甘河滩] (MaSato2016, Mo2008) 'blade' 
(Mo2008, BL82) | aˈmɔŋ nɛ- (Li85) mouth 
open end fasting in Islamic practice| aˈmɔŋ 
var- (Li85); amaŋdə uarə- (Mo2008), amang 
wari- (Ma Sato2016) 含，衔; 斋戒 fast in 
Islamic practice (lit. hold in mouth) there's no 
flavor in the mouth 嘴没味儿| amaŋ də ia də 
gə man tʑi gei nə (Mo2008) amaŋ dugə dʑiɔ 
(Mo2008) 渡口 cross the mouth (of the river), 
ferry crossing (cmn calque!) | amang kuri-, 
amang teli- 吃到（品赏）； 辣 get to enjoy 
(eating); spicy hot| amaŋ nə sanʥi nɛ dɕi 
(Mo2008) harelip 刀刃| ʂiduə amaŋ (Mo2008) 
amaŋ zeilə-~amang tzələ- (Mo2008) 忌口 (不
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吃某一类食物） be on a diet, avoid certain 
foods | amaŋ nə agei ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 张口，张嘴 
open one's mouth| amaŋ nə migei ʥi 
(Mo2008) 闭嘴 close the mouth brush one's 
teeth 刷牙| amaŋ nə ʂua gə (Mo2008) amaŋ 
mum dɛ ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 口臭 mouth stinks, bad 
breath | amaŋ gala xaʐi-tzi (Mo2008) 上火 
suffer from excessive internal heat| amaŋ gur 
(Mo2008) 尝味 try a flavor| 
amang2 [amaŋ] N beak 鳥嘴 [=mon *aman 'mouth, 
opening'] | var. ɑˈmɔŋ (Li85) 
amang nakə [amaŋ nakʰə] N lip 嘴唇 
[=mon/cmn! *aman 'mouth, opening' + rim] | var. 
amaŋ nakʰə (BökeLiu82) ； amang nakə~nake 
(MaSato2016)嘴唇, amaŋ nE gə (Mo2008) | 
/amangnə ʨyɛgɛ-/: amaŋ mɛ ʐi gə ʨi~amang 
nakə~amaŋ nəʨy~ɛgei dɕi (Mo2008) 撅嘴，努
嘴 pout the lips; signal by pouting 
amġi [amɢi] AJ sharp (of knife) 利 (刀)， 锐利的 
[(adx hno, mon *kurča)] | var. ɑməˈʁi (Li85) | nə 
doˈʁo aməˈʁi o (Li85) this knife sharp OBJ 
This knife is sharp.| aməˈʁi doˈʁo sharp knife 
sharp knife| 
amto1 [amtʰo] AJ fragrant, delicious 香，甜 [=mon 
*amtan 'taste, flavor'] | var. am tə; amdəg 滋味 
'taste, flavor' (Mo2008) | amtəgə əu- 
(Mo2008) 吃的滋味 
amto2 [amtʰo] AJ sweet 香，甜 [=mon *amtan 'taste, 
flavor'] | var. ɑmˈtɤ (Li85), am tə alə (Mo2008) 
amto waya [amtʰo waja] EX What delicious 
smell! (/vaja/ is an exclamatory particle) 好香
呀! [=mon *amtan 'taste, flavor'] | var. ɑmˈtɤ vɑjɑ 
(Li85) 
amu [amu] N Mom, mother 母亲 [=cmn 阿母] | 
var. ˈɑmo (Li85), ˈamo (MaSato2016) 
amung [amuŋ] N fate, fortune 命運 [=mon *amïn 
'life, breath'] | var. amuŋ (BökeLiu82), ɑˈmu 
(Li85), BaoX amoŋ, kxs amin, dgz amiŋ | mə
ˈnə aˈmu niŋgɔtʂŋ my fortune thin I have hard 
life. 
amu toči [amu tʰoʨʰi] MWE broom made of 
wheat stalks 條掃(麥杆做的) [=mon/cmn! *amun 
'rice; millet; rice gruel' + 笤帚!] | var. ɑˈmu tɤˈʨi 
ana1 [ana] EX exclamation indicating surprise 啊
呀 | var. ˈɑnɑ (Li85) | ˈɑnɑˌ tantɤ nəg-ˈo 
exclamatory that kind one-OBJ Oh! That kind 
of thing! 
ana2 [ana] N aunt, mother's older sister, maternal 
aunt 姨母 [(cf. adx, Xunhua: a ne)] | var. ˈɛinɑ 
(Li85), ˈena (“aina”) (MaSato2016) | ˈfgo 
ˈɛjnɑ (Li85) aunt, senior of mother's older 
sisters| ˈɕgɔŋ ˈɛjnɑ (Li85) aunt, junior of 
mother's older sisters| 
anamana [anamana] AJ identical 相同 [=adx/mon 
anamana + mon COP o] | var. ɑˈnə mɑˈnə o (Li85) 
anda- [anda-] Vt disperse, dismiss, release [was 
CL: leak] 松开，撒开 [=mon! ! *alda- 'lose, let go 
of'] | var. ande- 松开，撒开(MaSato2016) 
andar- [andar-] V disperse 驅散, 分散 [=mon 
*tarka- 'scatter, disperse'] | var. ɑndɑr- | xo̥ˈʂo ol 
ˈdʐʅ kur-ˈsiˌ ʥoˈʨuŋ ɑndar-ˈʥo (Li85) 
darkness change-NFS arrive-when guest 
disperse-OBJ When darkness fell, the guests 
left. 
andarsong [andarsɔŋ] V scattered 分散的 [=mon 
*tarka- 'scatter, disperse'] | var. ɑndɑrˈsɔŋ (Li85) 
anənəgə [anə-nəgə] PN anyone (used in 
negative constructions only) 哪個 [=mon] | var.  
ɑˈnə-ˈnəgə (Li85) | bu aˈnə-ˈnəgə jɛ kə̥ʂ-ˈgə ʂi I 
anyone still want-CMOD not be I won't want 
anyone. 
anǰi-1 [anʥi-] V change 轉變 ， 交换 [=mon 
*aralǰї- 'exchange, trade'] | var. ɑnʥi- (Li85) | ˈʂui
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ˈtu ɑndʐi-ˈʥo health change-OBJ Someone's 
health is changing in response the climate and 
elements. 
anǰi-2 [anʥi-] Vt change; exchange (money) 转
变； 兌換 ， 交换 [=mon *aralǰї- 'exchange, trade'] 
| var. ɑnʥi- (Li85), anji- 交换 (MaSato2016), 
anʥi- (Mo2008) | sɛrɪ-ˈnə ɑnˈdʐʅ money-
ACC change Change (the) money! 
anǰisung [anʥisuŋ] N plough [pulled by two 
beasts of burden] 犁，牛拉犁 [=mon *anǰasun/ 
*anǰïsun] | var. ɑnʥiˈsuŋ (Li85), anʥisuŋ 铧 
(BökeLiu82), anjisung 梨 (MaSato2016), 
anʥisuŋ; anʣi (Mo2008) | anʣi auŋ 
(Mo2008) 犁铧 ploughshare 
anǰisung təmər [anʥisuŋ tʰəmər] N blade of 
plough 犁刀 [=mon *anǰasun/ *anǰïsun] | var. ɑnʥi
ˈsuŋ təˈmər (Li85) 
ap- [apʰ-] Vt buy 買 [=mon *ab- 'take, get'] | var. ɑp- 
| bu alˈmɔŋ-nə ap-ˈo I fruit-ACC buy-PERF1 I 
bought fruit. 
apu- [apʰu-] Vt take, fetch; marry 取，拿；买；
娶 [=mon *ab- 'take, get'] | var. ɑp- (Li85), apu- 取
拿；买；娶 (MaSato2016); ab; abu (Mo2008) 
| apu(-)čiri- 拿过去 take (away)| bu jguana 
abuʥiʐɔ (Mo2008) [我全部] 包圆儿（剩下的
全部卖了) I bought everything (that 
remained).| 
arbu [arbu] N barley 大麦 [=mon *arbaї 'barley' (cf. 
adx sʰo wa, WT so ba)] | var. (Li85), 
arba~arbu~aʂbu (Mo2008) 
arči [arʨʰi] N incense 香 (烧香） [=mon *arča 
'cypress'] | var. ɑrˈʨi (Li85) 
arəġung [arəɢuŋ] N basket, shoulder basket for 
carrying manure on back of person 筐子(背肥
料的） [=mon *arug 'pannier, basket carried on the 
back'] | var. ɑrə̥ˈʁuŋ (Li85), arğong 背筐，背
篼 (MaSato2016); aruxu; aroG; ari guŋ 背斗，
粪筐 'basket carried on back, manure basket' 
(Mo2008) 
arong1 [aroŋ] AJ clean, tidy; completely 干淨, 清
洁的；完全 [=mon *arїun] | var. ɑˈroŋ (Li85), 
aruŋ; arong (MaSato2016); aʐɔŋ; aroŋ; aruŋ 
(Mo2008) 
arong2 [arɔŋ] N banquet for second day of 
wedding 婚宴（第二天） [(cf. adx hton mo hga 
hton 'banquet, feast')] | var. ɑˈrɔŋ (Li85) | aˈrɔŋ 
nda-ˈgɤ uˈdər (Li85) eat-NZR day the day of 
the aAraA  feast 
arsung [arsuŋ] N skin (human, animal, plant or 
fruit), leather 皮, 皮张 [=mon *arasun/ *arїsƱn 
'skin, hide'] | var. ɑrˈsuŋ (Li85), arsuŋ 皮张 
(BökeLiu82) , arsung 皮毛 (MaSato2016), 
/arsung/: aʂi sɔŋ; arsuŋ 皮，皮张 (Mo2008) | 
aʂi sɔŋ ɕiaŋ tzi (Mo2008) 皮箱，手提箱 leather 
case| arsuŋ male（mələ) xə (Mo2008) 皮帽，
瓜皮帽 leather hat (skullcap) 
arsung dayi [arsuŋ daji] MWE leather or fur coat 
皮大衣 [=mon/cmn *arasun 'hide' + 大衣 coat] | var. 
ɑrˈsuŋ ˈdɑji (Li85) 
arsung xi [arsuŋ xi] N leather shoe 皮鞋 
[=mon/cmn *arasun 'hide' + 鞋 shoe] | var. ɑʂi sɔŋ 
xei (Mo2008) 
asġə- [asɢə-] Vt ask, question 問，询问 [=adx ɕo 
je(l) 'ask' + ge-] | var. ɑsʁə- (Li85), asɢə- 
(BökeLiu82) , asɢe- 询问 (MaSato2016), asɢə-
(ʥiO) 问，询问，打问，提问， 问案 
(Mo2008) | haˈbib ˈdɛfu-də asʁə-ˈdʐʅ Habib 
doctor-LOC ask-SUBJ Habib asked the doctor.| 
haˈbib ˈdɛfu ɤnə asʁə-ˈdʐʅ Habib doctor-ACC 
ask-SUBJ Habib asked about the doctor. 
as sa [as sa] EX How hot ! (referring temperature 
of object) 太燙 [=adx (cf. adx a ʦʰa ʦʰa 'ow (heat or 
stabbing pain)'] | var. ɑs ˈsɑˌ ɑs ˈsɑ (Li85) 
asung [asuŋ] N livestock, domestic animal 宠物,牲
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畜 [=mon *aduusun] | var. asuŋ (BökeLiu82), ɑ
ˈsuŋ (Li85), asung (MaSato2016), asɔŋ; asuŋ 
(Mo2008) | asung adale- (MaSato2016) 放牧 
asung adalčung [asuŋ adalʨʰuŋ] N animal 
herder 牧人 [=mon *aduula- tend livestock] | var. ɑ
ˈsuŋ-(nə) adalˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
aši o [aɕi o] AJ wrong 錯 [cf. adx ʨʰək, cf. mon 
*buruu] | var. ˈɑɕi ˈo (Li85) 
at to [atʰ tʰo] EX How hot! (referring to 
temperature of object) 太燙 | var. ɑt ˈto (Li85) 
au1 [au] N adopted son 养子 [=tkc!/adx adx wə 'son'] | 
var. əu (Li85), əu (Mo2008) 
au2 [au] N son, boy 儿（子） [=tkc!/adx adx wə] | 
var. ɑu (Li85), əu (Mo2008) | ga di əu 
(Mo2008) 尕娃，男孩子 small boy, boy 
au weri [au wɛʐʅ] N daughter-in-law 儿媳婦 
[=mon/cmn 'son's woman' + 爱人 'spouse'] | var. ɑu-
(ˈnə) vɛˈrɩ (Li85) 
axə [axə] AJ strong, healthy 結實 [mon *erüül 
'healthy', *batu 'sturdy'] | var. ɑˈxə (Li85) | aˈxə 
kuŋ healthy person healthy person 
axu [axu] N uncle (paternal), father's sister's 
husband 姑父 [阿父, adx a kʰə; cf. mon *abaga 
'paternal uncle'] | var. ˈɑxɤ (Li85), axu (Mo2008) 
axung [axuŋ] N Akhund (theologian, preacher), 
"Islamic Akhond" 阿訇 [=per آخون āḵẖūn, آخوند 
āḵẖẉund 'theologian, preacher'] | var. ɑˈxuŋ (Li85) 
axur- [axur-] Vi curl up 卷起 [(adx ri (WT sgril); not 
adx ri ri jel)] | var. ɑxur- | ʥɔŋ axur-ˈʥi tra ɤ 
ˈʥo she curl.up-NFS sleep-OBJ She slept 
curled up. 
ay- [aj-] V fear, be afraid of; !frighten 害怕 [=mon 
*ayu-] | var. ey- 怕； 表示极端的意义 
(MaSato2016), ɛ-(ʥiɔ) (Mo2008) | haˈbib 
ʨi̥dər-ˈsi aj-ˈʥo Habib ghost-ABL fear-OBJ 
Habib is afraid of (the) ghost. 
aye1 [ajɛ] N old man over 70 years of age (ii) 阿爺 
[=cmn 阿爺] | var. ˈɑjɛ (Li85), ˈaye 祖父，外公 
(MaSato2016) 
aye2 [ajɛ] N grandfather, paternal 阿爺，祖父 
[=cmn 阿爺] | var. ˈɑjɛ (Li85), ajɛ 祖父 
(Mo2008) 
ayet [ajɛt] N Ramadan (Islamic), Eid al-fitr 斋月；
开斋节 [=arb Eid عيد] | var. aˈjɛt (Li85), ˈayet 开
斋节 (MaSato2016), aid~ayet~ɑid 开斋节，
节日(Mo2008) | fgo aˈjɛt t gurba-ˈʥɛ (Li85) 
seventieth day after big festival the end of the 
annual Islamic thirty-day fast| ɕgɔŋ aˈjɛt (Li85) 
third day after annual Islamic small festival 
thirty-day fast| 
ayġə [ajɢə] N bowl 碗 [=mon *ayaga] | var. ajiɣə 
(BökeLiu82) , ajɢe 碗；万 (Ma 2016); 
ajɢe~ayġə ɛa ayġə ɛɯ (Mo2008) | nəˈgə ajˈʁə 
jaˈmu one bowl staple food one bowl of food| 
guo ɛɯ (Mo2008) guo əudi ʦeira li xa nəgə na 
望外（老大钱多，不望外拿）'elder brother 
has so much money he won't take it from 
elsewhere' (Mo2008) 海碗 extra large bowl| 
ayġə mayġə [ajɢə majɢə] MWE bowls and the 
like 碗 [=mon *ayaga] | var. ajˈʁə majˈʁə 
ayǰinə namas [ajʥi-nə namas] MWE Eid 
prayer (presumably Eid al-Adha, feast of the 
sacrifice, Islamic (Li 1985, “most important 
Islamic worship of the year”) 开斋节 [=arb/per 
Eid عيد + mon. GEN + per. 'prayer'] | var. ajʥi-ˈnə 
naˈmas (Li85) 
aynə1 [ajnə] Vi be afraid 害怕 [=mon *ayu-] | var. 
aji- (BökeLiu82), aynə (Li85) | təˈgə ˈajnə 
NEGE be.afraid Don't be afraid! 
aynə2 [ajnə] AV very (attribute -ʁalə ˈajnə) 很 | 
var. ˈajnə (Li85) | nə ʨiˈʥɤ fgo-ʁaˈlə ajˈnə 
this flower big very This fower is very big.| 
ʁalə ˈajnə very (+attribute)| 
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aynə3 [ajnə] ten thousand 一万 [(cf. adx ʨʰə (WT 
khri), mon *tümen)] | var. ajˈnə (Li85), ɛ ə nə 
[sic] (Mo2008) | nəˈgə ajˈʁə kuŋ (Li85) one 
ten.thousand person ten thousand people 
aysang ǰündung [ajsɔŋ ʥynduŋ] MWE 
nightmare (frightening dream) 惡夢 [=mon *ayu-
+sang] | var. ajˈsɔŋ ʥynˈduŋ 
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b
ba1 [pa] eight （usually used with other Chinese 
numerals, classifiers or measure words） 八 [=cmn 
八] | var. bɑ (Li85) | ba-ˈgə ʐʅn eight-classifier 
person eight people 
ba2 [pa] M handful of 把 [=cmn 把] | var. bɑ (Li85) 
| sɑn-bɑ three handfuls three-handfuls (of sthg.)
ba3 [pa] N sentence-final particle indicating 
speaker' desire soliciting approval or 
agreement of hearer 吧 , 正是那样 [=cmn 吧] | 
var. bɑ (Li85), ba (MaSato2016) 
ba4 [pa] N dike 壩 [=cmn 壩] | var. bɑ 
ba- [pa-] V defecate 霸, 屙屎，大便 [=mon *baa-] | 
var. ba- (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016), Mo2008) 
| haˈbib (basuŋ-ˈnə) bɑ-ˈʥo Habib (feces-
ACC) defecate-OBJ Habib is defecating. 
babu [papu] N uncle (paternal), father's younger 
brother, paternal uncle 爸伯, 叔父 [=cmn 爸伯] | 
var. bɑˈbu (Li85), babu 叔父 (MaSato2016), 
babu~babu~baibu 叔父，小叔子 (Mo2008) 
bači [paʨʰi] N basket: open, flat basket for 
winnowing grain 簸箕 [=cmn 簸箕] | var. 
ˈlɑnlɑn (Li85) 
bačigə- [paʨʰigə-] V thrust forward 插入 [=cmn! 
!!] | var. baˈʨigə- (Li85) | kaŋˈʣɿ-nə baˈʨigə- 
chest-ACC thrust forward thrust forward one's 
chest 
bači yin [paʨʰi jin] N spatula-shaped fingerprint 手
印 [=!/cmn 印] | var. baˈʨi jin (Li85) 
bačo [paʨʰo] N penis 男性生殖器, 陰莖 [cf. adx 
nbə lə] | var. ˈbɑʨɤ̥ (Li85) 
bagə [pagə] N parrot 八哥 [=cmn 八哥] | var. bɑˈgə 
(Li85) 
baġorča [paɢorʨʰa] N one who defecates in bed 
during sleep 一个在床上排便的人 [=mon *baa-] 
| var. bɑʁorˈʨɑ (Li85) 
baǰal- [paʥal-] Vt winnow 簸, 吹, 扇(谷物以除
去其糠皮) [=cmn 簸箕 + LA-] | var. baʥal- 
(Li85) | baʨi-ʁaˈlə badʐal- basket- INST 
winnow winnow with basket 
balang [palaŋ] AJ ready-made, presently 
available 已擁有的 [=mon *belen] | var. baˈlɔŋ 
(Li85) | baˈlɔŋ var-dʐi-ˈgɤ ˈsɛrɤ (i) ready-
made hold-NFS-NZR money presently 
available money in possession| baˈlɔŋ məsˈgɤ 
ready-made clothing ready-made clothing| 
balanggə- [palaŋgə-] Vt prepare 准備 [=mon 
*belen 'ready-made'] | var. balɔŋgə- (Li85) | ba
ˈlɔŋ məsˈgɤ (Li85) ready-made clothes 
balangu [palangu] N scapula (肩胛骨) [=cmn! ! cf. 
mon *dalu] | var. baˈlangu (Li85), dalei turoŋ 
(Mo2008) 
baləxə [paləxə] N sap of tree 樹液 [=mon *bulag] | 
var. baləˈxə (Li85) 
balsang1 [palsɔŋ] AJ ripe (adj.) 熟的，煮好了的 
[=mon *bol- 'ripen, be cooked'] | var. balsɔŋ (Li85) 
balsang2 [palsaŋ] AJ well-cooked 熟的，煮好了
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的 [=mon *bol- 'ripen, be cooked'] | var. balsɔŋ 
(Li85) 
balsang ǰarmu [palsaŋ dʐarmu] N cooked 
grain 熟食 [=mon *bol- 'ripen, be cooked'] | var. bal
ˈsɔŋ dʐarˈmu 
balsang təmər [palsɔŋ tʰəmər] N wrought iron 熟
鐵 [=mon *bol- 'ripen, be cooked'] | var. balˈsɔŋ tə
ˈmər (Li85) 
bamda1 [pamda] N fayr prayer (Islamic, first of 
five daily prayers at dawn (Li 1985, after sua
ˈliaʨ ) 晨礼（伊斯兰教宗教功课每日五番拜
中的第一番次礼拜) [=per bāmdād بامداد] | var. 
banda (MaSato2016) 
bamda2 [pamda] N daybreak (Li 1985, “about 
5:00 a.m.”) 破晓 [=per bāmdād بامداد] | var. bam
ˈda 
banban [panpan] N wood board 木板 [=cmn 板板] | 
var. banˈban (Li85) | məsˈgɤ ʁua-ˈgɤ banˈban 
clothes wash-NZR board washboard 
banchuang [pantʂʰuaŋ] N bed, plank bed 板床 
[=cmn 板床] | var. bɑnˈtʂuɑŋ (Li85), bandʐɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 
bandəng [panduŋ] N bench, stool; chair 板凳, 椅
子 [=cmn 板凳] | var. bandung 椅子，板凳 
(MaSato2016), 
bɑnduəŋ~bandəng~baŋduŋ~bandəng~bænduŋ 方
凳 ‘square stool' (Mo2008) | bigo bɑnduəŋ 椅
子，背靠板凳 chair, bench with a back| 
baŋduŋdə xu doŋ ɕi (Mo2008) 椅子上 on the 
chair' [sic] folding stool 马扎| iʣi bænduŋ 
(Mo2008)
banfang [panfaŋ] N jail, prison 班房，监狱 
[=cmn 班房] | var. banfang 班房，监狱 
(MaSato2016), Mo2008); 
bɔfaŋ~banfang~bɔxuaŋ (Mo2008) | bɔfaŋ 
səu~banfang səuɯ ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 蹲监狱，坐牢 
be imprisoned, sit in prison| bɔxuaŋdə xə ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008) 囚禁起来 imprison, put or keep in 
captivity visit a prisoner 探视| bu ʥiɛn li ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008)
banǰi [panʥi-] Vi vomit 嘔吐，恶心 [=mon 
*böelǰi-] | var. banʥi- (Li85), ban ʥi 
(ʥiɔ)~banǰi~ baŋ ʥi (ʥiɔl) (Mo2008) | ha
ˈbib bandʐi-ˈʥo (Li85) Habib vomit-OBJ 
Habib threw up.| ban ʥi da ʥi gei nə 
(Mo2008) 干哕 retch feel nauseated, feel like 
vomiting 恶心| baŋ ʥi suŋ tʂɔ gə ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008)
banǰisong [panʥisɔŋ] N vomit 嘔吐物，嘔 
[=mon *böelǰi- +NZR] | var. banʥi
ˈsɔŋbanǰisongbɑnʥiˈsuŋ (Li85) 
bannianzi [pannianʣɿ] N middle-aged person 半
年紀(中年人) [=cmn 半年紀] | var. ˈbɑnniɑnʣɿ 
(Li85) 
banšozi moyi [panɕoʣɿ mo] N sleeveless 
sweater, vest 半袖子毛衣 [=cmn 半袖子毛衣] | 
var. banˈɕɤʣɿ ˈmo(Li85) 
banšozi xanta [panɕoʣɿ xantʰa] N short-
sleeved shirt 半袖子汗褡 [=cmn 半袖子汗褡] | 
var. banˈɕɤʣɿ ˈxanta 
banzhe [pandʐɛ] N knee-length garment 半截 
[=cmn 半截] | var. ˈpɑndʐɛ (Li85) 
banzhe sarə [pandʐɛ sarə] N lambskin coat, 
knee-length garment 半截羊毛衣 [=cmn 半截+] | 
var. ˈpɑndʐɛ sɑˈrə (Li85) 
banzhe shanzhi [pandʐɛ ʂandʐɿ] N single-
layered, knee-length garment 半截衫子 [=cmn 半
截衫子] | var. ˈpandʐɛ ʂanˈdʐɿ (Li85) 
banzhe zhano [pandʐɛ dʐano] N double-
layered, knee-length garment 半截颭襖 [=cmn 半
截颭襖] | var. ˈpɑndʐɛ dʐɑˈno (Li85) 
banzho [pandʐo] N turtledove 斑鸠 [=cmn 斑鳩] | 
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var. panˈdʐɤ (Li85), gəugəu (Mo2008) 
bangə-1 [pangə-] V stomp in frustration 拌(某人
的腳) [=cmn 拌+ ge-] | var. kəʂgə- (Li85) | kuəl-
ˈnə bangə- foot-ACC stomp stomp one's feet 
bangə-2 [pangə-] Vt get done, obtain 辦(到, 得
到) (iv) [=cmn 辦+ ge-] | var. bangə- (Li85) | 
dʐɔŋ tʁa ˈdʐʅg ˈə bangə-ˈʥo she chicken a few 
obtain-OBJ She got a few chickens. 
bangə-3 [pangə-] Vt pull (on an oar in rowing) 
舨(槳) [=cmn 舨+ ge-] | var. bangə- (Li85) | 
ˈdʐaŋ(ˈgaŋ) bangə- oar pull row (a boat) 
bangə-4 [pangə-] Vt remove 搬(家) [=cmn 搬+ ge-] 
| var. bangə- (Li85) | dʐaˈsɿ ˈlanzhou-də 
bangə ɤ ˈʥo they Lanzhou-LOC remove-OBJ 
They moved Lanzhou. 
banggə- [paŋgə-] Vt help. Always takes direct 
object maŋ 'help' 幫，帮助 [=cmn 帮+ ge-] | var.  
baŋgə- (Li85), baŋ gəʥi (Mo2008) | dʐɔŋ ʨo-
ˈdə mɔŋ-ˈnə baŋgə-g-ˈo she you-DAT help- 
ACC help-CMOD-OBJ She will help you. 
bangǰan [paŋʥan] AV nearly (in number or 
quantity), almost 將近, 差不多 [=cmn] | var. 
ˈbɑŋˈʥɑn (Li85) | ˈbɑŋˈʥɑn ˈji-ˈbɛ almost 
one-hundred almost hundred| nə uˈdər ˈbaŋ
ˈdʐan kuʂ-ˈdʐʅ rɿ-ˈʥo (ii) this day almost 
arrive-NFS come-OBJ The day has almost 
arrived.| 
bangmanggə- [paŋmaŋgə-] Vt help 幫忙 
[=cmn 帮忙 + ge-] | var. baŋˈmaŋgə- | dʐɔŋ ʨo-
ˈdə baŋˈmaŋgə-g-ˈo she you-DAT help-
CMOD-OBJ She will help you. 
bangzi [paŋʣɿ] N side of shoe 幫子(鞋) [=cmn 幫
子] | var. ˈbaŋˈʣɿ (Li85) 
bardal- [pardal-] Vi lock (intransitive) 锁上 [not 
mon., not adx sa hʥak] | var. bardal- (Li85) | bu 
dɔŋ-ˈnə bardal-ʁə ɤ ˈdʐʅ I door-ACC lock-
CAU-SUBJ I locked the door. 
bas [pas] N tiger, “Tibetan loan word used by 
elders only” (C.Li) 老虎 [=mon *bars] | var. ba
ˈsɿ (Li85) 
basgə dunzi [pasgə dunʣɿ] N buttocks 屁股墩
子 [=mon/cmn *baasun excrement' + cmn 洞子 'hole'] | 
var. bɑsˈgə dunˈʣɿ 
basung [pasuŋ] N feces of humans, fowls and of 
those animals not eaten by humans [, shit 屎], 糞
便 [=mon *baasun excrement, dung'] | var. basuŋ 
(BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016), Mo2008) 
bashi [paʂʅ] N expert 專家 [=tkc baš 'head'] | var. bɑ
ˈʂɩ (Li85) | fugəˈʨuŋ baˈʂʅ (i) swimmer expert| 
(ii) tʂɔŋ baˈʂʅ sing expert expert singer gun hit-
person expert expert gunner cattle expert, one 
who raises cattle; cattleman| (iii) po ʂgəˈʨuŋ 
baˈʂʅ
batu [patʰu] AJ firm and strong (applied to 
inanimate entities only) 牢固 [=mon *batu 'strong, 
sturdy, firm (of people and objects)'] | var. paʂˈtɤ 
(Li85) 
bayang [pajaŋ] AJ rich 有錢 [=mon *bayan] | var. 
baˈjɔŋ (Li85) 
bayang kung [pajaŋ kʰuŋ] N rich man; master 有
錢人, 富人，财主 [=mon *bayan *küün] | var. 
beyang kung (MaSato2016) 
bazər [paʣər] N town wall; market town 
(Mo2008) 城檣; 集市 （城市） [=per بازار bāzār] 
| var. bazi (Mo2008) | baʣi rən daŋ (Mo2008) 
城门 city gate| baʣi dəuʐə (Mo2008) 城内 
inside the city [gate]| 
bazi1 [paʣɿ] N piece of material for joining 
together two objects 巴子 [=cmn 巴子] | var. bɑ
ˈʣɿ (Li85) 
bazi2 [paʣɿ] N rake 耙子 [=cmn 耙子] | var. pɑˈʣɿ 
(Li85), baʦi (Mo2008) 
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be1 [pɛ] N north 北 [=cmn 北] | var. bɛ (Li85) 
be2 [pɛ] N back 背 [=cmn] | var. bɛ (Li85) 
be3 [pe] N quilt (for bed) 被 [=cmn 被] | var. bi 
(Li85), bəibebei (Mo2008) | bei təu ʐi 
(Mo2008) 被里 quilt lining, underside| bei xa 
di (Mo2008) 被面 quilt top stitch on quilt 
cover 做被窝| bei nə xa (Mo2008)
be4 [pɛ] hundred (use only with Chinese 
lonumerals) 百 [=cmn 百] | var. bɛ | ˈji-ˈbɛ one-
hundred one hundred 
bebangə [pɛbangə] N northside 北邊 [=cmn 北] | 
var. bɛbɑngə (Li85) 
bebangə-nə ki [pɛbangə-nə kʰi] N north wind 
北風 [=cmn/mon] | var. bɛbɑngə-nə ki (Li85) 
beče [pɛʨʰɛ] N tin 白鐵 (錫) [=cmn 白錫] | var. 
ˈbɛʨɛ (Li85), baisai (MaSato2016) 
beda [pɛda] N back (of body) 背(褡) [=cmn 背褡!] | 
var. biˈda~beda~bɛˈda (Li85) | xar bɛˈda ʂɤgə- 
hand back tuck away fold one's hands behind 
one's back 
bede [pɛdɛ] N yeast infection (vaginal), eukorrhea 
發炎(陰道) [=cmn 白带] | var. bɛˈdɛ (Li85) 
bedoluə guzha [pɛdoluə gudʐa] N vulture 兀
鷹 [=cmn] | var. ˈbɛˈdoˈluə guˈdʐa (Li85) 
bedung [peduŋ] AJ coarse, thick, wide 粗糙 
[=mon *bidüün 'coarse, crude'] | var. peˈduŋ (Li85), 
bəiduŋ (BökeLiu82) , beduŋ “baidung” 
(MaSato2016), pEduŋbedungpɛdoŋ (Mo2008), 
bəiduŋ (“Mo2008”, lifted from BökeLiu82) 
begə-1 [pegə-] Vi wither (衰)敗, 凋謝 [=cmn 敗 + 
ge-] | var. begə- (Li85) | ʨiˈdʐɤ beˈgə-ʨ flower 
wither-COS The fower has withered. 
begə-2 [pɛgə-] Vt recite by rote, memorize 背 
[=cmn 背 + ge-] | var. bɛgə- (Li85) | ʂu-ˈnə bɛgə- 
book-ACC memorize memorize the lesson 
begə-3 [pɛgə-] Vi be defeated 敗 [=cmn 敗 + ge-] | 
var. bɛgə- (Li85) | buˈda bɛˈgə-ʨ we(excl.) be 
defeated-EP We have been defeated. 
beko bandung [pekʰo panduŋ] N chair 靠背椅
(背靠,板凳) [=cmn 背靠 + 板凳] | var. biˈiko 
(bɑnˈduŋ) (Li85) 
bemi [pɛmi] N uncooked white rice 白米, 大米 
[=cmn 白米] | var. ˈbɛmi (Li85) 
bemiliang morə [pɛmiliaŋ morə] MWE horse 
with white stripe on its face 白面(臉)馬兒 
[=cmn/mon 白米脸 morï 'horse'] | var. ˈbɛˈmiˈliɑŋ 
moˈrə (Li85) 
bemu shu [pɛmu ʂu] MWE cypress, cedar tree 柏
樹 [=cmn 柏木樹] | var. ˈbɛmu ʂɤ (Li85) 
beri [pɛʐʅ] N daytime 白日 [=cmn 白日] | var. bɛˈrɩ 
(Li85), ber 向阳处 'sunny place' (Mo2008) 
bese [pɛʦʰɛ] N cabbage, Napa cabbage 白菜 
[=cmn 白菜] | var. bɛˈʦɛ (Li85) 
bese- [pɛsɛ-] Vi be happy, cheerful 高兴，欢喜 
[=mon *bayas- 'be glad, rejoice'] | var. bɛs- (Li85), 
baisi- (MaSato2016), bEsbese-bɛsi (Mo2008) | 
haˈbib bɛs-ˈʥo Habib happy-OBJ Habib is 
happy. 
betang [pɛtʰaŋ] N white sugar 白糖 [=cmn 白糖] | 
var. ˈbɛtaŋ (Li85), betang (MaSato2016) 
beto [pɛtʰo] N body 身體 [cf. mon *beye; cmn 白條!] | 
var. bɛˈtɤ (Li85) 
betun [pɛtʰun] N aluminum 白銅 [=cmn 白銅] | 
var. ˈbɛtun (Li85) 
beyan shu [pɛjan ʂu] N aspen 白楊樹 [=cmn 白楊
樹] | var. bɛˈjan ʂɤ (Li85) 
bezi [peʣɿ] N back side 背著, 背面 [=cmn 背子] | 
var. ˈbiʣɿ (Li85) 
bezho [pɛdʐo] N clear liquor 白酒 [=cmn 白酒] | 
var. ˈbɛdʐɤ (Li85) 
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bəce [pəʦʰɛ] N spinach 菠菜 [=cmn 菠菜] | var. pə
ˈʦɛ (Li85) 
bəlo [pəlo] N whetstone 磨石 [=mon *bileü] | var. 
bəˈlɤ (Li85) 
bəlodə- [pəlodə-] Vt sharpen 削尖 [=mon *bileü 
'whetstone'] | var. bələˈʣɿ- (Li85) 
bən1 [pən] AJ stupid 笨 [=cmn 笨] | var. bən (Li85) 
bən2 [pən] AJ crude, brutal 笨 [=cmn 笨] | var. bən 
bən3 [pən] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for a drum 崩 
[=cmn] | var. bən (Li85) 
bənbənzi [pənpənʣɿ] N monk of Nyingma ར ངི་མ་ 
Tibetan Buddhism 红教喇嘛 [=cmn] | var. 
bənbənˈʣɿ (Li85) 
bənchi [pəntʂʰɩ] N leech 水蛭，马鳖 [=cmn!] | 
var. ˈbəntʂɩ (Li85) 
bənzi [pənʣɿ] N notebook 本子 [=cmn] | var. 
ˈbənˈʣɿ (Li85) 
bərgə [pərgə] N flea 跳蚤 [=mon *bürge] | var. bu 
ʐi gəbərgəbu ʐə gə (Mo2008 
bi1 [pi] N pen, writing brush 筆 [=cmn 筆] | var. bi 
(BökeLiu82, Li85, MaSato2016), Mo2008) | 
soŋ bi (Mo2008) 毛笔 writing brush 
bi2 [pi] PRT comparative marker (CPV) 比 [=cmn 比] 
| var. bi (Li85) | bu (bi) haˈbib-ˈsɿ onˈdər I 
(CPV) Habib-CPV tall I am taller than Habib. 
bi- [pi-] Vi standing in upright position; this verb 
always co-occurs with verb 守 /sɤ-/ stay. 筆
(直) [=cmn! 筆 bi 'writing brush; stroke'] | var. pi- 
(Li85) | dʐɔŋ bi-sɤ-ˈʥo she standing stay-OBJ 
She is standing. 
bian [pian] AJ flat, non-protruding 扁 [=cmn 扁] | 
var. biɑn 
biandan [piandan] N carrying pole, shoulder pole 
[CL: yoke placed on person's shoulder for 
carrying two loads] 扁擔 [=cmn 扁擔] | var. dan
ˈtuŋ biandan (MaSato2016), 
danguɔŋ~biandan~danguŋ (Mo2008) | haˈbib 
ˈbiandan-ʁaˈlə taˈrɔŋ dangə-ˈʥo Habib yoke-
INST crop carry-OBJ Habib is carrying crops 
on his shoulders. 
bianshi [pianʂʅ] N dumplings [CL: Chinese 
meat ...] 扁食 ，饺子 [=cmn 扁食] | var. bianshi 
(MaSato2016) 
bianshi niegə- [pianʂʅ niɛgə-] MWE make 
dumpling(s) 做扁食 ，饺子 [=cmn/! 扁食 +] | 
var. biɑnˈʂɩ niɛgə- 
bianga [pianga] N pole; long club used as 
weapon 杆子，柴杆 [*鞭子 =cmn] | var. 
ˈbiɑngɑ (Li85), ˈbianga 杆子，柴杆 
(MaSato2016), cf. “xinmuxigi” 
biangə-1 [piangə-] Vt weave 编 [=cmn 編 + ge-] | 
var. biangə- (Li85) | ˈluŋˈluŋ-nə biangə- cage-
ACC weave weave a cage 
biangə-2 [piangə-] V change 變 [=cmn] | var. 
biɑngə- (Li85) | habib-ˈnə piˈʨi jiˈgua biɑn
ˈgə-ʨ Habib-GEN temperament completely 
change-EP Habib's temperament has changed. 
biangə-3 [piangə-] V be flat 扁 [=cmn] | var. 
biɑngə- (Li85) | saˈʐʅ bianˈgə-ʨ moon flat-
COS The moon has become fat. 
bibi [pipi] N wind or brass musical instrument 琵
琶! [=cmn! 琵琶!] | var. biˈbi (Li85) 
bie [piɛ] N turtle 鱉 [=cmn 鱉] | var. biɛ (Li85) 
biezi [piɛʣɿ] N decorative pin, hair pin 別子 
[=cmn 別子/別針/] | var. biɛz (Mo2008) 
biezhəng [piɛdʐəŋ] N bobby pin, hair pin, 
brooch; safety pin 别针 [=cmn 別針] | var. 
ˈbiɛdʐəŋ (Li85), biɛz (Mo2008) 
bilə-1 [pilə-] Vt give a banquet 擺 [=cmn 擺 'arrange' 
+ LA-] | var. bilə- (Li85) | haˈbib janˈɕi biˈlə-ʨ 
Habib banquet prepare-EP Habib gave a 
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banquet. 
bilə-2 [pilə-] Vt place (something somewhere) 擺 
[=cmn 擺 'arrange' + LA-] | var. bilə- (Li85) | bilə-
ˈgɤ duŋˈɕi place-NZR thing(s) things placed on 
a table (i.e. fruit, confectionery, seeds, etc.) 
binangmu [pinaŋmu] N dorsal cloth (next bed) 
of quilt 被褥 [=cmn 被褥] | var. binaŋˈmu 
binǰir [pinʥir] N sparrow; bird 麻雀；鸟 [=cmn!] 
| var. binˈʥir (Li85), binǰir 雀；鸟 
(MaSato2016), 
binʥir~binǰir~binʥi~binǰir~binʥiri 'sparrow, 
bird' (Mo2008) | binǰir hor (MaSato2016); 
binʥir xərə (Mo2008) 鸟巢 bird's nest| binǰir 
ǰiaxačia- (MaSato2016) 鸟叫 birds twitter 
'sparrow cage 麻雀笼| binʥi lɔŋ lɔŋ 
(Mo2008)
bintang [pintʰaŋ] N rock candy 冰糖 [=cmn 冰糖] | 
var. binˈtaŋ (Li85) 
binxan [pinxan] N patient (sick person)     病汉 
[=cmn 病漢] | var. ˈbinxɑn (Li85) 
binzhan [pindʐan] N temple (of forehead) 鬢角 
[=cmn 鬢角] | var. bin ʥiɛn 'temple' 鬃角 
(Mo2008) 
bingan [pingan] N biscuit, cookie 餅干 [=cmn 餅
干] | var. ˈbinˈgɑn 
biozhun [piodʐun] N standard 標準 [=cmn 標準] | 
var. ˈpiodʐun (Li85) 
biro [piro] N for example 比如 [=cmn 比如] | var. 
ˈbiˈrɤ | ˈbiˈrɤ ɕanˈʐʅn vɛt-ˈdʐʅ jiˈdʐʅgəˈsɿ 
ˈxɤrɪn-ˈdʐʅˈgə v-i for instance parent sick-NFS 
if son-few have-SUBJ For instance, suppose 
the parent is sick and there are few sons. 
biše [piɕɛ] N blood from the nose 鼻血 [=cmn 鼻血] 
| var. ˈbiɕiɛ (Li85) 
bishi [piʂʅ] N bedbug 被虱 [=cmn 被虱] | var. biˈʂɩ 
(Li85) 
bisho [piʂo] N dagger 匕首 [=cmn 匕首] | var. ˈbiʂɤ 
bi toto [pi tʰotʰo] N pen cap 筆頭頭 [=cmn 筆頭頭] 
| var. ˈbiˈtoˈto (Li85) 
bitozi [pitʰoʣɿ] N bag for quilt 被頭子 [=cmn 被頭
子] | var. biˈtoˈʣɿ (Li85) 
bi tunzi [pi tʰunʣɿ] N pen cap 筆屯子 [=cmn 筆屯
子] | var. biˈtunˈʣɿ (Li85) 
biwo [piwo] N bedding carried by travelers 被臥 
[=cmn 被臥] | var. biˈvo (Li85) 
biyan [pijan] N snuff 鼻煙 [=cmn 鼻煙] | var. biˈjan 
(Li85) 
biyan xulu [pijan xulu] MWE snuff bottle 鼻煙
葫蘆 [=cmn 鼻煙葫蘆] | var. ˈbijan xuˈlu (Li85) 
bizhozi [pidʐoʣɿ] N removable cover of a quilt 被
罩子 [=cmn 被罩子] | var. biˈdʐoʣɿ (Li85) 
bo [po] N package 包 [=cmn 包] | var. bo (Li85) 
bobian [popian] N hem 衣服缝边 [=cmn 包邊] | 
var. ˈbobiɑn 
bobo [popo] N bundle wrapped in cloth; gift 
package 包袱 (紅包) [=cmn 包包] | var. bobo 
(MaSato2016) 
boči1 [poʨʰi] N flat dustbin 簸箕 [=cmn 簸箕] | var.  
bɑˈʨi 
boči2 [poʨʰi] N flat dustbin 簸箕 [=cmn 簸箕] | var.  
boˈʨi 
bofu [pofu] N small cloth sack or wrapper; load 包
袱 [=cmn 包袱] | var. boˈfu(Li85), bofu 
(Mo2008) 
boge [pogɛ] N burp (n.) (after eating) 飽嗝 [=cmn 飽
嗝] | var. boˈgɛ | boˈgɛ ʂgə- (Li85) burpA cmn 
calque of A A 
bogə [pogə] N pigeon, dove 鸽子 [=cmn 八哥] | 
var. boˈgə~bogə~bəˈgə (Li85), bɔgə (Mo2008), 
boge (MaSato2016) 
bogə-1 [bogə-] Vt wrap, wrap up 包, 包扎 [=cmn 
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包+ gə- 'do'] | var. bogə-bogə-bəˈgə (Li85), 
ˈboge- 包扎 (MaSato2016), baugə (Mo2008) | 
dʐɔŋ bofu-ˈdə məsˈgɤ bogə-ˈʥo she sack–LOC 
clothing wrap-OBJ She wraps the clothing in 
the sack. 
bogə-2 [pogə-] Vt recompense, show gratitude 報
(恩) [=cmn 報 + ge-] | var. bogə- (Li85) | haˈbib 
ɕanrɪn-ˈnə ˈxangɛ-ˈnə bogə-ˈʥi Habib parents-
GEN love-ACC recompense-SUBJ Habib 
repaid his parents' love and kindness. 
bogu [pogu] N corn 玉米 [=cmn 包谷] | var. ˈbogu 
(MaSato2016) 
boġdə [boɢdə] N wheat 麥子 [=tkc cf. mon *buudaї] 
| var. boʁˈdi (Li85), boɢdi (MaSato2016), 
bauɢdəi~boġdə~boɢdi 
~boġdə~bu:dɛ~boġdə~bau di~boġdə~ bo di 
(Mo2008) | boɢdi eke- (Ma 2016) 收小麦 
harvest wheat| bau di xə ʥi gɔ (Mo2008) 割麦 
cut wheat wheat awn, tassle 麦穗| bu:dɛ li ma 
(Mo2008)
boġəl- [poɢəl-] Vt tie up with string 綁(用繩子) 
[=tkc! cf. mon *boa-] | var. boʁəl- (Li85) | nə fda 
amɔŋ-ˈnə boʁəl-ˈdə this sack mouth-ACC tie-
succeed Tie up the opening of this sack! 
boġolung [poɢoluŋ] AJ low, short 低，矮 [=mon 
*boganї 'low, short (not tall)] | var. boʁoluŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008), boʁoˈluŋ (Li85), 
boɢloŋ 底 (MaSato2016), bɔluŋ 低 buʥi gaŋ 
au 低 (Mo2008) 
boġor [poɢor] N anus 肛門 [=mon *bogar/ *bagaur 
'buttocks, anus'] | var. boˈʁor (Li85), bɔɯ amaŋ 
(Mo2008) 
boġor dunzi [poɢor dunʣɿ] N buttocks, bottom 
屁股蹲子 [=mon *bogar/ *bagaur 'buttocks, anus'] | 
var. boɢordundzi~boġor dunzi bɔɯ tuŋ 屁股蛋 
‘buttocks, butt cheeks' (Mo2008) 
bola [pola] N fingerprint whorl, spiral 指纹斗，
螺旋形的指纹 [not adx] | var. jin bola ~bagə 
dʐi uən 箕（ 簸箕形的指纹） 'fingerprint 
whorl' (Mo2008) 
boli [poli] N glass 玻璃 [=cmn 玻璃] | var. niɑndʐin
ˈʣɿ, boli (BökeLiu82) ; boli (Mo2008) 
bonan kung [paonan kʰuŋ] Npr Baonan person, 
Baonan people 保安人 [=cmn/mon 保安 *küün] | 
var. baoˈnan kuŋ (Li85), baoˈnan rən bonan 
kung (MaSato2016) 
bonan rən [paonan rən] Npr Baonan person, 
Baonan people 保安人 [=cmn 保安人] | var. bao
ˈnan rən (Li85) 
bonan zu [paonanʣu] Npr Baonan ethnic group 保
安族 [=cmn 保安族] | var. baoˈnanʣu (Li85), 
bonanzu (MaSato2016) 
borə [porə] N kidney 腎 [=mon *böere] | var. boˈrə 
(Li85), borəborəbɔʐi 肾，腰 'kidney, waist' 
(Mo2008) 
bosung [posuŋ] N louse; chicken louse 跳蚤, 蚤; 
鸡虱子 [=mon *böesün] | var. bosuŋ 
(BökeLiu82), bosun~bosung~bɔːʦoŋ 
(Mo2008) | bɔːʦoŋ lei gei (Mo2008) 虮子 （虱
子卵） louse egg, louse nymph 
bowigə- [powigə-] V surround 包圍 [=cmn 包圍] | 
var. boˈvigə- (Li85) | buda ˈtʂɤ rən-nə boˈvigə-
dʐi we (excl.) enemy-ACC surround-SUBJ We 
surround the enemy. 
bozi [poʣɿ] N leopard 包圍 [=cmn 包圍] | var. 
ˈboʣɿ 
bozhi [podʐʅ] N newspaper 報紙 [=cmn 報紙] | 
var. ˈbodʐɩ (Li85) 
bu1 [pu] PRT yes-no question particle has /vu/ as 
allomorph when co-occurring with negative 
existential verb/ˈginə/ 不 [=mon *uu] | var. bu 
(Li85) | ˈnʥohoŋ haˈbib vɛt-ˈdʐʅ bu (Li85) 
year before last Habib sick-SUBJ Q Was 
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Habib sick the year before last, or not? 
bu2 [pu] PN I (first person singular nominative 
pronoun) 我（第一人称单数代词） [=mon *bї] 
| var. bu (Li85), bŭbubə (BL82, Mo2008, from 
BL82) 
bu-1 [pu-] Vi descend, fall 下降 [=mon *bau- 
'descend, come down'] | var. bu- (BökeLiu82) | po
ˈʐʅʁ ˈbu-ʨ dust fall-EP Dust has fallen. 
bu-2 [pu-] Vi go down 下去 [=mon *bau- 'descend, 
come down'] | var. bu- (Li85), bou~bu-~buɯ- 下
降，显得低 'descend, appear low' (Mo2008) | 
nəma-ˈdə bu (Li85) mountain-LOC descend 
Get down the mountain! 
budan [pudan] PN we (first person exclusive 
pronoun, oblique stem) 我们（第一个人称专
有代词形式，除了主格外都带有所有大小
写后缀） [=mon *ba] | var. buˈdan (Li85) 
budan-də [pudan-də] PN we (first person plural 
exclusive accusative-dative pronoun 我们（第
一人称复数宾格代名词或宾语代词 [=mon 
*ba] | var. budan-ˈdə (Li85) 
budə [pudə] PN we (first person plural exclusive 
nominative pronoun) 我们（第一人称复数专
有名词 [=mon *ba] | var. buˈdə~budə~buˈda 
(Li85), buda~budə~bədə 我们 (Mo2008) | bu 
dam kuŋ də iɛ ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 我们用着呢 We 
are using it. 
bugə- [pugə-] Vt provide intravenously 輸送 
[=cmn] | var. bugə- (Li85) | ˈdɛfu habib-ˈdə ʨi̥
ˈsuŋ bugə-ˈʥo doctor Habib-LOC blood The 
doctor administered blood transfusion Habib. 
bula- [pula-] Vt bury 埋 [=cmn! 撥 bo1 'set aside' + 
LA (CL had 撥拉)] | var. bula- (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008) | dʐɔŋ murˈʣa-də mɛdʐi-nə bula-
ˈʥo she grave-LOC deceased-ACC bury-OBJ 
She buried the deceased in the grave. 
bulə- [pulə-] Vt steal by force, snatch, seize 扒拉 
(偷), 抢夺 [=mon *bulї-/*bulїa- 'snatch away, seize', 
cf. 扒拉 'push to one side'] | var. bal(ə)- (Li85), 
bale- 抢夺 (MaSato2016), baləbulə-bu(l)- 
(Mo2008) | duŋɕi-ˈnə təˈgə ˈbal(ə) ! thing-
ACC NEGE steal Don't steal things!| ʨi duŋɕi-
ˈnə bal-ˈɔŋ you thing-ACC steal-why.not Why 
don't you steal things?!
buləxə [puləxə] N mountain spring 山泉, 泉水 
[=mon *bulag] | var. baləˈxə (Li85), balehe 泉水 
(MaSato2016), baləxə~buləxə~balaŋsi 山泉，
泉水 (Mo2008) 
bušiǰi [puɕiʥi] PRT etcetera, and the like, and so 
on 等等 [=cmn (local)] | var. buɕiʥi (Li85) | ʂlɛ 
buɕidʐi soup etcetera| ˈjaŋˈtaŋ buˈɕidʐi candy 
etcetera candy etcetera bowl etcetera| ajˈʁə bu
ˈɕidʐi miˈfan buˈɕidʐi cooked rice and the like
buzhang [pudʐaŋ] N cabinet minister 部長 [=cmn 
部長] | var. ˈbudʐɑŋ 
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cabu [ʦʰabu] N root (n.) 根子 [=adx hʦa wa~hʨa ma 
WT rtsa ba 'root' [cf. mon *huǰaur/ *hїǰaur 'root, origin, 
source']] | var. ʦaˈbu (Li85), ʣabu (Ganhetan), 
ʣabo~cabu~zabu (Mo2008) | ɕiu zabu 
(Mo2008) 树根 tree root 
cegə-1 [ʦʰɛgə-] N cut into pieces, chop up 切碎 
[=cmn 切 + ge-] | var. ʦɛgə- | ʦɛ-ˈnə ʨɛgə- 
vegetable-ACC cut cut up vegetables 
cegə-2 [ʦʰɛgə-] Vt paste, stick 贴 [=cmn 贴 + ge-] | 
var. ʦɛgə- (Li85) | ʥɑŋ dɑŋmulə-ˈʂɑ fuˈlɑŋ 
gadgə-ˈnə ʨɛgə-ˈʥo she doorway-over red 
paper-ACC paste-OBJ He pasted red paper 
over the doorway. 
celio [ʦʰɛlio] N material, fabric (for clothing) 材
料 [=cmn 材料] | var. ʦʰɛlio (Mo2008) 
cəng [ʦʰəŋ] N layer 层 [=cmn 层] | var. ʦəŋ (Li85) 
colü [ʦʰoly] N female donkey 驴子 [=cmn 草驴 lit. 
grass donkey (Mo2008), cf. 叫驴 (coll.) 'male donkey'] | 
var. ˈʦoˈly (Li85), au kə təu tZi gə (Mo2008) 
colushe [ʦʰoluʂɛ] N green (as grass) 草色（绿
色) [=cmn 草绿色] | var. ʦoˈluʂɛ 
como [ʦʰomo] N straw hat 草帽 [=cmn 草帽] | var.  
ʦoˈmo (Li85), somo (Mo2008) 
cošang [ʦʰoɕaŋ] N female musk deer 母香獐子 
[=cmn 雌香] | var. ˈʦoɕɑŋ (Li85) 
cotantan [ʦʰɔtʰantʰan] N grassland of smaller 
area than tɔŋˈjɑ 草原 [=cmn] | var. ˈʦɔtɑntˈɑn 
(Li85) 
cun [ʦʰun] N inch 寸 [=cmn 寸] | var. ʦun (Li85) 
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č
č [-ʨʰ] AFF finite past verb suffix, 
resultative/complex (Li 1985, either change of 
state (COS) or end point (EP) of an action; 
AD: PERF12) 过去式 [=mon] | var. -ʨ | bu ɛ
ˈdar-ʨ I tire-COS I'm tired.| bu ʁədɔˈsɿ kəl-ˈʥi 
ˈwa-ʨ I story tell-NFS complete-EP I finished 
telling the story. 
čabčiġang [ʨʰabʨʰiɢaŋ] AJ extremely white 白
白的 [=mon ča-b (redup.) + white čigaan] | var. 
ʨabʨiˈʁi (Li85) 
čabur [ʨʰabur] N difference 区别 [=adx cçʰabər] | 
var. čiabur (MaSato2016), BaoN čabar 
(Chen1990c) dəabur (Ganhetan, Mo2008), 
ʥabar (BaoN, Mo2008) | nə kuŋ ʁuɑˈlə ʨa
ˈbur vi this people twosome difference have 
These two people are different. 
čadang [ʨʰadaŋ] AJ in front of eye, nearby 近 
[=cmn!] | var. ʨɑˈdɑŋ (Li85), ʨʰiatʰaŋ 
(BökeLiu82), ʥiadɑŋ (Mo2008) 
čadə- [ʨʰadə-] Vi have a full stomach 饱 [=mon 
*čad-] | var. čiade- (MaSato2016), ʥiadə- 
(Mo2008) | bu nda-ˈʥi ʨaˈdə-ʨ I eat-NFS 
full-COS I am full from eating. 
čagə- [ʨʰagə-] Vt pinch, hold between one's 
thumb and other fingers 掐 [=cmn 掐 qia1 + ge-] | 
var. ʨɑgə- (Li85) | ʥɑŋ tapˈsɑjɛ ʨɑgə-ˈʥo 
she rosary pinch-OBJ She prays with the 
rosary. 
čagu [ʨʰagu] N mortar (as in mortar and pestle 碾
槌, 研磨, htən pa, 杵 hdo ri) 臼, 石臼, 石槽 
[=adx hdor go, cf. tɕa rko Hongyuan/Tianjun (WT sgog 
gtun/rdo gtun)] | var. ʨaˈgu (Li85), ʨiɛgəu 碓杵 
duìchu3 'pestle (can husk rice)' (Mo2008) 
čagu taši [ʨʰagu tʰaɕi] N pestle 石臼 [=monkc 
'mortar stone', calque of 石臼] | var. ʨaˈgu taˈʂi 
(Li85), ʨiɛgəu tɛɕi 碓 duì 'pestle (can husk 
rice)' (Mo2008)， čiako taši 石臼 
(MaSato2016) 
čako [ʨʰakʰo] N frontier pass or gate 卡口 [=cmn 卡
口] | var. ˈʨɑkˈɤ 
čaləġə [ʨʰaləɢə] N secretion 分泌 | var. ʨaləˈʁə 
(Li85) 
čan1 [ʨʰan] AJ light (color) 浅（色） [=cmn 浅] | 
var. ʨɑn (Li85) 
čan2 [ʨʰan] AJ shallow 浅 [=cmn 浅] | var. ʨɑn 
(Li85), ʨiɛn (Mo2008), čian (MaSato2016) 
čan3 [ʨʰan] AJ sweet 甜 [=cmn 甜, palatalized] | var. 
ɑmˈtɤ čian (MaSato2016) 
čan4 [ʨʰan] N sky 天 [=cmn 天，cf. mon *teŋgeri] | 
var. ʂaŋ (Mo2008) | bu ʂaŋ si ɕia xua guo 
(Mo2008) 晴天老爷 lord of the clear sky 
čan5 [ʨʰan] thousand, used only with numerals 
borrowed fron Chinese 千 [=cmn 千] | var. ʥiən 
(Mo2008) | ˈji ˈʨɑn one thousand one 
thousand 
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čanbi [ʨʰanbi] N pencil 铅笔 [=cmn 铅笔] | var. 
ˈʨɑnˈbi (Li85), ˈčianbi (MaSato2016) 
čančan [ʨʰanʨʰan] AV every day 每天 [=cmn 天
天] | var. ˈʨɑnˈʨɑn (Li85) 
čanči [ʨʰanʨʰi] N weather 天气 [=cmn 天气 
palatalized] | var. ˈʨɑnˈʨi (Li85) 
čanǰa [ʨʰanʥa] N weather 天气 [=cmn 天气 
palatalized] | var. ˈʨɑnʥɑ (Li85) | ˈʨɑnʥɑ hɛ-
ʨ weather dry-COS The weather is dry. 
čanǰin [ʨʰanʥin] N forward charge (in battle) 
(n.) 战进 [=cmn 战进] | var. ʨɑnˈʥin (Li85) 
čanǰingə- [ʨʰanʥingə-] Vi move forward, 
advance, charge ahead 前进，充电 [=cmn 前进 + 
ge-] | var. ʨɑnˈʥingə- (Li85) | dʐɑŋ ʂgə-ˈʥi 
ʨɑnˈʥingə- war fight-NFS charge ahead 
charge ahead in battle 
čan ǰo [ʨʰan ʥo] N sweet liquor 甜酒 [=cmn 甜酒 
palatalization] | var. ˈʨɑnʥɤ (Li85) 
čanməngga [ʨʰanməŋga] N front tooth 前牙，
门牙 [=cmn 前面牙] | var. ʨɑnˈməŋgɑ (Li85) 
čanmi [ʨʰanmi] N honey 蜂蜜 [=adx/cmn adx hdʐaŋ 
hji~hʦə + 蜜] | var. ˈʨɑnmi (Li85) 
čanša [ʨʰanɕa] N world 世界 [=cmn] | var. ʨɑn
ˈɕɑ (Li85) 
čantang [ʨʰantʰaŋ] N heaven 天堂 [=cmn 天堂] | 
var. ʨɑnˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
čanti [ʨʰantʰi] N orphan 孤儿 [=cmn! 单独! cf. adx 
tom tʂʰək , tu rök (WT dwa phrug); cf. mon *önečin 
'orphan(ed)'] | var. ʨɑnˈti (Li85) 
čanxə [ʨʰanxə] N Milky Way 银河，天河 [=cmn 
天河 palatalization] | var. ʨɑnˈxə (Li85) 
čanzi [ʨʰanʣɿ] N pliers 钳子 [=cmn 钳子 cmn qián] | 
var. ʨɑnˈʣi (Li85) 
čang1 [ʨʰaŋ] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for a 
cymbal or hitting wood together 鼚（钹的声
音） [鼚] | var. ʨɔŋ (Li85) 
čang2 [-ʨʰaŋ] AFF agentive participle (verb 
suffix, AGP) 施事 [=mon] | var. -ʨuŋ (Li85) | 
ɑdal-ˈʨuŋ (animal) herder| ʂu pu̥ʨi-ˈʨuŋ 
writer runner| hɔl-ˈʨuŋ tʂɛˈʣɿ kɛgə-ˈʨuŋ 
driver
čang3 [-ʨʰaŋ] AFF agentive participle (verb 
suffix, AGP) 施事 [=mon] | var. -ʨuŋ (Li85) | 
kɑnd-ˈʨuŋ street fghter| miɕingə-ˈʨuŋ a 
superstitious person gunner| po ʂgə-ˈʨuŋ
čangdo [ʨʰaŋdo] N robber, brigand 强盗 [=cmn 强
盗 cmn qiángdào] | var. ʨɑŋˈdo (Li85) 
čangə- [ʨʰangə-] Vt hold with pliers 钳 [=cmn 钳 
+ ge-] | var. ʨɑngə- (Li85) 
čanggəng [ʨʰaŋgəŋ] N foundation (of house) 地
基，基础 [=cmn 站根] | var. ˈʨɑŋgəŋ (Li85) 
čanglə-1 [ʨʰaŋlə-] V listen 听 [=cmn/mon *čїŋla-] | 
var. ʨɔl- (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈʥiˈgɑnˈʣɿ fil-ʥi-
gɤ-ˈnə ʨɔl-ˈʥo Habib flute play-NFS-NZR-
ACC listen-OBJ Habib listened to fute 
playing. 
čanglə-2 [ʨʰaŋlə-] Vt listen; obey 听，听从 
[=cmn/mon *čїŋla-] | var. ʨɔŋl(ə)- (Li85), ʨɔl, 
gog(ə) čiangle- (MaSato2016), ʨiaŋli-~čanglə-
~ʥiaŋlə- (Mo2008) | ʨɑŋlə-ˈʥi sɑŋ listen-
NFS good euphonic 
čangtu [ʨʰaŋtʰu] N whitewash, lime brushed on 
walls or buildings 粉墙 [=cmn 墙 !套] | var. 
ˈʨɑŋtu (Li85) 
čarung [ʨʰaruŋ] N corduroy 灯心绒 [=cmn] | var.  
ʨɑˈruŋ 
časung [ʨʰasuŋ] N snow (n.) 雪 [=mon *časun] | 
var. ʨaˈsuŋ (Li85), časung (MaSato2016), 
ʨiɛsɔŋ~časung~ʨiɛnsɔŋ 
[sic]časung~ʥiasuŋ~časung~ʤɑs~časung~ʧɑs 
(Mo2008) | ʨaˈsuŋ ˈol-ʨ (Li85), cf. ʨiɛnsɔŋ 
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əu ri ʨiɔ (Mo2008) snow fall-EP 下雪 It is 
snowing.| ʨiɛsɔŋ ɕiŋdə-saŋ si (Mo2008) 雪水 
snow meltwater
če- [ʨʰɛ-] Vt carry on one's shoulder 担当 [=mon 
*ǰöe- 'carry, transport'] | var. ʨɛ- 
čebian [ʨʰɛbian] N hem 衣服缝边 [=cmn 切邊] | 
var. ˈʨɛbiɑn 
če boči [ʨʰɛ boʨʰi] N metal dust bin 金属垃圾
桶 [=cmn 铁, palatalized] | var. ʨɛ boˈʨi 
čeče [ʨʰɛʨʰɛ] N cloth blanket (wrapped around 
child or placed underneath child while asleep; 
may be considered a diaper) 毯子（睡着时缠
在孩子身上或放在孩子下面；可能被认为
是尿布） [=cmn 毯毯!] | var. ˈʨɛʨɛ (Li85) 
čecha [ʨʰɛtʂʰa] N pitchfork (metal, farming tool) 
铁叉（耕作工具） [=cmn 铁叉 palatalization] | 
var. ˈʨɛtʂɑ (Li85) 
čegə- [ʨʰɛgə-] Vt carry on one's shoulder (caus) 肩
扛 [=cmn *ǰöe- 'carry, transport' + ge-] | var. ʦɛgə- | 
ʥatɤ-ˈdə po-ˈnə ʨɛgə- shoulder-LOC gun-
ACC carry carry gun on one's shoulder 
čeǰang [ʨʰɛʥaŋ] N blacksmith 铁匠 [=cmn 铁匠, 
palatalized] | var. ʨɛˈʥɑŋ 
čelu [ʨʰɛlu] N railway 铁路 [=cmn 铁路 palatalized] | 
var. ʨɛˈlu (Li85) 
če mo [ʨʰɛmo] N metal mousetrap 金属捕鼠器 
[=adx! ʦə 'mouse' + hɳə, tong 'trap'] | var. ʨɛˈmo 
čene- [ʨʰene-] Vt measure (cloth), survey 测，
量 [=cmn 测 + LA] | var. ʨɑn- (Li85), qiaine- 
(MaSato2016) 
čero [ʨʰɛro] N soldier; military forces, troops 兵; 
兵马，部队 [=mon *čerig] | var. ʨɛrˈɤ (Li85), 
qiairige 兵马，部队; cf. čero “qiairou” G 
(MaSato2016), ʥiɛri~čero~ʥianʐigə 
(Mo2008) | ʥiɛri dan-ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 当兵 
serve in the army, be a soldier 
čerodə ši- [ʨʰɛro-də ɕi-] MWE enlist, join the 
military 征募，征召 [=mon soldier-DAT go] | 
var. ʨɛrɤ-ˈdə ɕi- 
če šan [ʨʰɛɕan] N metal spade 铁铲 [=cmn 铁铲, 
palatalized] | var. ˈʨɛɕɑn 
če sho [ʨʰɛʂo] N metal ladle 铁勺 [=cmn 铁勺, 
palatalized] | var. ʨɛˈʂo 
čezi [ʨʰɛʣɿ] N eggplant 茄子 [=cmn 茄子] | var. 
ʨɛˈʣɿ (Li85), qiaizi (MaSato2016) 
čələġə su [ʨʰələɢə su] N flood 洪水 [=adx/mon 
ʨʰə lok + mon. su 'water'] | var. ʨaləˈʁə su (Li85) 
čər- [ʨʰər-] Vi flow, drip, ooze 流，淌 [=adx! ʨʰər 
'overflow, spill' cf. ʨʰə~ʨʰy (Hualong) 'water, river'; 
mon *urus-] | var. ʨɤr- (Li85), čürə- 
(BökeLiu82), čiori- (MaSato2016) | ʨi̥ˈsuŋ 
ʨɤr- (Li85), ʨisuŋ xəʐi ʨi- (Mo2008) 出血 
bleed, lose blood| čiori hotung (Mo2008) 流星 
comet
či1 [ʨʰi] PN you (2nd person sg. nominative 
pronoun) 你 [=mon *čї] | var. ʨi (Li85), ʨʰĭ 
(BökeLiu82), či (MaSato2016), ʥi [sic] 
(Mo2008) | ʨi-ˈnə ɕɛsuŋ-ˈnə ɤ-g-ˈi you-GEN 
urine-ACC drink-CMOD-SUBJ I am going 
beat the hell out of you! 
či2 [-ʨʰi] AFF collective verb suffix (COLL) (CL 
‘each, respective’) 集体动词后缀 [=mon] | var.  
-ʨi (Li85) | ɑˈmɑŋ wɑr-ʨi-ʥo mouth hold-
each-IPF Each person is fasting. 
či3 [ʨʰi] N chess 棋 [=cmn 棋] | var. ʨi (Li85, 
Mo2008) | ʨi na-čiʨi ɕiagə- (Mo2008), ʨi 
ɕagə- (Li85) 下棋 play chess 
či4 [ʨʰi] N horse (mule, donkey) feed 马料 [=adx 
ʨʰi] | var. ʨi (Li85), či (MaSato2016), ʥi 
(Mo2008) | bu moʐʅ-ˈdə ʨi-ˈnə nda-ʁə-ˈʥo I 
horse-DAT feed-ACC eat-CAS-OBJ I fed the 
horse. 
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či5 [ʨʰi] seven (used only with other Chinese 
numerals, classifiers or measure words) 七 
[=cmn 七] | var. ʨi (Li85) | ˈʨi-bɑ-ʂʅ-gə ʦɛˈlio 
(Li85) seven-eight-ten-CL material seventy or 
eighty pieces of material 
čiche [ʨʰitʂʰɛ] N automobile 汽车 [=cmn 汽车] | 
var. ˈʨitʂɛ (Li85) 
čichezhan [ʨʰitʂʰɛdʐan] N bus station 汽车站 
[=cmn 汽车站] | var. ˈʨiˈtʂɛdʐɑn 
čidər [ʨʰidər] N ghost, demon 鬼 [=mon *čidkör] | 
var. čider (MaSato2016) | čider wari- 
(MaSato2016) 鬼迷 
čiga [ʨʰiga] N hoof 蹄子 [蹄+ !] | var. ʨiˈgɑ 
čigə-1 [ʨʰiɢə-] Vi rise up 升起 [=cmn 起 + ge-] | 
var. ˈʨiʁə- (Li85) | xɛ-ˈdə lɑŋ ʨigə-ˈʥo sea-
LOC wave rise-OBJ The ocean waves rise. 
čigə-2 [ʨʰigə-] Vt lay (bricks) 砌砖 [=cmn 砌 + ge-] 
| var. ʨigə- (Li85) | dʐuɑn-ˈnə ʨigə- brick-
ACC lay lay bricks 
čigəǰi waya [ʨʰigəʥi waja] MWE What a hot 
thing! 好热啊！ [=mon] | var. ʨigəˈʥi wˈɑjɑ 
(Li85) 
čigsong [ʨʰigsɔŋ] N hot (scalding, burning), 
referring to objects or liquid 热烫 [=mon! 
*bučalga- 'boil (tr.)'] | var. ʨig
ˈsɔŋ~čigsong~ʨig(ə)ˈsɔŋ (Li85) 
čigsong moxui [ʨʰigsɔŋ moxui] MWE hot 
ashes, embers 热灰烬，余烬 [=mon! *bučalga- 
'boil (tr.)'] | var. ʨigˈsɔŋ~čigsong moxui~ʨig(ə)
ˈsɔŋ ˈmoxui~čigsong moxui~hoŋˈsoŋ (Li85) 
čigue [ʨʰiguɛ] AJ strange, bizarre 奇怪的 [=cmn 奇
怪] | var. ʨi̥ˈguɛ (Li85) 
čiġə [ʨʰiɢə] N penis 男性生殖器 [=mon *oǰagaї] | 
var. ˈʨiʁə (Li85), ʥixə [with colorful glosses! 
“鸡巴，鸡鸡”] (Mo2008); bɑʨɤ̥ čiɢe 
(MaSato2016) 
čiǰa1 [ʨʰiʥa] N belt (n.) 腰带 [(mon. *büse, adx hke 
rak (WT ske rags))] | var. ʨiˈʥɑ 
čiǰa2 [ʨʰiʥa] N leather bag 皮包，皮袋 [(cf. adx ko 
kʰək)] | var. ʨiˈʥɑ (Li85) 
čiǰe- [ʨʰiʥɛ-] Vt feed and take care of 喂, 养活 
[=mon *teǰie- 'feed, nourish'] | var. ʨiʥiə- 
(BökeLiu82), ʥiʥe-~čiǰe-~ʥiʥiə (Mo2008, 
from BL82), čiǰie- “qijiai-” (MaSato2016) | 
ɑsuŋ-ˈnə ʨiʥɛ- animal-ACC feed feed animals 
čiǰəġang [ʨʰiʥəɢaŋ] N rodents 鼠类 [=tkc čašqan 
(cf. mon *kulugana)] | var. xɑrˈdɑ, xɑŋloˈtʂu 
(Li85) 
čiǰo [ʨʰiʥo] N flower (n.) 花 [=mon *čečeg 'flower, 
smallpox'] | var. ʨiˈʥɤ (Li85), qijiu G 
(MaSato2016), dɕiʥɯ [sic]~čiǰo~ʥiʥɯ 
(Mo2008) 
čiǰo banban [ʨʰiʥo banban] N flower petal 花
瓣 [=mon/cmn *čečeg 'flower, smallpox' + 瓣瓣 
bànbàn] | var. ʨiˈʥɤ bɑnˈbɑn (Li85) 
čiǰo gudu [ʨʰiʥo gudu] N flower bud 花蕾，
花骨朵 [=mon/cmn *čečeg 'flower, smallpox' + 骨朵 
guduo] | var. ʨiˈʥɤ guˈdu (Li85) 
čiling [ʨʰiliŋ] N unicorn (mythical, auspicious 
animal in Chinese folklore) 麒麟 [=cmn 麒麟] | 
var. ʨiˈliŋ (Li85) 
čilio [ʨʰilio] AV sometimes, occasionally, now 
and then 偶尔，有时，往往 [=cmn! 期!(cf. DX 
ʨiliao~əʨɯja)] | var. ʨiˈlio (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli ʨiˈlio 
gə nəˈgə xil-ˈʥo ɕoli sometimes song one 
sing-OBJ Sholi occasionaly sang song. 
čima [ʨʰima] AV at least 至少 [=cmn] | var. ˈʨi
ˈmɑ (Li85) 
čimsi [ʨʰimsi] N neighborhood, neighbor; 
relation 邻居，亲戚 [=adx cçʰəmʦʰɩ] | var. ʨim
ˈsi (Li85), čingmusui 邻居，亲戚 
(MaSato2016), dɔimsi 
(GHT)~čimsi~ʥimʣi~čimsi~ʥimʦi 
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(Mo2008), ʨʰimʦi BaoN (Chen90c) 
čimuxang [ʨʰimuχaŋ] N dates (fruit of 
buckthorn) 沙棘枣 [=mon *čїbugan 'jujube date'] | 
var. ʧimuxaŋčimuxangʥimuɢɔŋ ʨimuˈʁɔŋ 
(Li85), ʨimuˈʁɔŋ~čimuxang~ʨymuxeŋ 
(Mo2008); ʧɑbɑg (Mo2008, sourced from 
whom?) | ɕiu ʧimuxaŋ ɕiou [sic] (Mo2008) 枣
树 date tree 
čin [ʨʰin] N stringed musical instrument (zither, 
lute, etc.) 琴 [=cmn 琴] | var. ʨin (Li85), ɕianʣə 
胡琴， 二胡，京胡 'string instrument' 
čina [ʨʰina] N wolf 狼 [=mon *čїno] | var. ʨiˈnɑ 
(Li85), ʨina (BökeLiu82), čina (MaSato2016), 
ʨina~čina~ʥina (Mo2008) 
čina-1 [ʨʰina-] Vt boil (meat, potatoes, etc.; but 
not rice or noodles); deep fry 煮，炸 [=mon 
*čїna- 'cook'] | var. ʨiˈnɑ- (Li85), ʨinə- 
(BökeLiu82) , čina- 煮，炸 (MaSato2016), 
ʥina- (Mo2008) 
čina-2 [ʨʰina-] Vt deep fry 炸 [=mon *čїna- 'cook'] | 
var. ʨinə- (BökeLiu82) , čina- 煮，炸 
(MaSato2016), ʨina-čina-ʨinə- (Mo2008) | 
hɑˈbib tosuŋ-ˈdə damu-ˈnə ʨinɑ-ˈʥo Habib 
oil-LOC bread-ACC fry OBJ Habib fried the 
bread in oil. 
činari [ʨʰinaʐʅ] N day after tomorrow 后天 [=mon 
*čїnaїda/ *čїnar] | var. ʨinɑˈrɩ (Li85), činari G 
(MaSato2016) 
činči [ʨʰinʨʰi] N relatives 亲戚 [=cmn 亲戚] | var. 
ʨinˈʨi (Li85), činči (MaSato2016) | nə ʂʅ ʨin
ˈʨi sɤ-ʥi-ˈgɤ ˈguətʂəŋ o this be relatives be-
NFS-NZR process OBJ This is the process of 
becoming related. 
činčin [ʨʰinʨʰin] N relation through marriage, in-
law 亲家 [=cmn 亲亲] | var. ʨinˈʨin (Li85) 
činə [ʨʰinə] PN your (2nd person sg. genitive 
pronoun) 你的, 属你所有的 [=mon *čї] | var. 
ʨi-ˈnə (Li2008) 
činǰa [ʨʰinʥa] N in-laws, in-laws' family; father 
in law 亲家，亲家公 [=cmn 亲家] | var. 
ˈʨinʥɑ (Li85), ʨʰiŋʥia (BökeLiu82), ˈčingǰia 
亲家公 (MaSato2016) | ˈčingǰiamu 
(MaSato2016) 亲家母 mother in law 
činǰin [ʨʰinʥin] AJ diligent and hard-working 认
真 [=cmn] | var. ˈʨinʥin 
činpo [ʨʰinpʰo] AJ arrogant 骄傲 [=cmn! (cf. adx 
ŋar ʥal, kʰaŋ wa)] | var. ʨinˈpo (Li85) 
činpogə- [ʨʰinpʰogə-] Vi be arrogant 骄傲 
[=cmn!] | var. ʨinˈpogə- (Li85) 
činyan [ʨʰinjan] N granulated salt 盐粒 [=cmn 青
盐] | var. ʨinˈjɑn (Li85) 
činzhən [ʨʰindʐən] N halal, conforming to 
Islamic laws 清真 [=cmn 清真] | var. ʨinˈʂun 
[sic] 
čingchu [ʨʰiŋtʂʰu] AJ clear 清楚 [=cmn 清楚] | 
var. ˈʨiŋtʂu (Li85) | ʥɑŋ-ˈnə gaˈʨi ˈʨiŋtʂu-ʁɑ
ˈlə she-GEN speech clear-very Her/His speech 
is very clear. 
činggə- [ʨʰiŋgə-] Vi congeal 凝 [=cmn 定 dìng! + 
ge- (cf. 凝 ning)] | var. ʨiŋgə- (Li85) | lɑ ʨiŋˈgə-
ʨ wax congeal-EP The wax has congealed. 
činggəġə- [ʨʰiŋgə-ɢə-] Vt lay (a deceased 
person) in state 陈尸 [=cmn 陈 + ge- + CAUS] | 
var. ʨiŋgə-ʁə- (Li85) | ʥɑŋ ˈmɛʥi-nə ʨingə-
ʁə-ˈʥo she deceased-ACC-OBJ She laid the 
deceased in state. 
čingkuang [ʨʰiŋkʰaŋ~ʨʰiŋkʰuaŋ] N situation, 
circumstance, condition 情况 [=cmn 情况] | var.  
ʨiŋˈkɑŋ~čingkuang~ʨiŋˈkuɑŋ (Li85) | ˈliɑŋ
ˈʥɑ-nə ʨiŋkɑŋ-ˈnə ˈmiʐɩn ˈdʐɑŋˈwogə-ˈʥo 
two families-GEN condition-ACC matchmaker 
understand-OBJ The matchmaker understands 
the condition of the two families. 
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čingkuə [ʨʰiŋkʰuə] N highland barley 青稞 [=cmn 
青稞] | var. ʨiŋˈkuə (Li85), sinke “sinkai” 
(MaSato2016) | sinkai ɢoler (MaSato2016) 青
稞面 barley four 
čirgə-1 [ʨʰirgə-] Vt play (an accordian) 弹（手
风琴） [cf. 弹 tán 'pluck, shoot'] | var. ʨirgə- 
(Li85) | ʂˈɤfənˈʨin ʨirgə- play an accordian 
čirgə-2 [ʨʰirgə-] Vt pull, transport 拉 [=adx ndʐəl 
(WT hdrud) 'pull, drag' + ge- cf. mon *čїrї- 'pull, drag'] | 
var. čirge- (MaSato2016) | ˈʨitʂɛ duŋˈɕi-nə 
ʨirgə-ˈʥo (Li85) car thing-ACC traOBJort-
OBJ The car transported things. 
čisər [ʨʰisər] N pus 脓 [cf. adx hnak, mon *idee] | 
var. ʨiˈsər (Li85), ʨʰisər; hosuŋ (BökeLiu82), 
ʥisər; ʨisəl 脓，红肿 ; hosuŋ (Mo2008), 
čisər (MaSato2016) | marˈɤ-sɿ ʨiˈsər ʨɤr-ˈʥo 
boil-ABL pus ooze-OBJ The boil is oozing 
pus. 
čisung [ʨʰisuŋ] N blood 血 [=mon *čїsun] | var. ʨi
ˈsuŋ (Li85), ʨʰisuŋ (BökeLiu82), čisung 
(MaSato2016), ʨisɔŋ 
čisungʥisɔŋčisungʥisuŋ (Mo2008) | ʥisɔŋ 
mɔʐi (Mo2008) 血管 blood vessel| ʨisɔŋ 
ʨiŋgei-ʨi (Mo2008) 瘀血 clotted blood, 
extravasted blood (leaking), thrombosis| 
čišing [ʨʰiɕiŋ] N Big Dipper 七星 [=cmn 七星] | 
var. ˈʨiɕiŋ 
čiučan [ʨʰiuʨʰan] N autumn, fall 秋 [=cmn 秋天, 
palatalized] | var. ʨʰiu~čiučan~dangkə 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), ˈʨiuʨɑn 
(Li85), ʨɯʨɑn (Mo2008) 
čixang1 [ʨʰiχaŋ] N ear 耳朵 [=mon *čïkïn] | var. 
čixang (BökeLiu82), ʨiˈχɔŋ (Li85), čiχang 
(MaSato2016); 
ʨixaŋ~čixang~ʥixaŋ~čixang~ʥiχaŋ~čixang~
ʥixɔŋ~čixang~ʨiaŋ (Mo2008)； BaoN 
ʨʰiχaŋ, kxs čiχc | ʥixaŋ nagə (Mo2008) 耳朵
眼儿 ear opening| ʥi də:lei (Mo2008); čiχang 
basung (MaSato2016) 耳垢，耳屎 earwax 
clean the ears, pick at the ears 掏耳朵| 
ʨixaŋnə uagə- (Mo2008) čiχang wargu 
(MaSato2016), ʨiaŋ uagəu (Mo2008) 耳挖勺 
'ear cleaning scoop, ear pick' ʨiaŋ iɛ di ʨiau 通
耳 'go through the ear' (Mo2008) čiχangde 
kale- 说耳语 whisper in the ear (MaSato2016)
čixang2 [ʨʰiχaŋ] AJ white 白 [=mon *čagaan] | var. 
ʨiˈχɑŋ (Li85), ʨixɑŋ; ʥixaŋ (Mo2008) | 
ʥixaŋ guli (Mo2008) 白面 white four (wheat)| 
čiχang temur (MaSato2016) 白铁 galvanized 
iron butter 酥油| čiχang tosung (MaSato2016) 
ʨixaŋ turoŋ 少白头 'young person with 
graying hair' (Mo2008) ʨigaŋ rɤgəu 白酒 
(Mo2008) liquor, distilled spirits (mostly from 
sorghum or maize)' (Chinese calque)
čixang basung [ʨʰixaŋ basuŋ] N ear wax 耳垢 
[=mon *čïkïn + 'shit'] | var. ʨiˈxɔŋ bɑˈsuŋ 
čixang ġorəl [ʨʰiχaŋ ɢorəl] MWE white staple 
grain, i.e., wheat or rice 白粮（麦，米） 
[=mon *čagaan *gurїl 'white flour'] | var. ʨiˈxɔŋ ʁo
ˈrəl (Li85) 
čixang nakə [ʨʰixaŋ nakʰə] N ear lobe 耳垂 
[=mon *čïkïn] | var. ʨiˈxɔŋ naˈkə 
čixang nakung [ʨʰiχaŋ nakʰuŋ] MWE ear canal 
耳轮 [=mon/adx *čïkïn + 'hole'] | var. GH ʨʰiˈχɑŋ 
nakʰə (Chen90c), ʥixaŋ nagə 耳朵眼儿 'ear 
opening' (Mo2008) 
čixangnə [ʨʰiχaŋnə] POST at the time, when 时
候 [=mon] | var. ʨixɑŋˈnə (Li85) | ʥasɿ 
ˈbɑŋʥar orgi-ˈgɤ ʨixɑŋˈnə os they about 
dawn-NZR when get up-SUBJ They got up 
when the day dawned. 
čixang nianwawa [ʨʰiχaŋ nianwawa] N white 
of eye 眼白 [=mon/cmn *čagaan + 眼！！] | var. ʨi
ˈxɔŋ niɑnwɑˈwɑ (Li85) 
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čixangtozi [ʨʰixaŋ tʰoʣɿ] N ear cover 耳罩 
[=mon/cmn *čïkïn] | var. ʨiˈxɔŋ ˈtoʣɿ 
čixə- [ʨʰixə-] Vt insert 塞 [=mon *čїkї- 'squeeze into, 
stuff'] | var. ʨʰiχə- (BökeLiu82), ʨixə- (Li85), 
ʥixə-čixə- ʥiχə (Mo2008) 
čixi- [ʨʰixi-] Vi become white 变白 [=mon *čaї-] | 
var. ʨixi- (Li85), čixi- (MaSato2016) 
čixo [ʨʰixo] N temperature (weather), climate 气
候 [=cmn 气候] | var. ˈʨiˈxɤ (Li85) | ˈʨiˈxɤ on
ˈdər temperature high The temperature 
(weather) is high. 
čiyo [ʨʰijo] N gasoline 汽油 [=cmn 汽油] | var. ˈʨi
ˈjɤ (Li85), ʨiou (Mo2008) 
čizi [ʨʰiʣɿ] N flag (n.) 棋子 [=cmn 棋子] | var. ʨi
ˈʣi (Li85) 
čo1 [ʨʰo] PN you (second person singular 
accusative pronoun) 你（宾格） [=mon!] | var.  
ʨo (Li85) 
čo2 [ʨʰo] N bridge (n.) 桥 [=cmn 桥] | var. ʨo (Li85, 
Mo2008) | fuʨo (Mo2008) 浮桥 foating bridge 
čochang [ʨʰotʂʰaŋ] N football field 球场 [=cmn 球
场] | var. ʨiuˈtʂɑŋ 
čodə [ʨʰodə] PN you (second person singular 
dative-accusative pronoun) (Li 1985, ”when 
/ʨo-ˈdə/ is used as an accusative noun, /-ˈdə/ is 
optional.) 你（与位-宾格） [=mon *čï + dat/loc-
acc] | var. ʨo-ˈdə (Li85) | hɑˈbib ʨo-(ˈdə) ʂgə-
ˈʥo Habib you-(ACC) hit-IPF Habib hit you. 
čoga [ʨʰoga] N trap or snare made of rope 陷阱，
捉捕器 (绳子) [=cmn！ 跳 + !] | var. ˈʨogɑ 
(Li85) | ˈʨogɑ gɛ- trap set set a trap 
čogə-1 [ʦʰogə-] V scribble 涂写 [=cmn 抄+ ge-] | 
var. ʦogə- (Li85), tʂɔtsi pi-ʥiɔ 抄稿 write a 
preliminary draft (Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ʣɿ-ˈnə 
ʦogə-ˈʥi Habib word-ACC scribble-PFV 
Habib scribbled down the words. 
čogə-2 [ʨʰogə-] Vt extract, draw out, pull out, 
take out 抽出 [=cmn 抽 + ge-] | var. ʨɤgə- (Li85) 
| ˈxəxə-sɿ bi nəˈgə ʨɤgə- box-ABL pen one 
draw pull out a pen from the box 
čoġla- [ʨʰoɢla-] Vt tie together (batch of wheat 
or hay at harvest) 捆上 [=mon *čugla- 'bundle'] | 
var. ʨoʁolɑ- (Li85) | ʨoʁo-ˈnə ʨoʁolɑ- batch-
ACC tie tie together batch (of wheat) 
čoġo [ʨʰoɢo] N sheaf, bundle (hay or wheat tied 
together during harvest) 抱，捆 [=mon *čug 
'bundle'] | var. ʨoˈʁo (Li85) | boʁˈdi nəˈgə ʨo
ˈʁo wheat one batch one batch of wheat 
čoǰan [ʨʰoʥan] N condition, prerequisite 
condition, criterion 条件 [=cmn 条件, palatalized] | 
var. ʨɔˈʨɑn (Li85) | bu ʨɔˈʨɑn dɑˈdogə-ˈʥi I 
condition reach-SUBJ I satisfed the 
prerequisite condition. 
čome [ʨʰomɛ] N buckwheat 荞麦 [=cmn 荞麦] | 
var. ˈʨomɛ 
čonglaǰi song [ʨʰɔŋlaʥi sɔŋ] MWE euphonic 好
听 [=mon *čїŋla-PERF N] | var. ʨɔl(ə)-ˈʥi 
sɔŋ~čonglaǰi song~ʨɑŋlə-ˈʥi sɔŋ (Li85) 
čor- [ʨʰor-] Vi be torn 撕掉，扯掉 [=mon *čaul- 
'tear to pieces'] | var. ʨor- (Li85) 
čüančüan [ʨʰyanʨʰyan] N ripple, circle 波纹，
圆 [=cmn 圈圈] | var. ʨyɑnʨyˈɑn (Li85) | 
ʨyɑnʨyˈɑn xar-ˈʥo ripple come out-OBJ The 
water is rippling. 
čüan xuagə- [ʨʰyan xuagə-] MWE play finger 
guessing game (guessing total number of 
fingers held up by two people, usually while 
drinking) 猜拳，划拳 [=cmn 拳 划 + ge-] | var. 
ʨyɑn xuɑgə- (Li85) 
čüanxuan [ʨʰyanxuan] AV complete 完全 
[=cmn] | var. ʨyɑnˈxuɑn (Li85) 
čüanzi [ʨʰyanʣɿ] N rim of wheel 钢圈 [=cmn 圈
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子 quānzi] | var. ʨyɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
čüangə-1 [ʨʰyangə-] Vt carry on arm 携带 
[=cmn] | var. ʨyɑngə- | ˈtilo ʨyɑngə- hand 
basket carry on arm carry a hand basket on the 
arm 
čüangə-2 [ʨʰyangə-] V urge (someone to...) 劝 
[=cmn 劝+ ge-] | var. ʨyɑngə- (Li85) | bu ʨi tə
ˈgə ˈʥigə gəˈʥi ʨyɑngə-ˈlə r-ˈo I you NEG 
anxious say.PERF urge-PURP come-PERF1 
marker I came to urge you, 'Don't be anxious!' 
čüdo [ʨʰydo] N waterway 渠道 [=cmn 渠道] | var. 
ʨyˈdo (Li85) 
čügə- [ʨʰygə-] Vt pierce with knife or needle 刺，
穿 [=cmn 穿 + ge-; cf. mon *čoal- pierce, perforate...] | 
var. ʨygə- (Li85) 
čünzi [ʨʰynʣɿ] N skirt 裙子 [=cmn 裙子] | var. 
ʨynˈdʐun (Li85) 
čünzhun [ʨʰyndʐun] N crowd 群众 [=cmn 群众] | 
var. ʨuŋgə- (Li85) 
čung1 [ʨʰuŋ] AJ poor 穷 [=cmn 穷] | var. ʨuŋ 
(Li85) 
čung2 [ʨʰuŋ] N scare 吓 [=cmn] | var. ʨuŋ (Li85) 
čunggə- [ʨʰuŋgə-] Vt put through 穿出 [=cmn 穿 
+ ge-] | var. ʨuŋgə- (Li85), tʂuaŋgə- (Mo2008) 
| ʥuŋ-ˈdə ndɑsuŋ-ˈnə ʨuŋgə- needle-LOC 
thread-ACC put.through (Li1985), ʣyŋ nna 
sɔŋ tʂuaŋgə- 穿针 (Mo2008) ‘thread a needle’ 
needle-LOC thread-ACC put through 
čur- [ʨʰur-] Vi leak 漏水 [=adx htsar 漏水～ nʣar 
(RB, 滴水) (cf. mon *čuburї- )] | var. ʨynˈʣi 
(Li85) | ajˈʁə ʨɤr-ˈʥo bowl leak-OBJ The 
bowl leaks. 
čura [ʨʰura] N dried cheese (rock-hard) 干酪, 奶
渣子 [=adx ʨʰə ra 'dried milk dregs'] | var. ʨɤr- 
(Li85), ʥyrɑ (GHT, Mo2008), ʥirɑ 奶干 
(BaoN, Mo2008) 
čüzi [ʨʰyʣɿ] N leaven, starter (portion of 
sourdough used produce fermentation in a new 
batch of dough) 酵母 [=cmn] | var. ʨyˈʣɿ 
(Li85) 
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ch
cha [tʂʰa] N tea 茶 [=cmn 茶] | var. tʂɑ (Li85), čia 
“qia” (MaSato2016), ʨia [sic]~cha~tʂa (Mo 
2008) | čia ki- (MaSato2016) 倒茶 pour tea| 
čia loɢšiɢe- (MaSato2016) 煮茶 boil (water 
for) tea drink tea 喝茶| čia u- (MaSato2016), 
ʨia əu- (Mo 2008) ʨia əugo puʣi (Mo 2008) 茶
馆 teahouse
cha bi [tʂʰabi] N tea mug 茶杯 [=cmn 茶杯] | var. 
tʂɑˈbi (Li85) 
chacha [tʂʰatʂʰa] N fork 叉子 [=cmn 叉叉] | var. 
ˈtʂɑˈtʂɑ 
cha gangzi [tʂʰa gaŋʣɿ] N tea mug 茶缸子 
[=cmn 茶缸子] | var. tʂɑ gɑŋˈʣɿ (Li85) 
chagə- [tʂʰagə-] Vt insert, stick into 差 [=cmn 差 + 
ge-] | var. tʂʰagə- (Li85) 
chako [tʂʰakʰo] N slit of garment 衩 [=cmn 衩口] | 
var. ˈtʂɑkˈɤ (Li85) 
chanzi [tʂʰanʣɿ] N shovel, spade 铲子 [=cmn 铲子] 
| var. tʂɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
changbashi [tʂʰaŋbaʂʅ] N singer 歌手 [=cmnkc 唱 
+ tkc bash 'head, leader'] | var. dol(ə)ˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
changə-1 [tʂʰaŋgə-] N bind, tie 缠 [=cmn 缠+ ge-] | 
var. tʂɑŋgə- 
changə-2 [tʂʰan-gə-] Vt shovel (with a spade) 铲 
[=cmn 铲 + ge-] | var. tʂɑn-gə- (Li85) | tʂɑnˈʣɿ-
ʁaˈle tʂɑngə- spade-INST shovel shovel with 
spade 
changfan [tʂʰaŋfan] N noodles “cut out by knife” 
(Li1985); 肠粉 rice noodle roll 肠粉 [=cmn 肠
粉!] | var. tʂɑŋˈfɑn 
changtui zhozho [tʂʰaŋtʰui dʐodʐo] N long-
legged spider, daddy longlegs 蟏, 蛸 [=cmn 长腿
蛛蛛] | var. ˈtʂɑŋtui dʐɤdʐˈɤ 
changzhang [tʂʰaŋdʐaŋ] N head of factory 厂长 
[=cmn 厂长] | var. ˈtʂɑŋdʐˈɑŋ 
cha pu [tʂʰapʰu] N tea stove 茶灶 [=cmn adx ʨa 
tʰap] | var. tʂɑˈpu (Li85) | tʂəuren (Ma2008) 敌
人 enemy 
chashəng [tʂʰɛʂəŋ] N reins (was: “leather strap 
for holding two bits together in horseback 
riding”) 勒，缰，辔 (皮革表带，可在骑马
时将两个小块固定在一起) [=cmn 插绳! cf. chazï 
'bit of bridle'] | var. ˈtʂɛʂɤ (Li85) 
chayang [tʂʰajaŋ] N fork with two prongs used 
for farming [, winnowing] 簸叉 [=cmn 叉扬] | 
var. tʂɑˈjɑŋ (Li85), chayang 叉扬 
(MaSato2016) | ˈtʂa guo- (Mo2008) 插秧 
transplant rice seedlings' and as we know, rice 
is grown in Tibet- not!! 
cha ye [tʂʰajɛ] N tea leaves, tea 茶叶 [=cmn 茶叶] | 
var. ˈtʂɑjɛ (Li85), qiayai (MaSato2016) 
chazi1 [tʂʰaʣɿ] AJ fallow 休耕 [=cmn 茬地 chái 
'stubble' + land, palatalized] | var. ʦɑˈʣɿ (Li85), 
tʂaʣi 茬儿 (Mo2008) | ʦɑˈʣɿ ʁaˈʥir (Li85) 
bOdi tʂaʣi 麦茬儿(Mo2008) 休耕地 fallow 
land 
chazi2 [tʂʰaʣɿ] N bit (of a bridle, in mouth of 
horse) 衔，钻头（在马口中）xián [=cmn 插
子！] | var. ˈtʂɑʣɿ 
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che [tʂʰe] AJ fallow, infertile (“referring to 
animals” (Li1985)) 休闲，不育 [=adx ɕam (WT 
tshad), cf. mo ɕam (WT rabs tshad ma) 'woman-!
infertile'] | var. tʂɛ 
chelün [tʂʰɛlyn] N car wheel 车轮 [=cmn 车轮] | 
var. tʂɛˈlyn 
chemuǰi [tʂʰɛmuʥi] N infertile hen 不育母鸡 
[=adx/cmn 折 zhé 'break'(!) + 母鸡, cf. adx ɕam (mo 
ɕam 'infertile woman')] | var. ˈtʂɛˈmuˈʥi (Li85) 
chenio [tʂʰɛnio] N infertile cow 不育牛 [=adx/cmn] 
| var. ˈtʂɛˈniɤ (Li85) 
chepio [tʂʰɛpʰio] N train or bus ticket 车票 [=cmn 车
票] | var. tʂɛˈpio (Li85) 
chešang [tʂʰɛɕaŋ] N body of vehicle 机身 [=cmn 机
身 (车上!)] | var. tʂɛˈɕɑŋ (Li85) 
chexu mula [tʂʰɛxu mula] N whip (used for 
driving animals pulling a vehicle) 鞭子 
[=cmn/mon 车 !后 + mon *mїlaa 'whip'] | var. tʂɛˈxu 
mu̥ˈlɑ (Li85), ɛməl (Mo2008) 
chezi [tʂʰɛʣɿ] N vehicle, car, cart 车子 [=cmn 车子] 
| var. tʂɛˈʣɿ (Li85), chaizi (MaSato2016), 
tʂəʣi Mo2008 | chezï torɢe- (MaSato2016) 开
车 drive a car| chezi ˈyančio (MaSato2016), 
tʂəjənʥiau (Mo2008) 车辕 cart shaft in front 
of the vehicle 车前| tʂɛʣi ɛmlə (Ma2008) 
tʂɛʣi dɛxɔŋ 车上 on the vehicle (Mo2008) 
tʂɛʣi də daʐi ʥiʥiʨi 囚车 prisoner's van 
(Ma2008)
chezi dang [tʂʰɛʣɿ daŋ] N door of vehicle or 
train 车门 [=cmn/mon 车子 + *eüden 'door'] | var. 
tʂɛʣɿ ˈdɑŋ 
chezi ġaǰir [tʂʰeʣɿ ɢaʥir] N untilled land 荒地，
未开垦的土地 [=adx/mon ɕam (WT tshad) + cmn 
地! + mon *gaǰar 'land, earth, soil, place'; (cf. adx sʰar 
gol 'untilled land')] | var. tʂɑˈʣɿ ʁaʥir (Li85) | 
loʁoˈmu ʁaˈʥir tilled land 
chezi kegəčung [tʂʰɛʣɿ kʰɛgə-ʨʰuŋ] N driver 司
机 [=cmn/mon 车子 开 +ge- + nzr] | var. tʂɛˈʣɿ 
kɛgə-ˈʨuŋ 
chezhu [tʂʰɛdʐu] N axle, wheel axle 车轴 [=cmn 车
轴] | var. ˈtʂɛˈdʐu (Li85), tʂəʣi (Mo2008) 
chənxui [tʂʰənxui] N soot dirt hanging from 
ceiling 灰尘 [=cmn 尘灰！] | var. ˈtʂənxui (Li85) 
chənggə- [tʂʰəŋgə-] Vt multiply 乘 [=cmn 乘 + 
ge-] | var. tʂəŋgə- (Li85) | ʁurɑŋ-ˈnə ʁurɑŋ-ʁa
ˈlə tʂəŋgə ! three-ACC three-INST multiply 
Multiply three by three! 
chəngku [tʂʰəŋkʰu] N long underwear leggings 
(worn underneath trousers in winter) 秋裤 
[=cmn 衬裤] | var. ˈtʂəŋku (Li85) 
chənglə- [tʂʰəŋlə-] Vt weigh 称 [=cmn 称 + LA-] | 
var. tʂəŋlə- (Li85), ʦiɛnə- (Mo2008) | ʦʰɛgə 
chəngligə- [tʂʰəŋligə-] Vi come into existence, 
be established 成立 [=cmn 成立 + ge-] | var. ˈtʂəŋ
ˈligə- (Li85) | ʂnə guŋˈʂɛ ˈtʂəŋˈligə-ˈʥi new 
commune establish-PFV new commune has 
been established. 
chəngšang [tʂʰəŋɕaŋ] N Grand Minister, highest 
ranking official serving an emperor 大臣 [=cmn 
臣上] | var. tʂəŋˈɕɑŋ (Li85) 
chəngšin [tʂʰəŋɕin] N piety 诚信 [=cmn 诚信] | 
var. tʂəŋˈɕin (Li85) | hɑbib-ˈnə tʂəŋˈɕin sɑŋ 
Habib-GEN piety good Habib is quite pious. 
chəngshi1 [tʂʰəŋʂʅ] AJ honest 蜂蜜 [=cmn 诚实] | 
var. ˈtʂəŋˈʂɩ (Li85) 
chəngshi2 [tʂʰəŋʂʅ] N city 城市 [=cmn 城市] | var. 
tʂəŋˈʂɩ (Li85) 
chəngyi [tʂʰəŋji] N undershirt 衬衣 [=cmn 衬衣] | 
var. ˈtʂəŋji (Li85) 
chi [tʂʰɩ] M foot (measure for length) 尺 [=cmn 尺] | 
var. tʂɩ 
chišigud [tʂʰɩɕigudə] N Adam's apple, laryngeal 
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prominence 喉结 | var. tʂɩɕigudə (Li85) 
chizi [tʂʰɩʣɿ] N ruler for measuring length; 
Chinese foot 尺子 [=cmn 尺子] | var. tʂɩˈʣɿ 
(Li85), chizi (MaSato2016), tʂiʣi (Mo2008) | 
tʂiʣi xuaʐi (Mo2008) foot two 二尺（两尺) two 
feet 
choči [tʂʰoʨʰi] N humidity 潮气 [=cmn 潮气] | var.  
tʂoˈʨi | tʂoˈʨi wɑ humidity exist It is humid.| 
tʂoˈʨi vi-ˈgɤ roŋ humidity exist-NZR place a 
humid place| 
chocho [tʂʰotʂʰo] N small sack, smaller than /mɑ
ˈdɛ/ 口袋 [=adx hʥo~hʥe 'small woolen or leather 
bag'] | var. tʂɤˈtʂɤ (Li85), chouchou 
(MaSato2016) 
chogə- [tʂʰogə-] Vt copy 抄（字） [=cmn 抄] | 
var. tʂogə- 
chokue [tʂʰokʰuɛ] N drawer 抽屉 [=cmn 抽柜!] | 
var. tʂuˈkuɛchokuetʂɤˈkuɛ (Li85), tʂɔ ɕia (=抽
箱 ) (Mo2008) 
chongfu [tʂʰoŋfu] AJ redundant, repeated 重复 
[=cmn 重复] | var. ˈtʂoŋfu (Li85) 
chorən [tʂʰɔrən] N enemy 敌人 [=cmn 仇人] | var. 
ˈtʂɤrən 
chozi [tʂʰoʣɿ] N silk fabric (thin) 绸子 [=cmn 绸子] 
| var. tʂɤˈʣɿ (Li85) 
chu [tʂʰu] N end (in tandem or formation) 尖端，
末端（串联或成排） [=mon *(h)üǰüür 'tip, end'] | 
var. tʂu | tʂu xuinə-ˈgɤ nəˈgə end behind-NZR 
one the last one in tandem or formation 
chual- [tʂʰual-] Vt poke 戳 [=cmn 戳 chua1 + 
LA/ge-] | var. tʂuɑl- (Li85), ʥiugə-(ʥiO) 戳, 刺
扎 'jab, poke, stab' (Mo2008) | ʨɛtʂɑ-ʁɑˈlə 
ʦuɑl- iron fork-INST poke poke with fork 
chuan [tʂʰuan] N boat 船 [=cmn 船] | var. tʂʰuan 
(BökeLiu82), ʂuan Mo2008 
chuanǰa [tʂʰuanʥa] N boatman 船家 [=cmn 船家] | 
var. tʂuɑnˈʥɑ (Li85) 
chuantung [tʂʰuantʰuŋ] N tradition 传统 [=cmn 传
统] | var. tʂuˈɑnˈtuŋ (Li85) | liˈʂʅ-də-gɤ tʂuˈɑn
ˈtuŋ history-LOC-NZR tradition historical 
tradition 
chuangdan [tʂʰuaŋdan] N bed sheet 床单 [=cmn 床
单] | var. tʂuˈɑŋdɑn (Li85) 
chuanglien [tʂʰuaŋliɛn] N window curtain 窗帘 
[=cmn 窗帘] | var. tʂuɑŋˈliɛn (Li85) 
chuangte [tʂʰuaŋtʰɛ] N windowsill 窗台 [=cmn 窗
台] | var. tʂuɑŋˈtɛ (Li85) 
chuəgə- [tʂʰuəgə-] Vt embroider 刺绣 [=cmn 绣 + 
ge-] | var. tʂuəgə- | ʨiʥˈɤ tʂuəgə- flower 
embroider embroider fower 
chugə-1 [tʂʰugə-] Vt plow, till 犁，直到 [=cmn 直 
+ ge-] | var. tʂugə- (Li85) | ˈtʂuˈtɤ-ʁɑlə tʂugə- 
hoe-INST plow plow with hoe 
chugə-2 [tʂʰugə-] Vt divide 分 [=cmn 除 chˈu + ge-] | 
var. tʂʰui (BökeLiu82) | ʥirʁoŋ-ˈnə ʁuɑr-ʁɑˈlə 
tʂugə- six-ACC two-INST divide divide six by 
two 
chui [tʂʰui] N hammer (n.) 锤子 [=cmn 锤] | var. ʂui 
Mo2008 | tʂui-ʁɑˈlə ʂgə- hammer-INST hit hit 
with hammer 
chuito [tʂʰuitʰo] N fist 拳头 [=cmn 拳头] | var. 
ˈtʂuitɤ (Li85) 
chunčan [tʂʰunʨʰan] N spring (season) 春天 
[=cmn 春天] | var. ˈtʂunʨɑn (Li85) 
chung [tʂʰuŋ] PRT against 逆（水），违背 [=cmn 
冲 chōng] | var. tʂuŋ (Li85) | tʂuŋ ki gəˈʥi jɤ! 
against wind AV go Go against the wind! 
chunggə- [tʂʰuŋgə-] Vi be against 防备，反对 
[=cmn 冲 chōng] | var. tʂuŋgə- (Li85) | ki-ˈnə 
tʂuŋgə-ˈʥi jɤ! wind-ACC against-NFS go Go 
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against the wind! 
chuto [tʂʰutʰo] N hoe 锄头 [=cmn 锄头] | var. ˈtʂu
ˈtɤ (Li85) 
chuzi [tʂʰuʣɿ] N cook (n.) 厨子 [=cmn 厨子] | var.  
tʂuˈʣɿ 
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d
da [ta] AV now, nowadays 現在,现今 [=mon] | var.  
da (Li85, MaSato2016, Mo2008) | ˈda rama 
(MaSato2016) 刚，立刻 just now, immediately 
da- [-ta-] Vi be able （, reach） 能， （達） 
[=mon *daa- 'be able to carry or bear etc.] | var. -da- 
(Li85), da- 能 (MaSato2016), da- 胜任 'be 
qualified, up for the task' (Mo2008) | haˈbib ja
ˈmu ɤ-da-ˈdʐʅˈginə Habib food drink can-NFS 
NEGE [AD: Habib food drink-be.able-IMPF-
NEG-OBJ] Habib cannot eat.| 身体不舒服 
not feeling well| 
dabangə- [tabangə-] V wear make-up, dress up 
打扮 [=cmn 打扮 + ge-] | var. daˈbangə- (Li85) 
dabsung [tapsuŋ] N salt 盐 [=mon *dabusun] | var. 
dapˈsuŋ (Li85), dabusuŋ (Mo2008) | dabusuŋ 
gədi (Mo2008) 盐碱地 saline, alkaline land 
dabšung [tabʂuŋ] AJ straight, single-minded; 
upright 直的, 單純的 [(cf. mon *sїluun 'straight')] | 
var. dabˈʂuŋ (Li85), dabšung 直；正派 
(MaSato2016), 
dabʂuŋ~dabšung~dabuɕyŋɔ~dabšung~dapuɕyŋ 
au 端正 'upright' (Mo2008) | tʂəŋˈɕin dabˈʂuŋ 
ji-ˈgɤ kuŋ piety single-minded SUBJ- NZR 
person very pious person 
dabugə- [tabugə-] V be infested with, infest 成
群出現 | var. ˈdabugə- (Li85) | dʐɔŋ giˈʣɿ 
ˈdabugə-ˈʥo she crab.lice infest-OBJ She is 
infested with crab lice.| saŋˈjiŋ ndagɤ-ˈdə 
ˈdabugə-ˈʥi fly food-LOC infest-SUBJ Flies 
infested the food.
dachang [tatʂʰaŋ] N overcoat 大衣 [=cmn 大氅 
dachăng] | var. dɑˈtʂɔŋ (Li85) 
dachui [tatʂʰui] N hammer used as weapon in 
antiquity 大椎 [=cmn 大椎] | var. dˈɑˈtʂui 
dada [tata] N uncle (paternal), father's older 
brother 伯父 [!大大] | var. ˈdɑdɑ (Li85), ˈdade 
(MaSato2016), dadə~dada~dada (Mo2008) | 
dadə dʐirʣi xualə (Mo2008) 叔侄俩 uncle and 
nephew 
dadəngluə [tatəŋluə] N lantern (or, set up 
lantern, but it's written together, so maybe it's 
noun) 打燈籠 [=cmn 大燈籠] | var. dadəŋˈluə 
(Li85) 
dadigə- [tatigə-] Vt lead 领导 [=mon 
*udurїd-/*udurї- 'lead, guide' (>durəd>dədi- + ge-, it 
seems, avoidance of initial V)] | var. dɑˈtigə- (Li85) 
| au-ˈnə dɑˈdi gə-dʐi rɪ son-ACC lead-NFS 
come Lead the boy here! 
dadogə- [tatogə-] Vi reach, satisfy 達到 [=cmn 達
到 +ge-] | var. daˈdogə- (Li85) | bu ʨɔˈʨan da
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ˈdogə-ʥi I condition satisfy-SUBJ I satisfed 
the (pre-requisite) condition. 
dafang [tafaŋ] AJ generous 大方，慷慨 [=cmn 大
方] | var. tɑˈfɑ~dafang~tɑˈfɑŋ (Li85), dafa 
(Mo2008) 
dage [tagɛ] AV about, approximately 大概 [=cmn] 
| var. ˈdaˈgɛ (Li85) | ˈdaˈgɛ vu-ˈbɛ kuŋ about 
five hundred person about fve hundred people 
dagə-1 [tagə-] Vi stop, cease (e.g. rain) 停（雨
等） [(adx ʨʰal 'break, stop')] | var. ˈtag(ə)- (Li85), 
ˈdage- (MaSato2016) | ʁuˈra ˈdagə-ʨ rain 
stop-EP The rain stopped. 
dagə-2 [tagə-] Vt build 搭 [=cmn] | var. os-ʁə- 
ˈdage- (MaSato2016) | ʨo dagə- bridge build 搭
橋 build a bridge 
dagə-3 [tagə-] Vt give, send (gift) 搭架； 烧（开
水） [=cmn] | var. dagə- | bu dʐɔŋ-ˈnə pan da
ˈmu ji-ˈfu dagə-ˈʥo I he ACC round flat bread 
one-classifier give-OBJ I gave him one round 
fat bread. 
dagəzi [tagəʦɿ] N tall person 大個子 [=cmn 大个
子] | var. fgo bɛˈtɤ (Li85) 
dagi [tagi] N saddle blanket (the first layer of 
wool blankets placed on a horse's back when 
one saddles a horse) 鞯, 鞍屉（放一层毛毯在
马背上） [=mon tokum 'saddle-pad, sweat cloth'] | 
var. daˈgi (Li85) 
daġalə- [taɢalə-] V give birth (said of horses and 
donkeys) 產(馬, 驢) [=mon *daagan 'two year old 
foal' + LA] | var. dɑxəl- (Li85), daxali-(ʥiɔ) 
(Mo2008) 
daǰin [taʥin] N lapel that goes over other side (/
ˈdaʥin/) of robe 褡襟 [=cmn 褡襟] | var. 
ˈdɑʥiŋ (Li85) 
dakal- [takʰal-] Vi stutter 結巴, 口吃 [=adx tək kwa 
'stutter(ing)' + LA-, cf. tək lo 'stutterer'] | var. dakal- 
(Li85), ʥiɛgə- (Mo2008) | dakalʥi-ˈgɤ kuŋ 
stutter-NFS–NZR person stutterer 
daləgə- [taləgə-] Vt make (noodles)(Li1985); set 
on fire 做（面条） | var. daligə-(ʥi) 放火，
纵火 'set on fire, commit arson' (Mo2008), cf. 
dalixa 火撑 'fire torch' (Mo2008) | gɑntʂɑŋ-gɑ
ˈlə jaˈmu-ˈnə dal(ə)gə- (Li85) rolling.pin-INST 
noodle-ACC make make noodles with rolling 
pin 
dalian [talian] N saddlebag carried over shoulder 搭
連 [=cmn 搭連] | var. daˈlian (Li85) 
dalu [talu] N deer 鹿(大) [=cmn 大鹿] | var. ˈdɑlu 
dam [tam] N wall 檣 [=tkc dam] | var. dam (Li85, 
MaSato2016, Mo2008) | dʐɔbi dam (Mo2008) 
影壁 screen wall 
damal-1 [tamal-] Vi shrug (shoulders) 耸动，耸
（肩） [=mon *damla- 'carry on a carrying-pole, in a 
sedan chair, etc'] | var. damal- (Li85) may be 
misinterpretation of 'carry on shoulder' | ʨatʰɤ-
ˈnə damal- (Li1985) shrug one's shoulders 
damal-2 [tamal-] Vt shoulder, lift, carry; burden 
抬, 扛, 担，拾，提；负担 [=mon/cmn *damla- 
'carry on a carrying-pole, in a sedan chair, etc', cf. 担+] | 
var. damal- (Li85), damale- 担，拾，抬，提；
负担 shoulder, lift up, pick up; burden 
(MaSato2016), damal-~damal-~damlə- 提，提
起，扲~damal-~damilə- 搊（用手托着向上) 
'pluck (use hand to support upwards' [sic]' 
(Mo2008) | ʥoˈdʐʅ damal- palanquin carry 
carry a palanquin 
dami [tami] N uncooked white rice 大米 [=cmn 大
米] | var. ˈdami (Li85) 
damo [tamo] AJ slow 慢(搭磨) [=adx tamo] | var. 
damo (MaSato2016, Mo2008) damo~namo 
(Mo2008) | damoxang (MaSato2016) 缓慢的 
slow 
damu [tamu] N steamed bread 饼，馒头 [=mon 
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*ödme 'bread or cake', cf. 大饃] | var. taˈmu (Li85), 
damu (MaSato2016); bɔzi 馒头（没馅的) 
(Mo2008) | damu de- (Ma 2016) 吃饼，吃馒头 
eat buns 
damuchu [tamutʂʰu] N thumb 大姆指 [=cmn 大姆
指] | var. ˈtamutʂu, fgo ʁor (Li85); guo guori 
(Mo2008) 
dan [tan] AJ single (not double) 單 [=cmn 單] | var.  
dan (Li85) 
dandan [tantan] N hailstone, any round or egg-
shaped object 雹子，蛋蛋 [=cmn 蛋蛋] | var. 
ˈdɑndɑn (Li85), dɛndɛn (Mo2008) 
dandə- [tantə-] Vt sell 賣 [adx ʦoŋ; cf. mon *düre- 
'sell'] | var. tantə- (Li85), dandə- (Mo2008) | ha
ˈbib ʥolˈʨuŋ-də nəˈgə uˈniɔŋ dandə-ˈʥo 
Habib guest-DAT one cattle sell-OBJ Habib 
sold cow the guest. 
dandi-1 [tanti-] Vi sit 坐 [=cmn 蹲 dūn 'sit, squat, 
stay'] | var. dandi- (Li85), dandi-sɤ- dondi- 
(MaSato2016) | bu dʐasɿ-ˈnə dandi-ʁə-ˈʥi I 
they-ACC sit-CAU-SUBJ I made them sit 
down. 
dandi-2 [tanti-] Vi squat 蹲 [=cmn 蹲 dūn 'sit, squat, 
stay'] | var. tanti- (Li85), diʥi- (Mo2008) 
dandi so- [tanti so-] Vi squat, sit squatting (Li 
1985, 'be in sitting position') 坐著, 蹲著 [=cmn 蹲 
dūn 'sit, squat, stay' + so- 'sit'] | var. dɑndisɤ- (Li85) 
dandun [tantun] N business 生意 [=adx tontak] | 
var. dɑnˈdun (Li85), 
damduŋdandundandoŋdandundanduŋ 
(Mo2008) | dɑnˈdun jas- business do do 
business| damduŋ ʥiasi ʥi gəu ʦieri 
(Mo2008) 本钱 capital business is 
good/booming 买卖好| damduŋ duŋ ʃəgə 
(Mo2008)
dandungə- [tantungə-] V do business 做生意 
[=adx tontak + ge-] | var. danduŋ gə-(ʥiɔ) 
(Mo2008) | bu habib-ʁaˈlə dɑnˈdungə-dʐi I 
Habib–with do business-SUBJ I do business 
with Habib. 
danə [tanə] N aunt, wife of father's older brother; 
polite form of address for a woman who is 
about the age of one's mother 大伯母 
[=cmn/mon 大+!ane (or 奶!）] | var. ˈdanə (Li85), 
ˈdane (MaSato2016)), dana 伯母 (Mo2008) 
danə hong [tanə-hoŋ] MWE last year 去年 
[=mon *nїdanї hon] | var. tanə-hoŋ (Li85), 
ˈdanehong (MaSato2016) 
dankuang [tankʰuaŋ] N baskets carried on /
ˈbiandan/ pole over shoulder usually for 
holding manure 胆筐 [=cmn 擔筐] | var. ˈlɑnʨo 
(Li85) 
danshi [tanʂi] CONJ but 但是 [=cmn 但是] | var. 
ˈdʐɔŋˈkə (Li85) | ʨi xoˈnə muʁa nda-dʐiˌ 
ˈdɑnʂi bu uniɔŋ muˈʁa nda-ˈdʐʅ you sheep 
meat eat-SUBJ but I cattle meat eat-SUBJ You 
ate mutton, but I ate beef. 
dantang [tantʰaŋ] N egg soup 蛋湯(雞) [=cmn 蛋
湯] | var. ˈdɑntɑŋ (Li85) 
dantung [tantʰuŋ] N pole placed on shoulder(s), 
as yoke, for carrying two loads 担筒 [=cmn 担筒
/擔筒] | var. dɑnˈtuŋ (Li85) | haˈbib dɑnˈtuŋ-
galə taˈrɔŋ dangə-ˈʥo Habib pole–INST crop 
carry-OBJ Habib is carrying crops with pole on 
his shoulder. 
danzi1 [tanʣɿ] N courage, guts, nerve 胆子 [=cmn 膽
子] | var. ˈdɑnʣɿ (Li85), danʣi (Mo2008) 
danzi2 [tanʣɿ] N piece of cloth for wrapping 
things, or for holding grain be sunned 担子, 包
袱皮 [=cmn 擔子] | var. dɑnˈʣɿ (Li85), danzi 包
袱皮 (MaSato2016) danʣi (Mo2008) 
danzi fgo [tanʣɿ fgo] MWE calm, brave 胆子大 
[=cmn/mon 膽子 + ‘big', calque of 胆子大] | var. 
ˈdɑnʣɿ fgo 
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danzi-manzi [tanʣɿ manʣɿ] MWE bedding 
material (sheets and the like) 床單子, 被單子 
[=cmn 單子 mREDUP] | var. danˈʣɿ man
ˈʣɿ(Li85) 
dang [taŋ] N door, gate 門，户 [=mon *eüden] | 
var. dang ((MaSato2016), Mo2008) | daŋ 
ɢoǰuŋ, daŋ χa-, daŋ marǰiɢe-, daŋ ne- 
(MaSato2016) 门栓，闭门，门槛，开门| bujgaŋ 
daŋ (Mo2008) 后门 back gate/door| 
dangə-1 [tangə-] Vt carry with pole over 
shoulder 担 [=cmn 擔 + ge-] | var. dangɛ- 分担 
'share responsibility' (Mo2008) | ˈbiandan-ʁa
ˈlə taˈrɔŋ dangə- pole-INST grain carry carry 
grain with a pole over the shoulder 
dangə-2 [tangə-] Vt apply (cosmetics, dust) 撣 
[=cmn 撣 + ge-] | var. dangə- (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli nər-
ˈdə fən dangə-ˈʥo ɕoli face-LOC powder 
apply-OBJ 
danggə- [taŋgə-] Vt ward off 擋(阻) [=cmn 擋 + 
ge-] | var. daŋgə- (Li85) | bu dʐɔŋ-ˈnə daŋgə-
ˈʥi I 3rd sg.- ACC wardoff-SUBJ I am 
warding him off. 
danglə- [tanglə-] Vi serve in capacity of 當上 
[=cmn 當 + LA-] | var. dɔl(ə)- (Li85) | dʐɔŋ ʨɛ
ˈrɤ dɔˈlə-ʨ (Li85) she soldier serve-EP She 
became soldier 
dangmudə [tɔŋmutə] AV formerly, in the past 當
年, 過去 [=adx !; cf. mon tente- gude, cf. mo. *eüden] | 
var. dɔŋmu-ˈdə (Li85) | dɔŋmuˈdəˌ ˈjidʐa ji-
ˈgə moˈrɪ honə-ˈʥo in the past each person 
one-CL horse ride-OBJ In the past, each 
person rode one horse. 
dang-mulə [tɔŋ-mulə] MWE in front of door, at 
door 大門 [=mon *eüden 'door' + *emüne] | var. 
dɔŋ-muˈlə (Li85) 
dangu [tangu] N slingshot 弹弓 [=cmn 弹弓] | var. 
danˈgu (Li85), dangung 弹弓 (MaSato2016) 
dangyan [taŋjan] N party member 党員 [=cmn 党
員] | var. ˈdɑŋˈjɑn (Li85) 
dangzha [taŋdʐa] N paternal relatives 当家, 当
家人 [=cmn 當家] | var. ˈdɑŋˈdʐɑ, ˈdɑŋˈdʐɑˈrən 
(Li85) | dangzharən (Li85) paternal relatives 
dapo [tapʰo] N artillery gun 大炮 [=cmn 大炮] | 
var. ˈdaˈpo (Li85) 
dar-1 [tar-] Vi burn (intransitive) 出生 [=mon! 
*tüle-/ *tüli- 'light, set fire to, burn'] | var. dar- 
(Li85), dar-着火 ‘catch fire' (Mo2008) | gar 
ˈdar-ʨ house burn-EP The house has burned 
down. 
dar-2 [tar-] Vi hatch (eggs) 孵(卵,蛋) [=mon *daru- 
'press, push down, suppresss'] | var. dar- (Li85) | 
tʁa dʐinˈdʐəʁ dar-ˈʥo hen baby animal hatch-
OBJ The hen is hatching her eggs. 
darə-1 [tarə-] Vt press down, run over 压 [*翻 
=mon *daru 'press, push down, suppress'] | var. dar- 
(Li85), dari- 压 (MaSato2016) | tʂɛˈʣɿ ˈɕoˈli-
nə dar-ˈdʐʅ fugə-ˈʁə-ʨ car ɕoli-ACC runːover- 
NFS die-CAU-COS The car ran over and killed 
Sholi. 
darə-2 [tar-] Vi feel cold 冷得打顫 [=mon *daara-] | 
var. dar-(ʥiɔ) (Mo2008) | bu dar-ˈdʐʅ I 
feel.cold-SUBJ I feel cold. 
darġə- [tar-ɢə-] Vt light (fire) 點, 生(火) [=mon! 
*tüle-/ *tüli- 'light, set fire to, burn'] | var. dar-ʁə- 
(Li85), dirixa- '燎，烤 singe, roast' (Mo2008) 
| xal-ˈnə dar-ˈʁə fire-ACC burn-CAU (Li85) 
fire-ACC burn-CAU Light a fre! 
dasung [tasuŋ] N string, line, thread 繩(大) [=mon 
*hutasun] | var. daˈsuŋ (Li85), dasung 
(MaSato2016) 
dashuangə- [taʂuangə-] Vt prepare, think 
ahead of time 打算 [=cmn 打算+ ge-] | var. dɑ
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ˈʂuɑngə- (Li85) | ʨi kɛˈdʐɛ daˈʂuangə ! you 
quickly prepare You prepare quickly! (Prepare 
(yourself) quickly!) 
datui [tatʰui] N thigh 大腿 [=cmn 大腿] | var. ˈdatui 
(Li85) 
datuizabu [tatʰuiʣabu] N pelvis 大腿叉部 
[=cmn 大腿叉部] | var. ˈdatuiʣaˈbu (Li85) 
dau [tau] N cloth, cotton material 布料, 棉布類 
[=mon *deel 'clothes, garment, jacket, coat, gown'] | 
var. ˈdɑu (Li85), ˈdawu 布料 (MaSato2016), 
daʕo~dau~daəu 布 (Mo2008) | daəu dandi 
ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 布店 fabric store 
daxang [taχaŋ] N yearling, colt, filly (horse, 
donkey, or mule) 马驹子 [=mon *daagan 'two year 
old foal'] | var. daχaŋ; (BökeLiu82) daχang 马驹
子 (MaSato2016), daxɔŋ~daxang~daχaŋ 
(Mo2008) | moˈrɪ daˈxɔŋ-ˈdə ɕi-ˈʣo horse 
yearling-LOC go-OBJ horse copulated with 
yearling.| moˈrɪ daˈxɔŋ horse yearling| 
daxong [taxoŋ] AJ bright red 大紅 [=cmn 大红] | 
var. ˈdaxoŋ (Li85) 
daxua [taxua] N lie, falsehood 大话 [=cmn 大话] | 
var. dˈɑxuɑ (Li85) 
daya [taja] N molar tooth 臼齒(大牙) [=cmn 大牙] | 
var. ˈdaja (Li85) 
dayi [taji] N overcoat 大衣 [=cmn 大衣] | var. ˈdɑji 
(Li85) 
dazhogə- [tadʐogə-] Vt perform an Islamic 
service for soul of dead person 達主 | var. dɑ
ˈdʐɤgə- (Li85), ˈdaǰin (MaSato2016) 
de- [tɛ-] Vt patch up by sewing 縫補, 补，缝 
[=mon *hüde- 'patch, mend'] | var. dɛ- (Li85), dai 补
缝 (MaSato2016) | bu muduŋ-ˈdə lanˈbu dɛ-
ˈço I trousers-LOC patch sew-PERF1 I patched 
up the trousers. 
debio [tɛbiɔ] N representative, delegate (n.) 代表 
[=cmn 代表] | var. ˈdɛbiɔ (Li85), debio 
(MaSato2016), Mo2008) 
dečo [tɛʨʰo] ONOMAT sound used shoo away 
horses 驱赶马匹声音 | var. ˈtɛʨo̥ (Li85) 
deda [tɛta] N string (for tying things) 线 [=cmn 帶
帶] | var. ˈdɛda (Li85), deda (Mo2008) 
defu [tɛfu] N doctor 大夫 [=cmn 大夫] | var. ˈdɛfu 
degili [tɛgili] AV having had experience of (adv.) 有
經驗的 | var. ˈdɛˈgiˈli(Li85) 
deġong [tɛɢoŋ] POST on top of, onto 上面 [cf. 
mon *deere 'above, upper', adx tʰok, htang 'on top of'] | 
var. dɛˈʁoŋ (Li85), daiɢong 上面 
(MaSato2016), dɛxɔŋ (Mo2008); Nianduhu 
tɛɢoŋ, Bao'an xiazhuang dɛɢoŋ 
(Mo2008<Chen90c) | bu dʐɔŋ-ˈnə tʂɛˈʣɿ dɛ
ˈʁoŋ xar-ʁə-g-ˈi (i) I 3rd.sg.-ACC car onto get 
up-CAU-CMOD-SUBJ I will make him get on 
the car.| ʂlɛ dɛˈʁoŋ table on on the table on the 
vehicle 车上 (~deġong坐着人）| tʂɛʣi dɛxɔŋ 
(Mo2008)
de ǰal- [te ʥal-] MWE tie a belt 系帶子 
[=cmn/mon 带 + mon *ǰalga- 'join, connect', *ǰaŋgїd-/ 
*ǰaŋgїla- 'tie a knot'] | var. diʥal- (Li85) | mo
ˈduŋ ˈdɛʣɿ-nə diʣal-ˈdə trousers belt–ACC 
tie-succeed Tie up (your) belt! 
del- [tɛl-] Vi spill over, overflow 溢出 [=adx! !ʨʰər 
'overflow, spill'] | var. tɛl- (Li85) | ajʁə-də-ˈgɤ su 
ˈdɛl-ʨ bowl-LOC-CZR water spill-EP The 
water in the bowl spilled over. 
derang [tɛraŋ] four 四次 [=mon *dörben] | var. dɛ
ˈrɔŋ (Li85) 
derarang [tɛʐʅraŋ] forty 四十 [=mon *döčin] | var. 
derăraŋ (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), 
derərɔŋderarangdɛʐiʐaŋ (Mo2008), deˈraraŋ 
(MaSato2016) | dɛʐiʐaŋ nəgə (Mo2008) forty-
one 
derayang [tɛrajaŋ] four times 四次 [=mon *dörben 
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+ yang] | var. dɛˈrɑjɔŋ (Li85), deˈrajaŋ 
(MaSato2016) 
derulə [tɛrulə] foursome (n.) (referring humans or 
animals) 四个一起, 四個一組 [=mon *dörben] | 
var. dɛruˈlə (Li85), dairule 四个一起 
(MaSato2016) 
desgu [tɛsgu] N mattress, cotton-padded (bedding 
material for person sleep on)   褥子 [=mon !垫] | 
var. desgu “daisgu 垫子 (MaSato2016)), 
dɛsgɯ (Mo2008) 
desung [tɛsuŋ] N rope; string or rope made of 
wool 毛線繩 [绳子 =mon *deesün 'rope, cord'] | 
var. dɛˈsuŋ (Li85), desung 绳子 (BökeLiu82), 
daisung (MaSato2016), dɛsuŋdesungdɛsɔŋ 绳，
井绳 'rope, well rope' (Mo2008) | dɛsɔŋ ualə 
uoli-ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 绑起来 tie up [with rope] 
dewa [tɛwa] N village 村庄，村落 [=adx ɦdewa] | 
var. tɛˈva (Li85), ndewa 村落 (BökeLiu82), 
daiwa (MaSato2016), 
ɛ:ua~dewa~dɛvɑ~dewa~di ɛ:ua~dewa~təŋ lɛ 
ua 乡村 (Mo2008) | təŋ lɛ ua (Mo2008) 乡里 
home village, hometown| bu dɛn di ɛ:ua 
(Mo2008) 家乡 hometown| 
dezi1 [tɛʣɿ] N belt, sash 帶子 [=cmn 帶子] | var. 
ˈdɛʣi (Li85) 
dezi2 [tɛʣɿ] N idiot 呆子 [=cmn 呆子] | var. tɛiˈʣɿ 
(Li85), dɛgə-ʥiɔ 傻子'idiot' (Mo2008) 
də1 [-tə] AFF at, in, to (locative-dative case suffix) 在
向（位与格） [=mon] | var. -də (Li85), dar在 
(Nianduhu, via Mo2008) | uˈniɔŋ-ˈnə var-də 
cattle–ACC catch-succeed Get the cattle! 
də2 [-tə] AFF temporal suffix 时间附加成分 
[=mon] | var. -tə (Li85) 
də3 [-tə] AFF dative suffix 与格 [=mon] | var. -tə 
(Li85) 
də4 [-tə] AFF verb suffix, succeed, get on with 得 
[=mon] | var. -tə (Li85), -də (Mo2008) | u
ˈniɔŋ-ˈnə var-də cattle–ACC catch-succeed Get 
the cattle!| ʨi iɛm-nə aruŋ u-də (Mo2008) 你
给我吃干净这碗饭 'Eat up your food!'| 
dəgale- [təgal-] Vi drip, fall in drops 滴 [=adx tʰək 
kwa 'drip, drop' + LA- ; not mon.] | var. təgal- 
(Li85), dəɢal- (Mo2008) | ʁuˈra dəgal-ˈʥo 
rain drip-OBJ The rain is still falling (in drops). 
dəgang [təgaŋ] AJ turbid, muddy, murky   混濁 | 
var. dəˈgɔŋ (Li85) | gaŋ-dorɪ-ˈgɤ su dəˈgɔŋ 
cistern–in–CZR water turbid The water in the 
cistern is turbid. 
dəgə- [təgə-] Vi be alive; recover, come back to 
life' 活著; 复活 [=mon *edege- 'recover, heal, come 
alive'] | var. dəgə- 复活 'come back to life' 
(Mo2008) | məˈnə uˈniɔŋ doˈʁoŋ dəgə-ˈʥo 
my cattle still alive- OBJ My cattle are still 
alive. 
dəgsang [təgsɔŋ] N living 活著的 [=mon *edege- 
'recover, heal, come alive' + -sang participle] | var. 
dəgˈsɔŋ (Li85) | dəgˈsɔŋ kuŋ (Li85) living 
person 
dəgto [təgtʰo] AJ stingy, miserly 吝嗇 [=adx 
ɦdɯtɯ] | var. təgˈtɤ (Li85), dəgdɯ (Ganhetan, 
Mo2008) 
dənǰir [tənʥir] N ring, finger ring 戒指 [=cmn 戒
指] | var. dinˈʥir (Li85), denǰiri (MaSato2016), 
dinʥir (Mo2008) 
dəng [təŋ] N stirrup 燈，馬燈 [=cmn 燈] | var. təŋ 
(Li85), dəŋ (Mo2008) 
dənglərə [təŋlərə] N lantern 燈籠 [=cmn 燈籠] | 
var. dəŋləˈrə (Li85), delori (MaSato2016) 
dəngzho [təŋdʐo] N lampshade 燈罩 [=cmn 燈罩] | 
var. dəŋˈdʐo 
dər [-tər] thousand 千 [! cf. mon *mїŋgan] | var. -dər 
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(Li85) | nəˈgudər (Li85) one thousand| 
ˈʁuardər (Li85) two thousand
dərge- [tərgɛ-] Vt fill 裝滿, 倒滿 [=mon *düür- 
'be(come) full'] | var. dərgɛ- (Li85), “dergai-” 满 
(MaSato2016)), (dərgesɔŋ 'full') (Mo2008) | 
dərgɛ-ˈsɔŋ ˈtʂabi fill– PPERF teacup flled 
teacup 
diančung [tianʨʰuŋ] PRT o'clock, hourly unit 
denoting time 點鐘 [=cmn 点钟] | var. diɑnˈʨuŋ 
(Li85) | ˈʂɪ diɑnʨu´ŋ ten hour ten o'clock 
dinzhir [tindʐʅr] N thimble 頂針 [=cmn 頂針] | 
var. dinˈdʐir (Li85), dəŋʥiʐə (Mo2008) 
do [to] N younger brother 弟 [=mon *deü 'younger 
sibling'] | var. do “dou” (MaSato2016), 
dəudodɯ (Mo2008) 
dodo1 [toto] N string bean 豆豆 [=cmn 豆豆] | var. 
dɤˈdɤ (Li85) 
dodo2 [toto] N corridor, narrow passage 走道, (道
道) [=cmn 道道] | var. ˈdodo 
dodo3 [toto] N line 道 [=cmn 道道] | var. ˈdodo 
dofu [tofu] N tofu, beancake 豆腐 [=cmn 豆腐] | 
var. ˈdɤfu (Li85), doufu (MaSato2016) 
dogə- [togə-] Vi fall down 倒, 掉下 [=cmn 倒 
+ge-] | var. dogə- | hoˈtɤ doˈgə-ʨ star fall-EP 
(Li85) The star has fallen. 
doguzi ge- [toguʣɿ gɛ-] Vt place an upright 
object horizontally, (lay something down) 倒
下來 | var. doguˈʣɿ ˈgɛ- (Li85) 
doġal- [toɢal-] Vi limp, be lame, handicapped 跛
行 [=mon *dogal-] | var. doɢal-~doġal-~doɣol- 
(Mo2008) 
doġalang [toɢalɔŋ] N lame person (Li 1985, 
“congenital cripple with only one normal leg”) 瘸
子, 跛子 [=mon *dogal- 'limp'] | var. doʁolaŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), duolaŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008), doʁo̥
ˈlɔŋ~doġalang~doʁoˈlɔŋ (Li85), doɢlaŋ 
(MaSato2016) 
doġo [toɢo] N knife, pocket knife 刀，腰刀 
[=mon *kїtuga(i) 'knife'] | var. doˈʁo (Li85), doɢo 腰
刀 (MaSato2016), doɢodoġodoɢədoġodəɢo 刀 
(Mo2008) | doɢo amang 刀口， 刃 knife edge| 
doġo lege- (MaSato2016) 制作腰刀 
manufacture a knife
doġo bizi [toɢo biʣɪ] N blunt back of knife 
blade 刀背 [=mon/cmn *kїtuga(i) 'knife' + 背子 
‘back'] | var. doʁo-(ˈnə) ˈbiʣɪ (Li85) 
doġong [toɢoŋ] AV still, continuously (temporal 
adverb); in contrast 還;反而 [=adx ta roŋ, ta woŋ 
'still'] | var. toˈʁoŋ (Li85), doɢong 
(MaSato2016) | dʐɔŋ doˈʁoŋ sɛˈrɪ dʐiˈkuɛ var-
ˈʥo she still money several dollar hold-OBJ 
She still holds a few dollars. 
doġo rənzi [toɢo rənʣɪ] N sharp edge of knife 刀
刃 [=cmn 'knife edge'] | var. doʁo-(ˈnə) ˈrənʣɪ 
(Li85) 
doǰo [toʥo] N Taoist religion 道教 [=cmn 道教] | 
var. ˈdoʥo (Li85) 
dolə-1 [tolə-] Vi dance 跳舞 [=mon *deüli- 'jump, 
leap'] | var. dɤl- | dʐɔŋ dɤl-ˈdʐʅnat-ˈʥo she 
dance- NFS play-OBJ She danced. 
dolə-2 [tolə-] Vt lick 舔，舐 [=mon *dolїa-] | var. 
tolə- (BL82), dole- (MaSato2016), ʣoli-dolə-
dolə-dolə-dual- (Mo2008) 
dolə-3 [tolə-] Vt sing (Hua'er songs etc.)      唱 (花
儿等） [=mon *duu 'sound, voice, song' +LA] | var. 
dole- (MaSato2016)), dolə-~dolə-~donda- 
(Mo2008) | ˈtʂɔŋbaʂɪ ʂanˈgə dol-ˈʥo singer 
folksong sing-OBJ The singer sang a folksong. 
doləčung1 [toləʨʰuŋ] N dancer 跳舞者 [=mon 
*deüli- 'jump, leap'] | var. dɤlˈʨuŋ 
doləčung2 [toləʨʰuŋ] N singer 歌手 [=mon *deüli- 
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'jump, leap'] | var. dol(ə)ʨuŋ (Li85) 
doləġə [toləɢə] N crop (of bird) 膆囊(鳥的) [cf. 
mon *bötege] | var. doləˈʁə (Li85), doləɢə 
Ganhetan (Mo2008) 
doli [toli] N proper way 道理 [=cmn 道理] | var. 
ˈdoli (Li85), doli (MaSato2016) 
doluanǰün [doluanʥyn] seven hundred 七百 
[=mon *dolaan] | var. daˈluˈɑnʥyn (Li85) 
doluayang [toluajaŋ] seven times 七次 [=mon 
*dolaan + lə collective] | var. daˈluajɔŋ (Li85) 
subentry of -lə 'collective suffix' 
dolulə [tolulə] seven (of them）, seven together 
(animate beings) 七个一起； 七種人類/動物 
[=mon *dolaan + lə collective] | var. daluˈlə (Li85), 
subentry of -lə 'collective suffix' 
dolung [toluŋ] seven 七 [=mon *dolaan] | var. da
ˈluŋ (Li85), daluŋ (Mo2008); duoluŋ 
(Ganhetan, Mo2008) 
dolurang [toluraŋ] seventy 第七 [=mon *dolaan + 
rang] | var. daˈlunrɔŋ (Li85), 
duoluŋʐaŋ~dolurang~daləʐaŋ (Mo2008) | 
duoluŋʐaŋ nəgə (Mo2008) 七十一 seventy-one 
domigə- [tomigə-] Vi have bad luck 倒霉 [=cmn 倒
霉 + ge-] | var. doˈmigə- | ˈtʂɔŋbɑʂɪ doˈmigə-
ʥo singer have bad luck-OBJ The singer has 
bad luck. 
dongwu [toŋwu] N animal 動物 [=cmn 動物] | var.  
ˈduŋvu (Li85) 
dordor [tortor~tortorma~truma] ONOMAT 
sound uttered to call horses, mules and 
donkeys 叫马匹声音 | var. ˈdɤrtɤr~dordor~
ˈdɤrtɤrma~dordor~ˈdruma (Li85) 
dorən [torən] N Taoist monk 道人 [=cmn 道人] | 
var. ˈdorən (Li85) 
dori1 [toʐʅ] POST inside, in midst of 里面, 兜里 
[=mon *dota-ra 'in, inside'] | var. dorə (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008 from BL82), dori (MaSato2016), 
dorə~dori~daiʐi~dori~ dɔli (Mo2008) | miʐʅn 
ʣɤ nə doˈʐʅ ˈmɑkɤ-duəgə-ˈʥo matchmaker 
then this be.right.on-OBJ the mark The 
matchmaker then made the perfect decision in 
the midst of this (negotiation). | dɔli jou- 
(Mo2008) 往里走 go inside 
dori2 [toʐʅ] POST below, underneath 下面 [=mon 
*dota-ra 'in, inside'] | var. dorə (Mo2008) 
dori-shong [toʐʅ-ʂɔŋ] N downstream of river (河
的)下游 [=mon/! *dota-ra 'in, inside' + !] | var. doˈrɩ 
ʂɔŋ 
dosogə- [tosogə-] Vt regurgitate 反胃, 倒胃 
[=cmn 倒酸！+ ge-] | var. doˈsogə- (Li85) 
do weri [to wɛrɪ] N sister-in-law, younger 
brother's wife 弟妹 [=mon/cmn *deü 'younger 
sibling' + 爱人 'wife'] | var. dɤ ˈvɛrɪ (Li85) 
doya [tojia] N bean sprout 豆莢 [=cmn 豆莢] | var. 
ˈdɤjia (Li85) 
doziġə [toʣɿɢə] N hell 地狱，火狱 [=per dozax 
 hell'] | var. doˈʣɿʁə (Li85), doziɢe' دوزخ
(MaSato2016), doʣiɢə (Mo2008) 
dual- [tual-] Vi be old 老 [=mon! *ötel- 'get old'!] | 
var. dual-, dualˈsɔŋ (Li85) | haˈbib dual-ˈʥi 
Habib old-SUBJ Habib is old.| dual-ˈsɔŋ kuŋ 
old –PPERF person an old person| 
dualsangnə [tualsaŋnə] N elderly person over 
60 years of age 老壽星 [=mon! *ötel- 'get old'! + 
sang] | var. dualsɔŋˈnə (Li85), 阿爺 ˈɑjɛ 
duan [tuan] AV exactly, just on spot 端正, 端端
著 [=cmn 端端著] | var. duɑn, duɑnˈduɑndʐi | 
lɤʣɿ-ˈsɿ taˈʂɪ na-ˈdʐʅɕi-ˈdʐʅ duɑn habib-nə 
troŋ-ˈdə ˈnɤ-ʨ building-ABL stone fall-NFS 
go-NFS exactly Habib-GEN head-LOC drop-
EP A stone falling from the building dropped 
exactly on Habib's head. 
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duanduanzhi [tuantuandʐʅ] AV exactly, just on 
spot 端正, 端端著 [=cmn 端端著] | var. duɑn
ˈduɑndʐi 
duanzi [tuanʣɿ] N silk fabric (thick) 緞子 [=cmn 緞
子] | var. duanʣɿ (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from 
BL82) 
duəgə- [tuəgə-] Vt chop, chop up 剁 [=cmn 剁 + 
ge-] | var. tuəgə- (Li85) | dʐɔŋ murˈdoŋ duəgə-
ˈʥo she wood chop-OBJ She chopped wood. 
duəli [tuəli] N deaf person 聋子 [=mon *dülei 'deaf'] | 
var. duəˈli (Li85), daili (MaSato2016), duləi 聋
子，变聋 ‘deaf person; become deaf' 
(Mo2008); də:ləi (Nianduhu, Mo2008 from 
Chen1990c) 
duəyi gači [tuəji gaʨʰi] N gibberish, nonsense 多
餘話 [=cmn/adx '多余 excess + talk'] | var. duəji 
gɑʨʰi (Chen90c) 
dugang [tugaŋ] N plough (pulled by a single ox) 
耕犁 (单牛的） [=cmn !耕 cf. mon 
*anǰasun/*anǰïsun] | var. ˈdugɑŋ (Li85) 
dugang zhaba [tugaŋ tʂaba] N harness (for 
cow pulling ˈdugɑŋ plough) 犁具 [=cmn 纣 zhou 
'crupper' 包 !] | var. ˈdugɑŋ dʐɑˈbɑ (Li85) 
dugə- [tugə-] Vt block up, stop up 堵塞，阻挡 
[=cmn 堵 + ge-] | var. dugə- (Li85), dugə-(ʥi) 堵
塞，阻挡 (Mo2008) | su-ˈnə ˈdugə ! water-
ACC block Block up the water! 
duišang nzha- [tuiɕaŋ ndʐa-] MWE consider 
as matrimonial match 相對象 [=cmn/mon 对象 + 
see] | var. ˈtuiɕɑŋ ndʐa- (Li85) | agɤ-ˈnə 
ˈduiɕɑŋ ndʐa! girl-ACC Consider the girl as 
match. 
duizi [tuiʣɿ] N pair of paintings or calligraphy 對
子 [=cmn 對子] | var. ˈduiʣɿ (Li85) 
duizhang [tuidʐaŋ] N head of production or 
working brigade, or head of team 隊長 [=cmn 隊
長] | var. ˈduidʐaŋ 
dule- [tule-] Vi jump, leap 跳(動) [=mon *deüli-] | 
var. dɤl- (Li85) | dʐirˈgə dɤl-ˈʥo heart jump- 
OBJ The heart is beating. 
dun [tun] N voice 声 [=mon *daun 'sound, voice, song'] | 
var. tun (Li85), dç guo [sic] 搡，嗓音 
(Mo2008) | fgo dun (Li85) big voice loud 
voice 
dunya [tonnia] N world, on earth, this life   世界, 
世上, 现世 [=arb dunyā] | var. dungya 
(MaSato2016), donnia (Mo2008) | nə jɛ 
donnia-ˈdə ˈxuo-ˈrən jiˈtʂɔŋ this also the 
world-LOC live once So it is, living in this 
world. 
dung1 [tuŋ] N east 东 [=cmn 东] | var. duŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008) 
dung2 [tuŋ] N tooth 牙 [=mon *sidün] | var. duŋ 
(Li85), duŋdungʂduŋ, (BökeLiu82, Mo2008) 
dung (MaSato2016) | duŋ-gə jadiʥi (Mo2008) 
牙垢 plaque, tartar, dental calculus| duŋsaŋ pu 
(Mo2008)    牙根 tooth root incisor, front tooth 
门牙| ɛmdigəu duŋ (Mo2008)
dung3 [tuŋ] N noise, sound 咚咚聲 [=mon *daun 
'sound, voice, song'] | var. duŋ (Li85), dung 
(MaSato2016) 
dungbangə [tuŋbangə] N eastside 冬邊 [=cmn] | 
var. duŋˈbɑngə 
dungbangə-nə ki [tuŋbangə-nə kʰi] MWE east 
wind 冬風 [=cmn/mon] | var. duŋbɑngə-ˈnə ki 
dungšang [tuŋɕaŋ] Npr Santa ethnic group 東鄉
族 [=cmn 東鄉] | var. ˈduŋɕaŋ (Li85), dungxiang 
(MaSato2016) | duŋɕiaŋ gači (MaSato2016) 东
乡语 the Santa language 
dungšang kung [tuŋɕaŋ kʰuŋ] Npr Santa 
person, Santa people (speakers of Santa, 
member of Mongolian language family) 东乡
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人 [=cmn/mon 東鄉 + *küün person] | var. duŋɕiaŋ 
kung (MaSato2016)， ˈtuŋɕaŋʣu kʰuŋ 
(Li1985) 
dungši [tuŋɕi] N thing 东西 [=cmn 東西] | var. duŋ
ˈɕi (Li85), doŋɕi (Mo2008) | bu doŋɕi nə gə 
ʥiɛn gɔ (Mo2008) 盘点 make an inventory, 
take stock 
durə- [turə-] Vt lead (a brood) 領 [=mon *udurїd-/ 
*udurї- 'lead, guide'] | var. dor- (Li85) | tʁa dʐin
ˈdʐəʁ dor-ˈʥo hen baby (animals) lead- OBJ 
The hen is leading her brood. 
duri- [tor-] Vt welcome 迎 [=mon *udurїd-/ *udurї- 
'lead, guide'!] | var. dor- (Li85) | au ɕinɛrɪ-ˈnə 
dor-ˈʥi son bride–LOC welcome-SUBJ The 
groom welcomed the bride. 
dushi- [tuʂʅ-] Vt lead an Islamic worship   度施 
[=cmn! 度施] | var. duʂɩ- (Li85) | namas-ˈnə 
duʂʅ ! worship-ACC lead Lead the worship! 
duwa [tuwa] N prayer (Islamic) 祷文， 杜瓦宜 
（伊斯兰教术语) [=arb duʻā دعاء 'prayer'] | var. 
duwa (MaSato2016), duva (Mo2008) | duwa 
yesi- (MaSato2016) 祈祷 pray, recite prayers 
duye [tujɛ] N poison 毒药 [=cmn 毒药] | var. ˈdujɛ 
(Li85) 
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 e [-ɛ] AFF first person hortative verb suffix (Li 
1985, FPH; AD: HORT) 吧（ [=mon *yi] | var. 
-ɛ (Li85) | mɑnˈgɤ ʁuɑˈlə ping-ˈɛ we (inc.) 
two race-FPH Let us two have a race. 
ebdəg [wɛdo] N knee 膝盖 [=mon *ebüdüg] | var. 
ebdəgebdəgebudəu (Mo2008) 
ede [-ɛdə] V cannot 不能 [=mon *yada- 'be unable to'] 
| var. ede- 不能，打败 (MaSato2016), ɛd- 败，
败灭，失败 (Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ɕɑnˈʐʅn-nə 
ˈɕoʣɿg(ə)-ɛˈdə Habib parents-ACC be filial to-
cannot Habib cannot be flial his parents. 
ederi- [ɛdar-] Vi tire, be tired 累 [=mon *yadara- 
'be(come) tired'] | var. ɛdar- (Li85), edər- 
(BökeLiu82), ederi- 累，疲劳 (MaSato2016), 
edər-ederi-ɛdar- (Mo2008) | bu ɛˈdaˡr-ʨ I tire-
COS I am tired. 
eixu [ɛixu] N uncle (maternal), mother's older 
sister's husband 姨夫 [=cmn 姨夫] | var. ˈɛixɤ 
(Li85), aihou (MaSato2016) 
eməl [ɛməl] N saddle, riding saddle (Li 1985, 
wooden saddle) 鞍子 [=mon *emeel] | var. ˈɛmal 
(Li85), eməleməlŋgə (BökeLiu82) , emul 
“aimul” (MaSato2016), ɛməl (Mo2008) 
eməlnə tox- [ɛməl-nə tʰox-] Vt saddle (a 
horse) 鞴 [=mon *emeel-ACC *toku- 'saddle, cover 
with sth'] | var. ɛma-n to̥x- (Li85) 
erə [ɛrə] N husband (not used by wife as an 
address), groom 丈夫，新郎 [=mon *ere 'man'] | 
var. eri (BökeLiu82) ɛˈrɩ (Li85), erə, eri 
(MaSato2016), ɛrierəɛrəerəɛʐi (Mo2008) | 
ɛrim xuali (Mo2008) 夫妻 husband and wife 
erə kung [ɛrə kʰuŋ] MWE male human beings, 
male sex, menfolk 男人，男性，爷儿门 
[=mon *ere 'man' + *küün person] | var. eri kung 
(MaSato2016), erə~erə kung~ɛʐi kɔŋ 
(Mo2008) | ɛʐi kɔŋ ʥiɔʥyŋ (Mo2008) 男客 
male guest| ɛʐi kɔŋ ɕi xəudə kəu (Mo2008) 男
家（从外人角度说，婚姻关系） 
bridegroom's side| 
etalǰi [ɛtʰalʥi] N early morning before sunrise 早
晨 [=mon *erte] | var. etelǰi (Ma 2016), ɛdəlʥi 
(Mo2008), ɛtanʨi 赶早上 'til morning' 
(Mo2008) | ɛtɛn ligə fulaŋ mə gə (Mo2008) 早
霞 dawn, morning glow 
etexang [ɛtʰexaŋ] AV early (adv.) 早一点 [=mon 
*erte] | var. ɛtˈxɔŋ (Li85), etehang 
(MaSato2016), ɛdxɔŋ 早一点 'earlier, as early 
as possible' (Mo2008) | ʨi nə-ˈnə ɛtˈxɔŋ dʐun
ˈbigə ! (Li85) you this-ACC early prepare You 
prepare this on the early side! 
etəgu [etʰəgu] N illness 疾病 [=mon cf. *ebečin 
'illness, disease'] | var. vɛtˈgɤ (Li85), etəgu 
(BökeLiu82), wetegu “waitegu” G 
(MaSato2016), euəgə (Mo2008) | hɑbib-ˈdə 
vɛtˈgɤ kuʂ-ˈʥo Habib-LOC illness arrive-OBJ 
Habib was sick. 
eyo [ɛjo] EX exclamatory particle 哎哟 | var. ˈɛjo 
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(Li85) | ˈɛjo bu ɛˡdar-ˈʥi I tire-SUBJ Oh! I'm 
tired! 
eyo xe [ɛjo xɛ] EX exclamatory particle 哎哟 | 
var. ˈɛjo ˈxɛ (Li85) | ˈɛjo ˈxɛ bu ɛdaˡr-ˈʥi I 
tire-SUBJ Oh! I'm tired! 
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əndəgi [ndəgi] N egg, chicken egg 鸡蛋 [=mon 
*emdege(i)] | var. ndəˈgi (Li85) 
əndəgilə- [ndəgil-] V lay an egg 下蛋 [=mon 
*emdege(i)] | var. ndəgil- (Li85) | ˈmuˈʥi 
ndəgil-ˈʥo hen lay egg-OBJ The hen laid an 
egg. 
ənggəǰi [əŋgəʥi] AV this way, so 这样（做）, 然
后 [=mon *ein ki-ǰi 'do this way' + PERF2] | var. 
əŋgəˈʥi (Li85) | sɑŋ ji-ˈsɿ, əngəˈʥi jas-ˈʥo 
good SUBJ- if this way do-OBJ If it is good, do 
it this way. 
ər [ɚ] two, usually used with other Chinese loan 
numerals classifiers or measure words 二 [=cmn 
二] | var. ər (Li85) | ˡɚ-bɛ two hundred 
ərlaxu [ɚlaxu] N juvenile animal 幼崽，仔 
[=cmn] | var. ˈərlɑxu (Li85) | ˈɚrlɑxu ʁəi 
(Li85) juvenile pig| ˈɚrlɑxu moˈʐʅ (Li85) 
pony half-grown puppy| ˈɚrlɑxu noˈʁui (Li85)
ərma [ɚma] N stallion; stud horse 种马，儿马 
[=cmn 儿马] | var. ˈərma (Li85) 
əršifu [ɚɕifu] N daughter-in-law 儿媳妇 [=cmn 儿
媳妇] | var. ˈərɕifu (Li85) 
ərxo [ɚxɔ] MWE number two 二号 [=cmn 二号] | 
var. ˈərxɔ (Li85), ərxɔ (Mo2008) 
əshalə- [əʂal-] Vt throw away 扔掉 [=adx ər hʨak 
'slingshot' + LA- , cf. mon *ugur-~*uur- 'throw'] | var. 
vuˈʂal- (Li85) | taʂʅ-ˈnə su doˈʐʅ vuˈʂal ! 
stone-ACC water in throw Throw in the water! 
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fagə-1 [fagə-] Vi become rancid, spoil 哈喇，馊 
[=cmn 发+ ge-] | var. fagə- (Li85) 
fagə-2 [fagə-] Vi rise (as a result of yeast) 发
（面） [=cmn 发 + ge-] | var. fɑgə- (Li85) | xɑ
ˈmu fɑgə-ˈʥi yeasted rise-SUBJ dough The 
yeasted dough rose. 
fagə-3 [fagə-] Vt punish, penalize (transitive) 罚 
[=cmn 罚 + ge-] | var. fagə- (Li85) 
fagə-4 [fagə-] Vi be stormy 有风暴 [=cmn] | var. 
fagə- (Li85) | xɛ fɑgə-ˈʥo sea stormy-OBJ 
The sea is stormy. 
fama [fama] AJ numerous, lot (n.[sic]), lot of 
(adj.) 好极了；多 [=cmn] | var. ˈfɑmɑ (Li85) 
fama- [fama-] Vi collapse, fall over 踏，崩倒， 
掉落 [=cmn! !哗啦 huala 'collapse'] | var. fɑmɑ- 
(Li85) 
fanba [fanba] N morning hours 上午 [=cmn 上班!] | 
var. fanba (Mo2008) 
fanlangə- [fanlangə-] Vt work busily 忙着工作 
[=cmn dial.] | var. fɑnˈlɑngə- (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ 
gaˡr-doˈʐʅ fɑnˈlɑngə-ˈʥo they house-in work 
busily-OBJ They work busily in the house. 
fanrən [fanrən] N prisoner, convict 犯人 [=cmn 犯
人] | var. ˈfɑnrən (Li85) 
fangbian [faŋbian] AJ convenient 方便 [=cmn 方
便] | var. fɑŋˈbiɑn (Li85) 
fangemingfənzi [fangɛmiŋfənʣɿ] N 
counterrevolutionary (n.) 反革命分子 [=cmn 反
革命分子] | var. fɑngɛˈmiŋˈfənʣɿ 
fangə- [fangə-] V vomit 嘔吐，恶心 [=cmn 反+ 
ge-] | var. fɑngə- (Li85) 
fanggə-1 [faŋgə-] V defend against, beware of 防 
[=cmn 防 + ge-] | var. fɑŋgə- | nə dɛwɑ-ˈnə 
fɑŋgə ! this village-ACC beware Beware of this 
village!| samˈʨuŋ gəˈʥi fɑŋgə ! careful AV 
beware Watch out carefully!
fanggə-2 [faŋgə-] Vt hunt (with falcon or hawk) 
放 [=cmn 放 + ge-] | var. fɑŋgə- | hɑˈbib jiŋ 
fɑŋgə-ˈʥo Habib falcon hunt-OBJ Habib is 
hunting with a falcon. 
fangmian [faŋmian] N concerning, with respect 
to 方面 [=cmn 方面] | var. ˈfɑŋmiɑn (Li85) | 
ʥuɑnˈʥi ˈfɑŋmiɑn with respect to farming 
fangšang [faŋɕaŋ] N direction, orientation 方向 
[=cmn 方向] | var. faŋɕiaŋ (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008) 
fangšangpan [faŋɕaŋpʰan] N compass 方向盘 
[=cmn 方向盘] | var. fɑŋˈɕɑŋpɑn (Li85) 
fangshogə- [faŋʂogə-] V defend 防守 [=cmn 防
守 + ge-] | var. fɑŋˈʂɤgə- 
fanguəle [fanguəlɛ] CONJ from opposite 
viewpoint 反过来 [=cmn 反过来] | var. fɑnˈguə
ˈlɛ (Li85) | nə gaʨi-ˈnə fɑnˈguəˈlɛ ʨi suˈmugə 
this talk-ACC opposite.viewpoint you think 
You think about this talk from the opposite 
viewpoint. 
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fashi [faʂʅ] N trance medium, shaman 法师 [=cmn 法
师] | var. fɑˈʂɩ (Li85) 
fashogə- [faʂogə-] Vi have a fever 发烧 [=cmn 发
烧+ ge-] | var. fɑˈʂogə- (Li85) 
fayüngə- [fajyngə-] Vi be dizzy, faint 头晕，发
懵 [=cmn 发晕 + ge- dial.] | var. fɑˈjyngə- (Li85) 
fazi [faʣɿ] N raft (bound timber & inflated animal 
skins) 筏子 [=cmn 筏子] | var. fɑˈʣɿ (Li85) 
fda [fda] N hemp sack (large, about 5 ft. long) 麻
袋 [=mon *huuta 'bag, sack'] | var. fdɑ (Li85), fda 
G 麻袋 Ma 2016, tə~ fda~dəu (Mo2008) | 
bodi ʦɔ tə (Mo2008) 麦草垛 wheat straw sack| 
gɔ dəu (Mo2008) 兜儿（衣服上的口袋) 
pocket| 
fele-1 [fele-] V play wind or brass instrument 吹 
[=mon *hülie/ *hüile 'blow'] | var. fil(ə)- (Li85) | 
bu ɕo-ˈnə fiˈlə-m I flute-ACC play-HAB I play 
the fute. 
fele-2 [fele-] Vi blow (intransitive); play 
(instrument) 吹 [=mon *hülie/ *hüile 'blow'] | var. 
fil(ə)- (Li85), file- (MaSato2016) | ki fil-ˈʥo 
wind blow- OBJ The wind is blowing. 
fəbləġi [fəbləɢi] N deep red (Li 1985, “archaic 
word used by village elders only”) 深红 [=mon! 
*hulaan +!] | var. fəbləˈʁi 
fən [fən] N powder 粉 [=cmn 粉] | var. fən | nəˡr-də 
fən-(nə) ʂgə- face-DAT powder-(ACC) apply 
apply powder the face 
fənsan [fənsan] AJ scattered 分散 [=cmn 分散] | 
var. fənˈsɑn (Li85) 
fəngi [fəngi] AJ smelly, foul, stinking (; odor) 臭 
[=mon *hünir] | var. fənˈgi (Li85), fəŋgi 
(Mo2008) | fənˈgi xoˈnə (Li85) smelly sheep 
fəngša [fəŋɕa] N winnower (machine to separate 
grain from chaff, with a hand-cranked bellows 
drum) 风箱 [=cmn 风箱] | var. fəŋˈɕɑ (Li85), 
fəŋɕia 扇车（使米粒跟谷壳分离的农具）
(Mo2008) 
fəngxuang [fəŋxuaŋ] N phoenix 凤凰 [=cmn 凤
凰] | var. ˈfəŋxuɑŋ (Li85) 
fəngzhəng [fəŋdʐəŋ] N kite 风筝 [=cmn 风筝] | 
var. fəŋˈdʐəŋ (Li85) 
fgən dang [fgən taŋ] N main door of home 正门 
[=adx/mon 'expensive *eüden 'door'] | var. fgən dɑŋ 
fgo [fgo ~ fugo] AJ big; severe 大; 重 [=mon *yeke] 
| var. fgo ~fgo~ fu̥go (Li85), fgo~fgo~go 
(BökeLiu82) ; fgo G (MaSato2016); go 
(MaSato2016), fgofgoguo (Mo2008) | fgo mər 
(Li85) highway| guo ɛtəuxəu (Mo2008) 重病 
severe illness| 
fgo gači [fgo kaʨʰi] MWE lie, falsehood 撒谎 
[=mon/adx 'big lie'] | var. fgo gaˈʨi (Li85) 
fgo kung [fgo kʰuŋ] MWE adult 大人 [=mon ‘big 
person' *küün, calque of 大人] | var. fgo kuŋ (Li85) 
fgo mər [fgo ˡmɚ] MWE highway 大路 [=mon 'big 
road', calque of 大路] | var. fgo ˡmər 
fgo-mugo [fgo mugo] MWE big things and the 
like 大的什么的 [=mon *yeke ‘big‘ +mREDUP] | 
var. fgo muˈgo 
fgo pičiġ [fgo pʰiʨʰiɢ] N soybean 大豆 [=mon 
*yeke ‘big‘ + ’bean', calque of 大豆] | var. fgo pʨi̥ʁ 
(Li85) 
fgu- [fgu-] Vi die 死 [=mon *ükü-] | var. gu- 
(Mo2008) | məˈnə uˈniɑŋ ˈfgə-ʨ my cattle die-
EP My cattle died. 
fičin [fiʨʰin] N birds 鸟，飞禽 [=cmn 飞禽] | var. fi
ˈʨin (Li85), “xiayi” (MaSato2016) 
fiǰi [fiʥi] N airplane 飞机 [=cmn 飞机] | var. ˈfiʥi 
(Li85), ˈfiji (MaSato2016) 
fitu [fitʰu] N fertilized soil 肥土 [=cmn 肥土] | var. 
ˈfitu (Li85) 
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fizo [fiʣo] N soap 肥皂 [=cmn 肥皂] | var. fiˈʣo 
(Li85) 
foǰo [foʥo] N Buddhism 佛教 [=cmn 佛教] | var. 
foˈʥo 
foye [fojɛ] N living Buddha 活佛 [=cmn 佛爷] | var.  
ˈfojɛ (Li85), fojɛ 佛爷 'Buddha'(Mo2008) 
fu [fu] ONOMAT sound of a bird flying 砉砉 | var. 
ˈkuɑtʂɑ (Li85) 
fu- [fu-] Vi rot (intransitive), decompose, become 
putrid 腐烂 [=cmn 腐] | var. fɤ- (Li85), fu- 
(Ganhetan)fu-fɯ- (Mo2008) | tarɑŋ-ˈnə 
suiwo-ˈdə pogə-ˈʥi fɤ-ˈʁə- ʨ grain-ACC dew-
LOC soak-NFS rot- CAU-EP The grain was 
soaked and rotted in dew. 
fučan [fuʨʰan] N summer [, height of summer] 夏
天，伏天 [=cmn 伏天 'dog days of summer' + adx ! 
ʦʰa ʨʰoŋ 伏天, cf. mon *ǰun] | var. ˈfuʨɑn (Li85), 
gɛla ʨi 伏天 'hottest days of the year' 
(Mo2008), auʨi~fučanxuoʨi (Mo2008) | ʥiaŋ 
gɛla auʨi (Mo2008) 初伏 frst days of the hot 
season (frst of three 10-day hot periods)| gɛla 
auʨi (Mo2008) 入伏 entering the hot season 
last ten days of July and first ten days of 
August (hottest days of the year) 中伏| talagə 
xuoʨi ʨi (Mo2008)
fučo [fuʨʰɔ] N spoke of wheel 辐条 [=cmn  辐条] | 
var. fuˈʨɔ (Li85), fuʨo (Mo2008) 
fucha [futʂʰa] N large brick tea 大砖茶 [=cmn 缚!] | 
var. ˈfutʂɑ (Li85) 
fugə-1 [fugə-] Vi swim (v.) 游泳 [=cmn! 浮 ˈfu 
'float', cf. mon *humba-] | var. fugə- (Li85) | fu
ˈgəʨuŋ swimmer 
fugə-2 [fugə-] V bear (responsibility) 负责 [=cmn 负 
+ ge-] | var. fugə- (Li85) | dʐɛrən-ˈnə fugə- 
responsibility-ACC bear bear responsibility 
fugə-3 [fugə-] Vt support with the hand, help 
(s.o.) up 扶 [=cmn 扶 fˈu + ge-] | var. fugə- (Li85) 
| hɑˈbib dualˈsɔŋ kuŋ nəgə-ˈnə fugə-ˈʥi jo-
ˈʥo Habib old man one-ACC support-NFS 
walk-OBJ Habib propped up the old man to 
enable him to walk. 
fugəčung baši [fugəʨʰuŋ baɕi] MWE swimmer 游
泳者 [=cmn/mon swimmer expert] | var. fuˈgəʨuŋ 
bɑˈʂɩ (Li85) 
fulang [fulaŋ] AJ red 红 [=mon *hulaan] | var. fu
ˈlɑŋ (Li85), fulang (MaSato2016, 
Mo2008)fulangflaŋ (Mo2008) | fulang ɢoli 
(MaSato2016), fulaŋ xuolɛ (Mo2008) 食道，食
管 esophagus| fulaŋ ki (Mo2008) 狂风 
windstorm, fierce win flaŋ banʣaŋ 马蜂，
（马蜂）蜇人 'hornet, hornet sting' (Mo2008) 
fulaŋ lɤkəu 黄酒 'yellow millet wine' 
(Mo2008) fulang make 晚霞 sunset glow 
(MaSato2016), fulaŋ si 浑水 'muddy water' 
(Mo2008)| fulang temur (MaSato2016), flaŋ 
danmə (Mo2008) 铜，红铜 copper, red copper 
fulaŋ dəma [sic]~fulang təma 胡萝卜 'carrot' 
(Mo2008) fulaŋ xɔr 酒糟鼻子 'brandy nose; 
acne rosacea' (Mo2008) fulaŋ amaŋ lɔ ua 红嘴
[山]鸦 red-billed chough (Pyrrhocorax 
pyrrhocorax) (Mo2008)
fulə [fulə] N bottle (n.) 瓶子 [(cf. adx haŋ ri 'thin 
necked bottle', wəm ba 'bottle')] | var. fule 
(MaSato2016) 
fulə- [fulə-] Vt rub between hands 揉 [=cmn cf. 
mon *hüŋgü- 'crumble, rub between hands'] | var. 
ful(ə)- (Li85), fulai (MaSato2016) | bu farɑŋ-
ˈnə ful-ˈʥi I grain-ACC rub-SUBJ I rubbed the 
grain between my hands. 
fuli- [fuli-] Vi redden 变红 [=mon *hulaї-] | var. 
fuli, (Li85), fuli- (MaSato2016) 
fulu [fulu] N prisoner of war 战俘 [=cmn 俘虏兵] | 
var. ˈfuˈlu(ˈbin) (Li85) 
fulugə- [fulugə-] Vt capture enemy soldiers 俘
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虏 [=cmn 俘虏 ge-] | var. fuˈlugə- | mɑnˈgɤ 
ʥasə-ˈnə jiˈwɑn kuŋ fuˈlugə-ˈʥe rɩ-ˈʥi we 
(incl.) they-GEN ten thousand people capture-
NFS come-SUBJ We captured ten thousand of 
their men. 
fulun [fulun] N rich peasant 富农 [=cmn 富农 n- > 
l-] | var. ˈfulun (Li85) 
fure fushe [furɛ fuʂɛ] N seed (n.) 仔 [=mon *hüre 
'seed, pip, fruit'] | var. fuˈrɛ fuˈʂɛ (Li85) 
fushigə- [fuʂʅgə-] Vt take care of, look after 
(someone) 服饰 [=cmn 服饰+ ge-] | var. fuˈʂɩgə- 
(Li85) | ˈxuʂʅ ˈbinxɑn fuˈʂʅgə-ʥo nurse 
patient take care-OBJ The nurse takes care of 
the patient. 
futə [futʰə] AJ long 长 [=mon *urtu/*utu/*utur 'long'] | 
var. fudəfutəfutə (BökeLiu82), fu̥ˈtɤfutəftɤ 
(Li85), fude (MaSato2016), ftɯ (Mo2008) 
fuwuyan [fuwujan] N service person 服务员 
[=cmn 服务员] | var. fuˈwujɑn (Li85) 
fuxua [fuxua] N smallpox 天花 [=cmn ！ + 花] | 
var. ˈfuˈxuɑ (Li85) | ˈfuxuɑ hɑbib-ˈdə xɑr-ʨ 
smallpox Habib-LOC come-EP Habib has 
smallpox. 
fuza [fuʦa] AJ complex 复杂 [=cmn 复杂] | var. ˈfu
ˈʦɑ (Li85) 
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ga [ka] AV adjectival intensifier. /gɑ/'s degree of 
intensification is very; higher than /moxoˈlə/, 
but lower than /liˈtʂɑ/     非常，很（形容词强
调成分，语义含与他物比较义) [=adx ɦga] | 
var. gɑ (Li85), ga (MaSato2016); BaoN ŋɢa, 
gaʨi G 非常 'very, highly' (Mo2008) | gɑ sɑŋ 
(Li1985) very very good 
gabu [kabu] N back (of body) 背部 [=cmn!  脊 + 
部!] | var. gaˈbu (Li85), gabu~gapu 腰 'waist, 
small of back'~gabu~gambu 背脊 'spine (any 
vertebrate)' (Mo2008) | gabu li dʐi gəʥiɔ 
(Mo2008) 弯腰 bend over [!backwards]| gapu 
kɔɤgəu (Mo2008) 椅子背儿 back of a chair 
beardless mouth (in adult men) 老公嘴儿（成
人不生鬚的）| gapu si geinə (Mo2008)
gači1 [kaʨʰi] N language, speech 语言，话 [=adx 
hkaʨa] | var. gaˈʨi (Li85), gaʨǐ (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008 from BL82), gaʨʰi (MaSato2016), 
ɢaʥi~gači~ ganrʨi~gači~ganʨi G, gabdɑ 
(Mo2008); BaoN ʂgaʨʰa (Chen90c) BaoN 
ʂgɑʥɑ (Mo2008) |  hɑˈbib gaʨi-ˈnə kal-ˈʥo 
(Li85); gəʨi xələ-gači~gaʨi gələ- (Mo2008) 
Habib speech-ACC speak-OBJ 说话 Habib is 
speaking.| fgo gaˈʨi (Li85) exaggeration, big 
speech gibberish, nonsense, unnecessary 
speech| duəˈji gaˈʨi (Li85) nəˈgə ɑˈmɑŋ gaˈʨi 
(Li85) one mouth speech one utterance
gači2 [kaʨʰi] N language, speech 语言，话 [=adx 
hkaʨa] | var. gaˈʨi (Li85), gaʨǐ (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008 from BL82), gaʨʰi (MaSato2016), 
ɢaʥi~gači~ ganrʨi~gači~ganʨi G, gabdɑ 
(Mo2008); BaoN ʂgaʨʰa (Chen90c) BaoN 
ʂgɑʥɑ (Mo2008) ; a ɔnɔŋ nə ni ganrʨi 
(Mo2008) | ɢaʥi dəso (Mo2008) 说话算数，能
控制自己的言行 honor one's words, mean what 
one says| a ɔnɔŋ nə ni ganrʨi (Mo2008) 千言
万语 talking nonstop be careless with words, 
be irresponsible with words 说话不算数，不
能控制自己的言行| ɢaʥidə lisonə (Mo2008) 
ɢaʥi uei ʣi mələ gala gumulɛ ɛmlə galə 
(Mo2008)    有话当面说 if you have 
something to say, say it to someone's face/in 
their presence
gačiġ [kaʨʰiɢ] N harness placed on back of beast 
of burden for pulling carts 马具, 鞍具, 鞍和辔 
[=adx hga ʂap 'tack, horse harness'] | var. kaˈʨiʁ 
(Li85) 
gadəgə [kadəgə] N paper 纸 [=per kāğaz کاغذ, cf. 
adx xhok ɣo, mon *čaalsun/ *čaarsun] | var. gadəgə 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), gadˈgə 
(Li85), gadgə G, gədgo (Mo2008), gadege 
(MaSato2016) | gadəgənə origə-ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008) 考卷 examination paper 
gaga [kaga] N elder brother 兄，哥哥 [=cmn 哥哥] | 
var. gɑˈgə (Li85), gagə (BökeLiu82), gagə (背
称 ‘reference term') (Mo2008 from BL82), 
gage (MaSato2016) | gagɛ təu~gaga~gagə dəu 
(Mo2008) 弟兄 brothers 
gagado [kakədo] N brothers 兄弟 [=cmn/mon elder 
brother-younger brother] | var. gaˈgedu 
(MaSato2016) 
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gagə- [kakə-] Vi love, be fond of 喜欢，爱 
[=cmn 爱 + gə-] | var. ŋgɑgə-;ˈgage- 
(MaSato2016) | ˈjoˈʥi duŋˈɕi-ˈnə bu ndagɤ-
ˈnə gɑgə-ˈʥo some thing-TOP I food-ACC 
love-OBJ I love some things as food. 
ga ǰing [ka ʥiŋ] N small lapel that goes 
underneathˈdɑʥiŋ, 'big lapel of robe'    小襟 
[=cmn 尕襟] | var. ˈgɑʥiŋ (Li85), ɕiəuʥin musi 
gəu 小襟 small lapel (Mo2008) | ɕiəuʥin 
musi gəu (Mo2008) [戴]小襟 [wear a] small 
lapel 
galaǰi [kalaʥi] N partridge (CL orig: quail) 鹧鸪 
[=cmn 咔啦鸡] | var. ˈgɑlɑʥi (Li85) 
galoxan [kaloxan] N dwarf 矮人，侏儒 [=cmn 尕
老汉] | var. ʂˈbiɛˈdɑn | top of head 
gamo [kamo] AJ difficult (Li 1985, difficult (old 
folks'speech) 难 [=adx hkamo; cf. mon *katau 'hard, 
difficult'] | var. gamo G (Mo2008), ganmo 难 
(MaSato2016), BaoN ʂgamø (Chen90c, 
Mo2008); cf. ˈkunnɑn 
gamuchõ  [kamutʂʰõ] N little finger, pinkie 小
拇指 [=cmn 尕拇指 local dial.] | var. ˈgɑmutʂõ 
(Li85)  
ganbu [kanbu] N cadre 干部 [=cmn 干部] | var. 
ˈgɑnˈbu 
ganco [kanʦʰo] N licorice root 甘草 [=cmn 甘草] | 
var. ˈgɑnˈʦo 
gancui [kanʦʰui] AV absolutely 干脆 [=cmn 干脆] 
| var. gɑnˈʦui (Li85) | bu gɑnˈʦui ɕi-ˈgə ʂi I 
absolutely go-CMOD NEG I absolutely won't 
go. 
ganchacha [kantʂʰatʂʰa] AV orderly, neatly 整
齐，井井有条 [=cmn 干+!] | var. gɑntʂɑˈtʂɑ 
(Li85) 
ganchang [kantʂʰaŋ] N rolling pin (for rolling 
dough) 擀面杖 [=cmn 擀杖] | var. kɑn
ˈtʂɑŋ~ganchang~gɑntʂɑŋ (Li85), gantʂaŋ 
(Mo2008) 
gandang [kandaŋ] N yoke (on two beasts of 
burden as they pull the ɑnʥiˈsuŋ 'plough') 牛
轭，羁绊 [=cmn] | var. kɑnˈdɑŋ (Li85), 
ganʦaŋ (Mo2008) 
ga niodu [ka niodu] MWE yearling calf 牛犊 
[=cmn 尕牛犊] | var. gɑ ˈniɤdɤ (LI85) 
ganǰa [kanʥa] AJ poor ; [beggar] 穷，要饭的 
[=adx hwaŋ hʨak ‘beggar (abusive curse)'] | var. 
ˈgɑnʥɑ (Li85) 
ganǰin [kanʥin] AJ clean, be clean 干净 [=cmn 干
净] | var. gɑnˈʥin (Li85) 
ganmogə- [kanmokə-] Vi have a cold, catch a 
cold 感冒 [=cmn 感冒] | var. kɑnˈmokə- (Li85), 
gam ʨi 凉下了 'catch a cold' (Mo2008) | hɑ
ˈbib gɑnˈmo gə-ʥo Habib have cold-OBJ 
Habib has cold. 
ganro [kanro] N dried meat 干肉 [=cmn 干肉] | 
var. gɑnˈrɤ 
gansan [kansan] AJ elegant, handsome, smooth 秀
雅 [=cmn (regional)] | var. ˈgɑnsɑn | ʥɑŋ 
ˈgɑnsɑn-o she handsome-OBJ She is 
handsome.| ʨi-ˈnə gaˈʨi ˈgɑnsɑn-i you-GEN 
language smooth-SUBJ You speak smoothly.| 
ganshui [kanʂui] AV orderly, neatly 整齐，井井
有条 [=cmn 干脆] | var. ˈgɑnˈʂui (Li85) 
ganshun [kanʂun] AV orderly, neatly 整齐，井
井有条 [=cmn 干顺] | var. ˈgɑnˈʂun (Li85) 
gantui [kantʰui] N leg (below knee), shank 小腿 
[=cmn] | var. ˈgɑntui (Li85) 
ganzi [kanʣɿ] N liver 肝脏 [=cmn 肝子] | var. gɑn
ˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ganzhəng [kandʐəŋ] N acupuncture 针灸 [! 针] | 
var. ˈgɑnˈdʐəŋ (Li85) | ˈgɑnˈdʐəŋ ʂgə-dʐɑgə- 
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to apply acupuncture 
gang1 [kaŋ] N rainbow 彩虹 [=cmn 彩虹] | var. gaŋ 
(Li85, Mo2008, MaSato2016) | gang osi- 
(MaSato2016) 出彩虹 a rainbow emerges 
gang2 [kaŋ] N steel 钢 [=cmn 钢] | var. gaŋ 
(BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016, kɑŋ (Li85) | gang 
ǰiage- (MaSato2016) 加钢 add steel 
gang3 [kaŋ] PN other people, one; he, she [he/she, 
3rd p. pers.PN, “should” have ŋ-] 人家，她，
她；别人 [=mon cf. adx ʑan ba, hde, tʰoŋ ɳə] | var. 
ŋgaŋ (BökeLiu82:34) gɑŋ (Li85) 
gang4 [kaŋ] N cistern, jar, vat 缸 [=cmn 缸] | var. 
kɑŋ (Li85), gaŋ (Mo2008), gang 
(MaSato2016) | gaŋ duŋ-də (Mo2008) 缸底儿 
at the bottom of the cistern 
gang5 [kaŋ] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for hitting 
wood with an instrument 用仪器击打木头的
拟声词 | var. gɑŋ (Li85) 
gangbi [kaŋbi] N pen, ink pen, fountain pen 钢笔 
[=cmn 钢笔] | var. ˈgɑŋˈbi (Li85), ˈgangbi 
(MaSato2016) 
gangči [kaŋʨʰi] N light emitted by sun or lamp 
光 [=cmn 光气] | var. gɑŋˈʨi~gangči~guɑŋˈʨi 
(Li85) 
gangə damu [kankə damu] N pastry made of 
eggs, sugar, flour; similar to cake 蛋糕，蛋饼 
[=!/mon ! + *ödme 'bread or cake'] | var. ˈgɑngə da
ˈmu (Li85) 
ganggang1 [kaŋkaŋ] N large bowl for holding 
dough; container 大盆子 [=cmn 缸缸 ~ 釭 gang!] | 
var. kɑŋˈkɑŋ (Li85), gaŋgaŋ ganggang~gɔŋgɔŋ 
(Mo2008) | iɛm iou gɘu gaŋgaŋ 
ganggang~gɔŋgɔŋ (Mo2008) 饭桶（装饭的通) 
rice bucket 
ganggang2 [kaŋkaŋ] N metal bar 刚刚 [=cmn 刚
刚] | var. ˈgɑŋgɑŋ 
gangge [kaŋkɛ] N cover of a large cistern   缸盖，
大缸的盖子 [=cmn 缸盖] | var. kɑŋˈkɛ (Li85) 
ganggun [kaŋkun~kaŋkunxan] N widower, 
bachelor 鳏夫，单身汉 [=cmn] | var. kɑŋ
ˈkun~gang gun~kɑŋˈkunˈxɑn (Li85) 
gangnang [kaŋnaŋ] PN self [AD: refx PN; 
“should be” goʥiə; this one seems like SEM! ] 
自己 [=mon] | var. goʥiə 自己 
((BökeLiu82:35) | nə ʂʅ ʥɑŋ gɑŋnɑŋ-ˈnə ˈɑu 
this be she SELF-ACC- GEN son This is 
her/his own son.| hɑˈbib gɑŋnɑŋ-ˈnə ʂgə-ˈʥo 
Habib self-ACC hit-OBJ Habib hit himself.| 
gangzi [kaŋʣɿ] N mug, cup 茶缸子 [=cmn 缸子] | 
var. gɑŋˈʣɿ 
gar [kar] N house, home or room 房子，屋子，
家 [=mon *ger 'dwelling, home, yurt'] | var. gar 
(Li85, MaSato2016), gə~gar~ gər (Mo2008) | 
gar nake (MaSato2016) 屋檐 eaves (of roof) | 
ga gə (Mo2008) 屋子（单间) '(single) room 
roof, roof ridge (not ceiling) 房顶，房脊| gər 
tuŋ (Mo2008)
garə [karə] N vagina, vulva 女性生殖器 ['crack' 
//abbev. of gaǰiğe < *hütügün! cf. also adx mor tak, hɳa 
ma] | var. gɑˈrə (Li85), gari G (MaSato2016) 
garġə [karɢə] N leg (Li 1985, or limb of an 
animal) 腿 [=adx hkang! 'leg' (not mon)] | var. 
garɢe 腿 (MaSato2016), garɢə 腿 (Mo2008) | 
garɢe šile- (MaSato2016)     腿酸 have a sore 
leg 
garġə  ǰorə [karɢə  ʥorə] N crotch 胯，裆 
[=mon! 'lower limbs middle'] | var. garˈʁə  ʥorə 
(Li85) 
garnə  xa- [karnə  xa-] MWE put on roof 放在
屋顶上 [=mon house close] | var. kar(-nə)  xɑ- 
(Li85) | budɑn-ˈnə gar xa ! we (excl.)-GEN 
house put on roof Put the roof on our house! 
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gayi [kaji] N mother's younger sister 姨 [=cmn 尕姨] 
| var. ˈkɑji (Li85) 
gazhagə [kadʐakə] N fried sweet thin pancake 甜
煎饼 [=cmn 尕炸个] | var. gɑˈdʐɑgə 
ge-1 [kɛ-] Vt put down, place something on top of 
something 放下，放 [=cmn] | var. gɛ- (Li85) 
ge-2 [kɛ-] N pilot (a boat) 开 [=cmn 开] | var. gɛ- 
(Li85) 
ge-3 [kɛ-] Vi convalesce, recover, heal 痊愈，康
复 [=cmn 康!] | var. kɛ- (Li85), gai- 
(MaSato2016), gɛ- (Mo2008) | hɑbib-ˈnə vɛt
ˈgɤ ˈgɛ-ʨ Habib-GEN illness convalesce-COS 
Habib recovered from an illness. 
geda1 [kɛda] N lump (n.) 疙瘩 [=cmn 疙瘩] | var. gɛ
ˈda (Li85), gɛtax (Mo2008) | geda bese 
(MaSato2016) 卷心菜 cabbage| ta gEtax a ,ri 
ʥOl(Mo2008) 起鸡皮疙瘩 get goosebumps' 
(lit, emerge chicken bumps, ch. calque)| 
geda2 [kɛda] N knot (n.) 节子，疙瘩 [=cmn  疙瘩] | 
var. gɛˈda (Li85) 
geda3 [kɛda] N testicle 睾丸 [=cmn 疙瘩， cf. mon 
*böldegen] | var. kɛˈda (Li85) 
gedo [kɛdo] N street with shops and hawkers 街
道 [=cmn 街道, pre-middle chinese palatalization] | 
var. gɛˈdo (Li85) 
gega [kɛka] N lid, bottle stopper 盖子，瓶塞 
[=cmn] | var. ˈgɛgɑ (Li85) 
gegə- [kɛkə-] Vi lean in one direction 斜 [=cmn] | 
var. gɛgə- (Li85) | nə talˈxɑ gɛgə-ˈʥi this 
pillar lean-SUBJ This pillar is leaning over. 
geto [kɛtʰo] N head and neck veil (of velvet, used 
by Muslim women in Amdo region) 盖头 
[=cmn 蓋頭] | var. ˈgɛtɤ (Li85) 
gewi [kɛwi] AV adjectival intensifier (degree of 
intensification is higher than ˈliˈtʂɑ, but lower 
than the highest degree intensifier, ʣui) 形容
词强调成分 [=cmn!] | var. gɛˈvi (Li85), ge 
(MaSato2016) | gɛˈvi sɔŋ very specially good 
gezhowa [kɛdʐowa] N armpit 腋窝，胳肢窝 
[=cmn 胳肢窝] | var. kɛdʐɤˈvɑ (Li85) 
gezhozi [kɛdʐoʣɿ] N elbow 肘 [=cmn 胳!子] | 
var. gɛˈdʐɤʣɿ 
gə1 [-kə] AFF want (desiderative suffix of verb 
(DSD), may be followed by an evidential /-i/, 
or /-o/ 动词的期望后缀 [=mon] | var. -gə 
(Li85) 
gə2 [-kə] M general classifier borrowed from 
Chinese, it occurs only with borrowed Chinese 
numerals (Li1985) 个（类别词） [=cmn 个] | 
var. -gə (Li85) | ˈɚ-bɛ-gə kuŋ two-hundred-CL 
person two hundred people 
gə3 [kə] N song 歌 [=cmn 歌] | var. kə (Li85) 
gə- [kə-] N do 做 [=mon *ki-] | var. ʂgə- | loʁomu-
(ˈnə) ʂgə- tilling land-(ACC) do till the land 
gəbie [kəbiɛ] N individual, each (n.) 各 [=cmn 个
别] | var. ˈgəˈbiɛ (Li85) | ˈgəˈbiɛ roŋ each 
place 
gəči do [kəʨʰi do] N sisters 姐妹 [=mon *egeči 
'elder sister' + *deü 'younger sibling'] | var. gəˈʨi dɤ 
(Li85), gəʥi dəu 妹妹 'younger sister' [sic] 
(Mo2008), gaʨi dəu 姐妹 'sisters' (Mo2008) | 
gaʨi dəu xuali~gəči do~ʣimei xualə~gəči 
do~gəʥi dəu xualə (Mo2008) 姐妹俩; 兄妹俩 
[sic] both sisters; both elder brother and younger 
sister [sic] 
gəcha [kətʂʰa] N horn, antler 犄角 [(not mon!)] | 
var. gocha (MaSato2016) 
gədo [kədo] N pocket 口袋 [=cmn ! + 兜 dou] | var. 
gəˈdɤ (Li85), godo “godou” 衣服上的口袋，
衣兜 (MaSato2016) , gədou    衣袋 (Ganhetan, 
Mo2008) 
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gəgang1 [kəkɔŋ] AJ bright, shiny, clear and bright 
明亮，清凉的 [=mon *gegeen] | var. kəˈkɔŋ 
(Li85), gəgɔŋ 亮，清凉的 (Mo2008) | gɑŋˈʨi 
gəˈgɔŋ ˈwɑ ˈjɑŋ light bright EX The light is 
bright!| gəgaŋ hOrduŋ (Mo2008) 启明星，金
星 Venus (planet) clear water 清水| gəgaŋ si 
(Mo2008)
gəgang2 [kəkaŋ] AJ clear (referring to water) 清
（水） [=mon *gegeen 'light, bright' (!)] | var. gə
ˈgɔŋ (Li85) 
gəgə [kəkə] N milk cake 牛奶饼，蛋糕 [=cmn 糕
糕!, cf. adx ɕən (cottage cheese cake 奶渣糕(用奶渣, 酥
油和白糖等作成)] | var. gəˈgə (Li85) 
gəǰi1 [-kəʥi] AV adverb marker (AV) 副词尾缀 
[=mon *ge-] | var. -gəˈʥi (Li85) | bu fgo gəˈʥi 
nda-ˈg-i I big AV eat-CMOD-SUBJ I will eat a 
great deal.| hɑˈbib dɑˈmo gəˈʥi jɤ-ˈo Habib 
slow AV go-PERF1t Habib went slowly.| 
gəǰi2 [kəʥi] CONJ and 和 | var. gəˈʥi (Li85), geǰi 
(MaSato2016) | raˈʨi ɤ-gɤ gəˈʥi ˈdʐʅ ˈjɑn 
nda-ˈgɤ sɑŋ ˈginə wine drink-NEG and 
cigarettee eat-NEG good NEG Drinking and 
smoking are not good. 
gəǰi3 [kəʥi] PRT it is said (quotative, quotation 
marker) 据说(引语标志) [=mon *ge-] | var. 
gəʥo (Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli-də ʨi jɑŋ 
smɑn ɤ-g-i gəˈʥi asʁə-ˈʥo Habib ɕoli-DAT 
you what medecine drink-CMOD-SUBJ ask-
OBJ Habib asked Sholi, 'What medicine will 
you take?' 
gəǰigo [kəʥiko] MWE each party, each group 个
几个 [=cmn 个几个] | var. gəʥiˈgɤ | gəʥiˈgɤ 
ʥoʐʅ-ˈgɤ sɑŋ-ˈo each party inside-NZR good-
OBJ The internal condition of each party is 
good. 
gəsung [kəsuŋ] N intestines 肠 [=mon *gedesün 
'intestines, bowels; belly'] | var. kəˈsuŋ (Li85), 
gəsuŋ (Mo2008) 
gətəla [kətʰəla] POST until 直到，为止 [=mon ge- 
'do'! *tala 'limitative converb'] | var. gətəˈlɑ (Li85) 
| xobuˈdɑn ʂʅˈʥɛ gə-təˈlɑ evening time do-
LIM doing until evening prayer time 
gi- [ki-] Vi be sunny 晴朗 [=mon *gei- 'become light, 
shine'] | var. gi- (Li85), gi-     天亮 
(MaSato2016) 
gigung [kikuŋ] N rooster 公鸡 [=cmn] | var. gi
ˈguŋ (Li85) 
gil- [kil-] Vi abstain from 忌讳 [=mon *gee- 'lose; let 
go of; put down'] | var. ˈgil- (Li85) | ˈdʐʅˈjɑn-nə 
gil-ˈdə ! cigarette-ACC abstain- succeed 
Abstain from smoking! 
gimang [kimaŋ] N hen (term used by village 
elders only) 母鸡 [=mon! (not adx)] | var. giˈmɔŋ 
(Li85) 
ginə1 [kinə] NEG negative existential verb (neg. 
existential (NEG.EXIST.OBJ); gi(-wa)/gi-na 
negates converbs and participles); [CL: 
“occurring with predicative nouns or 
adjectives, alternate form of /ˈginə/ (NEGE); /
ˈgi/ denotes speaker's point of view; /ˈginə/ 
denotes non-speaker's point of view.”]   没有，
不在 [=mon *ügei/ *ügüi] | var. ˈginə (Li85), 
gi-/ginə (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), 
ˈgine (MaSato2016) | nə ʨiˈʥɤ sɛˈxɑŋ ˈginə 
this flower pretty NEGE This fower is not 
pretty.| sɛˈxɑŋ-gi-gɤ-ˈnə oˈloŋ-o pretty-NEG-
NZR-TOP many-OBJ There are a lot of the 
not-pretty ones. she all life speech speak-
PPERF NEG S/He has never spoken all her/his 
life.| ʥɑŋ jiˈbiʥi gaˈʨi kal-ˈsɑŋ gi
ginə2 [kinə] NEG not, never (negative existential 
verb (NEGE) 不 [=mon *ügei/ *ügüi] | var. ˈginə 
(Li85), geinə (Mo2008) | bu jiˈbiʣɿ hɑbib-ˈnə 
ʂgə-ˈsɑŋ ˈginə I all life Habib-ACC hit-PPERF 
NEGE I have never hit Habib in all my life. 
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ginə3 [kinə] zero 零 | var. ˈkinə (Li85) 
gizi [kiʣɿ] N crab louse (louse) 虱子 [=cmn] | var.  
giˈʣɿ 
goda [koda] N poker (used for fire,clearing stove 
etc.) 火筷子, 火棍，通条 [=mon *kete 'steel for 
stirring fire' cf. adx hʨak tʰər (WT !ltshags + thur) 铁火
筷子'metal fire chopsticks'] | var. gɤˈdɑ (Li85), 
gəuda 通条（通炉的）(Mo2008) 
go geda [go gɛda] N Adam's apple, laryngeal 
prominence 喉结 [=cmn] | var. ˈgɤ gɛˈdɑ (Li85) 
gogə-1 [kokə-] V hear 听到 [=adx ko (WT go) 'hear, 
comprehend'] | var. goge- (MaSato2016)， 
gədanrɔ 懂，懂得，弄懂，领会，明白 
'understand' (Mo2008) (hear,underst | bõ hɑ
ˈbib ˈɕoˈle-də gaˈʨe-ˈnə ˈkai-saŋ-ˈnə goˈgə-ʨ I 
Habib ɕoˈle-DAT speech-ACC speaking-
PPERF-ACC head-EP I heard Habib speaking 
Sholi. 
gogə-2 [kokə-] V hear, understand 听见，懂，
知道 [=adx ko 懂, 知道, 领悟 'hear, understand'] | 
var. gogə- | hɑbib ˈʥi ˈgɑnˈʣɿ fil-ʥi-gɤ-ˈnə 
gog-ˈʥo Habib flute play-NFS-NZR-ACC 
listen-OBJ Habib is listening to fute playing. 
gogə-3 [kogə-] V hook 钩 [=cmn 钩 + ge-] | var. 
gɤgə- 
gogo [koko] N ditch 沟 [=cmn 沟沟] | var. gɤˈgɤ 
gogoda [kokoda] N poker (used for fire) 火筷子, 
火棍 [=mon *kete 'steel for stirring fire'] | var. gɤgɤ
ˈdɑ (Li85) 
goǰa [koʥa] N dirt 尘，土，污，垢 [not mon 
*buǰar 'dirt, dirty'] | var. gɤˈʥɑ 
gole gole [kolɛ kolɛ] ONOMAT sounds used in 
calling dogs 叫狗的声音 | var. ˈgɤlɛ ˈgɤlɛ 
(Li85) 
goliang [koliaŋ] N sorghum 高粱 [=cmn 粱] | var. 
goˈliɑŋ (Li85), goliaŋ~goliang~ 
goliɔŋ~goliang~gauliaŋ (Mo2008) | goliaŋ 
gæ̃gæ (Mo2008) 高粱杆儿 sorghum stalk| 
gauliaŋ ɕinkəu (Mo2008) 高粱扫帚 sorghum 
stalk broom
goma [koma] ONOMAT sounds used in calling 
dogs 叫狗的声音 | var. ˈgɤmɑ (Li85) 
gongdang [koŋdaŋ] AJ fair, just 公平 [=cmn 公当] 
| var. goŋˈdɑŋ (Li85) 
gonglu [koŋlu] N highway 公路 [=cmn 公路] | var.  
goŋˈlu 
gongnong [kɔŋnɔŋ] POST after; (nɔŋ in fast 
speech) 后 [=mon! (adx hʑək (kə))] | var. gɔŋˈnɔŋ 
(Li85) | hɑˈbib ɑˈbudu-nə ʂgə-ˈʥi gɔŋˈnɔŋ, ɑ
ˈbudu ʁɑnˈʥir-ʨ Habib Abudu-ACC hit-NFS 
after Abudu insane-COS After Habib hit 
Abudu, Abudu became insane. 
gongping [koŋpʰiŋ] AJ fair, just 公平 [=cmn 公平] 
| var. goŋˈpiŋ (Li85) 
goshəng [koʂəŋ] N fishing line 钩绳 [=cmn 钩绳] | 
var. ˈgɤʂəŋ (Li85) 
gozi [koʣɿ] N corner 角落 [=cmn 角子!] | var. 
ˈgəʣɿ (Li85), goʣi (Mo2008) | ɑˈmɔŋ ˈgəʣɿ 
(Li85); amaŋ goʣi (Mo2008) 嘴角 (< 口角!) 
corner of the  mouth 
gozhəng [kodʐəŋ] N hook, crochet hook   钩针 
[=cmn 钩针] | var. ˈgɤdʐəŋ | ˈgɤdʐəŋ-ʁɑlə 
ʥaləʁɑˈsoŋ wɑr- hook-INST fish catch- catch 
fsh with hook and line 
gu1 [ku] N drum (n.) 鼓 [=cmn 鼓] | var. gu 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008) | gu ʂgə- (Li85) play 
drum (calque of A A) 
gu2 [-ku] AFF participle, nominalizing suffix of 
verb (NZR) 分词，动词的名词化后缀 [=mon] 
| var. -gɤ (Li85) 
gu3 [ku] AJ solitary 孤独 [=cmn 孤] | var. gu (Li85) 
| ˈgudɑn 
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gu4 [-ku] AFF denominal complementizer 
following locative-dative case (was ASO, 
associative Nsuffix) 位与格后的名义名词化 
[=mon] | var. -gɤ | ʥɑˈwu-də-ˈgɤ dɤ 
younger.male.cousin.paternal-LOC-CZR 
brother younger patrilineal clan brother 
gua [kua] N melon, squash 瓜 [=cmn 瓜] | var. guɑ 
(Li85), gua (MaSato2016) 
guafu [kuafu] N widow 寡妇 [=cmn 寡妇] | var. 
guɑˈfu (Li85), guafuguafuguaχu (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008 from BL82); guaχo (MaSato2016) | 
guafu xaligɔ- (Mo2008) 再醮（再嫁） a widow 
remarries 
guagə1 [kuakə] Vt put (s.o.) on an intravenous 
drip 挂水 [=cmn 挂+ ge-] | var. guɑgə (Li85) | 
ˈdɛfu hɑbib-ˈdə puˈtoˈtɑŋ guɑgə-ˈʥo doctor 
Habib-LOC glucose-OBJ The doctor is giving 
glucose to Habib intravenously. 
guagə2 [kuakə] Vt scrape; tan (hide) 刮(皮)， 
[=cmn 刮+ ge-] | var. guɑgə (Li85) 
guagə-1 [kuagə-] Vt hang 挂 [=cmn 挂+ ge-] | var. 
guɑgə- (Li85), guakədə- [sic, guagədə-] 'hang' 
(presumably caus.) (Mo2008) 
guagə-2 [kuakə-] Vt shave 刮（胡子) [=cmn 刮+ 
ge-] | var. guɑgə (Li85) 
guan [kuan] N official 官 [=cmn 官] | var. guɑn 
(Li85), guan (BökeLiu82, Mo2008) 
guaniando [kuaniando] N razor for shaving 
beard 刮脸刀 [=cmn 刮脸刀] | var. ˈguɑˈniɑnˈdo 
(Li85) 
guanǰan [kuanʥan] N pivot (n.), important point 
关键点 [=cmn 关键] | var. guɑnˈʥɑn (Li85) 
guanši [kuanɕi] N relationship connections 关系 
[=cmn 关系] | var. guɑnˈɕi (Li85) | mɑnˈgɤ 
guɑnˈɕi ˈsɑŋ-o our (incl.) relationship good-
OBJ Our relationship is good. 
guanto [kuantʰo~kuantʰuŋ] N tinned food, food 
tin 罐头 [=cmn 罐头] | var. guˈɑntɤguantogu
ˈɑntuŋ 
guanzi1 [kuanʣɿ] N crest, crown (of bird) 冠子 
[=cmn 冠子] | var. ˈguɑnʣɿ (Li85) 
guanzi2 [kuanʣɿ] N restaurant 饭馆 [=cmn 馆子] | 
var. guɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
guanzi3 [kuanʣɿ] N pipe 管子 [=cmn 管子] | var. 
guɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
guangči [kuaŋʨʰi] N light, brightness 光 [=cmn 光
气] | var. gɑŋˈʨiguangčiguɑŋˈʨi (Li85), 
kuɑnʨi (Mo2008), gangˈqiguangčiguangqi 
(MaSato2016) | saˈʐʅ guɑŋˈʨi moonlight 
guangying [kuaŋjiŋ] N condition of life    情况，
生活 [=cmn] | var. guˈɑŋˈjiŋ (Li85) 
guapu [kuapʰu] N opinion, idea 主意 [=adx kotpa] | 
var. guabu (Mo2008) | guɑpu-ˈnə wɑr- hold an 
opinion 
guazi [kuaʣɿ] N melon seed (for eating) 瓜子 
[=cmn 瓜子] | var. ˈguɑʣɿ (Li85) 
gudal- [kudal-] Vi wave, move in wave motion 波
动移动 [=mon *ködel-] | var. ˈgudal(ə)- (Li85) | 
ki fil-ʥi lɑʂˈʁə ˈgudal-ˈʥo wind blow-PFV 
towel-OBJ The wind blew and the towel was 
futtering. 
gudan [kudan] AJ solitary 孤单 [=cmn 孤单] | var. 
ˈgudɑn (Li85), !gudən-(ʥiɔ) 活络（活动的，
不稳定）'move unsteadily' (Mo2008) 
gudu [kudu] N bud (flower) (n.) 花蕾，芽（花） 
[=cmn] | var. kuˈdu (Li85) 
gudung [kuduŋ] AJ cold (describing personality) 冷
漠 [=mon *koїten 'cold'] | var. ˈkuduŋ (Li85), 
keidaŋ 冷 (object) (Mo2008) | keidaŋ si 
(Mo2008) 冷水 cold water 
guezi [kuɛʣɿ] N bend (of river) 弯（河） [=cmn 拐
子] | var. ˈkuɛˈʣi (Li85) 
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guəbazi [kuəbaʣɿ] N metal patch (for container) 
金属贴片(容器用) [=cmn 规程] | var. ˈkuəˈbɑ
ˈʣi (Li85) | tʁoŋ-ˈdə ˈguəbˈɑˈʣɿ ʂgə- pot-
LOC patch strike patch up cooking pot 
guəchəng [kuətʂʰəŋ] N process, procedure, steps 
规程 [=cmn 规程] | var. ˈkuətʂəŋ (Li85) | nə ʂʅ 
ʨinˈʨi sɤ-ʥi-ˈgɤ ˈguətʂəŋ o this be relative be-
NFS-NZR process OBJ This is the procedure of 
becoming relatives. 
guəge [kuəkɛ] N cover, lid of a pot 盖子，锅盖 
[=cmn 锅盖] | var. kuəˈkɛ (Li85) 
guəgə- [kuəkə-] V cross 跨 [=cmn 跨 + ge-] | var. 
kuəkə-guəgə-guogə- (Li85) | bu moroŋ-ˈnə 
guogə-ˈʥi I river-ACC cross-SUBJ I am 
crossing the river. 
guəguə [kuəkuə] N deep fried dough dumplings 
with sweets inside 油炸甜圈饼 [=cmn] | var. 
ˈguəguə 
guəka [kuəkʰa] N stove ash pan (Li 1985, 
opening on an earthen stove) 灶灰洞 [=adx/cmn 
kʰu kʰoŋ 'stove ash pan' + 籃 'basin'] | var. kuəˈgɑ 
(ˈlɑŋ) (Li85) 
guəmi [kuəmi] N pot black (soot formed on 
bottom of pot used on wood-burning stoves); 
same substance as ʣɿʣˈɑ. 锅的烟灰 [=cmn 锅
煤] | var. guəˈmi 
guəyiše1 [kuəjiɕɛ] AJ excessive, unnecessary 多
餘 [=cmn 过意思] | var. ˈguəjiˈɕɛ 
guəyiše2 [kuəjiɕɛ] POST in excess of, a bit more 
than 过一些 [=cmn 过一些] | var. ˈguəjiɕɛ (Li85) 
| hɑrwˈɑŋ ˈguəjiɕiɛ kuŋ ten in.excess person in 
excess of ten people 
guəzi [kuəʣɿ] N firepot (for food) 火锅 [=cmn 锅
子] | var. guəˈʣɿ 
gugar- [kukar-] Vi protrude 突出，凸出 [not adx 
(adx nbər)] | var. gugar- (Li85), goɢə- 撅起 
(Mo2008), gɛdagə xa-ʥi 凸'protrude, raised' 
(Mo2008) 
gugarǰi yu- [kukarʥi ju-] MWE move or go 
forward by folding body upward (as in motion 
of certain caterpillars) 向前移动（像毛毛虫
一样向上弯曲身体） [=!/mon .. mon 'go'] | var. 
kukarˈʥi jɤ- (Li85) | ʁurˈʁi nəˈgə gugar(-ˈʥi) 
jɤ-ˈʥi bug one (-NFS) go-OBJ The bug moved 
on by folding its body. 
gugə [kuke] N ankle bone 踝骨 [=cmn 骨踝! [cf. 
mon *sїgaї/ *sїa]] | var. ˈkuki (Li85), gugəi 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), guge 
“gugai” (MaSato2016), “iɛsuŋ 踝骨 
'anklebone' (Mo2008)” [sic: 'bone'] 
gugə- [kugə-] Vi bloat up, puff out 胀，浮肿 
[=cmn!] | var. kukə- (Li85) | nə uˈniɑŋ fgə-ˈsɑŋ 
gugə-ˈʥo this cow die-PPERF bloat-OBJ This 
dead cow is bloated. 
gugə-rong [kuki-roŋ] N ankle 踝骨 [=cmn/mon 
'ankle-bone place'] | var. ˈkuki-roŋ (Li85) 
gugu [kugu] N nun 尼姑 [=cmn 姑姑] | var. guˈgu 
(Li85) 
gugu miawu [kuku miawu] ONOMAT owl 猫头
鹰 [=!/cmn ! + 猫!] | var. guˈgu ˈmiɑvu (Li85), 
gugumiavugugu miawugugumail (Mo2008) 
guizhun [kuidʐun] AJ important, precious  贵重 
[=cmn 贵重] | var. ˈguiˈdʐun (Li85) | nə ʂʅ ˈgui
ˈdʐun jyɛˈfən this be important month This is 
an important month. 
guǰe [kuʥɛ] N joint between bones [CL] 大腿根 
[=cmn 骨节] | var. buguo ʣɔŋʣi 大腿根子 
'thigh root (bottom)' (Mo2008) 
guǰigə- [kuʥikə-] V estimate (number or 
quantity) 估计 [=cmn 估计 + ge-] | var. ˈku
ˈʥikə- (Li85), gugə- 估计，估价 'appraise, 
estimate, assess' (Mo2008) | ʨi ˈguˈʥigə-sɿ, 
nə uˈniɔŋ varˈmɔŋ jinˈtɤnəˈgə xar-g-ˈo ? you 
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estimate-if  this cow weight how much come 
to-CMOD-OBJ If you estimate, how much 
weight does this cow come to? 
gulun [kulun] N farm worker, hired hand   雇农 
[=cmn 顾农 n- > l-] | var. ˈgulun 
guluyan [kulujan] N wild goose 野雁 [=cmn ！ + 
雁] | var. guluˈjɑn (Li85) 
gum [kum] AJ deep 深 [=mon *gün] | var. gum G 
(MaSato2016), gum (Li85), gum (Mo2008) | 
nə moˈroŋ gum-ˈo this river deep-OBJ This 
river is deep. 
gundə- [kundə-] Vi freeze 冻，结冰 [=mon 
*kölde-] | var. kundə- (Li85), gundə- 冻，结冰 
(Mo2008), gundə- G  受冻 'be frozen' 
(Mo2008) | su gunˈdə-ʨ water freeze-EP The 
water has frozen. 
gunǰa [kunʥa] AJ public 公家 [=cmn 公家] | var. 
ˈgunʥɑ (Li85), gungjia (MaSato2016) | 
ˈgunʥɑ-nə ˈsɛˈtʂɑn public-GEN property 
public property 
gunzi mori [kunʣɿ moʐʅ] N stud stallion 种马 
[=cmn/mon 公子 *morïn] | var. ˈgunʣɿ moˈrɩ 
(Li85) 
gunzi uniang [kunʣɿ uniaŋ] N stud bull 种牛 
[=cmn/mon 公子 *ünien] | var. ˈgunʣɿ uˈniɔŋ 
(Li85) 
gung [kuŋ] N merit 功 [=cmn 功] | var. guŋ | guŋ-
ˈnə ligə- merit- ACC establish establish merit 
gungči [kunʨʰi] N dinner (*time) 晚饭 [=adx 
ɦgoŋʨə] | var. kunˈʨi (Li85), gungči 
(MaSato2016); BaoN çguŋʨi (Chen90c), 
guŋʥi G~gungči~gɔŋʨi (Mo2008) | gungči u- 
(MaSato2016), gɔŋʨi əu- (Mo2008) 吃完饭 eat 
dinner, have supper 
gungchang [kuŋtʂʰaŋ] N factory 工厂 [=cmn 工厂] 
| var. ˈguŋˈtʂɑŋ (Li85) 
gungchəngshi [kuŋtʂʰəŋʂʅ] N engineer   工程
师 [=cmn 工程师] | var. guŋˈtʂəŋˈʂɩ 
gunggung [kuŋkuŋ] N father-in-law, husband's 
father 公公 [=cmn 公公] | var. kuŋˈkuŋ (Li85) 
gungǰi [kuŋʥi] N rooster 公鸡 [=cmn 公鸡] | var. 
kuŋˈʥi (Li85) 
gungluətuə [kuŋluətʰuə] N male camel 公骆驼 
[=cmn 公骆驼] | var. kuŋluəˈtuə (Li85) 
gungnanǰü [kuŋnanʥy] N Public Security 
Bureau (police department) 公安局 [=cmn 公安
局] | var. kuŋˈnɑnˈʥy (Li85) 
gungrən [kuŋrən] N worker 工人 [=cmn 工人] | 
var. kuŋˈrən (Li85) 
gungshe1 [kuŋʂɛ] N commune 公社 [=cmn 公社] | 
var. guŋˈʂɛ (Li85), gungshai (MaSato2016) 
gungshe2 [kuŋʂɛ] N administrative headquarters 
of commune 公社 [=cmn 公社] | var. kuŋˈʂɛ 
(Li85) 
gungzogə- [kuŋʣokə-] N work 工作 [=cmn 工
作+ ge-] | var. ˈkuŋʣuogə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈguŋ
ˈtʂɑŋ-də ˈguŋʣuogə-ˈʥo Habib factory-LOC 
work-OBJ Habib is working in the factory. 
gungzhu [kuŋdʐu] N boar (male domestic pig) 公
猪 [=cmn 公猪] | var. guŋˈdʐu (Li85) 
gurgua gurgua [kurgua kurgua] ONOMAT 
honking of wild geese in flight 嘎嘎（雁声） | 
var. ˈgurˈguɑ ˈgurˈguɑ 
gushi [kuʂʅ] N story 故事 [=cmn 故事] | var. ˈkuʂi 
(Li85) 
guzi [kuʣɿ] N millet 谷子 [=cmn 谷子] | var. gu
ˈʣɿ (Li85), guzi (MaSato2016) 
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ġ
ġaburang [ɢabaraŋ] thirty 三十 [=mon *gučїn] | 
var. ɢaˈburang G (MaSato2016), cf. ɢoˈbarɑŋ 
'thirty' (not in G.), (MaSato2016), 
ɢaburɔŋ~ġaburang~gubanʐaŋ (Mo2008) | ʁɑ
ˈburɑŋ nəˈgə (Li85), gubanʐaŋ nəgə (Mo2008) 三
十一 thirty-one| ʁɑˈburɑŋ ʁuar (Li85) thirty-
two| 
ġačir1 [ɢaʨʰir] N ground, floor; [land, earth, soil, 
field] 土地 [=mon *gaǰar 'land, earth, soil, place'] | 
var. ɢaʨir (BökeLiu82), ʁaˈʨir (Li85) 
ɢaʨir~ġačir~ɢaʥi~ġačir~gadi~ġačir~ ɢaʨi 
(Mo2008), ganrʨi (Mo2008) | ɢaʥidə ʥiɔl 
(Mo2008) 下地，去地里干活 go to work on the 
land| gadigəu piŋ- (Mo2008) 整地 soil 
preparation (by harrowing, levelling) dust, dirt 
尘土| gadi gəu ɕirəu (Mo2008) gadi gəu 
(Mo2008) 夏收 summer harvest
ġačir2 [ɢaʨʰir] N ground, floor; [land, earth, soil, 
field] 土地 [=mon *gaǰar 'land, earth, soil, place'] | 
var. ɢaʨir (BökeLiu82), ʁaˈʨir (Li85) 
ɢaʨir~ġačir~ɢaʥi~ġačir~gadi~ġačir~ ɢaʨi 
(Mo2008), ganrʨi (Mo2008) | ɢa ʨi ri xa 
disoŋ (Mo2008) 土坯 unfred mud brick, adobe| 
ɢaʥiɛ ri (Mo2008)   地上（～脏极了) on the 
ground irrigate the land 灌水，使水入地| 
ɢaʥi si silaʥiɔ sila- (Mo2008) gəʨi-nə gali-
ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 打比方, 举例，讲道理 draw 
an analogy
ġad-1 [ɢad-] Vt nail 钉 [=mon] | var. ʁɑd- (Li85), 
ɢad~ġad-~gada- (Mo2008) | murˈtoŋ bɑn-ˈdə 
ʥinˈʣɿ ʁad- wood board-LOC nail nail- nail, 
nail in the board 
ġad-2 [ɢad-] Vt patch a metal container 补 [=mon 
*hüde- 'patch, mend'] | var. ʁɑd- (Li85) | tʁoŋ-ˈnə 
ʁad- pot-ACC patch patch up a cooking pot 
ġadar  [ɢadar] N bit (in horse's mouth), in speech 
of village elders 衔 [=mon *kadaar 'bit of a horse's 
bridle'] | var. ʁəˈdər 
ġadə1 [ɢadə] N exterior surface of dress or quilt 
(vs. nangmu 'interior, lining') 衣外 [=mon *gada 
'outside, exterior'] | var. ʁɑˈdər (Li85) 
ġadə2 [ɢadə] N outside, outdoors 外面 [=mon 
*gada] | var. ɢadə (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016); 
ʁɑˈdə (Li85), 
ɢadə~ġadə~xadə~ġadə~gadi~ġadə~gadə 
(Mo2008) | gar ʁaˈdə (Li85) 房外 outside of 
the house| gadi jou- (Mo2008) 往外走 go 
outside go out 出外，外出| ɢadə ʥigə- 
(Mo2008) tʂɛʣi xadə (Mo2008) 车外 outside 
the vehicle
ġadə3 [ɢadə] N outside, outdoors 外面 [=mon 
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*gada] | var. ɢadə (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016); 
ʁɑˈdə (Li85), ɢadə~ġadə 
~xadə~ġadə~gadi~ġadə~gadə (Mo2008) | 
ɢadigə kɔŋ (Mo2008) 外人，陌生人 (不是自己
人） outsider, stranger| gadə xaʐi gə də puɳiaŋ 
nə gadəxə xaʐi nə ʥigəʥi ɯ-ʣɔ (Mo2008) 撵
出来 gadə tan tan gə pi li-ʥiɔ 摆摊子[在外
面]' 'spread out items to sell outdoors' 
(Mo2008)| gadəʂiʨi 逃学 'cut class, skip 
school' (Mo2008) gadə gəu ~[ġadə] musi gəu 外
衣 'coat, jacket, outerwear' (Mo2008) gɛ ʥia 厢
房 'side room, wing (of house) (Mo2008)
ġadə4 [ɢadə] N cliff 石岩，崖 [=mon *kada 'rock; 
overhanging rock; ravine'] | var. ʁɑˈdər (Li85), 
ɢadə (Mo2008) | ʁadə-də-ˈgɤ su ʨɤr-ˈʥo cliff-
LOC-CZR water flow-OBJ Water of the cliff is 
fowing. 
ġadər1 [ɢadɚ] N right side 右边 [not mon.] | var. ʁɑ
ˈdər (Li85) 
ġadər2 [ɢadɚ] N sickle (n.) 镰刀 [=mon *kaduur] | 
var. ʁɑˈdər (Li85), ɢadər (BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016), gadi~ġadər~ɢdər (Mo2008) 
ġai [ɢai] N pig 猪 [=mon *gakaï] | var. ʁəi (Li85) 
ġaǰir [ɢaʥir] N land, farmland 田地 [=mon *gaǰar 
'land, earth, soil, place'] | var. ʁaˈʥir (Li85), ɢaǰir 
(MaSato2016) | ɢaǰir mazi- (MaSato2016) 耙 
rake| ɢaǰir širi- (MaSato2016) 扫地 sweep the 
ground| ɢaǰir tari- (MaSato2016)
ġal- [ɢal-] Vt chop wood into big chunks 切成大
块 [=mon *kagal-!] | var. ʁal- (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
talɔŋ-ˈnə ʁal-ˈʥo Habib wood-ACC chop-OBJ 
Habib chopped the frewood into big chunks. 
ġalarsi [ɢalarsɿ] N musk; musk deer 麝香 [=adx 
hla ʦə (WT gla rtse), cf. mon *ǰaarї, *ǰїar(ї)] | var. 
ʁɑlɑrsɿ (Li85), ɢalarsə (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 
from BL82), ɢalarsi (MaSato2016) 
ġalə1 [-ɢalə] AFF comitative suffix (CMT)   共格
后缀, 伴随格后缀, 随同格后缀 [=mon *koar 
+...] | var. -ʁɑlə (Li85) | bu hɑbib-ʁɑˈlə hɑmˈtɤ 
ɕi-g-ˈi I Habib-CMT together go-CMOD-
SUBJ I will go with Habib. 
ġalə2 [-ɢalə] AFF instrumental suffix of noun 
(INST) 仪器后缀 [=mon *koar +...] | var. -ʁɑlə 
ġalə3 [-ɢalə] AFF intensifier suffix of adjective 
(ITS) co-occurring with verb ˈajnə (AD: ˈajnə 
is adv'l complement 'very') 强调成分 [=mon 
*koar +...] | var. -ʁɑlə | mə-ˈnə gar xolo-ʁɑˈlə 
ˈajnə (Li85) My house is very far.| sɔŋ-ʁɑˈlə 
(Li85) rather good very good| sɔŋ-ʁɑˈlə ˈajnə 
(Li85)
ġaləpu [ɢaləpʰu] N forehead; brain 前额；脑子 
[=adx! not mon *maŋlaї] | var. ʁɑləˈpu (Li85), 
ɢalpu 前额；脑子 'forehead, brain' 
(MaSato2016), ɢaləbu~ġaləpu~galipu 额 
'forehead', galibu 奔儿头（前额生得向前
突） (Mo2008) | galibu turoŋ (Mo2008) 头顶 
ġanǰir- [ɢanʥir-] Vi be insane, go insane, go 
mad, be out of one's mind 发疯 [=mon *galǰau 
'mad, insane'] | var. ʁɑnʥir- (Li85), ɢɑnʥiri- 
(MaSato2016), ɢɑnʥir- (Mo2008) 
ġanǰirsang kung [ɢanʥirsaŋ kʰuŋ] N insane 
person 疯子 [=mon *galǰau 'mad, insane' *küün] | 
var. ʁɑnʥirˈsɔŋ kuŋ 
ġanǰirsang wetgo [ɢanʥirsɔŋ wɛtʰko] MWE 
insanity, madness 疯狂，精神错乱 [=mon 
*galǰau 'mad, insane'] | var. ʁɑnʥirˈsɔŋ vɛtˈkɤ 
ġar [ɢar] N summer 夏天 [=adx hjar (WT dbjar), cf. 
mon *ǰun, *naǰїr] | var. ʁar (Li85), ghair 
(MaSato2016) | ɢer “ghair” kuri- 
(MaSato2016) 入夏 it's become summer 
ġar- [ɢar-] Vi crack (intransitive) 裂开 [=mon 
*kagara- 'break, split, burst (intr.)', cf. *kagal- (tr.)] | 
var. ɢar- (Sun97), ɢari- “ghari-” (MaSato2016) 
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| tʂɑˈbi ˈʁar-ʨ teacup crack-EP The teacup 
cracked. 
ġel- [ɢɛl-] Vi appear, come out (Li 1985, become, 
turn into) 出现，变成 [=mon *gar- 'come out, 
appear' (cf. mon *bol-)] | var. ʁɛl- (Li85) | gar dar-
ˈʥi poˈʐʅʁ ʁɛl-ʨ house burn-NFS ash become-
EP The house burned to ashes. 
ġena [ɢena] N neck 脖子，颈 [=mon *küǰüün, [cf. 
adx hke]] | var. ʁəˈniɑ (Li85) 
ġə [ɢə] AFF causative suffix of verb (CAU) 使形
式 [=mon] | var. ɢə (Li85) | bu hɑbib-ˈdə ˈɕo
ˈli-nə ʂgə-ʁə-ˈʥo I Habib-DAT ɕoli-ACC hit-
CAU-OBJ I made Habib hit Sholi. 
ġədosi [ɢədɔsɿ] N story 故事 [(cf. mon *üliger, 
domag)] | var. ʁədɔˈsɿ (Li85), cf. dangsi 
(MaSato2016), daŋs@ (Sun97) 
ġəmso [ɢəmso] N ant 蚂蚁 [cf. mon *sїrgolǰїn, adx 
ʨo ma (WT grog ma)] | var. ʁəmˈsɤ (Li85) 
ġəya [ɢəja] N rust (n.) 锈蚀，铁锈 [=mon *ǰebe] | 
var. ʁəˈjɑ (Li85), ɢəja G (Mo2008) | təˈmər ʁə
ˈjɑ iron rust 
ġəyadə- [ɢəjadə-] Vi rust 生锈 [=adx ɦja 'rust' + 
LA-, cf. mon *ǰebe, cf. adx ʦa ʨʰak (ʦa 'rust (n.)')] | 
var. ʁəjɑdə- (Li85) | ʁəjɑdə-ˈsɑŋ gɤˈʥɑ rust-
PPERF dirt rusty dirt 
ġol [ɢol] N valley, ravine, gully 山谷，沟，渠 
[=mon *gol 'river, brook, streamlet, ditch'] | var. ɢuələ 
河 (Mo2008) 
ġoluə [ɢoluə] N belly band, part of girth that goes 
around belly of horse, cinch 马肚带, 马腹带 
[=adx hga hlo '马肚带 girth' > ġolo! (cf. mon 
*kömüldürge 'breast strap of a horse's harness' | *ǰirim 
'bellyband on L side of saddle | *olang 'bellyband'] | 
var. ɢolo 马腹带 (MaSato2016) 
ġor1 [ɢor] AJ short (length), brief 短 [=mon! mon 
*hokar 'short' | *boganї 'low, short (not tall)'] | var. ʁor 
(Li85), ɢor (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016, 
Mo2008) | ʁor kalong (Li85) short tongue 
uvula 
ġor2 [-ɢor] AFF adjectivizer suffix AJZR (Li 1985, 
marked with quality of) 形容词后缀（CL：
标有的质量） [=mon] | var. -ʁor (Li85) | la-
ˈʁor marked with the quality of crying; crying 
easily| ʂnɛ-ˈʁor (Li85) laughing easily, laugh 
easily bashful, bashful| ɕɛ-ˈʁor (Li85)
ġordong [ɢordoŋ] AJ fast, quick 快 | var. mɑˈli 
ɢordung (MaSato2016) 
ġorəl [ɢorəl] N grain 谷 [=mon *gurïl] | var. ʁoˈrəl 
(Li85) | taˈrɑŋ 
ġorġi [ɢorɢi] N worm, bug, insect 虫子 [=mon 
*korakaї 'insect, worm'] | var. ʁurˈʁi (Li85), 
ghorghei (MaSato2016), 
ɢurɢiġorġiɢorɢəiġorġigurigɛ [sic] (Mo2008) | 
gurigɛ [sic] duŋ (Mo2008)   虫牙 decayed 
tooth, dental caries (cmn calque) 
ġor kalang   [ɢor kʰalaŋ ] N uvula 小舌 [=mon 
*kelen ‘short tongue’, calque of 小舌] | var. ɕgɔŋ ka
ˈlɔŋġor kalang  ʁor kaˈlɔŋ (Li85) 
ġosəsung [ɢosɿsuŋ] N boots (with center strip of 
decorative leather and opening up from back, 
CL) 靴子 [=mon *gudusun 'boots'] | var. ɢossoŋ 
(Mo2008), ghosuŋ (MaSato2016) 
ġua [ɢua] Vt divide up 分开 [=mon *kubїa-] | var. 
ɢua- (MaSato2016) | mɑnˈgɤ ʥoʨuŋ-ˈnə ʁuɑ-
ˈʥi vur-ˈʥi we(incl.) guest-ACC divide-NFS 
call-SUBJ We divide up the guests and call 
them separately. 
ġua- [ɢua-] Vt wash, bathe 洗 [=mon *ugїa-/ *ugaa-] | 
var. ʁuɑ- (Li85), ɢua- (BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016, Mo2008) | hoŋ-ˈnə ʁuɑ- body-
ACC wash- bathe 
ġualə [ɢualə] two together, twosome (animate 
beings) 两个一起 [=mon *koar] | var. ʁuɑˈlə 
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(Li85), ɢuale (MaSato2016), xuar (Mo2008) 
ġualə- [ɢualə-] Vt tie up (person or animal) 捆 
[=mon *küli- 'bind, tie, tighten'] | var. ˈɢuale- 
(MaSato2016) | ʂɤ-ˈdə moʐʅ-ˈnə ʁuɑl ! tree-
LOC horse ACC tie up Tie the horse to the 
tree! 
ġuar [ɢuar] two 二 [=mon *koar] | var. ʁuɑr (Li85), 
ɢuar (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), 
xuarġuarxuaʐiġuarɢuar (Mo2008) | ɢuar sari 
(MaSato2016) 二月 February| ɢuar Siɢe 
(MaSato2016) 两侧，两边 two sides double 双
重| ɢuar rimbu (MaSato2016) ʁuɑr ɕɑŋʨʰɑn-
ʁɑˈlə loving couple (Li1985) ʥigaŋ xuar 二两 
'two catties' (Mo2008)
ġuarayang [ɢuarajaŋ] AV twice 两次 [=mon 
*koar] | var. ʁuɑˈrɑjɑŋ (Li85) 
ġui [ɢui] N sheath, scabbard 鞘 [=mon *kuї] | var. 
ʁui (Li85), ɢui (MaSato2016, Mo2008) 
ġui-1 [ɢui-] Vi beg 求 [=mon *guyu- 'request, ask for, 
beg'] | var. ɢui- (MaSato2016), guju- 讨 
(Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ sɛr(ɩ)-ˈnə ʁui-ˈʥo he money-
ACC beg-OBJ He's begging for money. 
ġui-2 [ɢui-] Vi borrow 借（马等） [=mon *guyu- 
'request, ask for, beg'] | var. ɢui- (MaSato2016) | 
bu ʨi-ˈnə tʂɑbi-ˈnə ʁui-ˈʕɛ I you-GEN teacup-
ACC borrow-FPH Let me borrow your teacup. 
ġui-3 [ɢui-] Vt loan to 借（马等） [=mon *guyu- 
'request, ask for, beg' + participle + give] | var. ʁui-
ˈʥi ok(ə)- (Li85), ɢui-, ɢui-ʥi oke- 借给 
(MaSato2016)] | ʨi-ˈnə tʂɑbi-ˈnə ʥɑŋ-ˈdə 
ʁui-ˈʥi ok(ə) ! you-GEN teacup-ACC he-DAT 
loan Loan your teacup him! 
ġuičung [ɢuiʨʰuŋ] N beggar 乞丐 [=mon *guyu- 
'request, ask for, beg'] | var. ɢuičung 
(MaSato2016), ɢuiʥoŋ (Mo2008) 
ġuiġə [ɢuiɢə] N husks of wheat 麦壳 [cf. mon 
*kebeg 'husks'; adx xʰən bak 'husk, peel', ʨo hɳe 'wheat 
tassel/ear'] | var. jiˈʣɿɢuiɢe (MaSato2016) 
ġuiləġə [ɢuiləɢə] AJ left (direction or 
orientation); left-handed 左边； 左撇子 [=adx 
hdʐa lak 'left handed', cf. mon *solangaї, *ǰeün 'left, 
east'] | var. ɢuileɢe 左撇子·侧， | ʁuiləˈʁə ʂɔŋ
ˈdə (Li85) left side| ɢuileɢe χar (Li85) 左手 
left hand| 
ġuləġəi [ɢuləɢəi] N thief, pickpocket 贼，扒手 
[=mon *kulagaї] | var. ʁuləˈʁi (Li85), 
ɢuləɢəi~ġuləġəi~guzxɛ [sic] (Mo2008) | ʁulə
ˈʁi ki (Li85) an unnoticed draft which may 
cause a thief wind illness. 
ġulər [ɢulər] N flour, dough 面粉，面 [=mon 
*gulїr, cf. *gurïl (metathesized)] | var. ʁoˈlər (Li85), 
ɢoler (MaSato2016), guli (Mo2008) Dhj, EYu 
qulər (Nug258) | ɢoler lage- (MaSato2016) 罗
面 roll out dough 
ġumsung1 [ɢumsuŋ] N bamboo 竹 [=mon *kulusun 
+] | var. ʁumˈsuŋ (Li85), ɢumsuŋ (Mo2008) 
ġumsung2 [ɢumsuŋ] N fingernail 指甲 [=mon 
*kїmusun 'nail, claw, hoof'] | var. ʁumˈsuŋ (Li85), 
ɢumsuŋ (Ganhetan, Mo2008), ɢɵmsɵŋ 
(Nianduhu, Mo2008 from Chen90c) 
ġumsung toči [ɢumsuŋ toʨʰi] MWE bamboo 
broom (large) 竹 [=mon/cmn *kulusun +] | var. 
ʁumˈsuŋ tɤˈʨi (Li85) 
ġur [ɢur] N finger, toe 手指，脚趾 [=mon *kuruun 
'finger'] | var. ʁor (Li85), ɢor (MaSato2016, 
Mo2008), guori (Mo2008) | guori [sic] ʥiɔri 
(Mo2008) 手指缝儿 fnger stitch/crack| guori 
[sic] iɛnsoŋ (Mo2008) （手指）关节 finger 
joint index finger 食指| iɛʥigaŋ guori 
(Mo2008), cf. imamu ġor
ġura [ɢura] N rain 雨，雨水 [=mon *kura] | var. 
ʁurɑ (Li85), ɢura (BökeLiu82, Mo2008, also 
BaoN, Chen90c), guoxur (Mo2008), ɢora 
(MaSato2016), ʁurɑ (Li85); mjg(-n) xura 
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(Mo2008) | ɢora bu-, ori- (MaSato2016) 下雨 
to rain| ɢora ki- (MaSato2016) 下倾盆大雨 雨
停| ɢora dage- (MaSato2016)
ġura- [ɢura-] Vi break (intransitive), burst, split, 
rupture 破裂 [=mon *kugura- 'break (Vi)'] | var. 
ɢura- (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82) | tʂɑ
ˈbi ʁuˈrɑ-ʨ teacup break-EP (The) teacup 
broke. 
ġurang [ɢuraŋ] three 三个一起 [=mon] | var. ʁu
ˈrɑŋ (Li85), ɢuraŋ (BökeLiu82, Mo2008), 
guʐaŋ (Mo2008), ɢoraŋ~ 
ġurang~ɢurɔŋ~ġurang~ghoˈraŋ (MaSato2016) 
| ɢoraŋ sari (MaSato2016) 三月 March| guʐaŋ 
saman (Mo2008) 三千 three thousand| 
ġurasong [ɢurasɔŋ] AJ broken 破的 [=mon 
*kugura- 'break (Vi)' + sung] | var. ʁurɑˈsɔŋ (Li85) 
ġurayang [ɢurajaŋ] thrice 三次 [=mon] | var. ɢo
ˈrayaŋ (MaSato2016) 
ġurbanǰe [kurbaʥɛ] N Gurban festival (which 
occurs on 70th day after end of annual fast; It 
is most important festival) 古尔班节 [=arb/cmn 
 qurbān 'sacrifice' + cmn 节] | var. gurbɑˈʥɛ قربان
ġuro-1 [ɢuro-] Vt harvest 收获，采集 [=mon 
*kurїa- 'gather (tr.)] | var. ʁurɤ- (Li85), gurugəu 秋
收 'autumn harvest' (Mo2008) 
ġuro-2 [ɢuro-] Vt put away, put in order, tidy 存
储，收拾 [=mon *kurїa- 'gather (tr.)] | var. ʁurɤ- 
(Li85), ɢurɯ- 收拾 (Mo2008) 
ġuro-3 [ɢuro-] Vt receive, gather 收，集 [=mon 
*kurїa- 'gather (tr.)] | var. ʁurɤ- (Li85) | bu ɕin nə
ˈgə ʁurɤ-ˈʕo I letter one receive-PERF1 I 
received letter. 
ġurulə [ɢurulə] three together (animate beings) 三
个一起 [=mon three + PL] | var. ɢorule 
(MaSato2016) 
ġurum [ɢurum] N Qur'an (Li 1985, “religious 
scripture:) 古兰经 [=arb Qur'ān قرآن] | var. ʁu
ˈrum (Li85), ɢorim “古兰经“ (MaSato2016) 
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h
ha [ha] ONOMAT torrential rain storm sound 嗖嗖，
稀里哗啦 | var. hɑ (Li85) 
ha-1 [ha-] Vt sew 缝 [=mon! [f. mon *kada- 'nail down, 
sew'] | var. hɑ- (Li85), ha- (Mo2008) | məsˈgɤ 
hɑ ! clothing sew Sew clothing! 
ha-2 [ha-] V tie up an animal 拴 [=mon *huya- 'tie up, 
fasten'] | var. hɑ- (Li85) | uniɑŋ-ˈnə hɑ-ˈdə 
cattle-ACC tie up- succeed Tie up the cattle! 
hade [hadɛ] N money given by family of 
deceased those who attend funeral ('bestowing 
a gift', as aid; Islamic) 捐款; 伊斯兰教施济术
语，原以为“馈赠” [cf. adx hʥən ba 'alms'] | 
var. hɑˈdɛ (Li85), hade “hhadai” 
(MaSato2016), hade 施舍 'give alms' 
(Mo2008) 
haləwidə [haləwidə] PN everywhere; anywhere 各
处，何处 [=mon *kaa/ *kaana 'where?' + la + COP 
wi-da] | var. hɑləviˈdə | nɑnˈtɤ duŋˈɕi hɑləviˈdə 
jɛ wɑ this thing everywhere also have This 
thing is everywhere.| bu hɑləviˈdə ɕi-ˈgə ʂ-i I 
anywhere go-CMOD NEG-SUBJ I am not 
going anywhere.| 
haləwidə wigo [haləwidə wi-go] MWE 
widespread 到处有 [=mon 'everywhere existing'] | 
var. hɑləviˈdə vi-ˈgɤ (Li85) 
hamari- [hamar-] Vi rest, take a rest 休息 [=mon 
*hamura-, hamu-] | var. hamar- (BökeLiu82, 
Li85) , hamari- (MaSato2016), hamar- 
(Mo2008) 
hamniang [hamniaŋ] N wife's parental home and 
family 娘家 [=adx/cmn pʰa ma~ha ma 'parents' + 娘 
'bride', cf. hzam ɳə 'family members 家口'] | var. 
ˈhɑmniɑŋ (Li85), hɑmnioŋ (Mo2008), haming 
(MaSato2016) | haming xari- (MaSato2016) 回
娘家 return to the natal home (after marriage) 
hamsi [hamsɿ] N serving tray, wooden tray 托盘，
木盘 [=adx xʰaŋ hʑoŋ 'wood dishray'] | var. hɑmˈsɿ 
(Li85) 
hamtu [hamtʰu] POST together 一起 [=mon *kamtu 
'together; at the same time'] | var. hɑmˈtɤ (Li85), 
hamde (MaSato2016), hamdə 共同 'common' 
(Mo2008), hameɯ 'together' 一起 (Mo2008) | 
hamtela (MaSato2016) 一起 together 
hanə [hanə] PN everyone, all of people 大家 [=adx 
ha ne 'all, total of 全部, 全体, 总共'] | var. hane 
(MaSato2016) 
harda [χarda] N mouse (also hamster, rat) 老鼠 
[=adx har hda 'rat'] | var. xɑrˈdɑ (Li85) 
harən [harən-] ten (decade prefix for numbers 
from 12-18) 十 [=mon *harban] | var. hɑˈrən- 
(Li85), hharinharənhharangharənhhari 
(MaSato2016), xaruaŋ (Mo2008) | hɑˈrən-
ʁuɑr (Li1985), harin ɢuar (MaSato2016) 十二 
twelve| di xaruaŋ (Mo2008) 第十个 tenth 
thirteen| hɑˈrən-ʁuˈrɑŋ (Li85), harin ɢoraŋ 
(MaSato2016) hɑˈrən-tɑʕuŋ (Li85), harin 
tawuŋ (MaSato2016) 十五 fifteen
harən-dolung [harən-doluŋ] seventeen 十七 
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[=mon *dolaan] | var. hɑˈrən-dɑˈluŋ (Li85), 
hharin delong (MaSato2016) 
harən-ǰirġung [harən-ʥirɢuŋ] sixteen 十六 
[=mon *ǰїrguan] | var. hharin jirgong 
(MaSato2016) 
harən nəgə [harən nəgə] eleven 十一 [=mon 
*harban] | var. hɑrnəˈgə (Li85), hharin nege 
(MaSato2016) 
harən nəgulə [harən nəgulə] eleven animate 
beings (together) 十一个 [=mon *harban] | var. 
hɑˈrənnəguˈlə 
harən-nimang [harən-nimaŋ] eighteen  十八 
[=mon *naїman] | var. hɑˈrən-niˈmɑŋ (Li85), 
hharin nimang (MaSato2016) 
harə-yesung [harə-jɛsuŋ] nineteen 十九 [=mon ! 
+ *yesün/ *yersün] | var. hɑrə-jɛˈsuŋ (Li85), 
hharin yaisung (MaSato2016) 
harwang [harwaŋ] ten 十 [=mon *harban] | var. hɑr
ˈwɑŋ (Li85), harwaŋ (BökeLiu82) , hharang 
(MaSato2016), xuaraŋ [sic]~harwang~haruɔŋ 
(Mo2008) | haraŋ sari (MaSato2016) 十月 
October| gurimɔ xuaraŋ (Mo2008) 十块钱 ten 
yuan November 十一月| haraŋ nege sari 
(MaSato2016) haraŋ ɢuar sari (MaSato2016) 十
二月 December
harwayang [harwajaŋ] ten times 十次 [=mon 
*harban] | var. hɑrwɑjɑŋ (Li85) 
harwulə1 [harwulə] noun referring ten human 
beings or animals 十个 [=mon *harban] | var. 
hɑrwuˈlə (Li85) 
harwulə2 [harwulə] ten (of them) 十个 [=mon 
*harban + coll. lə] | var. hɑrwuˈlə (Li85) 
hasang məsgu [ha-saŋ məsgu] MWE ready-
made clothing 成衣 [=mon ! !*hüde- 'patch', (*oya- 
sew)] | var. hɑ-ˈsɔŋ məsˈgɤ (Li85) 
he-1 [hɛ-] Vt bask; set in the sun; roast; dry out (in 
the sun) 晒，烤，旱 [=mon *hee 'warm; dry in the 
sun; bake, roast'] | var. hɛ- (Li85), hihe-həi- 晒，
烤 (BökeLiu82 Mo2008 from BL82) ; he- 
“hai-” 晒，烤，旱 (MaSato2016) | bu xal lɑ 
nəˈgə hɛ-ˈʥi I fire Plural-one warm-PFV I 
warmed up little by the fre. 
he-2 [hɛ-] Vi be exposed (sun) [set in the sun; 
roast] 晒，烤 [=mon *hee 'warm; dry in the sun; 
bake, roast'] | var. hɛ- (Li85) | bu naˈrɑŋ hɛ-ˈʥi I 
sun-OBJ I sunbathed. 
he-3 [hɛ-] Vi be arid 干燥，干旱 [=mon cf. mon 
*kuuraї 'dry'] | var. hɛ- (Li85), cf. xo- 'dry' 
(LI85) | ˈʨɑnʥɑ ˈhɛ-ʨ weather arid-COS The 
weather is dry. 
heimu [hɛimu] N thunder 雷 [=adx ! hjəm dʐək 'green 
dragon' (song)] | var. hɛiˈmu (Li85), hayim 
(MaSato2016) | hayim ɢora (MaSato2016) 雷
雨 thunder and lightning| hayim ɢorɢgei 
(MaSato2016) 毛毛虫 caterpillar flood 洪水| 
hayim si (MaSato2016)
heimu ġura [hɛimu ɢura] MWE thunder shower 雷
雨 [=adx/mon *kura 'rain'] | var. hɛiˈmu ʁuˈrɑ 
(Li85) 
heimu ġurġi [hɛimu ɢurɢi] N caterpillar that 
comes after thunderstrorm 毛毛虫 [=adx/mon 
'dragon worm'] | var. hayim ɢorɢgei 毛毛虫 
caterpillar (MaSato2016) 
heimu xil- [hɛimu xil-] N thunder 雷 [=adx/mon 
'dragon' + *kaїla- 'make a noise; shout; cry'] | var. hɛi
ˈmu xil- (Li85) | hɛiˈmu xil-ˈʥo It is 
thundering. It is thundering. 
hemu [hɛmu] N dragon 龙 [=adx ! hjəm dʐək 'green 
dragon' (song)] | var. hɛiˈmu (Li85), hɛmu 
(Mo2008) 
herigə- [hɛʐʅgə-] Vi rear up in fear, be startled 爱
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惊吓 [=mon *hürgü- 'be startled (typically animals)'] | 
var. ˈhɛʐigə- (Li85), hɛrəgə- 惊跳 'frighten and 
jump' (Mo2008), hhairge-(MaSato2016) | mo
ˈʐʅ ˈhɛʐʅgə-ˈʥo horse rear up-IPF The horse 
reared up in fear. 
heši [hɛɕi] N handle 柄 [=mon *hesi 'handle'] | var. hɛ
ˈʂɩ (Li85), cf. χajə (BökeLiu82), sagə 
(Mo2008); heʂi G (MaSato2016); also listed 
under X-!! 
həǰi  [həʥi] N padding  (n.),  stuffing  (n.) 充填物，
填塞物 [=cmn 核集!] | var. h(ə)ˈʥi  (Li85) 
hgən [hkən] AJ expensive 贵 [=adx hka mo 
'expensive, difficult'] | var. fgən (Li85), 
ʂgunhgənfgən (Mo2008) 
hkang [ʂkʰaŋ~kaŋ] N bone marrow 骨髓 [=adx 
hkaŋ ; cf. mon *čimegen 'marrow; bone containing 
marrow] | var. ʂgɔŋ Mo2008; cf. gong 
hokər [hɔkʰər] N bottom 底，下面 [=mon *hїruar/ 
*hїraur 'bottom, base, ground'] | var. hɔˈkər (Li85) | 
lɑŋ hɔˈlər the nadir of a wave 
holčung [hɔlʨʰuŋ] N runner 跑者 [=mon *haul- 
'run'] | var. hɔlʨuŋ (Li85) 
holeġə [holeɢe] N muddle-headed old person, 
dotard 昏老，老糊涂 | var. holeɢe (Li85) | 
ʥaˈsɿ moʐʅ-lɑ-ˈnə hɔl-ʁə-ˈʥi they horse-PL-
ACC race-SUBJ They raced horses (by riding 
the horses themselves). 
holə- [hɔl-] Vi run 跑 [=mon *haul- 'run'] | var. 
hɔl(ə)- (Li85), hole- (MaSato2016) 
holər [hɔlər] N bottom, base, underneath 底 [=mon 
*hїruar/ *hїraur 'bottom, base, ground'] | var. holər 
(Li85, Mo2008), holer (MaSato2016), ɕiʐa 
(Mo2008) | holər(-ˈdə) (Li85) N-LOC at the 
bottom 
holġə- [hɔlɢə-] Vt race (horses), cause to run 使
跑起来 [=mon *haul- 'run' + CAUS] | var. hɔlʁə- 
(Li85), holɢe- (MaSato2016) | ʥaˈsɿ moʐʅ-lɑ-
ˈnə hɔl-ʁə-ˈʥi they horse-PL-ACC race-SUBJ 
They raced horses (by riding the horses 
themselves). 
hon- [hon-] Vt shut, close (the eyes) 闭（眼） 
[=mon *hanї-/ *hanїї- 'close (the eyes)'] | var. hon- 
(Li85) | bu nadoŋ-ˈnə hon-ˈʥi I eye-ACC 
shut-SUBJ I shut my eye. 
hone [honɛ] N smoke (n.) 烟 [=mon *hunїn] | var. 
hoˈnɛ (Li85), hone (Mo2008) 
honə- [honə-] Vt ride (a horse), mount 骑 [=mon 
*hunu-] | var. honə- (Li85), hone- 
(MaSato2016) | moˈrə hoˈnə- ride a horse 
hong1 [hoŋ] N year 年 [=mon *hon] | var. hoŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Li85, G Mo2008, MaSato2016), 
BaoN hɵŋ (Mo2008) 
hong2 [hoŋ] N body 身体 [=adx xhoŋ] | var. hoŋ 
(Li85), wuˈro huŋ (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016)) 
hongəri- [hongər-] Vi fall over 翻倒 [=mon 
*hültüre- 'fall apart, become worn out or gappy'] | var. 
hongər- (Li85), hongar- 滚倒 'trundle down' 
(Mo2008), cf. jɔŋ- 躺 (Mo2008) | ʂɤ honˈgər-
ʨ tree fall-EP The tree fell over. 
honggər [hoŋgər] AJ upside down, in an upside 
down position 倒 [=mon *kömeri- 'put upside down, 
overturn, topple'] | var. hoŋˈgər (Li85) | ʥɑŋ hoŋ
ˈgər sɤ-ˈʥo she upside down be situated-OBJ 
She is upside down. 
honggidə-1 [hoŋgidə-] Vi be odorous, stink 臭 
[=mon *hümekei/ *hümükei 'stinking' + DA. cf/ 
*hünirde-] | var. fəngidə- (Li85) 
honggidə-2 [hoŋgidə-] Vi be odorous, stink 臭
的 [=mon *hümekei/ *hümükei 'stinking' + DA] | var. 
hoŋgidə- (Li85) 
hongġə- [hoŋɢə-] Vi fart 放屁 [=mon *huŋgu-] | 
var. huŋɢə- (BökeLiu82), hunggə- (Mo2008), 
huŋɢe- (MaSato2016) 
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hongġəsung [hoŋɢəsuŋ] N fart 屁 [=mon 
*huŋgusun] | var. hoŋʁəˈsuŋ (Li85), hoŋɢəsung 
(Mo2008), huŋɢesung (MaSato2016) 
hongnər [hoŋnər] N dead person on third day 
after death 亡人（三天后） | var. hoŋˈnər 
(Li85) 
hongsong [hoŋsoŋ] N ashes 灰 [=mon *hünesün] | 
var. hoŋˈsoŋ (Li85), hoŋsoŋ G (Mo2008), 
hongsung G 草灰 (MaSato2016) 
hosung [hosuŋ] N semen, seminal fluid 精液 
[=mon *höesün/ *höersün 'pus, matter'] | var. hoˈsuŋ 
(Li85), ɕiɔɕi (Mo2008) 
hotu [hotʰu] N star 星星 [=mon *hodun] | var. hoˈtɤ 
(Li85), hoduŋ DD, hodɯ GHT (Mo2008), hoto 
“hhotou” G 星星 (MaSato2016), BaoN hɵ:dɑŋ 
(Mo2008) | hoduŋ dəluŋ (Mo2008) 北斗星 The 
Big Dipper (constellation) 
hotung [hotʰuŋ] N star 星星 [=mon *hodun] | var. 
hotuŋ (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016)) | čiori 
hotung (MaSato2016), ɕingou xuotɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 流星， 彗星 comet 
hsarə [hsarə] N young person, usually male 青年 
[=adx hsarə] | var. χsar (Li85), χsari G 
(MaSato2016); BaoN ɦsarə (Chen90c) | xsɑr-
ˈlɑ young men 
hunərtə- [hunərtʰə-] Vt smell, sniff (the nose) 
嗅， 闻 [=mon *hünirde-/ *hünirte- 'smell (tr.)'] | 
var. honərtə- (Li85), hundə- 臭，hunərtə-
homərdə-hunərtə-humdə [sic] 闻，闻一闻 
'smell, sniff' (Mo2008), honerte- G 
(MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib xoˈnə muʁˈɑ honərtə-
ˈʥo Habib sheep meat smell-SUBJ Habib is 
smelling the mutton. 
hungde wa~re- [hoŋde wa~re-] V be pregnant 
怀孕 [=adx/mon xhoŋ 'body' + exist~come] | var. 
hoŋde wa re-~hungde wa ˈre- (Li85), hungde 
wa (MaSato2016) | ˈɕoˈli hoŋ-ˈdə wɑ/ ˈɕoˈli 
hoŋ-ˈdə ˈrə-ʨ ɕoli body-LOC have ~hungde 
wa~re- come-EP Sholi is pregnant. 
hurǰal [hurʥal] AJ be left over 剩 [=mon *hüle- 
'remain, be left over'] | var. hurˈʥɑl | nɑˈdə ˈsɛʐʅ̥ 
liɑŋ kui hurˈʥal sɤ-ˈʥo my money two dollar 
sit-OBJ Only two dollars of my money are left 
over. 
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i
i [-i] COP subjective copula (SUBJ; was SPV (Li 
1985): “evidential suffix of predicative 
adjectives or predicative nouns indicating 
speaker's point of view; If predicate ends in 
vowel, SPV has form /-ji/.”) 是 [=mon] | var. -i 
(Li85) 
ikang [ikʰaŋ] N kang clay bed warmed by fire 炕 
[=cmn 火炕] | var. ɛˈkɑŋ (Li85), ikaŋikangjɛkaŋ 
(Mo2008) | ikaŋ dɛsi- (Mo2008) 铺床 lay out 
bedding on the kang| jɛkaŋ guiʣi (Mo2008) 炕
柜子 kang cupboard| 
imamu ġor [imani ɢor] N index finger 食指 
[=arb/mon imām + finger] | var. iˈmɑni ʁor (Li85), 
imamuɢor (MaSato2016) 
imang [imaŋ] N goat 山羊 [=mon *їmaan] | var. 
imaŋ (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL, 
MaSato2016) iˈmɔŋ (Li85), imɔŋ GHT, 
iɛmaŋimangjimɑŋ (Mo2008) | imaŋ χile- 
(MaSato2016) 散养山羊 raise free-range goats| 
imaŋʨʰi (MaSato2016) 牧山羊人 goat herder 
goatee 山羊胡| iɛmaŋ kanpusi (Mo2008)
imang nogol ~imang ġorġang [imaŋ nogol~ 
imaŋ ɢorɢaŋ] N goat kid, baby goat 山羊羔 
[=mon *їmaan 'goat', cf. *ünügün 'goat kid'] | var. i
ˈmɑŋ noˈgol ~imang nogol~imang ġorġangi
ˈmɑŋ ʁorˈʁɑŋ (Li85) 
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ǰ
ǰa1 [ʥa] AJ fake 假的 [=cmn 假] | var. ʥɑ (Li85) 
ǰa2 [-ʥa] M family, clan; used only with numerals 
borrowed from Chinese denote /ji-ʥɑ / 'one 
family', /liɑŋ-ʥɑ / 'two families',---etc. 家 
[=cmn 家] | var. -ʥɑ (Li85) 
ǰaban [ʨaban] N wooden shelf 架板 [=cmn 架板] | 
var. ˈʥɑˈbɑn (Li85) 
ǰa bogə [ʥa bogə] N domesticated dove or 
pigeon 家鹁鸽 [=cmn 家鹁鸽] | var. ʥɑboˈgə 
(Li85) 
ǰadəgə- [ʨadəgə-] Vi split (intransitive)    裂开 
[=adx tɕhak~ɕək (WT )'split 破（竹竿~了) + ge-, cf. 
*čabčї- 'cut, chop, split, fell'] | var. ˈʥɑd(ə)gə- 
(Li85) | ɑl(ə)-ˈnə ˈʥɑd(ə)gə-ʁə- notch-ACC 
split-CAU make split (in the wood) 
ǰagə-1 [ʨagə-] Vt squeeze 夹 [=cmn 夹+ ge-] | var. 
ʥɑgə- (Li85) 
ǰagə-2 [ʥagə-] Vt add 加 [=cmn 加+ ge-] | var. 
ʥɑgə- (Li85), ˈǰiage- (MaSato2016) | ʁuɑˡr-
ˈdə ʁurɑŋ-ˈnə ʥɑgə-ˈdə ! two-LOC three-ACC 
add-succeed Add three two! 
ǰagəgu [ʨakʰəgu] N fuel for cooking 燃料 [=cmn 
加+ ge- +NZR gu !] | var. ʥɑgəˈgɤ (Li85), 
ˈǰiagegu (MaSato2016) 
ǰaǰa [tʂaʥa] N undershirt 衬衣 [=mon *čamča 'shirt'] | 
var. ˈʥɑʥɑ (Li85) 
ǰaǰü [ʨaʥy] N furniture 家具 [=cmn 家具] | var. 
ʥɑˈʥy 
ǰakə- [ʥakʰə-] Vt cook 煮饭 [=adx ʦʰe '熟, 成熟, 煮
熟' (Vi) + ge-] | var. ʥɑkə- (Li85) | nə jɑnˈɕi-də 
ʥɑkə-ʥi-ˈgɤ taˈlɔŋ ɑˈpu ! this banquet-LOC 
cook-NFS-NZR firewood buy Buy the 
frewood for cooking the banquet! 
ǰalġə- [ʨalɢə-] Vi swallow, gulp 吞 [=mon 
*ǰalgї-/*ǰalkї-] | var. ʨal(ə)ʁə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib da
ˈmu ʥal(ə)ʁə-ˈʥo Habib bread swallow-OBJ 
Habib is swallowing bread. 
ǰambu [ʨanbu] N cheek 臉頰 [=adx ndʑam ba, cf. 
mon *kačar] | var. ʨɑnˈbu (Li85), 
ʥanbu~ǰambu~ʥiɛnbu (Mo2008) 
ǰamə [ʨamə] N window 窗户 [=adx tʂama + 儿] | 
var. ʥɑˈmər (Li85), ʥiam (Mo2008) | ʥiam 
xadə (Mo2008) 窗户外头 outside the window| 
ʥiam nakə (Mo2008) 窗台 windowsill| 
ǰamə čüanzi [ʨamə ʨʰyanʣɿ] MWE window 
frame 床架 [=adx/cmn tʂama + 儿 + 椽子 'beam'] | 
var. ʥɑˈmər ʨyɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰan1 [ʨan] M piece (classifier for clothing; used 
only with Chinese numerals) 件 [=cmn 间] | var.  
ʥɑn (Li85) | ji-ˈʥɑn məsˈgɤ (Li85) an outft 
ǰan2 [ʥan] N arrow 箭子 [=cmn 箭] | var. ʥɑn 
(Li85) | ʥɑn ʂgə- arrow hit shoot an arrow 
ǰan3 [ʨan] N hotel 宾馆 [=cmn 店, palatalized] | var. 
ʥɑn (Li85) 
ǰan4 [ʥan] AJ pointed 尖 [=cmn 尖] | var. ʥɑn 
(Li85) 
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ǰandan [ʨandan] AJ simple 简单 [=cmn 简单] | 
var. ˈʥɑnˈdɑn (Li85) 
ǰando1 [ʥando] AJ opposite, contrary 相对，相
反 [=cmn 颠倒 pal.] | var. ʥando    相反（颠
倒）(Mo2008) | ʥɑnˈdo gaˈʨi contrary 
speech contrary speech, the opposite saying 
ǰando2 [ʨando] N sword 剪刀 [=cmn 剪刀] | var. 
ʥando (Mo2008) 
ǰandungə- [ʥandungə-] Vi be senile 龙钟 
[=cmn !转动 zhuàndòng 'turn, rotate' + ge-] | var. 
ʥɑnˈdungə- (Li85) 
ǰanǰal- [ʥanʥal-] Vt chew 嚼 [=mon *ǰaǰïl- with an 
intrusive C] | var. ʥinʥal-~ǰanǰal-~ʥuaʥial-
~ǰanǰal-~ʥinʥiɛlə- (Mo2008), BaoGT 
ZinZal-, BaoX *ǰanǰal- with an intrusive C, 
(nug 246) | ʥinaʥiɛlə ɛdənə (Mo2008) 嚼不动 
unable to chew 
ǰanǰan [ʥanʥan] N droplet 点点 [=cmn 点点] | 
var. ˈʥɑnˈʥɑn | ʁuˈrɑ ˈʥɑnˈʥɑn rain droplet 
ǰanmian [ʨanmian] N soda powder 苏打粉，起
子 [=cmn 占大!] | var. ˈʥɑnˈmiɑn (Li85) 
ǰannio [ʥannio] N castrated bull, steer 犍牛 
[=cmn 犍牛] | var. ʥɑnˈniɤ 
ǰano1 [ʥano] N two-layered garment worn by 
Islamic clergy 伊斯兰神职人员穿的两层衣服 
[=cmn ！+ 袄] | var. ˈʥɑno (Li85) 
ǰano2 [ʨano] N metal clamp trap 金属夹钳陷阱 
[=cmn] | var. ˈʥɑno 
ǰanšin [ʨanɕin] N sweets, pastries, light 
refrshements 糖果，点心 [=cmn 点心, 
palatalized] | var. ʥanɕin (Li85) 
ǰanshegə- [ʥanʂɛgə-] Vt build up, develop 
(city or nation) 建设，发展 [=cmn 建设 + ge-] | 
var. ʥɑnˈʂɛgə- | budɑ ˈtʂəŋˈʂʅ ʥɑnˈʂɛ gə-ʥi 
we (excl.) city build-SUBJ We are building 
city. 
ǰanto [ʨantʰo] N shoulder 肩膀，肩头 [=cmn 肩
头] | var. ʥaˈtɤ (Li85) | ʨatʰɤ-ˈnə damal- 
(Li1985) shrug one's shoulders 
ǰanxu [ʥanxu] N thermos bottle 热水瓶 [=cmn 胆
dan3 'inner flask' + 壶] | var. ˈʥɑnˈxu (Li85) 
ǰanyang [ʨanjaŋ] N wether, castrated ram  羯羊 
[=cmn 羯羊] | var. ʥɑnˈjɑŋ (Li85) 
ǰanying [ʥanjiŋ] N movie 电影 [=cmn 电影, 
palatalized] | var. ˈʥɑnjiŋ (Li85), ʥanjiŋ 
(Mo2008) 
ǰang1 [ʥaŋ] PN he/she/it (3rd person singular 
pronoun nominative),; other person [ also used 
as ordinal marker before NUM (Wu2003)] 他，
她 [=mon] | var. ʥɑŋ (Li85), ŋʥɑŋ 
(BökeLiu82); ǰiang (MaSato2016), ʥiaŋ 
(Mo2008) | ʥɑ-n (Li1985) 3rd person singular 
accusative of genitive pronoun| ʥɑŋ-də 3rd 
person singular dative pronoun| 
ǰang2 [ʥaŋ] N oar, paddle 桨 [=cmn 桨] | var. ʥɑŋ 
(Li85) 
ǰangə-1 [ʥangə-] V light by burning (incense, 
candle or lamp) 点 [=cmn 点 + ge-] | var. ʥɑngə- 
(Li85) | lɑˈmɑ ɑrʨi-ˈnə ʥɑngə-ˈʥo lama 
incense-ACC light-OBJ The lama lit the 
incense. 
ǰangə-2 [ʨangə-] V nod 点头 [=cmn 点 + ge-] | 
var. ʥɑngə- | troŋ-ˈnə ʥɑngə- head-ACC nod 
nod one's head 
ǰangə-3 [ʥangə-] Vt fill in (hole, cavity) 填 
[=cmn 填 + ge-] | var. ʥɑngə- (Li85) | məˡr-ˈnə 
ʥɑngə-ˈʥi pingə-ˈʁə ! road-ACC fill in- NFS 
flatten-CAU Add on (dirt) and fatten the road! 
ǰangəġə [ʨaŋgəɢə] N walnut 核桃 [=tkc *yangaq] | 
var. ʥɑngəˈʁə 
ǰanggan [ʥaŋgan] N oar, paddle 桨杆 [=cmn 桨杆] 
| var. ˈʥɑŋˈgɑn (Li85) | ˈʥɑŋˈgɑn-ˈnə bɑngə- 
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oar ACC row row the oar 
ǰanggə-1 [ʥaŋgə-] N give talk, lecture, preach 
讲 [=cmn 讲 + ge-] | var. ʥiaŋgə- (Mo2008) | ɑ
ˈxuŋ ʥɑŋgə-ˈʥo Akhond talk-OBJ The 
Akhond gave a sermon. 
ǰanggə-2 [ʨaŋgə-] Vt knit, to tie 打结，编织 
[=mon! *ǰaŋgїd-/*ǰaŋgїla- 'tie a knot'] | var. vɑngə- 
(Li85) | gɛˈdɑ wɑngə- knot tie tie knot 
ǰanggila- [ʨaŋgila-] N knot 打结 [=mon! *ǰaŋgїla- 
'tie a knot'] | var. voʁəl- (Li85) 
ǰangǰün [ʥaŋʨyn] N general 将军 [=cmn 将军] | 
var. ˈʥɑŋʨyn (Li85) 
ǰangrən [ʥaŋrən] N craftsman 匠人 [=cmn 匠人] | 
var. ˈʥɑŋrən 
ǰangte [ʥaŋtʰɛ] N raised platform 讲台，讲坛 
[=cmn 讲台] | var. ˈʥɑŋˈtɛ (Li85) 
ǰangxu [ʥaŋxu] N paste used as glue 糨糊 [=cmn 糨
糊] | var. ʥɑŋˈxu (Li85) 
ǰangyo [ʨaŋjo] N soy sauce 酱油 [=cmn 酱油] | 
var. ˈʥɑnˈjɤ (Li85) 
ǰangzi [ʥaŋʣɿ] N home-made paste 糨子 [=cmn 糨
子] | var. ˈʥɑŋʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰar- [ʨar-] Vt slaughter (an animal), butcher 宰杀，
屠宰 [=mon *ǰaru- 'use; employ; slaughter'] | var. 
ʥɑr-(Li85), ʥar- (Mo2008) | ˈjiˈbɑn ɑˈgɤ ʂɔŋ 
jɛ uˈniɔŋ nəˈgə ˈʥɑr-ˈʥo in general girl side 
also cow one slaughter-OBJ In general the 
girl's (bride's side) also slaughters cow. 
ǰarə- [ʨarə-] Vt use; dispatch, send on a mission; 
instruct, command 使用；吩咐；派遣 [=mon 
*ǰaru- 'use; employ; slaughter'] | var. ʥɑr- (Li85), 
ǰiari- (MaSato2016), ʥiarə- (Mo2008) | mɑn
ˈgɤmi ˈʐʅn-nə ˈʥɑr-ˈʥi we (inc.) matchmaker-
ACC send-SUBJ We sent the matchmaker.| ˈji
ˈbɑn ɑˈgɤ ʂɔŋ jɛ uˈniɔŋ nəˈgə ʥɑˡr-ˈʥo (Li85) 
in general girl side also cow one slaughter-OBJ 
In general the girls' (bride's) side also slaughter 
a cow.| 
ǰarmu [ʥarmu] N grain kernel (after husking and 
winnowing) 脱粟 [=mon! not cmn tuosù] | var. 
ʥarˈmu (Li85) | taˈrɔŋ (Li85) grain with husk| 
balˈsɔŋ ʥarˈmu (Li85) cooked grain uncooked 
grain| təˈgɤ ʥarˈmu (Li85)
ǰasi [ʨasɿ] PN they (third person pl. nominative 
pronoun); other people 她们，他们，它们 
[=mon! ʥɑŋ + pl si, cf. slr. chosï] | var. ʣaˈsɿ 
(Li85), ʥiasi (Mo2008) | ʥas-ˈnə 3rd person 
plural accusative or genitive pronoun| ʥasɿ-
ˈdə 3rd person dative pronoun| 
ǰashi1 [ʥaʂʅ] N furniture, utensils 家具，家什 
[=cmn 家什] | var. ʥɑˈʂɩ (Li85), ʥɑʂi (Mo2008) 
ǰashi2 [ʥaʂʅ] N tools 工具 [=cmn 家什] | var. ʥɑˈʂi 
(Li85) 
ǰashiyan [ʨaʂʅjan] N pilot 驾驶员 [=cmn 驾驶员] | 
var. ʥɑˈʂɩjɑn (Li85) 
ǰawu [ʥawu] N paternal clan 父系 [=adx ʦʰo wa 
'clan, tribe'] | var. ʥɑˈvu (Li85) 
ǰawudəgu du [ʥawu-də-go do] MWE younger 
male cousin, patrilineal (before the father and 
paternal uncle established separate homes) 表
弟（在父亲和从父建立单独房屋之前的父
亲一方） [=adx/mon ʦʰo wa 'clan, tribe'-LOC-NZR 
'son'] | var. ʥɑˈwu-də-gɤ dɤ (Li85) 
ǰefu [ʥɛfu] N elder sister's husband 姐夫 [=cmn 姐
夫] | var. ˈʥɛˈfu 
ǰegə-1 [ʥɛgə-] V receive 接 [=cmn 接 + ge-] | var. 
ʥɛgə- (Li85) | bu ɕin ˈnəgə ʥɛg-ˈo I letter 
one receive-PERF1 I received letter. 
ǰegə-2 [ʨɛgə-] Vt fold up 垫 [=cmn 叠 + ge-, 
palatalized] | var. ʥɛgə-ǰegə-dʐɛgə- (Li85), 
ʥɛgə- (Mo2008) | bi-ˈnə dʐɛgə- quilt-ACC 
fold fold up the quilt 
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ǰegudan [ʥɛgudan] N gecko 壁虎，守宫，蛤
蚧 [=cmn 蚧 jié] | var. ˈʥɛˈguˈdɑn (Li85) 
ǰegulu [ʥɛgulu] N castrated billygoat, neutered 
male goat 阉公牛 [=cmn/! 羯 jié 'ram, esp. gelded' 
cf. mon *serke] | var. ʥɛguˈlu 
ǰemu [ʥɛmu] N program (of show) 节目 [=cmn 节
目] | var. ˈʥɛˈmu (Li85) | ˈnudə jɑŋ ˈʥɛˈmu 
vi ? today what program have What is today's 
program? 
ǰeshi [ʨɛʂʅ] N strongly-built (usually applies to 
animate beings) 结实 [=cmn 结实] | var. ʥɛˈʂɩ 
(Li85) 
ǰeshixan [ʥɛʂʅxan] N stocky person 结实汉 
[=cmn 结实汉] | var. ʥɛʂiˈxɑn (Li85) 
ǰexungə- [ʥɛxungə-] N marry 结婚 [=cmn 结婚 + 
ge-] | var. ʥɛˈxungə- | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli ʁuɑˈlə ʥɛ
ˈxungə-ʨ Habib ɕoli two marry-EP Habib and 
Sholi got married. 
ǰezi1 [ʥɛʣɿ] N dish, saucer 碟子 [=cmn 碟子， 
palatalized] | var. ʥɛˈʣɿ 
ǰezi2 [ʨɛʣɿ] N stutterer 口吃，结巴 [=cmn 结子] | 
var. ʥɛˈʣɿ (Li85), ʥiɛgə- (Mo2008) 
ǰezi3 [ʥɛʣɿ] N knot (n.) 节子，疙瘩 [=cmn 节子] | 
var. ʥɛˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰəsgə [ʥasgə] N adobe, unfired mud brick 土坯，
未烧过的土砖块 [=adx ʨək ʦe (Hua)] | var. ʥas
ˈgə (Li85), ʨisge (Ma 2016); ʥiɛsigɯ (GHT, 
Mo2008), ʥisigə 土坯； 砖 [sic] 'unfired 
brick, brick', ɕiʐəu, ɢa ʨi ri xa disoŋ 土坯 
'unfired mud brick, adobe' (Mo2008) | ɕiʐəu 
gər (Mo2008) 土房 adobe house 
ǰi1 [-ʥi] AFF imperfective converbial suffix, 
coordinative (CIMPF) (Li 1985, verb suffix, 
subordination, non-finiteness； (NFS = non-
finite subordinator)" 连动词附加成分 [=mon 
*ǰi] | var. -ʥi (Li85) 
ǰi2 [ʥi] N horizontal flute 横笛 [=cmn 笛] | var. ʥi 
ǰi3 [ʥi] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for running water 
(creek, etc.) 流水声，泠 | var. ʥi (Li85) 
ǰi4 [-ʥi] AFF verb suffix indicating speaker's point 
of view (Li: SPV; AD: PERF2) 动词附加成分 
[=mon *ǰi] | var. -ʥi (Li85) 
ǰi- [ʥi-] Vi extend 伸直 [=mon *ǰii- 'stretch, extend'] | 
var. ʥi- (BökeLiu82), ǰi- (ʥi-) ((MaSato2016), 
Mo2008) | ʁəniˈɑ ʥi- (Li85) neck extend 
stretch out one's neck 
ǰiban [ʨiaŋ] N floor 地板 [=cmn 地板, palatalized] | 
var. ʥiaŋ (Li85) 
ǰiči [ʥiʨʰi] N machine 机器 [=cmn 机器] | var. ʥi
ˈʥi 
ǰičüeliang [ʨiʨʰyɛliaŋ] N dacron 的确良 [=cmn 的
确良, palatalized] | var. ʥiʥyɛˈliɑŋ 
ǰi ər [ʥiɚ] second (ordinal number) 第二 [=cmn 第
二] | var. ʥiˈər (Li85) 
ǰifang [ʥifaŋ] N place, locale 地方 [=cmn 地方] | 
var. ˈʥifɑŋ | gɑŋnɑŋ-ˈnə ˈʥifɑŋ-də-ˈgɤ kuŋ 
self-GEN place-LOC-CZR person person of 
our own locale 
ǰiganzi [ʨiganʣɿ] N flute 笛子 [=cmn 笛管子] | 
var. ˈʥiˈgɑnˈʣɿ 
ǰigə1 [ʥigə] N donkey 驴 [=mon *elǰigen (> ənʥigə>)] 
| var. ʥiˈgə (Li85), ǰige (MaSato2016), ʥigə 
(Mo2008), cf. more archaic ənʥigə 
(BökeLiu82) 
ǰigə2 [-ʥigə] QNT few, and some 几个 [=cmn 几个] 
| var. -ˈʥiˈgə (Li85) | ˈʂʅ-ˈʥiˈgə ten-few 
more than 10 but less than 20 
ǰigə-1 [ʨigə-] Vi trip (someone) 绊, 使人摔跤 
[=cmn] | var. ˈʥigə- (Li85) | bu ʥɑŋ-ˈnə kuəl-
ˈnə ˈʥigə-ˈʥo I 3s-GEN foot-ACC trip-OBJ I 
tripped his feet. 
ǰigə-2 [ʨigə-] Vt be anxious, worried 着急 [=cmn 
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急+ ge-] | var. ˈʥiɯ-(ʥiɔ) (Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ 
ˈʥigə-ʥo she anxious-OBJ She is being 
anxious. 
ǰigə-3 [ʨigə-] Vt weave (fabric from thread) 织 
[=cmn 织 + ge-] | var. dʐigə- (Li85) | ˈdɑʕo 
dʐʅgə- fabric weave weave fabric 
ǰigəǰigo [ʥigəʥigo] AJ sad, sorrowful 戚戚，
哀愁 [=cmn 急+ ge- +!] | var. ˈʥigəʥiˈgɤ (Li85) 
ǰiġa [ʥiɢa] N collar 领子 [=mon *ǰaka 'edge, collar'] | 
var. ǰiɢa (ʥiɢa) (MaSato2016), ʥiɢaǰiġaʥixa 
(Mo2008) 
ǰiǰang [ʨiʥaŋ] AJ thick 厚 [=mon *ǰuǰaan 'thick, 
dense'] | var. beˈduŋ ʨiʨiaŋ (BökeLiu82), 
ǰiǰiang (MaSato2016), ʥiʥiaŋ (Mo2008) 
ǰiǰong [ʥiʥɔŋ] AJ lush, overgrown with 
vegetation 茂盛，密 [=mon *ǰuǰaan 'thick, dense'] | 
var. ʥiˈʥɔŋ (Li85) 
ǰike1 [ʥikʰɛ] N mid-afternoon (Li 1985, “about 
4:00 p.m.”) 下午 [=per dīger دیگر] | var. ʥiˈkɛ 
ǰike2 [ʥikʰɛ] N Asr prayer, mid-afternoon (3rd of 
5 daily prayers, Islamic) 下午中段的 Asr祈祷
（每天 5次祈祷中的第 3次，伊斯兰教） 
[=per dīger دیگر] | var. ʥiˈkɛ (Li85) 
ǰila1 [ʨila] N lamp, electric light 灯，电灯 [=mon 
*ǰula] | var. ʥiˈlɑ (Li85), ǰila (MaSato2016), 
ʥila (Mo2008) | ǰila derɢe- (MaSato2016); 
ʥila- (Mo2008) 点灯 light a lamp| ǰila χa- 
(MaSato2016) 关灯，关电灯 extinguish/shut 
off a lamp light, turn on a lamp 开灯，开电灯
| ǰila ne- (MaSato2016) ǰila sineɢe- 点灭灯 
extinguish a lamp (MaSato2016), ʥila sɛnəxə- 
熄灯 (Mo2008) ʥiʐi gəlasɔŋ 灯炷 'lampwick, 
wick' (Mo2008) ʥila tɔsɔŋ 灯油 'lamp oil, 
kerosene, paraffin oil' (Mo2008)
ǰila2 [ʥila] N candle 蜡烛 [=mon *ǰula] | var. ʥiˈlɑ 
ǰila ġurġi [ʥila ɢurɢi] N firefly, lightening bug 萤
火虫，流萤 [=mon *ǰula 'lamp' + bug] | var. ʥila 
xuʐixei 灯蛾，萤火虫 'moth, firefly' 
(Mo2008) 
ǰilġasang [ʨilɢasuŋ] N fish 鱼 [=mon *ǰїgasun] | 
var. ʥalɢasoŋ~ǰilġasang~ 
ʥilɢasuŋ~ǰilġasang~ʥiɛlasɔŋ~ǰilġasang~ʥiɛla
ʦɔŋ (Mo2008) | ʥiɛlasɔŋ uar- (Mo2008) 钓鱼 
go fshing, to fsh 
ǰilianggu [ʨiliaŋgu] N spine 脊梁 [=cmn 脊梁骨] | 
var. ʥiˈliɑŋgu (Li85) 
ǰilimo [ʨilimo] N squirrel 松树 [=mon! *ǰumuran' 
suslik (ground squirrel; Citellus or Spermophilus < 
суслик)'] | var. ʥiˈlimo (Li85) 
ǰiliu [ʨiliu] sixth 第六 [=cmn 第六] | var. ʥiˈliu 
(Li85) | tʑi ri kuŋ əu [sic] (Mo2008) 老六 the 
sixth eldest son 
ǰimanian [ʨimanian] N night blindness 夜盲症，
雀盲 [=cmn 雀盲眼] | var. ʥiˈmɑniɑn (Li85) 
ǰimian [ʥimian] N land 地面 [=cmn 地面, 
palatalized] | var. ˈʥiˈmiɑn 
ǰin [ʨin] M catty (weight equivalent to 16 liɑŋ, 
500 g.) 斤 [=cmn 斤] | var. ʥigaŋ (Mo2008) | 
ʥigaŋ xuar (Mo2008) 二两 two catties 
ǰinči [ʨinʨʰi] N memorial activity 49 days after a 
person's death (Buddhist mourning ceremonies 
last at least 49 days, and prayers are said every 
seven days; ; cf. 忌辰; jìchén or 忌日 'death 
anniversary') 死后 49 天的纪念活动 [=cmn 整
七!; cf. 五七 memorial activity 35 days after a person's 
death] | var. ˈʥinʨi 
ǰinǰalġə- [ʥinʥalɢə-] Vt bear (litter), whelp, 
give birth (animals) (Caus.) 使产仔 [=mon 
*ǰulǰaga(n) + ge-] | var. ʥinʥɑlʁə- (Li85) | no
ˈʁui ʥinʥɑlˈʁə-ʨ dog whelp-EP The dog has 
given birth. 
ǰinǰəġ [ʥinʥəɢ] N young animal, child, 
offspring (was also CL “brood, diminutive 
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entity”) 仔，窄，孩子，裔胄 [=mon *ǰulǰaga(n)] 
| var. ʥinʥəɢ (Li85), ʥinʥaɢǰinǰəġʥinʥiɢə 
(Mo2008) 
ǰinǰəġdə ši- [ʨinʥəɢ-də ɕi-] MWE mating 
(said of dogs, cats or sheep), lit. 'going at 
young' 交尾 [=mon *ǰulǰaga(n) 'offspring-LOC go] | 
var. ʥinʥəʁ-də ɕi- | noˈʁui ʥinʥəʁ dog 
young animal-LOC go-OBJ The dog is 
copulating (with a bitch). 
ǰinzi1 [ʨinʣɿ] N mirror 镜子 [=cmn 镜子] | var. 
ˈʥinʣɿ (Li85), ˈjingzi (MaSato2016), ʣiŋʣi 
(Mo2008) 
ǰinzi2 [ʥinʣɿ] N eyeglasses 眼镜 [=cmn 镜子] | 
var. ˈʥinʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰinzi3 [ʥinʣɿ] N glass 玻璃 [=cmn 镜子] | var. 
ˈʥinʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰinzi4 [ʥinʣɿ] N nail (n.) 钉子, 洋钉子 [=cmn 钉子, 
palatalized] | var. ʥinˈʣɿ (Li85), ǰingzi 
(MaSato2016), ʥiŋʣi (Mo2008) | ǰingzi 
ġade- (MaSato2016) 钉洋钉子 nail a nail 
ǰing1 [ʨiŋ] N sinew 筋 [=cmn 筋] | var. ʥiŋ (Li85) 
ǰing2 [ʨiŋ] N nerve 精 [=cmn 精] | var. ʥiŋ (Li85) 
ǰing3 [ʨiŋ] N well 井 [=cmn 井] | var. ʥiŋ (Li85), 
ʨiŋ (BökeLiu82), ǰing (ʥiŋ) (MaSato2016, 
Mo2008) 
ǰingan [ʥingan] AJ holy 圣 [=cmn 经 + !] | var. 
ʥinˈgɑn (Li85) 
ǰingcha1 [ʥiŋtʂʰa] N police 警察 [=cmn 警察] | 
var. ˈʥiŋtʂɑ (Li85), ǰingcha (MaSato2016), 
ʥiŋtʂa (Mo2008) 
ǰingcha2 [ʥiŋtʂʰa] N engagement present, 
betrothal gift, bride-price (an initial gift to be 
passed or be matchmaker from male's family 
female's family) 定茶 [=cmn 定茶] | var. ǰingcha 
(MaSato2016)), ʥiŋtʂa (Mo2008) 
ǰingchang [ʥiŋtʂʰaŋ] AV often, frequently 经常 
[=cmn 经常] | var. ʥiŋˈtʂɑŋ (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli ʥiŋ
ˈtʂɑŋ raˈʨi ɤ-ˈʥo ɕoli often alcoholic beverage 
drink-OBJ Sholi often drinks alcoholic 
beverages. 
ǰinggə- [ʥiŋgə-] Vt toast (as in drinking) 敬酒 
[=cmn 敬 + ge-] | var. ʥiŋgə- (Li85) 
ǰing gurbang [ʥiŋgurbaŋ] N police club, baton 警
棍 [=cmn/mon 警 + mon. club] | var. ʥiŋgurˈbɑŋ 
(Li85) 
ǰingonggə- [ʥingoŋgə-] Vt attack, advance 
against 进攻 [=cmn 进攻 + ge-] | var. ʥinˈgoŋgə- 
(Li85) 
ǰingshəng [ʨiŋʂəŋ] N spirit 精神 [=cmn 精神] | 
var. ʥiŋˈʂəŋ (Li85) | məˈnə ʥiŋˈʂəŋ dʐɑŋgə-
ˈʥi my spirit swell-SUBJ My spirit soared. 
ǰingxun [ʥiŋxun] AJ be engaged (for marriage) 订
婚 [=cmn 订婚] | var. ˈʥiŋxun (Li85) 
ǰira- [ʨira-] Vt mix ingredients, knead (e.g. 
dough) 搅，和 [=mon *ǰuura- 'mix, stir, knead'] | 
var. ʥirɑ- (Li85), ǰira- [ʥira-] (MaSato2016, 
Mo2008) | ʁoˡlər-ˈnə ʥirɑ- dough-ACC mix 
make dough 
ǰirgə [ʥirˡgə] N heart; courage 心脏；胆子 [=mon 
*ǰirüken, *ǰürüken] | var. ʥiʐigə-nə gɛ-
(də)~ǰirgə~ʥirigə (BökeLiu82), 
ʥirgə~ǰirgə~ʥirigə~ǰirgə~ʥiʐigə- (Mo2008), 
ǰirge (MaSato2016) | ǰirge amang 
(MaSato2016) 心窝| ǰirge ˡgede- (MaSato2016) 
放心 be relieved Ever since s/he left I haven't 
been at ease. 自从他走后我一直不放心| si 
ʨ(ʰ)i jou-ʥi gənə bu ʥigə-nə gə adə nə 
(Mo2008) ʥirigədə (Mo2008) 心里 in the 
heart
ǰirġuayang [ʥirɢuajaŋ] six times 六次 [=mon 
*ǰїrguan] | var. ʥirʁuˈɑjɑŋ (Li85) 
ǰirġulə [ʥirɢulə] six (of them), group of six 
(humans or animals) 六个一起 [=mon *ǰїrguan + 
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-lə 'collective suffix'] | var. ʥirʁuˈlə (Li85), 
ǰirɢule (MaSato2016) 
ǰirġung [ʥirɢuŋ] six 六 [=mon *ǰїrguan] | var. ʥir
ˈʁuŋ (Li85), ʨirɢuŋ (BökeLiu82), ǰirğung 
(MaSato2016), ʥirɢuŋǰirġungʥiʐigɔŋ 
(Mo2008) | ǰirˡɢong sari (MaSato2016) 六月 
June| ʥiʐigɔŋ xəl (Mo2008) 六指儿 child 
with six fingers on one hand| 
ǰirġungrang [ʨirɢuŋraŋ] sixty 六十 [=mon 
*ǰїrguan + rang, cf. *ǰїran] | var. 
ʥirɢuŋrɔŋ~ǰirġungrang~ʥiʐiguʐaŋ~ 
ǰirġungrang~ʨiʐiguŋ (Mo2008) | ʥiʐiguʐaŋ 
nəgə (Mo2008) 六十一 sixty-one| guʐaŋʥyn 
ʥiʐiguʐaŋ [~ǰirġungrang] kuʐaŋʥyŋ ʨiʐiguŋ 
(Mo2008) 三百六十 360| 
ǰiro [ʥiro] N muscle 筋肉 [=cmn 筋肉] | var. ʥiˈrɤ 
(Li85) 
ǰisan [ʨisan] third 第三 [=cmn 第三] | var. ʥiˈsɑn 
(Li85) 
ǰisi [ʥisɿ] fourth 第四 [=cmn 第四] | var. ʥiˈsɿ 
(Li85) 
ǰiwu [ʥiwu] fifth 第五 [=cmn 第五, palatalized] | var.  
ʥiˈvu (Li85) 
ǰixoxo [ʥixoxo] AJ anxious 着急 [=cmn 急呼呼] | 
var. ʥiˈxɤxɤ (Li85) 
ǰiyi [ʥiji] first 第一 [=cmn 第一, palatalized] | var. di 
nəgə 第一 (Mo2008, almost certainly 
invented) 
ǰiying [ʥijiŋ] N chicken hawk 鸡鹰 [=cmn    鸡鹰] | 
var. ˈʥijiŋ 
ǰizhu [ʥidʐu] N landlord (in farming country) 地
主 [=cmn 地主, palatalized] | var. ˈʥidʐu (Li85), 
ʥiʥu (Mo2008) 
ǰo1 [ʥo] N underground pit for storage, cellar 地下
室，地窖 [=cmn 窖 jiào] | var. ʥo (Li85), ʨilaɛ 窖 
(Mo2008) 
ǰo2 [-ʥo] COP verb suffix, perfective (PERF2, was 
NSP), fused with objective perspective (Li 
1985: information transmitted by sentence is 
not speaker's point of view (NSP)) 动词附加
成分 [=mon PERF2-ǰi + objective perspective o] | 
var. -ʥo (Li85) | ʨaˈsuŋ ˡor-ˈʥo snow fall-
OBJ It is snowing. 
ǰo-1 [ʥo-] Vt bite 嚼 [=mon *ǰau- 'bite, sting'] | var. 
ʥɤ- | noˈʁui ˈɕoˈli-nə ʥɤ-ˈʥo dog ɕoli-ACC 
bite-OBJ The dog bit Sholi. 
ǰo-2 [ʨo-] Vt wear (hat, glasses, gloves or 
jewelry), hang 戴，带，挂 [=mon *ǰeü- 'wear 
(usu. an ornament)'] | var. ʥo- (Li85), ǰio- 
(MaSato2016), ʥiau-ǰo-ʥo 佩戴 (Mo2008) | 
malˈʁə ʥo- hat wear wear hat 
ǰobizi [ʨobiʣɿ] N liquor cup 酒杯 [=cmn 酒杯子] | 
var. ʥɤbiˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰočung1 [ʨoʨʰuŋ] N volatile and violent person 暴
躁，凶悍 [=mon *ǰau- 'bite, sting' + ag.nzr] | var. 
ʥɤˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
ǰočung2 [ʨoʨʰuŋ] N guest 客人 [=mon *ǰočïn] | 
var. ʥolˈʨuŋ (Li85), ʨiaoʨyn D 
(BökeLiu82) , ǰiočuŋ (MaSato2016); kxs ǰu-čc 
| ʥolˈʨuŋ ˈʐʅ-ʨ guest come-EP The guest has 
come. 
ǰoche [ʥotʂʰɛ] N bus 班车，巴士 [=cmn 轿车，sl. 
archaic] | var. ˈʥotʂɛ 
ǰoġə- [ʥoɢə-] V fitting (clothing) 贴身，合适 
[=cmn 调 'harmonize' + ge=] | var. ʥoʁə- (Li85) 
ǰoǰi [ʥoʥi] N palanquin, sedan chair 轿子 [=cmn 轿
子] | var. ʥoˈʥi (Li85) 
ǰol- [ʨɔl-] Vt steam (food) by placing in a bowl in 
a steamer 蒸 [=cmn 蒸 + LA-! 燋 jiao 'scorch'] | var.  
ʥɔl- (Li85) 
ǰolala [ʥolala] N alcoholic (person) 酒鬼 [=cmn 酒
啦啦] | var. ʥɤlɑˈlɑ (Li85) 
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ǰolangǰe- [ʨɔlaŋʥɛ-] Vt work (on the land) 务
农，种地 [=cmn] | var. ʥɔlɑŋʥɛ- (Li85) | 
ʥuɑnʥi-ˈnə ʥɔlɑnʥɛ- (Li85) crop-ACC 
work to farm work on the crops| ianɕiau gə-
ʥɔl dan ʐə mau gə-ʥɔl (Mo2008) 干事 do 
work| 
ǰoləng [ʨoləŋ] AJ soft 软 [=mon *ǰöelen/ *ǰeülen] | 
var. ʥɤˈlɑŋ (Li85), ǰiulang (MaSato2016), 
ʥiulaŋ~ǰoləng~ ʥiuləŋ~ǰoləng~ʥɯlɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 
ǰolü [ʥoly] N male donkey 叫驴 [=cmn 叫驴] | var.  
ˈʥoly 
ǰoməng [ʨoməŋ] N religious order 教门 [=cmn 教
门] | var. ˈʥoməŋ (Li85) 
ǰomu [ʨomu] N aunt, wife of mother's brother 
(maternal uncle) 舅母 [=cmn 舅母] | var. ʥˈɤmu 
(Li85) 
ǰonggə- [ʥoŋgə-] Vt place in 装 [=cmn 装 + ge-] | 
var. ʥoŋgə- (Li85), ʥiaŋgə- 装在袋子里 
'stick inside a bag' (Mo2008) | nə-lɑ-ˈnə fdɑ-
ˈdə ʥoŋgə- this-PL-ACC sack-LOC place 
Place all of these in the sack. 
ǰongkə [ʥɔŋkʰə] CONJ but 但是 [cf. adx  on ʨaŋ , 
on re] | var. ˈʥɔŋˈkə 
ǰori [ʨoʐʅ] POST inside, among 里面，中间 [=mon 
*dora 'inside'] | var. ʥorɩǰoriˈdorɩ (Li85), hone- 
(MaSato2016) 
ǰose [ʨosɛ] N Chinese chives 韭菜 [=cmn 韭菜] | 
var. ʥoˈʦɛ (Li85) 
ǰoxang [ʥoxaŋ] AJ orange (color) 橘色 
[=cmn/mon 橘! + mon. -xang] | var. ʥoˈxɑŋ (Li85) 
ǰoxu [ʨoxu] N wine pot 酒壶 [=cmn 酒壶] | var. 
ʥɤˈxu (Li85) 
ǰoxuangə- [ʥoxuangə-] V hold an Islamic 
religious service, especially for dead person on 
the fortieth and forty-ninth days after death 举
行记念会 [=cmn 教还] | var. ʥoˈxuɑngə- 
ǰoxulu [ʨoxulu] N liquor gourd 酒葫芦 [=cmn 酒
葫芦] | var. ʥɤxuˈlu (Li85) 
ǰozi [ʨoʣɿ] N Sichuan pepper, red peppercorn 花
椒 [=cmn 椒子 (adx hje(r) ma, WT gjer ma 'S. pepper', 
hjer do 'S. peppercorn')] | var. ʥoˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ǰozhungzi [ʨodʐuŋdʐʅ] N wine cup, goblet 酒
盅 [=cmn 酒盅子] | var. ʥɤdʐuŋˈdʐi (Li85) 
ǰozhungzhung [ʨodʐuŋdʐuŋ] N wine cup, 
goblet 酒盅 [=cmn 酒盅盅] | var. ʥɤdʐuŋˈdʐuŋ 
(Li85) 
ǰuanǰi [ʥuanʥi] N agricultural crop, art of 
farming 庄稼 [=cmn 庄稼] | var. ʥuɑnˈʥi 
(Li85), ʥiaŋʥi~ǰuanǰi~ʥioŋʥi (Mo2008) | 
ʥiaŋʥi~ǰuanǰi~ʥioŋʥi kɔŋ (Mo2008) 农民 
farmer 
ǰüanyan [ʥyanjan] N rolled tobacco leaf  卷烟 
[=cmn 卷烟] | var. ʥyɑnˈjɑn (Li85) 
ǰüangə- [ʥyangə-] Vt roll up, scatter by wind 
卷 [=cmn 卷+ge-] | var. ʥyɑngə- (Li85) | ki 
lapʨuŋ-ˈnə fil-ˈʥi ʥyɑngə-ˈʥo wind leaf-
ACC blow-NFS(non-finiteSuffix) scatter-OBJ 
The wind is blowing the leaves around. 
ǰüarə [ʨyarə] N short quilted coat 棉衣 [=adx! ʦʰa 
rə 'lambskin coat, lambskin'] | var. ʥyɑˈrə (Li85) 
ǰüemian [ʥyɛmian] N top of foot 脚面 [=cmn 脚
面] | var. ʥyɛˈmiɑn (Li85) 
ǰüešin [ʨyɛɕin] N sole (of foot) 脚掌 [=cmn 脚心] | 
var. ˈʥyɛˈɕin (Li85) 
ǰüexu [ʥyɛxu] N porter 搬运工，脚夫 [=cmn 脚
夫] | var. ʥyɛˈxu (Li85), [ʨuexu] juaihu 靠脚
力/为/方陌生的人 (Ma 2016), 
ʥuɛxuǰüexuʥyɛxu (搬运夫的旧称）
(Mo2008) 
ǰügə- [ʥygə-] V saw, cut with a saw 锯 [=cmn 锯 
+ ge-] | var. ʥygə- (Li85) | bɑnbɑn-ˈnə ʥygə- 
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wood board-ACC saw saw wood board 
ǰümuzha [ʥymudʐa] N sawdust 木屑， 木屑，
木糠 [=cmn 锯末 jùmò +! 糠 kang1 palat.!子; 屑 xiè!] 
| var. ˈʥymudʐɑ (Li85), ʥym (“ʥyrn”) tʂa 锯
末 (Mo2008) 
ǰündung [ʨynduŋ] N dream (n.) 梦 [=mon *ǰeüdün] 
| var. ʨynduŋ (BökeLiu82), ǰundung 
(MaSato2016), ʥudoŋ (Mo2008) | aj-ˈsɑŋ 
ʥynˈduŋ fear-PPERF dream frightening dream, 
nightmare 
ǰung [ʨuŋ] N needle; injection 针 [=mon *ǰeün] | 
var. ʥuŋ (Li85), ǰung (MaSato2016), ʨyŋ 
(BL82), ʥyŋ (Mo2008) | ǰung eke- “aike-” 
(=oke-) (MaSato2016), ʥyŋ ɛgɛ- (Mo2008) 打
针 give an injection| ʥyŋ nandzsuŋ [sic] 
(Mo2008) 针眼，针鼻 eye of a needle| 
ǰüng [ʥyŋ] hundred 百 [=mon *ǰeün] | var. (n)ʥyn 
(Mo2008); ʥiasi (Mo2008) | /nəgə nʥyn/: nə 
gan ʥyn (Mo2008) 一百块钱 one hundred yuan 
(currency) 
ǰünguan [ʥynguan] N military officer 军官 
[=cmn 军官] | var. ˈʥynˈguɑn (Li85) 
ǰüxua [ʨyxua] N chrysanthemum, daisy 菊花 
[=cmn 菊花] | var. ˈʥyxuɑ (ʥi̥ˈʥɤ) (Li85) 
ǰüzi1 [ʥyʣɿ] N orange 橘子 [=cmn 橘子] | var. 
ˈǰuzi (MaSato2016) 
ǰüzi2 [ʥyʣɿ] N saw 锯子 [=cmn 锯] | var. ˈʥyʣɿ 
(Li85) 
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k
ka [kʰa] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for gunshot 枪声
的拟声词 | var. kɑ (Li85) 
kabdagə- [kʰabdagə-] V talk, have a 
conversation 交谈 [=adx kapda 'talk' + ge- 'do'] | 
var. kabˈdɑgə- (Li85), kabdage- (MaSato2016) 
| ʥaˈsɿ kabˈdɑ gə-ˈʥo they conversation say-
OBJ They were holding conversation. 
kache [kʰatʂʰɛ] N truck 卡车 [=cmn 卡车] | var. ˈkɑ
ˈtʂɛ (Li85) 
kafan [kʰafan] N white cloth for wrapping corpse 
for burial 卡凡，裹尸布 [=arb kefen کفن] | var. 
kafan (Li85, MaSato2016), gafan (Mo2008) 
kaġ [kʰaɢ] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for a hard 
shoe striking the ground 拟声词使硬鞋撞击地
面 | var. kɑʁ (Li85) 
kalang1 [kʰalaŋ] N tongue 舌头 [=mon *kelen] | 
var. kalaŋ (BökeLiu82), kɑlɑŋ (Li85), 
galaŋ~kalang~galɔŋ 'tongue' kalaŋ 'cow's 
tongue' (Mo2008), BaoN kelaŋ 'Tibetan 
inspired simplification preceding -ŋ' 
(Nugteren106) 
kalang2 [kʰalaŋ] N tongue of shoe 鞋舌 [=mon 
*kelen] | var. kɑlɑŋ (Li85) 
kalə- [kʰalə-] Vi speak 说 [=mon *kele-] | var. kalə- 
(BökeLiu82), kal- (Li85), kale- (MaSato2016), 
galə-~kalə-~gal-~kalə-~gəla- (Mo2008) | hɑ
ˈbib gaʨi-ˈnə kal-ˈʥo (Li85) Habib language-
ACC speak-OBJ Habib is speaking.| ʨi la də 
gəla- [你]告诉 tell, let know tell, instruct (s.o.) 
说给，告诉| kalJi oke- (MaSato2016)
kamal- [kʰamal-] Vt take bites off 咬，咬掉 [cf. 
mon *kaǰa-, *ǰau-] | var. kamal- (Li85) | hɑˈbi 
damu-ˈnə kamal-ˈʥo Habib bread-ACC bite 
off-OBJ Habib took bites off the bread. 
kamugang [kʰamugaŋ] PN anyone; used only in 
negative constructions 谁也(不) [=mon] | var. 
kamə 无论谁 (BökeLiu82：35) | hɑbib-ˈnə 
kɑmuˈgɑŋ tɑnəgə-g ʂ-o Habib-ACC anyone be 
acquainted CMOD NEG-OBJ with No one 
wishes be acquainted with Habib. 
kandə- [kʰandə-] Vt get in a fist fight, come to 
blows, quarrel, dispute 打架，争吵 [=mon 
*kelen + recip. de] | var. kandə- (Li85), kande- 
(MaSato2016) | ʥaˈsɿ ʁuɑˈlə kandə-ˈʥo they 
two fight-OBJ They two got into a fst fght. 
kandəčung [kʰandəʨʰuŋ] N street-fighter, punk 
争吵者 [=mon *kelen + recip. de] | var. kandəˈʨuŋ 
(Li85), kandeǰigu (MaSato2016) 
kang1 [kʰaŋ] N husk, wheat bran 糠 [=cmn 糠] | 
var. kaŋ (BökeLiu82, Li85), gaŋ (Mo2008) 
kang2 [kʰɔŋ] PN who 谁 [=mon *ken] | var. kɔŋ 
(Li85), gaŋ (Mo2008) | hɑˈbib kɔŋ-nə ʂgə-g-i 
Habib who-ACC hit-CMOD-SUBJ Whom will 
Habib hit? 
kang3 [kʰaŋ] PN who? 谁 [=mon *ken] | var. kɑŋ 
(Li85), kaŋ (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), kaŋ 
jikanggɔŋ (Mo2008) | kaŋ murɔ (Mo2008) 谁
们 [sic] who all (pl.)?| kaŋ nəkə (Mo2008) 哪儿 
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which? where?| 
kangkang [kʰaŋkʰaŋ] PN who (plural) 谁（多
数） [=mon *ken] | var. ˈkɑŋkɑŋ (Li85) 
kangkang damu [kʰaŋkʰaŋ damu] N toasted 
bread, usually with sesame seeds on outside 干
烙饼 [=cmn/mon 糠糠 + *ödme 'bread or cake'] | var.  
ˈkɑŋkɑŋ daˈmu (Li85), kangkang damu 
(MaSato2016), kaŋkaŋ dam 干烙饼，锅巴 
'toasted bread; grain crust on wok' (Mo2008) 
kangwidə [kʰaŋwidə] PN whoever, everyone, 
anyone (indefinite pronoun)    谁也 [=mon *ken 
+ wii-da concessive converb] | var. kɔŋviˈdə (Li85), 
kang wisa 'whoever' (Wu337) | hɑbib-ˈnə 
kɑŋviˈdə tɑnəg-ˈo Habib-ACC be acquainted-
PERF1 with Everyone was acquainted with 
Habib.| hɑˈbib kɑŋviˈdə-nə tɑnəg-ˈo Habib 
everyone-ACC be acquainted-PERF1 with 
Habib was acquainted with everyone.| 
kangzi [kʰaŋʣɿ] N chest (of body) 胸脯 [=cmn 胸 
mid.Chinese kang] | var. kɑŋˈʣɿ (Li85), ebʨʰyŋ 
(BökeLiu82) 
kayi [kʰaji] N jacket with a turned-over velvet 
collar 翻领天鹅绒外套 [=cmn] | var. ˈkɑji 
(Li85), ganʥia 坎肩，马褂儿 'sleeveless 
jacket, mandarin jacket' (Mo2008); ʥia musi 
gəu 夹袄 'lined, double-layered jacket' 
(Mo2008) 
kazi [kʰaʣɿ] N strategic frontier pass or gateway 卡
子，关卡 [=cmn 卡子] | var. ˈkɑˈʣɿ (Li85) 
ke- [kʰɛ-] Vt operate an automobile; drive 开 
[=cmn 开] | var. kɛ- (Li85) | bu tʂɛˈʣɿ kɛ-ˈgɤ 
maˈd-ə (Li85) I car operate-NZR-know-HAB I 
know how drive car. 
kečang [kʰɛʨʰaŋ] N interior wall (separates 
rooms or courtyards, as opposed to kuˈɑˈʨɑŋ, 
exterior walls on sides) 内墙（与 kuˈɑˈʨɑŋ 相
对的房间或庭院分开，侧面为外墙） [=cmn] 
| var. kɛˈʨɑŋ 
keči [kʰɛʨʰi] AJ modest, polite 客气 [=cmn   客气] | 
var. kɛˈʨi (Li85) 
kege- [kʰɛgə-] Vt drive, operate (vehicle, 
automobile) 开（车） [=cmn 开+ge-] | var. 
kɛgə- | samˈʨuŋ gəˈʥi tʂɛˈʣɿ kɛˈgə ! careful 
AV car drive Drive the car carefully! 
keǰe [kʰɛʥɛ] AV immediately 马上， 立刻 [(not 
adx)] | var. kɛˈʥɛ (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ ˈnɤdə kɛˈʥɛ 
uniɑŋ-ˈnə ʥɑr-ˈʥo they quickly today cattle-
ACC slaughter-OBJ Today they immediately 
slaughtered the cattle. 
kelə [kʰɛlə] N belly, abdomen 肚子，腹 [=mon 
*keeli 'belly, abdomen'] | var. kɛˈlə (Li85), 
gɛlə~kelə~gɛli~kelə~gɛ:lei (Mo2008) | gɛli-
ʨiou ʨɔ (Mo2008) 泻肚 have diarrhea| gɛli 
ɛdi-ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 肚子疼 have a stomach-
ache, have abdominal pain suffer a rectal 
prolapse 脱肛| gɛli ʨiou-ʥiɔ (Mo2008) gɛlə 
duori ta uəŋ guan (Mo2008) 五脏 whole 
world, the five continents, cf. 五脏 ‘"five 
strains and seven impairments", five referring 
to the five viscera; and seven to adverse effects 
on one's body as a result of: overeating 
(spleen), anger (liver), moisture (kidney), cold 
(lung), worry (heart), wind and rain (outer 
appearance) and fear (mind)’
kešga [kʰɛɕga] N knee 膝盖 [=cmn! 膝盖 pre-
palatalization (cf. adx wi ngo (WT pus mo); wi ʦʰək 
'knee joint', hʥəl kʰək 'knee bend'] | var. kɛɕˈgɑ 
(Li85), gɛɕga (Mo2008) 
keši [kʰɛɕɛ~kʰɛɕi] AV unfortunately 可惜 [=cmn 可
惜] | var. ˈkɛˈɕɛkešiˈkɛˈɕi (Li85) 
keshi [kʰɛʂʅ] N beginning 开始 [=cmn 开始] | var. 
kɛˈʂi (Li85) | ʥuɑnˈʥi fɑŋˈmiɑn fuˈʨɑn loʁo
ˈmu ʂgə-gɤ-ˈsɿ kɛˈʂʅ farming regarding 
summer plowing strike-NZR-ABL begin As far 
as farming is concerned, it begins with the 
plowing of the land in the summer. 
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ketung [kʰɛtʰuŋ] AJ open-minded 开通 [=cmn 开通] 
| var. ˈkɛtuŋ (Li85) | nə kuŋ xuɑˈso ˈdɑnʂi 
ˈkɛtuŋ ˈginə this person easy-going but open-
minded NEGE This person is easy-going but 
not open-minded. 
kədəl- [kʰədəl-] Vt tie up a sack 捆上 [=adx hdom 
'捆, 绑 tie, bundle together' + LA- (not adx: adx ɕʰok 
ʥak; xʰok ʥak)] | var. kədəl- (Li85) 
kəgo- [kʰəgo-] Vt suck 吸 [=mon *köke- 'suck 
(breast)'] | var. kəgo- (Li85) | rɑˈʐʅ nɤnɤ-ˈnə 
kəgo-ˈʥi child breast-ACC suck-SUBJ The 
child is nursing. 
kəko [kʰəkʰo] AJ dependable, loyal 可靠 [=cmn 可
靠] | var. ˈkəˈko (Li85) 
kəlian [kʰəlian] N pitiful, deserving sympathy 可
怜 [=cmn 可怜] | var. ˈkəˈliɑn (Li85) 
kəmər [kʰəmər] N bit in mouth of harnessed 
horse 嚼子 [=adx] | var. ʁəˈdər (mon.), ˈtʂɑʣɿ 
(cmn) 
kəmu [kʰəmu] N early morning breakfast time 早
饭时间 | var. kəˈmu (Li85) 
kənəng [kʰənəŋ] AV possible 可能 [=cmn 可能] | 
var. ˈkəˈnəŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈkəˈnəŋ maʂˈʁə 
ʐʅ-g-ˈo Habib possible tomorrow come-
CMOD-OBJ It is possible that Habib will come 
tomorrow. 
kənǰing [kʰənʥiŋ] AV definitely, positively, 
must 肯定 [=cmn 肯定 palatalized] | var. kənˈʥiŋ 
(Li85) | ʨi kənˈʥiŋ kur-ˈʥi ʐʅ ! you must 
arrive-NFS come You must come! 
kənǰir [kʰənʨʰir] N hemp 麻 [=tkc (cf. per < hindi 
gānja 'hemp plant'); cf. mon *olusun] | var. kin گانجه
ˈʨir (Li85), kənʥǐr (BL82), gənʥǐr (Mo2008 
from BL82), ginʥir 
G~kənǰir~gəʨi~kənǰir~gənʨiɛ 大麻 
(Mo2008), kenčir (MaSato2016), gənʨir BaoN 
(Mo2008) | gəʨiŋ gangan (Mo2008) 麻秆 
hemp stalk 
kənzi [kʰənʣɿ] N nose ring for camels or cattle 骆
驼或牛鼻环 [=cmn] | var. kənˈʣɿ (Li85) 
kəngkəng [kʰəŋkʰəŋ] N pit 坑 [=cmn 坑坑] | var. 
kəŋˈkəŋ (Li85) 
kər [kʰər] N home 家 [=mon *ger] | var. kə (Li85), 
gər (BökeLiu82) | ʥɑŋ kə-ˈdə sɤ-ˈʥo she 
home-LOC stay-OBJ She is staying home. 
kərəg [kʰərəg] MWE want, demand 要，要求 
[=mon *kereg 'need, necessity'] | var. k(ə̥)ʂ (Li85) 
kəshgə- [kʰəʂgə-] Vt stomp on 脚 [=mon *geški- 
'step on, trample'] | var. ɳɑnˈʣi (Li85) 
kətogə- [kʰətʰogə-] V kowtow 磕头 [=cmn 磕头 
ge-] | var. kəˈtɤgə- (Li85) 
kəwu [kʰəwu] AJ detestable, hateful 可恶 [=cmn 可
恶] | var. ˈkəˈvu 
ki [kʰi] N wind 风 [=mon *kei] | var. ki (BökeLiu82, 
Li85, MaSato2016, Mo2008), kikigikikei 
(Mo2008) | ki dage- (MaSato2016), ki dakə-
ʨi (Mo2008) 风停 the wind stops| ki file- 
(MaSato2016) 刮风 the wind blows light wind 尕
风| ʥikaŋ ki (Mo2008) kei nab u-ʨɔ 
(Mo2008) 去风
ki- [kʰi-] Vt pour 倒（茶等） [=mon *ki-] | var. ki- 
(Li85, MaSato2016), gi- (Mo2008 | raˈʨi ki- 
wine pour pour wine 
kika [kʰikʰa] AJ efficiently, skillfully; quickly 熟
练， 快 [(adx kom ʨʰa)] | var. ˈkiˈkɑ (Li85), kika 
快 (MaSato2016) | ˈhɑnə ʣɤ ˈkiˈkɑ bulɑ-ˈʥo 
everyone then efficiently bury-OBJ Then, 
everyone was effciently burying (the corpse). 
kisung [kʰisoŋ] N belly button [navel] 肚脐 [=mon 
*köi/ *köisün 'navel, umbilical cord'] | var. kisuŋ 
(BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), kiˈsoŋ (Li85), 
gisuuŋkisunggɛsɔŋ (Mo2008) 
kitang [kʰitʰaŋ] AJ cold, cool 冷，凉 [=mon 
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*koїten] | var. kiˈtɔŋ (Li85), gidaŋ (Mo2008), 
kitaŋ (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016) | kiˈtɑŋ udər 
(Li85) a cold day| kitang si (MaSato2016) 凉
水 cold water| 
kitər- [kʰidər-] Vi cool 凉 [=mon *kölde-~kör- 
'freeze, become cold'] | var. kidər (Li85), kitər 
(BökeLiu82) | su kiˈdər-ʨ water cool-COS 
(The) water has cooled. 
kočiyi [kʰoʨʰiji] N hoof and mouth disease 口蹄
疫 [=cmn 口蹄疫] | var. ˈkɤʨiˈji 
kogə- [kʰogə-] Vi be upside down 颠倒 [=cmn] | 
var. kɤgə- (Li85) | biˈʣɿ kɤgə-ˈʥi cup upside 
down-SUBJ The cup is upside down. 
koġə- [kʰoɢə-] Vt stick out, make protrude (tr. 
v.) 突起，撅起 [cf. adx ʨor ʨor 'protruding, sticking 
out'] | var. koʁə- (Li85), goɢə- 撅起 'stick out, 
protrude' (Mo2008) | kɛl(ə)-ˈnə koʁə- belly-
ACC stick.out stick out the belly 
kolügə- [kʰɔlygə-] Vt consider, think over 考虑 
[=cmn 考虑 + ge-] | var. kɔˈlygə- (Li85) 
komsung [kʰomsuŋ] N sweat (n.) 汗 [=mon 
*kölesün] | var. kumˈsuŋ (Li85) | kumˈsuŋ xar- 
sweat exit sweat 
kozhu [kʰoʦʰu] AJ loyal, dependable 忠诚，可
靠，靠得住 [=cmn 靠住] | var. koˈʦu (Li85), 
gauɯʥiɔ [sic] 依靠 'rely on, reliable' 
(Mo2008) 
kuačang [kʰuaʨʰaŋ] N exterior walls on sides (as 
opposed to kɛˈʨɑŋ); interior walls separating 
rooms or yards 外墙 [=adx kʰar ʨaŋ 城墙 
‘exterior walls'] | var. ˈkuɑˈʨɑŋ (Li85) 
kuacha [kʰuatʂʰa] ONOMAT sound of horse 
trotting (usually  reduplicated kuˈɑtʂʅ kuˈɑtʂɑ) 小
马奔跑的声音（通常重复为 kuˈɑtʂʅ ku
ˈɑtʂɑ） | var. ˈkuɑtʂɑ (Li85) 
kuadər [kʰuadər ] ONOMAT sound of a horse 
running (usually reduplicated kuˈɑdər-kuˈɑdər) 
奔跑的声音（通常是重复的 kuˈɑdər-ku
ˈɑdər） | var. ˈkuɑdər  (Li85) 
kuagə- [kʰuagə-] Vt carry slung over the 
shoulder (e.g. a sidearm) 挎 [=cmn 挎 + ge-] | 
var. kuɑgə- (Li85) 
kua kalə- [kʰua kʰalə-] MWE sow dissension, 
say bad thing about 挑拨离间 [=adx/mon kʰa + 
*kele- 'speak'] | var. ˈkuɑkal- (Li85) 
kuakurgə- [kʰuakʰuʂgə-] V say bad things 
about 说人的坏话 [=cmn 夸夸儿 + ge-] | var. 
ˈkuɑkuʂgə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib gəˈʣɿ ˈɕoˈli ʁuɑr-
ˈdə kuˈɑkuʂgə-ˈʥo Habib and ɕoli two-DAT-
OBJ Habib said bad things about and Sholi 
each of them. 
kuan [kʰuan] AJ loose, big (about clothing), wide 
宽 [=cmn 宽] | var. kuɑn (Li85), guan au 
(Mo2008 
kuanzhan [kʰuandʐan] AJ spacious 宽展 [=cmn 宽
展] | var. ˈkuɑndʐˈɑn (Li85) 
kuang [kʰuaŋ] N mine for extracting minerals 矿 
[=cmn 矿] | var. kuɑŋ (Li85) 
kuči- [kʰuʨʰi-] Vt cut (dough into noodles) with 
knife 切割 [=mon *kerči- 'cut, mince'] | var. ku̥ ʨi- 
(Li85), guʥi- 切 (Mo2008) | tʂɑŋˈfɑŋ ku̥ ʨi- 
noodles cut cut dough into noodles with knife 
kucha [kʰutʂʰa] N underpants, knickers 裤衩子 
[=cmn 裤衩] | var. ˈkuˈtʂɑ (Li85) 
kudal-1 [kʰudal-] Vi ford, cross; wade 涉过，蹚
水 [=mon *getül-] | var. kudal- (Li85), gudal-
~kudal-~gudəl- (Mo2008), kudale- 蹚水 
(MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib ɑlər-ˈnə su-ˈnə kudal-
ˈʥi guəˈgə-ʨ Habib riverbed-GEN water-ACC 
ford-NFS cross-EP(endPoint) Habib forded 
river. 
kudal-2 [kʰudal-] Vi lead, take along an animal 
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by rope or leash 牵 [=mon *kötel- 'lead'] | var. 
kudal- (Li85), gudal- (Mo2008) | asuŋ-ˈnə 
kudal-ˈʥi ʐʅ ! animal-ACC-lead come Bring 
the animal here! 
kudan [kʰudan] N gallbladder 胆 [=cmn 苦胆! [cf. 
mon *čösün]] | var. ˈkuˈdɑn (Li85), kudan 
(BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), gudan (Mo2008) 
kueban [kʰuɛban] N percussion instrument made 
of wood plaques for keeping time and rhythm 快
板! [=cmn 快板!] | var. ˈkuɛbɑn (Li85) 
kuesang [kʰuɛsaŋ] N on one's knees 跪上 [=cmn 跪
上] | var. kuɛˈsɔŋ (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ kuɛˈsɑŋ gə
ˈʥi lɑ-ˈʥo they on knee AV cry-OBJ They 
were crying on their knees. 
kuezi [kʰuɛʣɿ ~kuiʣɿ] N chopsticks 筷子 [=cmn 筷
子] | var. ˈkuɛʣi kuezikuiˈʣi (Li85), gɛʣi 
(Mo2008) | gɛʣi apu-ʨi ʐi (Mo2008) 使筷子 
use chopsticks 
kuəchaġ [kʰuətʂʰaɢ] ONOMAT onomatopoeia for 
chewing crispy things 拟声词，咀嚼香脆的
东西 | var. ˈkuətʂɑʁ (Li85) 
kuəl [kʰuəl] N foot 脚 [=mon *köl 'foot, leg'] | var. 
kual 脚 (BökeLiu82) 
kuəl xogəng [kʰuəl xogəŋ] N heel 脚后跟 [=mon 
*köl 'foot' + root] | var. kuəl ˈxɤgəŋ 
kuəma [kʰuəma] N mare 母马 [=mon!/cmn    廥 
'barn' cf. mon *geün] | var. ˈkuəmɑ 
kugə- [kʰugə-] V labor 劳动 [=cmn 苦 + ge-] | var. 
kugə- (Li85) | ʥuɑnʥi-ˈnə kugə- farm work-
ACC labor do farm labor 
kugo [kʰugo] N grue (green/blue) 蓝色 [=mon 
*köke 'grue'] | var. kəˈgo (Li85) 
kuġ [kʰuɢ] N gut feeling 直觉 [cf. *güǰeen 'belly, 
stomach'] | var. kuʁ | kuʁ doˈʐʅ gut-feeling in in 
(my) gut feeling 
kuichəng [kʰuitʂʰəŋ] N tradition, practice, rule 传
统，习惯，规程 [=cmn 规程] | var. kuiˈtʂəŋ 
(Li85) | nə ʂʅ bɑoˈnɑn ʐʅn-ˈnə kuiˈtʂəŋ this be 
Baonan person-GEN tradition This is (the) 
Baonan people's tradition. 
kunnan [kʰunnan] AJ difficult (young people's 
speech) 困难 [=cmn 困难] | var. ˈkunnɑn 
kunto1 [kʰuntʰo] AJ heavy 重 [=mon *kündü] | var. 
kunto (Li85), kuntə (BökeLiu82) , kunte 
(MaSato2016), kuŋto 加砝码，给压力
kuntoguntə DD, BaoN, gundɯ DD (Mo2008) 
“dundɯ” [=gundɯ] (Ganhetan, Mo2008) 
kunto2 [kʰuntʰo] AJ serious (in sickness) 重 [=mon 
*kündü] | var. kunto (Li85) | nə kuŋ-ˈnə vɛt-ʥi-
ˈgɤ kunˈtɤ this man-GEN illness-NFS-NZR 
serious This man's illness is serious. 
kung [kʰuŋ] N human being, man 人 [=mon *küün] | 
var. kuŋ (Li85, BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), 
kuŋkungguŋ (Mo2008) | kuŋ dam ligu 
batɛʥiɔ (Mo2008) 轿子 sedan chair 
kungči [kʰuŋʨʰi] N air 空气 [=cmn 空气] | var. kuŋ
ˈʨi (Li85) 
kunggə-1 [kʰuŋgə-] Vi be false, insubstantive 假，
错 [=cmn 空 + ge-] | var. kuŋgə- (Li85) | kuŋgə
ˈsɔŋ (Li85) false 
kunggə-2 [kʰuŋgə-] Vi be hollow 空的 [=cmn 空 + 
ge-] | var. kuŋgə-(Li85) | kuŋgəˈsɑŋ ʥɑngəˈʁə 
hollow walnut 
kungkalang [kʰuŋkʰalaŋ] AJ hollow 空空的 
[=cmn 空+！] | var. kuŋˈkɑlɑŋ (Li85) | kuŋ
ˈkɑlɑŋ fuˈʂɛ hollow seed hollow seed 
kungkang [kʰuŋkʰaŋ] AJ light (weight) 轻 [=mon 
*köŋgen] | var. kuŋˈkɑŋ (Li85), kuŋkaŋ 
(BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), guŋgaŋ (Mo2008), 
gɵŋgaŋ BaoN (Mo2008, from Chen90c) | 
kungkangde ri- (MaSato2016) 变轻 lighten, 
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become light in weight 
kungšüe [kʰuŋɕyɛ] N peacock 孔雀 [=cmn 孔雀] | 
var. kuŋˈɕyɛ (Li85) 
kungtrong yesung [kʰuŋ tʰroŋ jɛsuŋ] N skull 颅
骨，头骨 [=mon 'human head bone'] | var. kuŋ 
troŋ jɛˈsuŋ (Li85) 
kur-1 [kʰur-~kʰuʂ-] Vi arrive 达到 [=mon *kür- 
'reach, arrive'] | var. kur-kur-kuʂ- (Li85) 
kur-2 [kʰur-] Vi become 变成 [=mon *kür- 'reach, 
arrive'] | var. kur~kur-~kuʂ- (Li85) | kuʂgɑŋ-
ˈnə nakuə ˈo-ˈnə ˈdɑdə ɑu-ˈdə kuʂ-ʁə-ˈʥo 
groom-GEN best man-ACC fathers-GEN son-
DAT become-CAU-OBJ One makes the son of 
one's father's older brother to be the best man. 
kurgang [kʰurgaŋ] N groom (in wedding), 
[husband] 新郎，丈夫 [=mon *küregen 'son-in-
law; brother-in-law; husband'] | var. gurɢaŋ [sic] 丈
夫, gurgaŋ 女婿 'son-in-law' (Mo2008) 
kušu [kʰuʂu] AJ bitter (as in taste) 苦（味道） 
[=mon *gasїun] | var. kʂɤ (Li85), gʂɯ (Mo2008) 
kushui [kʰuʂui] N clear liquid vomit 吐水 [=cmn 苦
水] | var. ˈkuʂui (Li85) 
kutung [kʰutʰuŋ] PN how many? 多少，几 [=mon 
*kedün] | var. kuˈtuŋ (Li85), kutuŋ (BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016), kuduŋ 少~kutung~guduŋ 
(Mo2008) | nə ˈjibɑ jɑnˈtɑŋ kuˈtuŋ ? this 
handful candy how many How many pieces of 
candy are in this one handful? 
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l
la1 [la] N candle 蜡烛 [=cmn 蜡] | var. lɑ 
la2 [la] N wax 蜡 [=cmn 蜡] | var. lɑ (Li85) 
la3 [-la] AFF plural suffix of nouns (PL). Optional 
for nouns which intrinsically designate a plural 
number or entities. 多数（名词） [=mon] | 
var. -lɑ (Li85) 
la- [la-] Vi cry 哭 [=mon *uïla-] | var. lɑ- (Li85), 
la:- (Tod64)； la- (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016) | 
nə ɑˈu lɑ-ˈʥo this boy cry-OBJ The boy cried. 
laba [laba] N horn; loudspeaker 喇叭 [=cmn 喇叭] | 
var. lɑˈbɑ 
labčung [lapʨʰuŋ] N leaf (n.) 叶子 [=mon *nabčïn 
(n > l)] | var. labčüŋ (BökeLiu82) labčuŋ 
(MaSato2016), labuʥyŋ Mo2008, BaoN 
labčaŋ 
labčung heši [lapʨʰuŋ hɛɕi] MWE stem of leaf 叶
茎 [=mon *nabčïn 'leaf' + *hesi 'handle'] | var. lap
ˈʨuŋ hɛˈʂɿ (Li85) 
lagə-1 [lagə-] Vt play (an accordion) 演奏(手风
琴) [=cmn 拉 + ge-] | var. lɑgə- (Li85) | ʂˈɤfən
ˈʨin lɑgə- accordian play play accordian 
lagə-2 [lagə-] Vt weave a net (as spider does) 编, 
织 [=adx la~hla (WT hla) 'weave' + ge-] | var. lɑgə- 
(Li85) | dʐɤdʐˈɤwɑŋ lɑˈgə-ʨ spider net weave-
EP The spider wove a net. 
lagə-3 [lagə-] V raise (children) 养(孩子) [=cmn! 
联! + ge-; not adx] | var. lɑgə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
ˈxɤʐʅn-lɑ-ˈnə lɑgə-ˈʥo Habib descendant-PL-
ACC raise-OBJ Habib raised his children. 
laġa- [laɢa-] V avoid, stay away from 避免 [=cmn 
连! + ge-] | var. lɑʁɑ- (Li85) | ˈlɑnʣɤ-sɿ lɑʁɑ-
ˈdə ! Lanzhou-ABL avoid-succeed Be sure stay 
away from Lanzhou! 
laġor [laɢor] N crying easily, crying often  爱哭
的 [=mon *uïla-] | var. lɑˈʁor (Li85), BaoN 
løɢløɢ (Chen90c) | nə ˈɑu lɑˈʁor-o this boy cry 
easy-OBJ This boy cries easily. 
laġshi [laɢʂʅ] N towel, handkerchief (in speech of 
elders) 手帕, 手巾 [=adx lak ɕi] | var. laʁˈʂɩ 
(Li85) 
laǰo [laʥo] N strong liquor 腊酒 [=cmn 腊酒] | var.  
ˈlɑʥɤ (Li85) 
lalə- [lalə-] Vt seek, look for 寻找 [(not adx!: ʦa, not 
mon)] | var. lale- (MaSato2016) | taˈlɔŋ lal-ʥi-
ˈgɤ kuŋ firewood find-NFS-NZR person one 
who collects frewood 
lama [lama] N monk of Lama Buddhism 藏传佛
教的和尚 [=adx la ma (WT bla ma)] | var. lɑˈmɑ 
(Li85) 
lama ǰo [lama ʥo] Npr Tibetan Buddhism 藏传
佛教 [=cmn 喇嘛教] | var. lɑˈmɑʥo (Li85) | 
ʥɑŋ ʂʅ lɑˈmɑʥo s/he be Lama Buddhism S/he 
is a Lama Buddhist. 
lama si [lama sɿ] MWE Tibetan Buddhist 
monastery 藏传佛教寺庙 [=cmn 喇嘛寺] | var. 
lɑˈmɑ sɿ (Li85) 
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lamaye [lamajɛ] N high-ranking Lama, usually a 
reincarnation 喇嘛; 上师, 高僧, 活佛 [=adx/cmn 
hla ma + 爷] | var. lɑmɑˈjɛ 
lamaye ġurġi [lamajɛ ɢurɢi] N caterpillar 毛虫 
[=adx/mon! 'Lama bug'] | var. lɑˈmɑˈjɛ ʁurˈʁi 
lambu [lambu] N patch 补丁 [=adx ɬan ba] | var. 
lɑnˈbu (Li85) 
lambugo [lambugo] N bedding (for covering up 
a sleeping person) 被子（用于掩盖熟睡的
人） [(cf. adx hdan 'pad')] | var. lɑmbuˈgɤ (Li85) 
lan [lan] AJ lazy 懒 [=cmn 懒] | var. lɑn (Li85) 
lanbang [laŋbaŋ] N cutting board 砧板 [=cmn 篮
板!] | var. lɑŋˈbɑŋ 
lanbayo [lanbajo] N leather leg wrap (worn on 
top of luəˈʨi shoes in snow) 皮革包裹在腿上 
（在 luəˈʨi 鞋子上头在雪中一起穿的） 
[=cmn] | var. lɑnbɑˈjo (Li85) 
lančo [lanʨʰo] N basketball 篮球 [=cmn 篮球] | 
var. bɑˈʨi (Li85) 
lanəgə [lanəgə] AV slightly, somewhat 稍微 [cf. 
adx la la 'some, a few'; ɬak 'left over'] | var. lɑnəˈgə 
(ˈlɑngə) (Li85) | jiwˈɑn ˈlɑnəgə giˈnə (Li85) 
one.ten.thousand slightly NEGE bit less than 
ten thousand 
lanlan [lanlan] N basket (carried on ˈbiɑndɑn 
over shoulder, usually for holding manure) 篮
子（放在肩膀上，通常用于固定肥料） 
[=cmn 篮篮] | var. hɛ- (Li85) 
lanni [lanni] N mud 泥巴 [=cmn 烂泥] | var. ˈlɑnni 
lanni kəngkəng [lanni kʰəŋkʰəŋ] N bog (with a 
great deal of mud) 泥沼 [=cmn 烂泥坑坑] | var. 
ˈlɑnni kəŋˈkəŋ (Li85) 
lanwanzi [lanwanʣɿ] N knee posterior, pit, back 
of knee 腘，脚窝，膝后的窝 [=cmn ! + 弯子 
'bend'] | var. lɑnwɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
lanxan [lanxan] AJ lazy 懒汉 [=cmn 懒汉] | var. 
lɑnˈxɑn (Li85) | lɑnxˈɑn kuŋ lazy person 
lanzhan eke- [landʐan eke-] MWE stretch 
oneself out 伸出 [=cmn/mon] | var. ˈlɑndʐɑn 
ʂgə- (Li85) 
lang [laŋ] N wave 波浪 [=cmn 浪] | var. lɑŋ (Li85) 
| lɑŋ ʂgə-ˈʥo wave hit-OBJ There are lots of 
waves.| lɑŋ ʨigə-ˈʥo wave rise-OBJ Waves 
are rising up.| 
langan [langan] N railing on verandah 栏杆 [=cmn 
栏杆] | var. ˈlɑnˈgɑn (Li85) 
langə- [langə-] Vt lead 领 [=cmn 领 + ge-] | var. 
lɑngə- (Li85) | ʥyˈɑnˈguɑn ʨiɑnʥin-ˈnə 
lɑngə-ˈʥo officer forward charge-ACC lead-
OBJ The offcer led forward the charge (in 
battle). 
langholər [laŋ hɔlər] N trough of wave 浪谷 
[=cmn/! 浪 'wave bottom'] | var. lɑŋ hɔˈlər (Li85) 
langsgə [laŋsgə] N steam 蒸汽，气 [=adx ɬaŋ 
fa~pa (WT rlangs pa)] | var. lɔsˈgi (Li85) 
langshəng [laŋʂəŋ] N rope used tie many cattle 
together 领绳子 [=cmn 领绳] | var. ˈlɑŋˈʂəŋ 
(Li85) 
langtrong [laŋ troŋ] N crest of wave 波峰 
[=cmn/mon! 浪 wave head] | var. lɑŋ troŋ (Li85) 
lashġə1 [laʂgə] N handkerchief 手巾 [=adx lak ɕi 
(Xunhua, Hualong)] | var. laʂˈgə (Li85) 
lashġə2 [laʂgə] N towel (village elders' 
vocabulary) 手巾 [=adx lakɕɪ] | var. laʂˈgə 
(Li85), laʁˈʂʅ laʂɢe G; laɕiɢe (MaSato2016); 
lakɕi BaoN (Chen90c) 
lawan [lawan] AJ dirty; sloppy, negligent 脏； 邋
遢 | var. ʣɑŋˈnɑŋ lawan 邋遢 (MaSato2016) 
lazi [laʣɿ] N chili pepper 辣子 [=cmn 辣子] | var. 
ˈlɑdɤ lazo (MaSato2016) 
le   [le ] M li, a measure of distance,  
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approximately half of kilometer (Chinese mile) 
里 [=cmn 里] | var. ˈle    
leči [lɛʨʰi] N servant 仆人 [=adx (ə) lax 'corvée + mon 
či! (adx ə lak 'corvée labor'; hla wa (WT gjog po) 
'servant, hired labor'] | var. lɛˈʨi (Li85) 
legə- [lɛgə-] V labor; work (manually) 做活，劳
动 [=cmn 劳 + ge-] | var. kuˈgə ˈlege- “laige-” 
(MaSato2016) | ʥuənʥi-ˈnə ˈlɛgə- farm 
work-ACC labor do farm labor 
lel- [lɛl-] Vi form group or herd (said of animals); 
mix, blend 混合 [not mon; cf. mon *čїul- 'gather, 
convene'] | var. lele- “laile-” 混合 
(MaSato2016) | fiˈʨin ˈlɛl-ʨ bird flock-EP 
The birds focked together. 
lexəmba [lɛxəmba] N frog 青蛙 [=cmn] | var. 
ˈlɛxəmbɑ 
lezhi [lɛdʐʅ] N rib 肋骨 [=cmn 肋子] | var. lɛˈdʐɩ 
(Li85) 
lə1 [lə] NEG not (negation preceding present-future 
verbs); [Li85: only in subordinate clause or in 
sentence with habitual suffix /-m/, or suffix 
/-nə/ 'willing' on verb.] 不 [=mon *ülü] | var. lə 
(BökeLiu82, Li85) | lə dol-ʥi-ˈgɤ kuŋ bi ! 
NEG sing-PFV-NZR person stand The one 
who doesn't sing stand up!| hɑˈbib ˈlɑndʐɤ-ˈdə 
lə ɕi-ˈnə Habib Lanzhou-LOC NEG go-willing 
Habib is not willing to go to Lanzhou. Habib 
chicken-ACC NEG eat-HAB Habib does not 
eat chicken.| hɑˈbib tʁɑ-ˈnə lə ˈnda-m
lə2 [-lə] AFF purposive verb suffix (CPURP) 目的
动词附加成分 [=mon *la] | var. -lə (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib uniɑŋ-ˈnə ʂɑngə-ˈlə rə-ˈʥi Habib bull-
ACC neuter-PURP come-SUBJ Habib came 
neuter the bull. 
lə3 [-lə] AFF collective suffix (Li 1985, “for 
numerals from 1-19 indicating animate being”) 
集体后缀（CL：“对于 1-19 的数字表示有
生命”） [=mon] | var. -lə (Li85) | nəguˈlə one 
human/animal one (animate being)| ʁuɑˈlə two 
(animate beings) three (humans/animals)| ʁuru
ˈlə dɛruˈlə four (humans/animals)
ləndən [ləndən] AJ slow (mentally), dull-witted 慢
（精神上），呆呆 | var. lənˈdən (Li85) 
ləngdan [ləŋdan] AJ cold (personality) 冷淡 
[=cmn 冷淡] | var. ˈləŋˈdɑn (Li85) 
ləs- [ləs-] Vi hungry 饿 [=mon *öles-, (cf. adx htok, 
WT ltogs)] | var. ləs-ləs-luəs- (Li85) | moˈrɩ ləs-
ˈʥo (Li85) horse hungry-OBJ The horse is 
hungry. 
ləsguər [ləsguər] N mill turned by hand 手磨 
[=adx lakkor] | var. ləsˈguər (Li85), BaoN laxgør 
(Chen90c) 
ləxəč [ləxəʨʰ] N burial place in the grave   墓葬
在坟墓里 | var. ləˈxəʨ | ˈmɛʥi-nə ləˈxəʨ-də 
ɕɑˈgə ! dead person-ACC burial place-LOC 
lower Lower the dead person into the burial 
place of the grave! 
liang1 [liaŋ] M tael (measure of weight, since 
1956=50 g.), equivalent to 1/16 of a catty 
(ʥin) 两 [=cmn 两] | var. liɑŋ (Li85) 
liang2 [liaŋ] AJ bright, shiny 明亮 [=cmn 亮] | var. 
liɑŋ (Li85) 
liangchəng [liaŋtʂʰəŋ] N granary (in attic) (Li 
1985, “attic) 粮仓 [=cmn 粮仓] | var. ˈliɑŋtʂəŋ 
(Li85) 
liangdo [liaŋdo] N wallet worn on cloth belt 
around waist 布带钱包，腰包 [=cmn !] | var. 
ˈliɑŋdɤ (Li85) 
lianggə-1 [liaŋgə-] Vi catch cold 感冒了 [=cmn 凉 
+ ge-] | var. liɑŋgə- (Li85) 
lianggə-2 [liaŋgə-] Vi cool off 冷却 [=cmn 凉 + 
ge-] | var. liɑŋgə- 
liangǰa [liaŋʥa] N two families, two clans 两家 
[=cmn 两家] | var. liɑŋˈʥɑ (Li85) 
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liangko [liaŋkʰo] N husband and wife 两口夫妇 
[=cmn 两口] | var. ˈliɑŋkɤ 
liangtang [liaŋtʰaŋ] AV twice 两趟，两次 [=cmn 
两趟] | var. ˈliɑŋˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
liangyi aǰe [liaŋji aʥɛ] N older female cousin, 
matrilineal (referential, not used as address 
term) 表姐（指称） [=cmn/mon 两/连!姨 yi3! 
'mother's sister, aunt' + mon 'sister'] | var. ˈliɑŋˈji 
ˈɑʥɛ (Li85) 
liangyi do [liaŋji do] N younger male cousin, 
matrilineal (referential, not used as address 
term) 表弟（指称） [=cmn/mon 两/连!姨 yi3! 
'mother's sister, aunt' + mon] | var. ˈliɑŋˈji dɤ (Li85) 
liangyi gagə [liaŋji gagə] N older male first 
cousin on mother's side (not used as an address 
term) 堂兄 [=cmn 两姨哥哥!] | var. ˈliɑŋˈji gɑˈgə 
(Li85) 
liangyi šindo [liaŋji ɕindo] N younger female 
cousin, matrilineal (referential, not an aaddress 
term) 表妹（指称） [=cmn/mon 两/连!姨 yi3! 
'mother's sister, aunt' + mon] | var. ˈliɑŋˈji ˈɕindɤ 
(Li85) 
liangzhan [liaŋdʐan] N station where staple food 
is bought and sold 粮站 [=cmn 粮站] | var. liɑŋ
ˈdʐɑn (Li85) 
liaogə- [liaogə-] Vt stitch up 缝起来 [=cmn 缭 liáo 
'sew with slanting stitches' + ge-]  | var. ˈliɑogə- 
(Li85) | ˈɕoˈli məsgɤ-ˈnə ˈliɑogə-ˈʥo ɕoli 
clothing-ACC stitch-OBJ Sholi stitched up the 
clothing. 
licha [litʂʰa] AV adjectival intensifier (degree of 
intensification is higher than gɑ but lower than 
gɛˈvi) 形容词强调成分 [=cmn!] | var. ˈliˈtʂɑ 
(Li85) | ˈliˈtʂɑ sɔŋ (Li85) specially good 
lifaguan [lifaguan] N barber shop 理发馆 [=cmn 理
发馆] | var. ˈliˈfɑˈguɑn (Li85) 
lifayan [lifajan] N barber 理发员 [=cmn 理发员] | 
var. liˈfɑjɑn (Li85) 
ligə-   [ligə- ] Vi have merit, be meritorious 积德 
[=cmn 利+ ge-] | var. ligə-   | guŋ-ˈnə ligə- merit-
ACC be meritorious 
ligunggə- [liguŋgə-] Vi be meritorious 立功 
[=cmn 立功!] | var. liˈguŋgə- (Li85) 
likue [likʰuɛ] N armoire 立柜 [=cmn 立柜] | var. li
ˈkuɛ (Li85) 
limian [limian] N hand-pulled noodles 拉面 [=cmn 拉
面] | var. ˈliˈmiɑn (Li85); cf. dəumian <刀面! '茶
面 tea noodles' (Mo2008) 
limo [limo] N Tibetan hat, formal hat 礼帽 [=cmn 礼
帽] | var. ˈlimo (MaSato2016) | ˈlimo ǰio- 
(MaSato2016) 戴礼帽 wear the festival hat 
lindang [lindaŋ] N bell (n.) 铃铛 [=cmn 铃铛] | 
var. ˈlindɑŋ 
lingkuə [liŋkʰuə] N forest 森林 [=cmn 林　!] | var. 
liŋkuo (BökeLiu82), ˈlingko (MaSato2016) 
lingyang [liŋjaŋ] N antelope 羚羊 [=cmn 羚羊] | 
var. ˈliŋjɑŋ (Li85) 
liogə- [liogə-] Vt singe off (hair, of a slaughtered 
animal by putting it on the fire) 燎，烧掉（把
被杀死的动物的头发放到火上烧掉） [=cmn 燎 
cmn liao3] | var. liogə- (Li85) 
lioshu [lioʂu] N willow tree 柳树 [=cmn 柳树] | 
var. liɤˈʂu (Li85) 
liowazi [liowaʣɿ] N pickpocket 扒手 [=cmn 流娃
子] | var. liˈɤvɑʣɿ (Li85) 
lioyan [liɔjan] N eaves 屋檐 [=cmn !梠 lü3 'beam at 
eaves' + 檐 yán 'eaves'] | var. daŋ iɛnzi (Mo2008) 
liozhe [-liodʐɛ] POST no matter, even if, even 
though 没关系，即使，即使 [=cmn 了着] | 
var. -ˈliodʐɛ | ʨi ˈsɛʐʅ jintɤnəˈgə oˈkə-ˈliodʐɛ, 
bu ʨoˈdə dɑndə-gə ʂ-i (Li1985) you money 
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how much give-no matter I you(DAT) sell-
CMOD NEG-SUBJ No matter how much 
money you give (me), I am not selling (it) you.| 
ʨi ˈfgə-ˈliodʐɛ, bu jɛ la-ˈgə ʂ-i (Li1985) you 
die-even if I still cry-CMOD NEG-SUBJ Even 
if you die, I won't cry.
liozhi [liodʐʅ] N person born with six fingers on 
one hand 六指 [=cmn 六指] | var. ˈliɤdʐɩ (Li85) 
lishi [liʂʅ] N history 历史 [=cmn 历史] | var. liˈʂɩ 
(Li85) | nə ʂʅ liʂʅ-də-ˈgɤ tʂuˈɑnˈtuŋ o this be 
history-LOC-NZR tradition OBJ This is 
historical tradition. 
liuxuan [liuxuan] N sulfur 硫磺 [=cmn 硫磺（硫
黄）] | var. ˈliuxuɑn (Li85) 
lixe [lixɛ] AJ tough and fierce 厉害 [=cmn 厉害] | 
var. ˈlixɛ (Li85) 
lixungə- [lixungə-] Vt divorce 离婚 [=cmn 离婚 
+ge-] | var. liˈxungə- 
lo [lo] AJ dull (said of a knife) 钝（刀） [=cmn 老 
(cf. adx sal po)] | var. lo 
logə- [logə-] Vt drag out of water 搂 [=cmn 搂 + gə 
'do'] | var. logə- | bu duŋˈɕi logə-ˈʥi I thing-
SUBJ I dragged the thing out of the water. 
loġdo [loɢdo] N bridle (n.) 笼头 [=adx!] | var. loʁ
ˈdo (Li85) 
loġlasong [loɢlasɔŋ] AJ concentrated 浓，!集中 
[! adx ne ro 浓(如茶), 稠(如面饭) 'strong (tea), thick 
(soup)'] | var. loʁlɑˈsɔŋ (Li85) 
loġlo [laɢlo] AJ round, spherical 球状的 [=adx lok 
lok 'round'] | var. lɑʁˈlɤ (Li85) | lɑʁlˈɤ saˈʐʅ 
round moon full moon 
loġmu [loɢmu] N tilling of farmland 耕地 [=adx cf. 
slr < adx logma 'earth clump'] | var. loʁoˈmu (Li85) 
| loʁoˈmu ʂgə- (Li85) till the land| loʁoˈmu ʁa
ˈʥir (Li85) land already tilled plough the land 
犁地| loɢmu eke- (MaSato2016)
lolopu [lolopʰu] N hawk type (hawk-like bird of 
prey, bigger than jiŋ) 鹰类（比 jiŋ 大的鹰状
猛禽） [=adx!] | var. ˈlolopu 
loniangpə [loniaŋpʰə] N midwife 助产士，产婆，
接生婆 [=cmn 老娘婆] | var. loˈniɑŋpə (Li85) 
long [loŋ] N dragon 龙 [=cmn 龙] | var. luŋ 
losi [losɿ] N mule 驴子 [=cmn 驴子] | var. lɤˈsɿ 
(Li85), ləu si (Mo2008) | au tə ləu si 
(Mo2008) 儿骡 mule 
lostġə- [lɔstʰɢə-] V oppose, resist, argue against 
(Li 1985, in request for money)   反对（要求
金钱） [(adx ŋo hgol 反对，反抗 (n.))] | var. 
lɔstʁə- (Li85) | aˈgɤ ʂɔŋ-ˈdə budɑnˈdə lɔstʁə-
ˈʥi girl side-LOC us(ACC) argue-SUBJ The  
girl's side argued against us in their demand for 
money. 
lošoǰi [lɔɕɔʥi] N old and young 老小 [=cmn 老小
的] | var. ˈlɔˈɕɔʥi (Li85) 
loshi [loʂʅ] N teacher 老师 [=cmn 老师] | var. ˈloˈʂɩ 
(Li85), loshi (MaSato2016) | loshi dangle- 
(MaSato2016) 当老师 serve as a teacher 
lowa [lowa] N crow (n.) 乌鸦 [=cmn 老鸦] | var. lo
ˈvɑ (Li85), lowa (MaSato2016), lɔ ua 
(Mo2008) 
loxor- [loχor-] Vi boil, boil over (intransitive) 沸
腾 [=adx!] | var. loxor- (Li85), loχori- G 
(MaSato2016) | su loˈxor-ʨ water boil-EP 
(Li85) water boil-EP Water has boiled. 
loxu [loxu] N tiger 老虎 [=cmn 老虎] | var. loˈxu 
(Li85) 
loxuč [loxuʨʰ] N stairs, stairway 楼梯 [=cmn 楼梯 
palatalized] | var. lɤˈxuʨ (Li85) 
lozi [loʣɿ] N multi-storied house 楼房 [=cmn 楼子] | 
var. lɤˈʣɿ (Li85) 
luan [luan] AJ chaotic 乱 [=cmn 乱] | var. luɑn 
(Li85) 
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luangə- [luangə-] Vi be chaotic 乱，混乱 [=cmn 
乱+ ge-] | var. luɑngə- (Li85) 
lüche [lytʂʰɛ] N donkey-drawn vehicle 驴车 [=cmn 
驴车] | var. ˈlytʂɛ 
luchi [lutʂʰɩ] N grid on stove 炉箅 [=cmn 炉箅!] | 
var. ˈluchi (MaSato2016) 
luə [luə] N cymbal, gong 锣鼓 [=cmn 锣] | var. luə 
| luə ʂgə-(Li85) gong hit play (hit) a gong 
luəči [luəʨʰi] N shoe (traditional, made of one 
piece of soft leather wrapping around foot and 
ankle, usually with straw or hay between foot 
and leather)    鞋子（传统的，用一块柔软的
皮革包裹脚和脚踝的，通常在脚和皮革之
间夹着稻草或干草) [=cmn] | var. ˈluəʨi (Li85) 
luəgə [luəgə-] Vt pile up 积累 [=cmn 累 dial. cf. cmn 
lèi + ge-] | var. luəgə- (Li85) 
luəgə- [luəgə-] Vt lay (brick) 砌砖 [=cmn 列 'lie 
up'! + ge-] | var. luəgə- (Li85) | dʐuɑn-ˈnə 
luəgə- (Li85) brick-ACC lay lay bricks 
luəguə damu [luəguə damu] N five inch thick 
baked bread 烙饼 [=cmn/mon 烙 cf. msc laò 'bake' + 
*ödme 'bread or cake'] | var. ˈluəguə dɑˈmu 
luətuə [luətʰuə] N camel 骆驼 [=cmn 骆驼] | var. 
luotʰuo (BökeLiu82) 
lüigə- [lyigə-] Vi slide (avalanche) 滑（雪崩） 
[=cmn 落 + ge-] | var. lyigə-(Li85) | nəˈmɑlyi
ˈgə-ʨ mountain slide-EP The mountain has slid 
down.| ʨaˈsuŋ lyiˈgə-ʨ snow slide-EP The 
snow has avalanched.| 
lüluə [lyluə] N hinny, offspring of male horse and 
female donkey 驴骡 [=cmn 驴骡] | var. ˈlyluə 
lunchuan [luntʂʰuan] N steamship 轮船 [=cmn 轮
船] | var. lynˈtʂuɑn (Li85) 
lünzi [lynʣɿ] N wheel 轮子 [=cmn 轮子] | var. lyn
ˈʣɿ (Li85) 
lunglung [luŋluŋ] N cage 笼子 [=cmn 笼笼] | var. 
ˈluŋˈluŋ 
lurən [lurən] N deer antler (prior to ossification, 
used in TCM) 鹿茸 [=cmn     鹿茸 lùróng] | var. 
luˈrən 
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m
m [-m] AFF finite imperfective (narrative) verb 
suffix (Li 1985, habitual verb suffix (HAB); 
AD: IMPF) 有限不完全（叙述性）动词后缀
（CL：惯用动词后缀（HAB）； AD：
IMPF） [=mon] | var. -m | nə nəˈgə ˈɤ-m this 
one drink-HAB This one is a drinker. 
m- [m-mə-] PRT etcetera: the initial consonant 
(cluster) of noun with /m-/ is replaced; only 
applies to nouns whose initial consonant is 
not /m/; cf. also /buˈɕiʥi/ 等 [=mon] | var. m-
mə- (Li85) | ajˈʁə majˈʁə bowl bowl bowls 
and the like| ndaˈgɤ maˈgɤ food and the like| 
ma [ma] PRT interrogative particle at sentence-
final position for yes-no questions only (Q); 
see also /vu/, /bu/, /-ɤ/, /-u/ 吗 [=cmn! 吗] | var. 
mɑ | ʨi ʂɤ ʣɛl-ˈʥi mɑ ? you tree plant-SUBJ 
Q Did you plant trees? 
mabu1 [mabu] N hemp fabric 麻布 [=cmn 麻布] | 
var. maˈbu 
mabu2 [mabu] N cleaning rag, dusting cloth 抹布 
[=cmn 抹布] | var. maˈbu (Li85), mabu 
(MaSato2016) 
mache [matʂʰɛ] N horse-drawn vehicle 马车 
[=cmn 马车] | var. mɑˈtʂɛ (Li85) 
machi [matʂʰɩ] N pond 马池 [=cmn 马池！] | var. 
mɑˈtʂɩ (Li85) 
mada [mada] AJ troublesome, complicated 麻烦，
复杂 [=cmn 麻 + !] | var. ˈmɑdɑ (Li85) 
made [madɛ] N small sack, about 3 ft. long 麻袋 
[=cmn 麻袋] | var. mɑˈdɛ (Li85) 
madə- [madə-] Vt know; be able to 知道;  会；
认识 [=mon *mede-] | var. madə- (BökeLiu82), 
made- (MaSato2016), madə-~madə-~mədə- 
(Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ˈʨɑnˈʨɑn ʁaʥir-ˈdə lɛgə-
ʥi-gɤ-ˈnə bu mad-ˈo Habib every day field-
LOC work-NFS-NZR-ACC I know-PERF1 I 
knew that Habib worked in the feld every day.| 
bu ted gaʨi lə mədə-nə (Li1985) 1s Tibetan 
language NEG know-IMPF I don't understand 
Tibetan illiterate 不识字的| si mədə ʨʰi gə na 
(Mo2008) dali ʥiɔ pu madəm 认得 'recognize, 
know' (Mo2008) jxəu də ʂi ʨiŋ madəgə ɕiɔ 历
史 'history' [sic](Mo2008)
mado1 [mado] N machete or sabre carried on 
horse 马刀 [=cmn 马刀] | var. ˈmɑˈdo 
mado2 [mado] N mung bean 绿豆 [=cmn 马豆] | 
var. mɑdˈɤ (Li85) 
mafan [məfan] N model (for others emulate) 模
型 [=cmn 模范] | var. məˈfɑn (Li85) 
maǰang [maʥaŋ] N mahjong 麻将 [=cmn 麻将] | 
var. mɑˈʥɑŋ 
mako [makʰo] N on the mark (can function as AJ) 
中, 打记号, 做标志 [cf. mon *möǰki-~*möški- 
'trace'] | var. ˈmɑkɤ (Li85) 
mako-duəgə- [makʰo-duəgə-] V be right on 
the mark, make a perfect decision; hit the 
target (?) 达到目标，击中目标（中地），做
出正确的决定 [=cmn 马克! 对+ ge-] | var. 
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ˈmɑkɤ-duəgə- (Li85) | ˈmiʐʅn ʣɤ nə ʥoˈʐʅ 
ˈmɑkɤ-duəgə-ˈʥo matchmaker then this midst-
OBJ The match-maker then makes the perfect 
decision in the midst of this. 
malə1 [malə] POST before, in the past, in front of 
(this word does not take locative suffix)； first 
先，之前，过去，前面（此词不带位置后
缀） [=mon *emüne 'front'] | var. ma
ˈlə~malə~maʂˈlə (Li85), ɛmlə~malə~ɛmuli 前
边，以前，以上 'in front, ahead; before, 
previously, above' (Mo2008), 
ɛmlə~malə~ɛməlagu~malə~ɛməligəu 前面的 
(Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ri-ˈgɤ maˈlə bu doˈʁo jas-
ˈəm Habib come-NZR before I knife make-
HAB Before Habib came, I used to make 
knives.| ɛməligəu sar (Mo2008) 上个月，前
个月 last month, the month before first half of 
the night (nightfall to midnight); !before 
midnight 前半夜; !半夜前| guɕilaŋ ɛmuli 
(Mo2008)
malə2 [malə] POST in front of, in past (doesn't take 
locative suffix) 前，以前 [=mon! *emüne 'south, 
front, anterior'] | var. maʂˈlə (Li85) 
maləġ [maləɢ] N hat 帽子 [=mon *malagaї] | var. 
maˈləʁ (Li85), maləxə (Mo2008) | dʐɔdʐɔ 
maləxə (Mo2008) 军帽 army cap, service cap 
mali [mali] AJ fast, quick (Li 1985, “(n.)”) 快 
[=cmn] | var. mɑˈli 
maluə [maluə] N mule 骡子 [=cmn 马骡] | var. ˈmɑ
ˈluə (Li85) 
mama [mama] ONOMAT sounds used for calling 
sheep or goats 叫绵羊或山羊的声音 | var. 
ˈmɑmɑ (Li85) 
mamal- [mamal-] Vi gum, make a chewing 
motion when one is toothless 去胶，去掉无牙
胶 [LA- (cf. adx ngal 'gums, jaw')] | var. mamal- 
mamoġ [mamoɢ] N cotton 棉花 [=adx mamok (WT 
ma mog)] | var. maˈmoʁ 
mamu [mamu] AJ complex 复杂 [=cmn! not adx] | 
var. mɑˈmu (Li85) 
manbə [manbə] N doctor  (This term remains 
only in speech of village elders.) 医生 [=adx 
sman pa] | var. ˈdɛfu manbu (MaSato2016); cf. 
yiseng 
manə1 [manə] PN my, me (first person singular 
genitive-accusative pronoun) 我的（第一人称
单数代词） [=mon] | var. məˈnə (Li85) 
manə2 [manə] PN inclusive 1st person plural 
genitive pronoun 咱们的 [=mon] | var. mɑngɤ-
ˈnə mane (MaSato2016) | mane gači 
(MaSato2016) 咱们的语言 our language| mane 
kung (MaSato2016) 保安族；伊斯兰教徒 
Bonan people; Muslims| 
manəġ1 [manəɢ] AJ dark 暗 [=adx mənnak] | var. 
maneɢe (MaSato2016) | gar mɑˈnəʁ-o house 
dark-OBJ The house is dark. 
manəġ2 [manəɢ] AJ unclear, obscure 模糊 [=adx 
mən nak] | var. mɑˈnəʁ (Li85) 
manə kung [manə kʰuŋ] PN Muslims 穆斯林 
[=mon 'our people' *küün] | var. mɑˈnə kuŋ (Li85) 
manfu [manfu] AJ full, splendid; when referring 
females, it means full and attractive 满腹！ 
[=cmn 满腹！] | var. mɑnˈfu | nə nəˈgə ʨiˈʥɤ 
mɑnfu-ʁɑˈlə-aiˈnə this one flower very This 
fower is very splendid. 
mano [mano] N agate 玛瑙 [=cmn 玛瑙] | var. mɑ
ˈno (Li85) 
mantal- [mantʰal-] Vt dig 挖掘 [=mon *malta-! cf. 
adx len hʥak] | var. məntəl- 
mantung [mantʰuŋ] N bun with filling 包子 
[=cmn] | var. mantung (MaSato2016) | 
mantung ti- (MaSato2016) 蒸包子 
mangcang [maŋʦʰaŋ] N appendix (anatomical) 盲
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肠 [=cmn 盲肠] | var. ˈmɑŋˈʦɑŋ (Li85) 
mangə [mangə] PN we (first person plural 
nominative inclusive pronoun) 我们（主格第
一人称复数代词） [=mon *ba] | var. mɑnˈgɤ 
(Li85) | mɑnˈgɤ-də dative or benefactive 1st 
person plural inclusive pronoun| mɑngɤ-ˈnə   
inclusive 1st person plural genitive or 
accusative pronoun (see also mɑˈnə)| 
mango-nə ǰoməng [mango-nə ʥoməŋ] N 
Islam (our religious order)   伊斯兰教（我们
的教门） [=cmn 'our religious order'] | var. 
mɑngɤ-ˈnə ˈʥoməŋ 
mangxang [maŋxaŋ] AV in a hurry 急匆匆 
[=cmn 忙行] | var. ˈmɑŋxɑŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
ˈmɑŋxɑŋ gəˈʥi hɔl-ˈʥi gar-ˈdə ʐʅ-ˈʥo Habib 
hurry AV run-NFS home-LOC come-OBJ 
Habib came running his home in hurry. 
mardə- [mardə-] Vi be fat 胖 [=mon 
*marїan/*maraan 'flesh, degree of fatness'] | var. 
mard(ə)- (Li85) 
mari [maʐʅ] N fat of livestock, animal fat 膘 
[=mon *marїan/*maraan 'flesh, degree of fatness'] | 
var. mari (MaSato2016) 
martə- [martʰə-] Vt forget 忘记 [=mon *marta-] | 
var. marte- (MaSato2016) | bu ˈmaʂtə-ʨ I 
forget-EP I forgot. 
maru [maru] N sore, skin ulcer, boil 疮 [=adx 
ɦmaru] | var. maˈrɤ (Li85), mero “mairo” 
(MaSato2016), GH marɯ (Chen90c) | marɯ 
xar- (Chen90c) 长疮 develop a sore 
masixsix [masɿxsɿx] ONOMAT sounds used for 
calling sheep or goats 叫绵羊或山羊的声音 | 
var. ˈmɑsɿ̥xsɿ̥x (Li85) 
mašiġe [maɕiɢe] N tomorrow 明天 [=mon 
*margaasï, metathesis or *managaar 'tomorrow'] | var. 
maʂˈʁə (Li85), maʂqə Gt (Nug260), maʂɢə 
(MaSato2016) 
maxu [maxu] AJ careless, negligent 马虎 [=cmn 马
虎] | var. ˈmɑxu | ˈmɑxu gəˈʥi tʂɛˈʣɿ tə̥ˈgə kɛ
ˈgə ! careless AV car do.not drive Don't drive 
the car carelessly! 
mazi [maʣɿ] N person with pock-marked face, 
usually result of smallpox 麻子 [=cmn 麻子] | 
var. mɑˈʣɿ (Li85) 
mazung [maʣuŋ] N harrow, a heavy metal or 
stone bar pulled by an animal for flattening 
earth 耙子，耰 [=cmn/adx! 马+ ! adx tʂe 'harrow'] | 
var. mɑˈʣuŋ (Li85), mazong 耙子 
(MaSato2016) 
mazhuang [madʐuaŋ] N hitching post 系留柱 
[=cmn 马桩] | var. ˈmɑˈdʐuɑŋ (Li85) 
mba- [mba-] Vi frolic in water [swim] 游泳 
[=mon *humba-] | var. mbɑ- (Li85), Baod mba- 游
泳 | ənə ʨiaχu-nə ʨi ɢolsaŋ mb(a) u? 
(BökeLiu 1982:66) this teapot-ACC you break 
COP.EMPH.SUBJ Q Was it you who broke the 
teapot? 
mbačung [mbaʨʰuŋ] N swimmer 游泳者 [=mon 
*humba-] | var. mbɑˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
mbi [mbi] COP be (emphatic copula, objective 
perspective); be correct 是，对 [=mon] | var. 
mbi (Li85) | kal-ʥi-ˈgɤ ˈmbiɑ say-NFS-NZR 
correct exclamatory particle What is said is 
right! 
me1 [mɛ] N pulse 脉 [=cmn 脉] | var. mɛ (Li85), mai 
(MaSato2016) | mɛ wɑr- pulse take take the 
pulse 
me2 [mɛ] N graphite for making ink 墨 [=cmn 墨] | 
var. mɛ (Li85) 
mečigčig [mɛʨʰigʨʰig] ONOMAT sounds used in 
calling a cow 叫牛的声音 | var. ˈmɛʨi̥gʨi̥g 
(Li85) 
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medə1 [medə] N deceased person, corpse 亡人，
遗体 [=arb ميت mait] | var. ˈmɛʥi (Li85), maiqi 
(MaSato2016) 
medə2 [mɛdə] N deceased person 亡人 [=arb ميت 
mait] | var. ˈmɛdə 
mefugə- [mɛfugə-] Vi hide in order to ambush 埋
伏 [=cmn 埋伏 + ge-] | var. ˈmɛfugə- | mɑnˈgɤ 
ˈmɛfugə-g-ˈɛ we(inc.)-CMOD-FPH Let's hide 
ambush. 
megan [mɛgan] N wheat stalk (with wheat on it) 麦
杆 [=cmn 麦杆] | var. mɛˈgɑn (Li85) 
menshuan [mənʂuan] N door bolt, door latch 门
闩 [=cmn 门闩] | var. mənˈʂuɑn 
menggubo [məŋgubo] N yurt 蒙古包 [=cmn 蒙古
包] | var. məŋˈgubo (Li85) || expel, chase out| 
meriġong [mɛriɢoŋ] AJ tilted 歪 [=mon 
*muruї/*murїu 'crooked, slanted'] | var. mɛrˈʁoŋ 
(Li85), mairighe (MaSato2016) 
meši- [məʂ-] Vt study, read 读书，学习 [=mon 
*uŋsї-/*umsї- 'read'] | var. məʂ- (Li85), miɕi- 
(MaSato2016) | bu fgo dun-ʁɑˈlə məʂ-ˈʥo I 
big voice-INST read- OBJ I read aloud. 
meshe [mɛʂɛ] N grey 灰色 [=cmn] | var. ˈmeʂe 
“maishai” (MaSato2016) 
meshui [mɛʂui] N ink 墨水 [=cmn 墨水] | var. 
ˈmɛʂui (Li85) 
mewang [mɛwaŋ] N awn of wheat 麦芒 [=cmn 麦
芒] | var. mɛvˈɑŋ (Li85) 
mezi [mɛʣɿ] N wheat 麦子 [=cmn 麦子] | var. mɛ
ˈʣɿ (Li85) 
mezhi [mɛdʐʅ] N ink 墨水 [=cmn 墨汁!] | var. mɛ
ˈdʐi (Li85) 
məla [mula] N whip for herding cattle 鞭子 [=mon 
*mїlaa] | var. mu̥ˈlɑ (Li85), mula (MaSato2016) 
mən [mən] AJ stupid 笨, 悶 [=cmn 悶] | var. mən 
(Li85) 
mənčüanzi [mənʨʰyanʣɿ] N door frame  门框 
[=cmn 门穿子] | var. mənʨyɑnˈʣɿ 
mənfang [mənfaŋ] N door frame 门框 [=cmn 门
方] | var. ˈmənˈfɑŋ 
mənkan [mənkʰan] N threshold; door sill   门槛 
[=cmn 门槛] | var. mənˈkɑn (Li85) 
mənlien [mənliɛn] N curtain for doorway  门帘 
[=cmn 门帘] | var. mənˈliɛn 
mənto [məntʰo] N lintel of door 门楣，阑头 
[=cmn 门头] | var. ˈmənˈtɤ 
mənzan [mənʣan] N horsefly 虻 [=cmn 虻 méng + 
!; cf. mon *sona, *bökene 'horsefly, gadfly'] | var. 
mənʣˈɑn (Li85) 
mənggu ren [məŋgu rən] Npr Mongol     蒙古
人 [=cmn 蒙古] | var. məŋgu rən (Li85) 
mənggu zu [məŋgu ʣu] Npr Mongolian ethnic 
group 蒙古族 [=cmn 蒙古族] | var. məŋˈguʣu 
(Li85) 
məs-1 [məs-] Vi fly 飞 [=mon *nїs-/ *nis-] | var. 
məs- | fiˈʨin məs-ˈʥo bird fly-IPF The bird is 
fying. 
məs-2 [məs-] Vt wear, put on 穿，戴 [=mon 
*emüs-] | var. məs- (Li85) musï- (BökeLiu82) , 
BaonN mə,s-, kxs məsï-, Dgx misï- | xɛ-(ˈnə) 
məs- shoe-(ACC) wear- wear shoes 
məsčung [məsʨʰuŋ] N arboreal animal; any 
animal that can fly 树栖动物，任何会飞的动
物 [=mon 'fly' + NZR] | var. məsˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
məsgu [məsgu] N clothing 衣服 [=mon *emüs- 'put 
on'] | var. məsˈgɤ (Li85), məsgu (BökeLiu82), 
musgu (MaSato2016) | ji-ˈto məsˈgɤ one set 
clothing a set of clothes 
mi1 [mi] N coal 煤炭 [=cmn 煤] | var. mi (Li85) 
mi2 [mi] N ready-to-cook rice 米饭 [=cmn 米] | var. 
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mi (Li85) 
mianmian [mianmian] N powdered medicine 面
子 [=cmn 面面] | var. miɑnˈmiɑn 
mianno [mianno] N long, quilted garment 棉袄 
[=cmn 棉袄] | var. ˈmiɑnno 
mianxua [mianxua] N cotton 棉花 [=cmn 棉花] | 
var. miɑnˈxuɑ 
miangə- [miangə-] Vi be soft and mushy 粘软
的 [=cmn] | var. miɑngə- (Li85) 
miangu [miangu] N silver 银子 [=mon *möŋgün/ 
*meŋgü] | var. minˈgɤ (Li85) 
mifan [mifan] N cooked rice 米饭 [=cmn 米饭] | 
var. ˈmiˈfɑn | ˈmiˈfɑn nda- rice eat eat rice 
mifu [mifu] N brother-in-law, younger sister's 
husband 妹夫 [=cmn 妹夫] | var. ˈmifu (Li85) 
migə- [migə-] N connect, join together 联合 [(adx 
ʦʰam hʥor 'connected, joined')] | var. migə- (Li85) 
| hɑˈbib ɑmɑŋ-ˈnə migə-ˈʥo Habib mouth-
ACC-OBJ Habib closed his mouth. 
miǰi [miʥi] N female (n.) 雌，母 [=cmn] | var. mi
ˈʥi 
mimi [mimi] ONOMAT sounds used in calling a 
cat 叫猫的声音 | var. ˈmimi (Li85) 
mimo [mimo] N eyebrow 眉毛 [=cmn 眉毛] | var. 
ˈmimo (Li85) 
minǰo [minʥo] N jewelry made of either pearl, 
agate, or coral 珍珠，玛瑙或珊瑚的饰品 
[=cmn 名珠！(cf. adx mə tək (WT mu tig) 'pearl')] | 
var. minˈʥɤ (Li85) 
mingbin [miŋbin] N militia 民兵 [=cmn 民兵 
minbing] | var. ˈmiŋbin (Li85) 
mio [mio] N Buddhist or Taoist temple 庙 [=cmn 庙] 
| var. mio (MaSato2016) 
mioǰa [mioʥa] N shoot (n.), sprout (n.) 苗子 
[=cmn 苗子] | var. mioˈʥɑ 
miozi [mioʣɿ] N spear 矛子 [=cmn 矛子] | var. 
mioˈʣi (Li85) 
mirən [miʐʅn] N matchmaker 媒人 [=cmn 媒人] | 
var. ˈmirɩn 
mirung [miruŋ] N staple food made of several 
kinds of grain and sweet potatoes 搅团 [=mon 
*naїra- 'mix, combine (Vi)' + nzr, cf. slr nairen] | var. 
miˈruŋ (Li85) 
mišal- [miɕal-] Vi be soft and mushy 变瘦 [=tkc 
*yumsaq] | var. miɑngə- (Li85)cf. mišiale- 变瘦 
(MaSato2016) 
mišale- [miɕale-] Vi waste away, become thin 变
瘦 [=tkc *yumšaq] | var. miɕiale- (Li85) 
mišga [miɕga] AJ skinny, thin, wasting away 
(referring to person) 消瘦的 [=tkc *yumsaq] | 
var. (Li85), mišiga (MaSato2016) 
mišin [miɕin] N superstition 迷信 [=cmn 迷信] | 
var. miˈɕin (Li85) 
mišingə- [miɕingə-] Vi be superstitious     迷信 
[=cmn 迷信+ge-] | var. miˈɕingə- (Li85) 
mišingəčung [miɕingəʨʰuŋ] N superstitious 
person 有迷信的人 [=cmn 迷信+ge-] | var. mi
ˈɕingəʨuŋ (Li85) 
mišo dandan [miɕo dandan] N hail 冰雹 
[=mon/cmn *mölsün 'ice' + 蛋蛋 'egg'] | var. miɕˈɤ 
ˈdɑndɑn (Li85) 
mišu [miɕu] N ice 冰 [=mon *mölsün] | var. miɕɤ 
(Li85), muʂi (Mo2008), BaoX mənsu | mišiu 
šimderi- (MaSato2016)    冰融化 ice melts| 
mišiu wari- (MaSato2016) 结冰 ice freezes| 
mixualu [mixualu] N spotted deer 斑鹿 [=cmn 
mi/mei + 花鹿] | var. ˈmiˈxuɑˈlu (Li85) 
miyo [mijo] N kerosene 煤油 [=cmn 煤油] | var. ˈmi
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ˈjɤ (Li85) 
mizi [miʣɿ] N millet 小米 [=cmn 米子] | var. mi
ˈʣi (Li85) 
mobi [mobi] N brush pen 毛笔 [=cmn 毛笔] | var. 
ˈmoˈbi (Li85) 
modan [modan] N peony 牡丹 [=cmn 牡丹] | var. 
moˈdɑn (ʨi̥ʣˈɤ) (Li85) 
modang [modaŋ] N ball (made of yarn, all-
purpose); basketball 球；篮球 [=cmn] | var. mo
ˈdɑŋ (Li85) 
mogə-1 [makʰə-] Vt stroke 摸 [=cmn 摸 + ge-] | 
var. mak(ə)- (Li85) | xuˈʣɿ mɑk- beard stroke 
stroke one's beard 
mogə-2 [mogə-] V take off one's hat 脱帽 [=cmn 帽 
+ge-] | var. mak(ə)- (Li85) 
mogə-3 [mogə-] Vt touch 摸 [=cmn 摸 + ge-] | var. 
mogə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib nəˈgə ʂu mogə-ˈʥo 
Habib one book touch-OBJ Habib touched one 
book. 
mogə-4 [mogə-] Vt wipe 擦 [=cmn 摸 + ge-] | var. 
mak(ə)- (Li85) 
mogu [mogu] N mushroom 蘑菇 [=cmn 蘑菇] | 
var. moghli- (Li85) 
moġəi [moɢəi] N snake 蛇 [=mon *mogaї] | var. 
ˈmogu (Li85) 
mokang [mokʰaŋ] N outhouse 茅坑 [=cmn 茅坑] | 
var. moˈʁui (Li85) 
molün [molyn] N wheel on water mill 磨轮 [=cmn 磨
轮] | var. moˈlyn (Li85) 
momo [momo] N mold 霉菌，霉烂 [=cmn  霉霉!] 
| var. moˈlyn (Li85) | ˈmomo fɑgə- mold rise- 
become moldy 
momozi1 [momoʣɿ] N suds or suds-like bubble 
(see also /ˈpoʣɿ/) 泡沫 [=cmn 沫沫子] | var. mo
ˈmoʣi (Li85), momoʣɿ (BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016) 
momozi2 [momoʣɿ] N powder (e.g. coffee 
grounds, tea powder) 末子 [=cmn 末末子] | var. 
moˈmoʣi (Li85) 
monio [monio] N yak 牦牛 [=cmn 牦牛] | var. ˈmo
ˈniɤ (Li85) 
mor [mor] N road 路 [=mon *mör 'track, trail, path'] | 
var. mər (Li85), mori (Mo2008) | gamorɕigaŋ 
mori (Mo2008) 小路 path 
morə [morə] N horse 马 [=mon *morïn] | var. mo
ˈrɩmorəmoˈrə (Li85), mori (MaSato2016) | 
mori dombu (MaSato2016) 马群 horse herd| 
mori ge “gai” (MaSato2016) 马鞍 horse saddle 
race horses 跑马，赛马| mori holɢe- 
(MaSato2016)
mori adalčong [moʐʅ adalʨʰoŋ] MWE one who 
herds horses 牧人，放牧马匹的人 [=mon] | 
var. moˈrɩ ɑdalˈʨoŋ (Li85) 
mori čiǰečong [moʐʅ ʨʰiʥɛʨʰoŋ] MWE one 
who feeds and takes care of horses  喂养和照
顾马匹的人 [=mon] | var. moˈrɩ ʨiʥɛˈʨoŋ 
(Li85) 
morong [moroŋ] N river, in particular, Yellow 
River 河；黄河 [=mon *mören + *aman] | var. mo
ˈroŋ (Li85), moruŋ (BökeLiu82), marong 
(MaSato2016) | marong nake (MaSato2016) 河
岸 river bank 
morong amang [moroŋ amaŋ] MWE river 
mouth 河口 [=mon *mören] | var. moˈroŋ ɑˈmɑŋ 
(Li85) 
mošen [moɕɛn] N yarn 毛线 [=cmn 毛线] | var. mo
ˈɕin (Li85) 
mota- [motʰa-] V tell fortunes 算命 [=mon!] | 
var. motɑ- (Li85) | hɑˈbi ˈɕoˈli-nə motɑ-ˈʥo 
Habib ɕoli-ACC-OBJ Habib told Sholi her 
fortune. 
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motoche [motʰotʂʰɛ] N motorcycle 摩托车 [=cmn 
摩托车] | var. ˈmototʂɛ (Li85) 
moxolə [moxolə] AV very, quite (modifies 
adjectives with higher intensifying effect 
than /-ʁɑˈlə aiˈnə/ but lower intensifying effect 
than /gɑ/； is not a comparative) 很，非常
（语义不含与他物比较仪） [[cf. slr moxlung]] | 
var. moxoˈlə (Li85), moχle (MaSato2016) | 
moxoˈlə ˈsɑŋ very good 
moxu [moxu] AJ unclear 模糊 [=cmn 模糊] | var. 
moˈxu (Li85) 
moxui [moxui] N ash 抹灰 [=cmn 抹灰] | var. 
ˈmoxui (Li85) 
moyaye [mojajɛ] N shuttlecock (a very small 
disk, usually made of cloth with feathers 
standing in center, be kicked between 
participants in game) 踢毽子 [=cmn 毛+ !芽叶] | 
var. moˈjɑjɛ (Li85) 
moyi [moji] N sweater 毛衣 [=cmn 毛衣] | var. 
ˈmoji (Li85) 
mu1 [mu] M acre (Chinese measure of land 
approximately  6.07 /mu/ equal one acre) 亩 
[=cmn 亩] | var. mu (Li85, MaSato2016) 
mu2 [mu] AJ bad (only modifies nouns, never a 
predicate) 不好（只能用来修饰名词，不能
做谓语） [=mon *mau] | var. mu (Li85) | mu 
kuŋ (Li85) bad person 
mu3 [-mu] PRT as soon as (suffix of nominalized 
verb) 一。。。就 [=tkc!] | var. -mu (Li85) | ʁu
ˈrɑ or-gɤ-ˈmu, ˈlɛxəmbɑ ʁaˈdə xar-ˈʥo rain 
fall-NZR-frog outside go-OBJ As soon as it 
rains, frogs come out. 
muči [muʨʰi] N mosque 清真寺 [=arb mesjid] | 
var. muˈʨi (Li85), muji (MaSato2016) 
mudung [muduŋ] N trousers, pants 裤子 [=mon 
*emüdün/!*ömüdün] | var. mədung (BökeLiu82), 
muˈduŋ (Li85), maduŋ~mudung~mudung DD 
(MaSato2016), mjgS modo, BaoN emdöŋ, dgx 
mduŋ | madung amang (MaSato2016) 裤脚口 
leg opening of trousers 
mudung dezi [muduŋ dɛʣɿ] MWE belt for 
pants 裤带子 [=mon/cmn *emüdün 'trousers' + 带子] | 
var. muˈduŋ ˈdɛʣɿ 
mudung guagu [muduŋ gua-gu] MWE 
menstruation 月经，经期 [=mon/cmn *emüdün 
'trousers' + dirty-NZR = slr] | var. muˈduŋ guɑ-gɤ | 
muˈduŋ guɑ-ˈgɤ rə- pants dirty-NZR come- 
menstruate 
mudung ǰiġa [muduŋ ʥiɢa] MWE waist of 
trousers 裤腰 [=mon/cmn *emüdün 'trousers' + 
'waist'] | var. muˈduŋ ʥiˈʁɑ (Li85) 
mugo [mugo] N bitch, female dog 母狗 [=cmn 母
狗] | var. ˈmugɤ 
muġa [muɢa] N flesh, meat 肉 [=mon *mїkan] | 
var. muɢa (MaSato2016) | muɢa de- 
(MaSato2016) 吃肉 eat meat| muɢa čina- 
(MaSato2016) 煮肉 cook/boil meat| 
muġa gačiġ [muɢa gaʨʰiɢ] MWE camel hump 驼
峰 [=mon/! ‘flesh harness’] | var. muˈʁɑ gaˈʨiʁ 
muǰafi [muʥafi] N mosque caretaker (Li 1985, 
“man in charge of business affairs and cleaning 
in mosque; he calls people for first praying 
before 5:00 a.m., time called suaˈliɑʨ) 清真寺
看守人 [=arb مجاور mujāwir 'sweeper of the mosque; 
adjacent'] | var. mudʐɑˈfi (Li85) 
muǰang [muʥaŋ] N carpenter 木匠 [=cmn 木匠] | 
var. muǰiang (MaSato2016) 
muǰi [muʥi] N hen 母鸡 [=cmn 母鸡] | var. ˈmu
ˈʥi (Li85) 
muluətuə [muluətʰuə] N female camel 母骆驼 
[=cmn 母骆驼] | var. ˈmuˈluəˈtuə 
munari [munaʐʅ] N minaret 宣礼塔 [=arb مينار 
mīnār] | var. munɑˈrɩ (Li85), munari 
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(MaSato2016) 
munong [munɔŋ] AJ complex 复杂 | var. 
ˈmunɔŋ (Li85) 
mur- [mur-] Vt lower 低，放下，落 [=adx ma ra 
'downwards', ma ran bap : ~wap (RB Hua02) 'descend'] 
| var. mur- (Li85) | troŋ-ˈnə mur- head-ACC 
lower lower one's head 
murə [murə] N cat 猫 [=cmn 猫儿] | var. muri G 
(MaSato2016); morï (Li1985), muʥi 
(Mo2008, MaSato2016) 
murgə- [murgə-] Vt gore, ram 牾，撞击 [=cmn! 牾 
wu3! 'gore, oppose' + ge-] | var. murgə- (Li85) | u
ˈniɔŋ gətʂɑ-ʁɑˈlə murgə-ˈʥo bull horn-INST 
ram-OBJ The bull rammed with its horn. 
murtong [murtʰoŋ] N wood 木头 [=mon *modun] | 
var. murˈtoŋ (Li85), murtuŋ (BaoGt), martung 
(MaSato2016), ɕiu maʐiduŋ (Mo2008) | 
martong dole- (MaSato2016), cf. duogə- 
(Mo2008) 砍木头 chop wood| martung hotung 
(MaSato2016) 木星 Jupiter| 
murtong ban [murtʰoŋ ban] N wood board 木
板 [=mon/cmn *modun +板] | var. murˈtoŋ bɑn 
(Li85) 
murtong ndago ġurġi [murtʰoŋ ndago ɢurɢi] 
N termite 蛀，白蚁 [=mon/! *modun + eat + bug] | 
var. murˈtoŋ ndaˈgɤ ʁurˈʁi (Li85) 
murza [murʣa] N tomb, shrine, grave 神社，宗
庙，坟墓 [=arb/per mazar مزار 'shrine, tomb'] | var. 
murˈʣɑ (Li85) 
musiniang [musɿniaŋ] N female offspring of 
cow and yak 犏牛的母牛犊 [=adx cf. mon *umsu 
'yak hybrid'] | var. ˈmuˈsɿˈniɔŋ (Li85) 
mu sman [mu sman] N poison 毒 [=mon/adx *mau 
'bad' + sman 'medicine'] | var. mu smɑn (Li85) 
mušang [muɕaŋ] N female musk deer (Moschus 
moschiferus) 母香獐子 [=cmn 母香] | var. 
ˈmuɕɑŋ (Li85) 
mušġə- [muɕɢə-] Vt squeeze and twist (wet 
clothing in order dry it), wring out 拧 [=mon 
*mushkï- 'twist'] | var. muʂʁə- (Li85), mušiqə- 
(BökeLiu82) Nug259), mušiɢe (MaSato2016) 
muši- [muʂ-] V read out loud scripture, preach, 
call people worship 阅读 [=mon variant pn only 
*umsї- 'read' (~*uŋsї-)] | var. muʂ- (Li85), muɕi-阅
读 (BökeLiu82) 
muto- [mutʰo-] Vi seem as, appear as, resemble 像
。。一样 [(cf. adx ndʐa mo zək '像，類似’; mən 
kʰa 'not seem-to-be')] | var. mutege (MaSato2016) 
| liɑŋˈʥɑ jiˈguɑ kɑndə-ʥi-ˈgɤ mutɤ-ˈʥi two 
families altogether fight-NFS-NZR appear-
SUBJ The two families appear be all in fght. 
muzhu [mudʐu] N sow 母猪 [=cmn 母猪] | var. 
ˈmuˈdʐu (Li85) 
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n
na-1 [na-] Vi drop down (intrans.) 下（雨） [=adx 
hnam~hnan bap (WT gnan) 'precipitate' gnan 'sky'] | 
var. nɤ- | taˈʂʅ nˈɤ-ʨ stone drop-EP The stone 
dropped. 
na-2 [na-] Vi fall down 落下 [=mon *una-] | var. nɑ- 
(Li85), na- (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), na:- 
(Tod64) | ˈɑu ˈnɑ-ʨ boy fall-EP The boy fell. 
nad- [nad-] Vt pound 捣 [(cf. mon *nïdurga 'fist')] | 
var. nad-(Li85) | bu ʨagu-ˈdə ʨagu-taʂʅ-ʁɑˈlə 
ʥarmu-ˈnə nad-ˈʥi I mortar-LOC pestle-INST 
grain-ACC pound-SUBJ I pounded the grain in 
the mortar with a pestle. 
nadə [nadə] PN me (1st person sg. pronoun, 
accusative-dative; (-də) is optional for 
accusative 我（宾格，与格） [=mon] | var. nɑ
ˈdə (Li85) | hɑˈbib nɑ-(ˈdə) ʂgə-ˈʥi Habib 
me-(ACC) hit-SUBJ Habib hit me. 
nadə ǰi- [nadə ɕi-] MWE believe 相信 [=mon me + 
*očї-] | var. nɑˈdə ɕi- (Li85), nade ǰi- 
(MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib sɑŋ kuŋ ji-gɤ-ˈnə bu 
nɑˈdə ɕi-ˈʥi Habib good person be-NZR-ACC 
I believe-SUBJ I believe Habib is good person.| 
ʥɑŋ nɑˈdə naˈdə lə ˈɕi-m He me(DAT) NEG 
believe-HAB He doesn't believe me. didn't 
believe| nɑˈdə sɿ ɕi-ˈo nɑˈdə ɕiˈʥi ˈginə don't 
believe
nadung [naduŋ] N eye 眼睛 [=mon *nidün] | var. 
naˈduŋ (Li85), nadung (MaSato2016) | nadung 
hani- (MaSato2016) 闭眼 close the eyes| nadun 
ne- “nai-” (MaSato2016) 开眼 open the eyes 
farsightedness 远视眼| guolɔgə nanduŋ 
(Mo2008)
nadung čaləġə [naduŋ ʨʰaləɢə] N rheum, eye 
secretion (usually after sleep) 眼泌 [cf. mon 
*lauka 'secretion of the eye'] | var. naˈduŋ ʨaləˈʁə 
(Li85) 
naġə [naɢə] N wooden ladle 木瓢 [=mon *sïnaga] | 
var. naɢa (BökeLiu82); ɳɛˈʁə (Li85), naɯ 瓢 
(Mo2008) | si jou gu naɯ (Mo2008) 瓢（舀水
用的） 
nakə1 [nakʰə] N side, at the side of; hang; eaves 边；
岸；悬挂; (屋)檐 [=adx! mon *naa- 'this side'] | 
var. naˈkə (Li85), nake 边；岸；悬挂 
(MaSato2016) | gar naˈkə (Li85); gar nake 
(MaSato2016) by the house 房边；屋檐 by the 
house (Li85); eaves (of roof) (MaSato2016)| 
gungəsɔŋ nakə (mon/adx!) (MaSato2016) 滚边 
border, edging (clothing)| 
nakə2 [nakʰə] N bank, shore 岸 [=mon! mon *naa- 
'this side'] | var. nakə (BökeLiu82) | moˈroŋ na
ˈkə riverbank 
nakuər1 [nakʰuər] N companion; best man 
(companion of groom in wedding) 陪伴 [=mon 
*nöker 'friend; spouse'] | var. nɑˈkuər (Li85), 
nakor 陪伴 (MaSato2016) | kuʂgɑŋ-ˈnə 
nɑkuər-ˈnə ˈjibɑn ʂʅ ˈdɑdə-nə groom-GEN 
best man-ACC in general be fathers older-
GEN brother son-DAT become-CAU-IPF In 
general, one makes the son of the (groom's) 
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father's older brother be the groom's best man. 
nakuər2 [nakʰuə] N female friend (Li 1985, 
female friend of friend) 女朋友 [=mon *nöker 
'friend; spouse'] | var. nɑkuə (Li85) 
nala- [nala-] Vi drop, fall down 下（雨） [=adx 
hnam~hnan bap (WT gnan) 'precipitate' + LA-] | var. 
nɑlɑ- 
namal- [namal-] Vt spit 吐唾液， 吐痰 [=adx 
han~haŋ 'spit (v)' (WT dbjug/ɦphen) + LA-; cf. adx lə 
pa~kha lə (WT lud pa) (n.)] | var. namal- (Li85) 
namasgə- [namasgə-] Vi pray, worship Allah 做
礼拜 [=per namāz نماز +ge-] | var. namɑsgə- 
(Li85) 
namaz [namas] N prayer (Islamic) 乃玛孜，礼
拜 [=per namāz نماز] | var. namas | nemazi yesi- 
“yaisi-” (MaSato2016) 做乃玛孜 perform a 
prayer 
namazi namas [namaʣɿ namas] N prayer (can 
be performed at home as well as in mosque) 礼
拜 [=per ! نمازی namāzī 'a praying person' //or: نماد 
namād 'he showed, one who pointed' + نماز namāz,] | 
var. namɑˈʣɿ naˈmɑs | ɑˈxuŋ namɑs-ˈnə duʂʅ-
ˈʥo iman worship-ACC lead-OBJ The iman 
led the worship service. 
namǰi [namʥi] N hand gesture (!) 手势（！） 
[=per ! نمازی namāzī 'a praying person' //or: نماد namād 
'he showed, one who pointed'] | var. namˈʥi 
namsung [namsuŋ] N tear (of eye) 眼泪 [=mon 
*nїlbusun] | var. nəmˈsuŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
naduŋ-ˈsɿ nəmˈsuŋ ʨɤr-ˈʥo Habib eye-ABL 
tear flow-OBJ Tears fowed from Habib's eyes. 
nan [nan] N south 南 [=cmn 南] | var. nɑn (Li85) 
nanbangə [nanbangə] N south side 南面，南方 
[=cmn 南] | var. nɑnˈbɑngə (Li85) 
nanbangə-nə ki [nanbangə-nə kʰi] N south 
wind 南风 [=cmn 南] | var. nɑnˈbɑngə-nə ki 
(Li85) 
nančo [nanʨʰo] N saddle ridge (front ridge is 
called ˈʨɑn ˈnɑnˈʨo (C.L.), and back ridge is 
called xɤ ˈnɑnˈʨo (C.L.)) 鞍脊（前脊被称为
ˈnnnʨo（C.L.），后脊被称为 xɤˈnɑn
ˈʨo（C.L.）） [=cmn 鞍脊 'saddle spine' (MC nan)] 
| var. ˈnɑnˈʨo (Li85) | ˈʨɑn ˈnɑnˈʨo (Li85) 前
鞍纣 front ridge of a saddle (AD: front harness?)| 
xɤ ˈnɑnˈʨo 后鞍纣 crupper (Li 1985, “back 
ridge of a saddle”)| 
nandungə- [nandungə-] Vt prepare, arrange, 
settle (someone) down 按动，准备 [=cmn 按动 + 
ge-] | var. nɑnˈdungə- (Li85) 
nanǰi [nanʥi] N male (n.) 男人，男性 [=cmn 男
的!] | var. nɑnˈʥi (Li85) 
nanǰing [nanʥiŋ] AJ quiet 安静 [=cmn 安静] | 
var. nɑnˈʥiŋ (Li85) 
nanpegə- [nanpʰɛgə-~nampʰigə-] Vt make 
arrangements for 安排 [=cmn 安排 ge-] | var. 
nɑnˈpɛgə-nanpegə-nɑmˈpigə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
jɤˈʂʅ nɑnˈpɛgə-ʥo Habib funeral-OBJ Habib 
made arrangements for the funeral. 
nanšiǰe [nanɕiʥɛ] AV deliberately, on purpose 故
意 [=cmn 暗示着!] | var. nɑnˈɕidʐɛ (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib nɑnˈɕidʐɛ ʥɑnxu-ˈnə ʁurɑ-ˈʁə-ʨ Habib 
deliberately thermos-ACC break-CAU-EP 
Habib deliberately broke the thermos. 
nanyügə- [nanjygə-] Vi console, comfort 安慰，
抚慰 [=cmn 安慰 + ge-] | var. nɑnˈjygə- (Li85) | 
ʨi ˈbinxɑn-nə nɑnˈjygə ! you sick person ACC 
comfort You comfort the sick person! 
nanzhang [nandʐaŋ] N saddle pad (blanket and 
leather piece placed between a wooden saddle 
and blanket called dʐʅʥɑˈʨi) 鞍，鞯 [=cmn 鞍 
+!] | var. nɑnˈdʐɔŋ (Li85) 
nangči [nanʨʰi] N noon; lunch 中午；午饭 
[=mon *üde] | var. naŋʨʰiə (BökeLiu82), nangči 
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中午； 午饭 (MaSato2016) | nangči u- 
(MaSato2016) 吃午饭 eat lunch 
nangə- [nangə-] V arrange, set up 安排，安装 
[=cmn 安 + ge-] | var. nɑngə- (Li85) | ʣaˈsɿ ˈsɿ 
ˈɕi nɑngə-ˈʥo they four table of arrange-OBJ 
banquet They arranged four tables for banquet. 
nangga [naŋga] Npr derogatory name for ethnic 
Han Chinese 汉族（贬义名; 厉鬼, 邪魔, 倒霉
之鬼, 饿死鬼） [=adx ngoŋ wo 厉鬼, 邪魔, 倒霉之
鬼, 饿死鬼 'devil, demon, ghost of bad luck', cf. ŋan 
'bad'] | var. nɑŋˈgɑ 
nangga zolang [naŋga ʣolaŋ] N wasp 黄蜂，
胡蜂 [=adx/! nangga! + ɟjap (WT rgjag 'wasp') + lang] 
| var. nɑŋˈgɑ ʣɤˈlɑŋ (Li85) 
nangli [naŋli] N inside of cheek (in mouth) 面颊
里 [=adx/cmn! naŋ + li里!] | var. naŋli (Li85) 
nangmu1 [naŋmu] N lining (of clothing or quilt; 
as opposed to ğadər) 里子（衣服） [=adx nɑŋ 
ma 'lining'] | var. nɔŋˈmu (Li85), nangmu 
(MaSato2016) nɔŋmu Chen1990c; cf. BaoN 
naŋma | nangmu eke- (MaSato2016) 挂里子 
add lining (to clothes etc.) 
nangmu2 [naŋmu] N reverse side (as opposed to 
ğadər) 反面 [=adx nɑŋ ma 'lining' (cf. adx hdok ɕok 
(WT ldog phjogs) 'reverse side')] | var. nɔŋmu 里子 
lining (Chen90c) | bi nɔŋmu (Chen90c) 被里子 
quilt lining (cmn/adx) 
nangua [nangua] N pumpkin 南瓜 [=cmn 南瓜] | 
var. ˈnɑnguɑ (Li85), nangua (MaSato2016) 
napdə ši- [napʰdə ɕi-] MWE complete, succeed 完
成，成功 [=adx/mon ndʐəp 'to finish'+ de- + mon 
*eči- 'go'] | var. napˈdə ɕi- (Li85) | bu ɕin-ˈnə 
pu̥ʨi-ˈʥi napˈdə ɕi-ˈʥi I letter-ACC write-
NFS complete-PFV I fnished writing the 
letter.| ʥɔŋ napˈdə sɿ ˈɕi-ʨ , ˈsunɕin jas-ˈʥo 
she NEG-EP anew repair-OBJ She didn't 
succeed; she is repairing it again.| 
narang [naraŋ] N sun 太阳 [=mon] | var. naˈrɑŋ 
(Li85), naraŋ (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016) | 
narang bu- (MaSato2016) 太阳落 the sun sets| 
narang bugu šiang (MaSato2016) 西 west east 
东| narang xergu šiang (MaSato2016) narang 
mateɢe 向日葵；瓜子 sunflower; sunflower 
seeds (MaSato2016) narang waɢte- 太阳落 the 
sun sets (MaSato2016)
narġə [narɢə] AJ burning hot 灼热 [(not adx?)] | 
var. nɑrˈʁə (Li85) | ˈjɑŋˈguɑŋ nɑrˈʁə wˈɑˈjɑ 
sunlight hot EX The sunlight is hot! 
nari [naʐʅ] N name 名字 [=mon *nere] | var. narə 
(BökeLiu82); naˈrɩ (Li82), nori (MaSato2016) 
| ʨi-ˈnə naˈʐʅ ˈjɑŋ-i you-GEN name what 
SUBJ What is your name? 
nari xarsong [naʐʅ xarsɔŋ] AJ famous 有名 
[=mon *nere 'name' come out'] | var. naˈrɩ xarˈsɔŋ | 
naˈʐʅ xarˈsɑŋ kuŋ famous person famous 
person| naˈʐʅ xarˈsɑŋ dunˈɕi famous thing| 
naru [naru] AJ fine (not coarse), delicate, thin (not 
thick), undersized (referring to clothing), 
narrow 细；细致 [=mon *narïn 'thin'] | var. naruŋ 
(BökeLiu82); nɑrˈɤ (Li85), naro “narou” G 
(MaSato2016); BaoN na:raŋ, kxs narɔ 
nasal- [nasal-] Vi be at the age of 年龄，岁 
[=mon *nasun 'year of age'] | var. nasal- (Li85) | 
bu dɛʐʅˈrɑŋ nasal-ˈʥi I forty-SUBJ I'm forty 
years of age. 
nasung [nasuŋ] N year of age 年岁 [=mon *nasun 
'year of age'] | var. naˈsuŋ (Li85), nasung 
(MaSato2016) | nəˈgə naˈsuŋ (Li85) one year 
of age| nasungde ǰi- 上年纪 get up in age 
(MaSato2016)| 
natə-1 [natʰə-] V play 玩 [=mon *naad-] | var. natə- 
(BökeLiu82), nɑˈt(ə)- (Li85), nate- 
(MaSato2016), naʨi- (Mo2008) | ɑu-ˈlɑ nɑt-
ˈʥo boy-PL play-OBJ The boys are playing. 
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natə-2 [natʰə-] Vt perform shamanistic deeds, go 
into a trance 跳神 [=mon *naad-] | var. nɑˈt(ə)- 
(Li85) 
natəġ [natʰəɢ] N bran, inside wheat husk   麸子 
[[not mon] | var. nateɢe (MaSato2016) 
naxe [naxɛ] N this morning 今早 [=mon] | var. ˈnɑ
ˈxɛ (Li85) 
nda-1 [nda-] Vi be late 迟到 [=mon *uda-] | var. 
ndɑ- (Li85), da-(ʨi) (Mo2008) | təŋgəˈʥi ji
ˈdʐʅ nɑt-ˈʥi ʂdʐɛ ndɑ-ˈʥo thus.so.doing 
continuously play-NFS time late-OBJ Thus, 
(they) played continuously and it was late. 
nda-2 [nda-] Vt eat 吃 [=mon *ide-] | var. nda- 
(BökeLiu82) | bu muʁˈɑ lə ˈnda-m I meat 
NEG eat-HAB I don't eat meat. 
ndačung [ndaʨʰuŋ] N eater 吃者 [=mon *ide-] | 
var. ndaˈʨuŋ | jɑnˈɕi ndaˈʨuŋ ʐʅ-ˈʥi banquet 
eater come-OBJ The guest of the banquet 
came. 
ndagu [ndagu] N food 饭，吃的 [=mon *ide-+GU] | 
var. ndaˈgɤ 
ndagu magu [ndagu magu] MWE food etcetera 
饭什么的 [=mon *ide- + m-REDUP] | var. ndaˈgɤ 
maˈgɤ 
ndaǰi song [ndaʥi sɔŋ] AJ delicious 好吃 [=mon 
*ide-] | var. ndaˈʥi sɔŋ 
ndas- [ndas-] Vi thirsty, parched 干渴， 渴 
[=mon *umdaas-] | var. ndas- 渴 ndas-ndasə- 干
渴 (BökeLiu82) 
ndasung1 [ndasuŋ] N fishing line 钩绳 [=mon 
*deesün 'rope, cord'] | var. ndaˈsuŋ (Li85) 
ndasung2 [ndasuŋ] N thread 线 [=mon *deesün 
'rope, cord'] | var. ndasuŋ (BökeLiu82) 
ndəgi damu [ndəgi damu] N thin, hard egg 
pancake bread 蛋饼 [=mon *emdege(i) 'egg' 
+*ödme 'bread or cake'] | var. ndəˈgi daˈmu (Li85) 
ndəgi wur- [ndəgi wur-] V crowing before and 
after laying an egg (said of hens) 产卵前后鸣
叫（母鸡） [=mon *emdege(i)] | var. ndəˈgi vur- 
| tʁɑ ndəˈgi vur-ˈʥo hen egg call-OBJ The hen 
is calling before and after laying an egg. 
ne- [nɛ-] Vi begin blossoming, open up (trans. 
and intrans.) 开花 [=mon *nee- 'open'] | var. nɛ- 
(Li85), nəi- (BL82) | ʨi̥ʣˈɤ nɛ-ʨ flower 
blossom-COS The fower has begun 
blossoming.| dɑŋ nɛ-ʨ door open-EP The door 
opened. door-ACC open Open the door!| dɑŋ-
ˈnə nɛ !
nene [nɛnɛ] N old woman over 70 years of age 老
奶奶 [=cmn 奶奶] | var. nɛnə (Li85) 
nenə1 [nɛnə] N wife of an important person 妻子
（显要人物） [=cmn 奶奶] | var. nɛnə (Li85) 
nenə2 [nɛnə] N grandmother, paternal 祖母，奶
奶 [=cmn 奶奶] | var. nɛnə (Li85) 
nesər [nɛsər] N earring 耳环 [(cf. adx hna hʥan, hna 
loŋ (WT rna long), hna tok'; cf. mon *söike)] | var. nɛ
ˈsər (Li85), nesir (Ma 2016) 
nešbe [ɳɛɕbɛ] N thin and weak person 瘦弱的人 
[(cf. adx ɳam (WT ɳams) 'weak, feeble')] | var. ɳɛɕˈbɛ 
(Li85) 
nexugə- [nɛxugə-] Vt protect, care for 照顾，
保护 [=cmn] | var. ˈnɛxugə- (Li85) | ˈgunʥɑ-
nə ˈsɛˈtʂɑn-nə ˈnɛxugə ! public-GEN property-
ACC protect Care for public property! 
nezi [niʣɿ] N milk (of humans and animals) 奶子 
[=cmn 奶子] | var. niʣɿ (Li85) | niˈʣɿ sɑ- milk 
squeeze milk| hɑˈbib uniɑŋ-ˈnə niˈʣɿ sɑ-ˈʥo 
Habib cow-GEN milk squeeze-OBJ Habib 
milked the cow.| 
nə1 [nə] N goose 鹅 [=cmn 鹅] | var. nənəŋə (Li85) 
nə2 [-nə] AFF genitive suffix (GEN) 属格后缀
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（GEN) [=mon ene] | var. -nə (Li85) 
nə3 [nə] PN this 这 [=mon ene] | var. (Li85), nenəen 
(MaSato2016); cf. en | ne šilang 
(MaSato2016) 今天晚上 tonight 
nə4 [nə] AFF accusative suffix (ACC) 宾格附加成
分 [=mon] | var. nə (Li85) || guali nəgə nəsɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 同庚 the same age| 
nə5 [-nə] AFF finite imperfective verb suffix, 
durative (IMPF) (Li 1985, willingness) 有限不
完全动词后缀，持续性 [=mon *-nAm] | var. 
-nə | hɑˈbib lɑndʐɤ-ˈdə ɕi-ˈnə Habib Lanzhou-
LOC go-willing Habib is willing go Lanzhou. 
nə6 [nə] PN that (CL “definite article without the  
demonstrative  meaning' this  usage  of /nə/ as 
definite article  is  derived from its 
demonstrative meaning” 那 [=mon ene] | var. nə 
(Li85) 
nə7 [nə] PRT topic marker, often suffixed 
adjectives or locatives  or nominalized 
predicates (题目。。。） [=mon ene (cf. mjg 
-ngge)] | var. nə (Li85) | fɑgə-sɑŋ-ˈnə sɑŋ ˈginə 
rancid-PPERF TOP good NEGE Rancid food 
is not good.| ɤ-gɤ-ˈnə fgən o drink-NZR-TOP 
expensive OBJ Beverages are expensive. long-
TOP good The long ones are good.| ftɤ-ˈnə 
sɑŋ
nəgayang [nəgajaŋ] AV once 一次 [=mon] | var. 
nəˈgɑjɔŋ (Li85), neˈgayang (MaSato2016) 
nəgə [nəgə] one, once; similar; somewhat 一，一
个；相同；一些，一点 [=mon 'one'] | var. nəgə 
(BökeLiu82), nege 一个；相同；一些，一点 
(MaSato2016) | nege asman (MaSato2016) 一
千 one thousand| nege eɢe “aighe” 一万 ten 
thousand (MaSato2016) January 一月| nege 
sari (MaSato2016) nege halɢong 
(MaSato2016) 一步 one step
nəgə among gači [nəgə amɔŋ gaʨʰi] MWE 
one utterance 一口话 [=mon/adx 'one mouth + adx 
speech'] | var. nəˈgə ɑˈmɔŋ gaˈʨi (Li85) 
nəgəda nəgo [nəgə da nəgo] MWE identical 一
模一样 [=mon] | var. nəˈgə dɑ nəˈgo (Li85) 
nəgə shangdə...nəgə shangdə... [nəgə 
ʂaŋdə...nəgə ʂaŋdə...] CONJ on one 
hand...on other hand... 一面。。。一面 
[=mon/cmn nəgə 向/上 LOC。。。nəgə 向/上 LOC] | 
var. nəˈgə ʂɔŋˈdə...nəˈgə ʂɔŋˈdə... (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib  nəgə ʂɔŋˈdə jaˈmu ɤ-ˈʥo, nəˈgə ʂɔŋˈdə 
ˈbodʐɩ nʥa-ˈʥo (Li85) Habib noodle drink-
OBJ newspaper read-OBJ On the one hand, 
Habib was eating noodle soup, on the other 
hand, he was reading a newspaper. 
nəgudər1 [nəgudər] MWE one day 一天 [=mon 
*nige + udər] | var. neˈgude (MaSato2016) 
nəgudər2 [nəgudər] MWE whole day 整天 [=mon] 
| var. nəˈgudər (Li85) 
nəgudər3 [nəgudər] MWE one thousand 一千 
[=mon *nige + , cf. mon *mïnggan] | var. nəˈgudər 
(Li85), nege eɢe; nege olang G (MaSato2016) 
nəhong [nəhoŋ] MWE this year 今年 [=mon] | 
var. ˈnehong (MaSato2016) | ˈnehonggu 
(MaSato2016) 今年的 this year's 
nəla [nə-la] PN these 这些 [=mon nə + pl.] | var. 
nela (MaSato2016) 
nəma [nəma] N mountain 山 [=mon *aula] | var. nə
ˈmɑ (Li85), nema G 山坡 (MaSato2016) 
nəma banyo [nəma banjo] N mid-level slope of 
mountain 山坡 [=mon/cmn *aula + 半腰] | var. nə
ˈmɑ ˈbɑnˈjo (Li85), nema G 山坡 
(MaSato2016) 
nəma ǰanǰan [nəma ʥanʥan] N summit 山顶 
[=mon/cmn mon 'mountain' + 尖尖] | var. nəmɑ 
ʥɑnˈʥɑn (Li85) 
nəma liangliang [nəma liaŋliaŋ] N mountain 
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ridge 山梁 [=mon/cmn *aula + cmn 'crest' 梁梁] | 
var. nəˈmɑ ˈliɑŋliɑŋ (Li85) 
nəma trong [nəma tʰroŋ] N mountain top 山顶 
[=mon *aula + 'head'] | var. nəˈmɑ troŋ (Li85) 
nəma xolo [nəma xolo] N mountain pass 山域 
[=mon *aula] | var. nəˈmɑ xoˈlo (Li85) 
nəma zabu [nəma ʣabu] N base of mountain 山
底 [=mon *aula] | var. nəˈmɑ ʣɑˈbu (Li85) 
nəntə [nəntʰə] PN this way, thus, this kind of 这
样（的），如此 [=mon] | var. nɑnˈtɤ (Li85) | 
nɑntɤ ʂu this.kind book this kind of book 
nənggan [nəŋgan] AJ able, capable 能干 [=cmn 能
干] | var. nəŋˈgɑn (Li85) 
nənggə- [nəŋgə-] Vi be able, be capable 能， 
会 [=cmn 能 + ge-] | var. nəŋgə- (Li85) | nəŋgə-
ʥi-ˈgɤ kuŋ able-NFS-NZR person an able 
person 
nənggəǰi [nəŋgəʥi] PN this way, so 这样 [=mon] 
| var. nəŋgəˈʥi (Li85) | nəŋgəˈʥi jiˈʥi-gəˈsɿ , 
... this.way be-if If so, ... 
nərso [nərso] N charcoal 木炭，炭灰 [=mon 
*neüresün] | var. nərˈsɤ (Li85) 
nəše [nəɕɛ] PN these 这些 [=mon nə + !些] | var. 
ˈnəɕɛ (Li85) 
nəshdong1 [nəʂdɔŋ] AJ real, authentic 真 [=adx 
hŋe ton 实情, 真情, 事实 'truth, actual situation, fact'] | 
var. nəʂˈdɔŋ (Li85) | tə kuŋ raʨi-ˈnə ɤ-ʥi-ˈgɤ 
nəʂˈdɔŋ (Li85) that person wine-ACC drink-
NFS-NZR true It is true that that man drinks. 
nəshdong2 [nəʂdɔŋ] AJ accurate; just in time 正
确 [=adx hŋe ton 实情, 真情, 事实 'truth, actual 
situation, fact' (cf. mon *ǰöb)] | var. nəʂˈdɔŋ (Li85) 
nəshui [nəʂui] MWE dirty water 脏水 [=cmn 泥水!] | 
var. ˈnəʂui 
nəxang [nəxaŋ] PN here (aug.) 这里 [=mon enə 
'here' + aug. xang, cf. mon *ende] | var. nɔˈxɔŋ | 
ʥɑŋ-ˈnə nɔˈxɔŋ rə-ˈʁə 3rd.sg.-ACC here 
come-CAU Make him come here!| nɔxɑŋ-ˈnə 
baˈsɿ vi here-TOP tiger exist There's a tiger 
here.| 
niǰo hong [niʥo hoŋ] N year before last 前年 
[=mon *nїdanї hon] | var. ˈnʥo-hoŋ (Li85), 
nʥiuhoŋ (BökeLiu82), ʥyn xɔŋ 
nima [nima] N ear of wheat 穗  [=adx ɦnəma] | var. 
niˈmɑ 
nimanǰün [nimanʥyn] eight hundred 八百 
[=mon *naїman] | var. niˈmɑnʥyn (Li85) 
nimang [nimaŋ] eight 八 [=mon *naїman] | var. ni
ˈmɔŋ (Li85), nimang (MaSato2016) | nimang 
sari (MaSato2016) 八月 August 
nimarang [nimaraŋ] eighty 八十 [=mon *nayan] | 
var. nimarang (MaSato2016) 
nimayang [nimajaŋ] eight times 八次 [=mon 
*naїman] | var. niˈmɑjɔŋ (Li85) 
nimulə [nimulə] eight (of them), noun 
designating eight human beings or animals 八
个一起 [=mon *naїman + coll. -le] | var. nimuˈlə 
(Li85), nimale (MaSato2016) 
ningbaning [niŋbaniŋ] AV with great effort 尽
力地，勉强 [=cmn 拧..!] | var. ˈniŋˈbɑˈniŋ 
(Li85) | bu ˈniŋˈbɑˈniŋ məsgɤ-ˈnə hɑ-ˈʥi xar-
ˈʁə-ʨ cloth-ACC sew-NFS come-CAU-EP out 
With great effort, I completed sewing the 
clothing. 
ninggang1 [niŋgaŋ] AJ thin (as opposed to thick) 
薄 [=cmn] | var. niŋgɑŋ (Li85), nɑˈrɤniŋgaŋ 
(BökeLiu82, MaSato2016) 
ninggang2 [niŋgaŋ] AJ meager, not well-
endowed 微薄的，不适合的 [=cmn] | var. 
niŋgɑŋ (Li85) | məˈnə ɑˈmu niŋˈgɑŋ my fate 
meager I have a hard life. 
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nitang [nitʰaŋ] AJ wet, humid 湿 [=mon *noїtan] | 
var. niˈtɑŋ (Li85), nitang (MaSato2016) 
nitar- [nitʰər-] Vi be wet 湿 [=mon *noїtan] | var. 
nitər- (Li85), nitari- (MaSato2016); cf. nətarǰi- 
| məsˈgɤ niˈtər-ʨ clothing wet-COS The 
clothing is wet. 
nizal- [niʣal-] Vt button up 扣 [=adx! (adx ndə pa 
ʥak : ~ʥɛ (WT mdud pa rjag)) + LA-] | var. niʣal- 
| niɤʣɿ-ˈnə niʣal- button-ACC button up the 
button 
nizi [niʣɿ] N woolen cloth, flannel 呢子 [=cmn 呢
子] | var. niʣɿ (Li85) 
nǰa-1 [nʥa-] V visit, look at 看，拜访 [=mon ‘see'] 
| var. nʥa- (Li85) 
nǰa-2 [nʥa-] V read (calque of Chinese 看书) 读 
[=mon ‘see'] | var. nʥa- (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈbodʐi-
nə nʥa-ˈʥo Habib newspaper-ACC read-OBJ 
Habib read the newspaper. 
nǰaku [nʥakʰu] N dagger (about one foot long 
carried by Tibetans) 匕首（藏人背负一尺长
的） [=adx] | var. nʥaˈku 
nǰat- [nʥatʰ-] V see 看见 [=mon *üǰe-] | var. 
nʥat-(Li85) | bu ˈɕoˈli-nə nʥat-ˈʥi I ɕoli-Acc 
see-SUBJ I saw Sholi. 
nǰodər [nʥodə] N day before yesterday    前天 
[=mon *urїǰї üdür] | var. ˈnʥodə (Li85), nʥiudər 
(BökeLiu82) 
nǰoġ [nʥoɢ] N hobble (restraint on horse legs to 
prevent it from running away) 绊子 [=adx ɦɟjok, 
cf. mon *čidör 'horses hobble, shackles] | var. nʥoʁ 
(Li85), BaoN çʥøg (Nianduhu) 
nǰü [nʥy] N wedding present given to bride's 
family by groom's family 新郎家给新娘家的
结婚礼物 [=adx!] | var. nʥy (Li85) 
nǰün [nʥyn] hundred 百 [=mon *ǰaun] | var. ˈnʥyn 
| nəˈgɑnʥyn (Li85) one hundred| ʁuɑ
ˈrɑnʥyn (Li85) two hundred three hundred| 
ʁuˈrɑnʥyn (Li85) dɛˈrɑnʥyn, tɑʕuˈɑnʥyn, 
ʥirʁuˈɑnʥyn (Li85) four hundred, five 
hundred, six hundred
noġoi [noɢui] N dog 狗 [=mon *nokaï] | var. noɢoi 
D (BökeLiu82), nɔ uei (Mo2008); rdg of 
*aï/__ɔ typical of Shirongolic, Nug.158; noɢei 
(MaSato2016) | noɢei xeǰia- (MaSato2016) 狗
叫 a/the dog barks| au tə nɔ uei (Mo2008) 浪狗，
公狗 male dog| 
noġoi ǰinǰigə [noɢoi ʥinʥigə] N puppy 狗崽
儿 [=mon *nokaï] | var. noɢei ǰinǰige 
(MaSato2016) 
noġong [noɢoŋ] AJ green 绿 [=mon *nogaan] | var.  
noɢoŋ D (BökeLiu82), noɢong (MaSato2016) 
noġsung [noɢsuŋ] N hair of camel, sheep or 
goat; wool 毛（骆驼，羊，山羊） [=mon 
*noasun] | var. noʁˈsuŋ (Li85), noghsung 羊毛 
(MaSato2016) 
nokung [nokʰuŋ] N hole, cave 洞，窟窿 [=mon 
*nöken] | var. nokuŋ (BökeLiu82), naˈkʰuŋ 
(Li1985), nakung (MaSato2016), BaoN nɵkɵŋ 
nono [nono] N breast, udder 乳房 [=cmn 乳乳！ [cf. 
mon *köken 'breast',] | var. nɤˈnɤ 
nono trong [nono tʰroŋ] N nipple 乳头 
[=cmn/mon! 乳乳 +head ‘breast head'] | var. nɤˈnɤ 
troŋ 
nosgi [nosgi] AJ greedy, avaricious 贪婪 [(adx ndol 
ʨʰak, am nak 'greedy'; am nak ʦoŋ 'become greedy')] | 
var. nosgi (MaSato2016) | ˈnosgi-ʁɑlə very 
greedy 
nosung [nɔsuŋ] N yarn, wool yarn 毛线 [=mon 
*noasun 'wool'] | var. ˈnɔsuŋ (Li85) | noʁsuŋ-ʁɑ
ˈlə wɑngə- yarn-INST knit knit with yarn 
nozi [noʣɿ] N brain 脑子 [=cmn 脑子] | var. ˈno
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ˈʣɿ 
nudər [nudər] AJ today, a contraction of /nə u
ˈdər/ 'this day' 今天 [=mon *ene üdür] | var. 
nɤdənudərˈnɤd(ə) (Li85) (BökeLiu82) nudər, 
ˈnude (MaSato2016) | ˈnude mašiɢe 
(MaSato2016) 现在，当前情况下 now, under 
current conditions 
nuġə- [nuɢə-] Vt knead 搓揉，和（面） [=mon 
*nїku- 'rub, press, knead'] | var. noʁə- (Li85) | 
ʁolər-ˈnə noʁə- dough-ACC knead knead 
dough 
nur [nər] N face 脸 [=mon *nïur] | var. nər (Li85) 
nyanǰinrən [ɳanʥinʐən] N Imam 念经人 [=cmn 念
经人] | var. ɳɑnʥinˈrɩn (Li85) 
nyanǰinzi [ɳanʥinʣɿ] N glasses; glass 眼镜; 玻
璃 [=cmn 眼镜子] | var. boˈli 
nyanǰinzhu [ɳanʥindʐu] N eyeball 眼珠 [=cmn 眼
镜珠] | var. ˈɳɑnˈʥinˈdʐu (Li85) 
nyanǰingzi1 [ɳanʥɩnʣɿ] N eyeglasses 眼镜 
[=cmn 眼镜子] | var. ˈʥinʣɿ nianˈǰingzi 眼镜 
(MaSato2016), bɤli naiduŋ (Mo2008) 
nyanǰingzi2 [ɳanʥɩnʣɿ] N crystal 水晶 [=cmn 眼
镜子] | var. ɳɑnˈʥɩnʣɿ 
nyanǰo1 [ɳanʥo] N maternal uncle 舅父，舅舅 
[=cmn 娘舅] | var. ɳɑnˈʥɤ 
nyanǰo2 [ɳanʥo] N male matrilineal cousin (Li 
1985, male first cousin, son of maternal uncle) 
表哥，表弟 [=cmn] | var. ɳɑnˈʥɤ 
nyanpəng [ɳanpʰəŋ] N bowl for washing face 脸
盆 [=cmn 脸盆] | var. ɳɑnˈpəŋ 
nyanšo [ɳanɕo] AJ miserly, stingy 小气 [=cmn 脸
小] | var. ˈɳɑnɕɤ (Li85) 
nyanzi1 [ɳanʣɿ] N wick 芯，炷 [=cmn] | var. ɳɑn
ˈʣɿ (Li85) 
nyanzi2 [ɳanʣɿ] N stone roller (stone bar turned 
by an animal for pressing grain in order take 
off husks) 磨石（由牲畜转动的辊，用于挤
压谷物以脱壳） [=cmn 碾子 nian3zi] | var. taˈʂi 
(Li85) 
nyanzha [ɳandʐa] N upper (top of shoe) (Li 
1985, “shoe which has no tongue”) 鞋帮（无
舌鞋） [=cmn 链接!] | var. ˈɳɑndʐɑ (Li85) 
nyanzhamo [ɳandʐamo] N eyelash 睫毛 [=cmn 眼
睫毛] | var. ɳˈɑndʐˈɑˈmo (Li85) 
nyeġə-1 [ɳɛgə-] Vt pinch (with fingers), make 
(dumplings or buns) by squeezing dough 
together 捏 [=cmn 捏 +ge-] | var. ɳɛgə- (Li85) 
nyeġə-2 [ɳɛgə-] Vt pinch, hold, or squeeze in 
hand 捏 [=cmn 捏 +ge-] | var. ɳɛgə- (Li85) 
nyeǰi [ɳɛʥi] N sacrificial livestock (cow, sheep, 
or goat raised for slaughter during Gurban 
festival or for wedding; no one except head of 
household should know which of domestic 
animals are designated as niɛˈʥi) 牺牲牲畜
（在古尔班节期间屠宰或结婚饲养的牛，
绵羊或山羊； 除了一家之主之外，没有人
知道哪个家畜被指定为 niɛˈʥi ） [=cmn] | 
var. ɳɛˈʥi (Li85) 
nyezi [ɳɛʣɿ] N forceps, tweezers 镊子 [=cmn 镊子
niezi] | var. ˈniezi “ˈniaizi” (MaSato2016) 
nyobashi [ɳobaʂʅ] N person who looks after 
cattle 放牛的人，照顾牛的人 [=cmn 牛+ Tkc. 
bashi] | var. ˈɳɤˈbɑʂɩ (Li85) 
nyoche [ɳotʂʰɛ] N ox-drawn carriage 牛车 [=cmn 牛
车] | var. ˈɳɤtʂɛ (Li85) 
nyomi [ɳomi] N loop for cloth button on Chinese 
garments 纽扣 [=cmn 纽+] | var. niumi 
(MaSato2016) | niumi tabčiale- (MaSato2016) 
扣纽扣 button up a button| niumi tamalde- 
(MaSato2016) 解纽扣 undo a button| 
nyoxang [ɳoxaŋ] N cow bezoar 牛黄 [=cmn 牛黄] 
| var. ˈɳɤˈxɑŋ 
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nyozi [ɳoʣɿ] N button 扣，纽扣 [=cmn 纽子] | 
var. ɳɤˈʣɿ 
nyozi nakung [ɳoʣɿ nakʰuŋ] N button hole 纽
扣孔 [=cmn/mon 纽子 + hole] | var. ɳɤˈʣɿ naˈkuŋ 
ngə [ŋə] N goose 鹅 [=cmn cf. mon *galaun] | var. 
nəngəŋə (Li85) 
nggagə- [ŋgagə-] V love, be in love with 爱 
[=adx ɦga- + gə-] | var. ŋgɑgə~nggagə-~gɑgə- 
GH (Li1985); BaoN ŋgagə- 
nggalə- [ŋgalə-] Vi sleep 睡，睡觉 [=adx ɳa + 
LA-] | var. ŋgal- (Li85) 
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o1 [-o] AFF verb suffix indicating past tense (Li: 
PERF1; AD: PERF1), its allomorph /o/ is used 
when verb root ends in vowel 动词附加成分 
[=mon *wa] | var. -o (Li85) 
o2 [-o] AFF objective (indirect) perspective (OBJ) 
(Li 1985: “evidential suffix of predicative 
adjectives and predicative nouns indicating 
non-speaker's point, NSP); If  a  predicative 
adjective or noun ends in vowel other than /ə/, 
NSP suffix has form /-[o/.”) 是（客观） 
[=mon] | var. -o (Li85), o 是（客观）
(MaSato2016) | tə ʨiʣˈɤ sɛˈxɑŋ-o that flower 
pretty OBJ That fower is pretty. 
o3 [o] EX exclamation indicating surprise 哦（表示
惊讶） | var. ˈɑnɑ (Li85) | o ! tɑnˈtɤnəg-ˈo ! 
that kind of one-OBJ Oh! That kind of thing! 
očal- [oʨʰal-] V turn over; fall to the ground; 
turn over 翻译；倒地；翻身 [=mon *horčї-(ül-) 
turn over(-trans)] | var. oʨal- (Li85), očiale- 翻译；
倒地；翻身 (MaSato2016) | tʂɑjɑŋ-ʁɑˈlə 
ʁaʥir-ˈnə oʨal- fork-INST land-ACC turn 
over- turn over the land with fork 
odə [odə] POST upward; that or higher 向上，往
上；以上 [=mon *öede 'upward, upstream, above'] | 
var. oˈdə (Li85), odə (BökeLiu82), ode 
(MaSato2016), au də 上面 'above, on top of' 
(Mo2008) | odegu (MaSato2016) 上面的 upper 
| odeči (MaSato2016) 向上 towards the top, 
upwards
odə- [odə-] V move up 往上移动 [=mon *öede 
'upward, upstream, above'] | var. odə- | moroŋ-ˈdə 
odə-ˈʥi jɤ-ˈʥo river-LOC move up-NFS go-
OBJ going up the river 
odə shang [odə ʂaŋ] N upstream of river 河上游 
[=mon *öede 'upward, upstream, above'] | var. oˈdə 
ʂɑŋ (Li85) 
okə- [okʰə-] Vt give; benefactive complement 给; 
受益补语 [=mon *ög-] | var. okə- (BökeLiu82), 
oke- 给； 动词的后面（keǰioke-, pučiǰioke-) 
(MaSato2016) | jɑnˈɕi okə̥ banquet give- give 
a banquet 
ol-1 [ol-] V change 變 [=mon *ol- 'find; get, obtain'] | 
var. ol- 
ol-2 [ol-] Vi give birth; be born 生 ; 出生 [=! (cf. 
mon *ol- 'find, get, obtain', *töre- 'be born')] | var. ol- 
(Li85), olə- 出生 (Böke&Liu82), ole- 
(MaSato2016), au- (Mo2008) | ˈɕoˈli rɑˈʐʅ 
ˈol(ə)-ʨ ɕoli baby-EP Sholi gave birth to a 
baby. 
ol-3 [ol-] V turn out to be 结果是 [=mon *ol- 'find; 
get, obtain'] | var. ol- (Li85) | məsˈgɤ ftɤ ˈol(ə)-
ʨ clothing long-EP The clothing turned out be 
too long. 
ol-4 [ol-] V arrive 达到 [=mon *ol- 'find; get, obtain'] | 
var. ol- (Li85) | xo̥ˈʂo ˈol(ə)-ʨ darkness arrive-
EP As soon as it rains, frogs come out. 
olə [olə] one half (used only in counting) 半个 /“顺
绊” (BökeLiu1982), cf. 顺半 [=mon! *öreesün 
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'one half of a pair'] | var. ole 半个 (MaSato2016), 
aulioləəuʣigə 半个，一半 'half, a half' 
(Mo2008) | ʁuˈrɑŋ oˈlə (Li85) three and a 
half| olege sari (MaSato2016) 半个月 half a 
month half a year 半年| auli kə xɔŋ (Mo2008) 
olˈtəʁ nəˈgə ole (MaSato2016), au li (Mo2008) 
半个 half
olong [oloŋ] AJ many, multitudinous 多 [=mon 
*olan] | var. oˈloŋ (Li85), oloŋ (BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016) | olongde ri- (MaSato2016) 变多 
multiply 
oltəġ [oltʰəɢ] half 半个 [!mon *öreesün 'one half of a 
pair' [cf. adx hkel]] | var. olˈtəʁ nəˈgə ole 半个 
(MaSato2016) | olˈtəʁ saˈʐʅ half moon half 
moon| olˈtəʁ nəgə one half one half| 
ondər [ondər] AJ high 高 [=mon *öndür] | var. on
ˈdər (Li85) 
orə [orə] N stomach 胃 [=mon *öre '(pit of the) 
stomach'] | var. orəorəui (BökeLiu82), oˈrə 
(Li85), ori (MaSato2016) 
orə-1 [or-] Vi fall (snow, rain, hail) 下（雨，雪，
冰雹） [=mon *ora- 'enter'] | var. ori- 进入；下
（雨等）(MaSato2016) | ʨaˈsuŋ or-ˈʥo snow 
fall-OBJ It's snowing. 
orə-2 [orə-] Vi enter 进入 [=mon *ora- 'enter'] | var. 
orə- (BökeLiu82, Li85), ori- 进入；下（雨
等）(MaSato2016), ori- (Mo2008) | go tʂaŋ 
ɔri-ʥiɔ (Mo2008)    进考场了 entered the 
examination room 
or ge- [or ge-] Vi dawn, become bright in the 
morning 黎明 [=mon *ör 'dawn + *ki- 'do'] | var. 
orgi- (Li85) | ˈɕikuŋ orˈgi-ʨ sky dawn-EP The 
sky became bright. 
orġə [orɢə] N milk of cow within few days after 
parturition 初乳（挤奶, 初乳(产牛犊后头几
天里的奶, 质优味美)） [=mon! ora- 'enter'! cf. 
adx htʂə 初奶 (WT spri)] | var. orˈʁə (Li85), orɢe 
(MaSato2016) 
oro [oro] N apricot 杏子 [=tkc! uruq (cf. adx kʰam bə)] | 
var. orˈɤ (Li85), orou (MaSato2016), au 
ʐioroau ʐə gə (Mo2008) | oroɕiu “orouxiu” 
(MaSato2016), au ʐə gə ɕiu (Mo2008) 杏树 
apricot tree 
os-1 [os-] Vi rise (as a result of yeast) 发（面） 
[=mon *ös- 'grow'] | var. os- (Li85) | xɑˈmu ˈos-
ʨ yeasted rise-EP dough The yeasted dough 
rose. 
os-2 [os-] Vi get up, arise from sleep 起来 [=mon 
*ös- 'grow'] | var. os- (Li85) | bu orgi-ˈgɤ ʨixɑŋ
ˈnə os-ˈʥi I dawn-NZR time arise-SUBJ I got 
up at dawn. 
osga1 [osga] N asthma 哮喘病 [=mon *auškї 'lungs'] | 
var. osˈgɑ (Li85), au si ka (Mo2008) | hɑbib-
ˈdə osˈgɑ ʂɑngə-ˈʥo (Li85) Habib is having an 
asthma attack| ausika tʂuan kə ʥɔl (Mo2008) 哮
喘 to have an asthma attack, gasp for breath 
have asthma 气喘| au si ka xa ʐi ʥɔl 
(Mo2008)
osga2 [osga] N breath, breathing (n.) 呼吸 [(not 
adx)] | var. osga (MaSato2016) | uˈniɑŋ osˈgɑ 
ɑp-ˈʥo cow breath take-OBJ The cow is 
breathing. 
osġə- [osɢə-] Vt build, set up, establish; cause to 
rise 建立，修建，使起来 [=mon *ös- 'grow'] | 
var. osɢe- 建立，修建 (MaSato2016) | ʥɑŋ 
ɕyɛɕo-ˈnə os-ʁə-ˈʥo he school-ACC rise-
CAU-OBJ He built school. 
ošġi [ɔɕɢi] N lungs; respiratory system 肺，呼吸
道 [=mon *aushkï] | var. ošiqəi oɕiɢəi 
(BökeLiu82), ɔɕˈʁi (Li85), oxighei 
(MaSato2016), oʂɢei “oshghei” G 
(MaSato2016), ausika~ošġi~ausiga~ 
ošġi~oɕixɛ (Mo2008) | au si ga xa ʐi ʥɔl xa 
ʥɔl (Mo2008) 气管炎 tracheitis
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p
pagə-1 [pʰagə-] Vt crawl 爬 [=cmn 爬 + ge-] | var. 
pɑgə- (Li85) | moˈʁui pɑgə-ˈʥi jɤ-ˈʥo snake 
crawl-NFS go-OBJ The snake crawled away. 
pagə-2 [pʰagə-] Vi lie on one's stomach 趴 [=cmn 趴 
pa1+ ge-] | var. pɑgə- (Li85), bagə (Mo2008) | 
rɑˈrə ʂɤ dɛˈʁoŋ pɑgə-ˈʥo child tree on top lie-
OBJ The child lay on the tree. 
pagə-3 [pʰagə-] Vt rake 耙 [=cmn 耙 + ge-] | var. 
pɑgə- (Li85), cf. bagə 簸箕 (Mo2008) | pɑʣɿ-
ʁɑˈlə pɑgə- rake-INST rake rake 
pagə-4 [pʰagə-] Vi stick out, protrude 凸出，扒
出 [=cmn 扒 + ge-] | var. pɑgə- (Li85) 
pan damu [pʰan damu] N big, round flat bread 盘
饼（大而圆的） [=cmn/mon 盘 + *ödme 'bread or 
cake'] | var. ˈpɑn daˈmu 
panšün [pʰanɕyn] N chest strap (horse), “part of 
girth that goes around chest of horse” 马胸带 
[=cmn 襻 pàn 韅 xiăn 'loop' + 'leather girth around] | 
var. pɑnˈɕyn (Li85) 
panshəng [pʰanʂəŋ] N waiter 服务员 [=cmn !] | 
var. pˈɑnʂəŋ 
panzi [pʰanʣɿ] N bracelet 镯子 zhuo [=cmn] | 
var. panzi (MaSato2016), ban ʣi (Mo2008) 
pangə-1 [pʰangə-] Vt embroider in coil pattern 线
圈绣花 [=cmn 蟠 pán + ge-] | var. pɑngə- | ʥɑŋ 
ʨiʥˈɤ pɑngə-ˈʥo she flower embroider-OBJ 
She embroidered fowers. 
pangə-2 [pʰangə-] Vi fold one's arms on one's 
chest 抄，双臂交叉在胸前 [=cmn 盘! + ge-] | 
var. pɑngə- 
pe1 [pʰɛ] N playing cards, poker cards 扑克 [=cmn 
牌] | var. pɛ (Li85), ˈpukɛ pai (MaSato2016) | 
pɛ ʂgə- (Li85) card hit play cards 
pe2 [pʰɛ] EX disgust (exclamation) 啧 [=cmn] | var. 
pɛ | pɛ, hongidə-ˈʥi ! stink-SUBJ Oh! How 
smelly! 
pečo [pʰɛʨʰo] N volleyball 排球 [=cmn 排球] | var.  
ˈpɛʨo (Li85) 
pečo shgə- [pʰɛʨʰo ʂgə-] MWE play volleyball 打
排球 [=cmn 排球] | var. ˈpɛʨo ʂgə- (Li85) 
pegə-1 [pʰiɛgə-] Vt clap, slap; pound or tap down 
拍， 夯实 [=cmn 拍 + ge-] | var. piɛgə- (Li85), 
ˈpiaige- (MaSato2016), biɛgə (Mo2008) 
pegə-2 [pʰɛgə-] Vt mix (medicine), make up 
(prescription) 配（药) [=cmn 配 + ge-] | var. 
pɛgə- (Li85) | smɑn pɛgə- medicine mix 
dispense medicine 
pegə-3 [pʰɛgə-] Vt give as a dowry, send as a 
dowry 陪送（嫁妆) [=cmn 陪 + ge-] | var. pɛgə- 
(Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli-nə pɛgə-ˈʥi rə-ˈʥi 
Habib ɕoli-ACC send-NFS come-SUBJ Habib 
sent Sholi over here. 
peshəng [pʰɛʂəŋ] N zuhr prayer, midday 
(Islamic, second of five daily prayers)     晌礼
（伊斯兰教宗教功课每日五番拜中的第二
番次礼拜） [=per peshīn پشين] | var. piɛʂəŋ 
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(Li85), piaishin (MaSato2016) 
pezi [pʰɛʣɿ] N raft 筏子 [=cmn 皮子!] | var. pɛˈʣɿ 
(Li85), çaŋ pɛʣi [Nianduhu] (Mo2008) 
pəngči shgə- [pʰəŋʨʰi ʂgə-] Vi sneeze    打喷
嚏 [=cmn 喷嚏 + ge-] | var. ˈpəŋʨi ʂgə- (Li85) 
pənggə- 1 [pʰəŋgə-] V run in (someone) 碰 
[=cmn 碰 + ge-] | var. pəŋgə- (Li85) 
pənggə- 2 [pʰəŋgə-] Vt lift up or hold up with 
two hands 端 [=cmn 捧 pěng + ge-] | var. pəŋgə- 
(Li85) 
pəngpəng  [pʰəŋpʰəŋ ] N large bowl for holding 
dough 大盆子 [=cmn 盆盆] | var. ˈpəŋpəŋ   
(Li85) 
pəngpənggar [pʰəŋpʰəŋ gar] N barn, shed 粮仓，
棚子 [=cmn/mon 棚棚+ mon 'house'] | var. pəŋˈpəŋ 
ˈgar (Li85) 
pəpə1 [pʰəpʰə] N slope 坡 [=cmn 坡坡] | var. pəˈpə 
(Li85) | pəˈpə ʁaˈʥir slope land slope for 
farming 
pəpə2 [pʰəpʰə] N mother-in-law, husband's mother 
婆婆 [=cmn 婆婆] | var. pəˈpə (Li85) 
pia [pʰia] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for whipping 
sound 用于发出声音（拟声的） | var. piɑ 
(Li85) 
piada piada [pʰiada pʰiada] ONOMAT 
onomatopoetic for flag being whipped in the 
wind 旗在风中被拟态化 | var. ˈpiɑdɑ ˈpiɑdɑ 
(Li85) | ʨiˈʣɿ piɑdɑ piɑdɑ-gəˈʥi piogə-ˈʥo 
flag-AV float-OBJ The fag is whipped by the 
wind. 
pianǰan [pʰianʥan] N male offspring of yak and 
cow 公犏牛犊 [=cmn 犏 + !驙] | var. ˈpiɑnˈʥɑn 
pianpian [pʰianpʰian] N flake 片片 [=cmn 片片] | 
var. piɑnˈpiɑn | ʨaˈsuŋ piɑnˈpiɑn snow flake 
snow fake 
pianpian sman [pʰianpʰian sman] N medicine 
tablets 药片 [=cmn/adx 片片 + sman 'medicine'] | 
var. piɑnˈpiɑn smɑn (Li85) 
pianshuə [pʰianʂuə] N spoon 勺子 [=cmn] | var. 
ˈpiɑnʂuə (Li85) 
pianyi [pʰianji] AJ inexpensive 便宜 [=cmn   便宜] | 
var. piɑnˈji (Li85) 
piangə- 1 [pʰiangə-] Vt braid (in pigtail)  编（辫
子） [=cmn 编] | var. piangə-  | rɑʕo-ˈnə 
piɑngə- hair-ACC braid braid the hair in a 
pigtail 
piangə- 2 [pʰiangə-] Vt chip 弄成碎片 [=cmn 片 + 
ge-] | var. piangə-  (Li85) | ˈʨɑnˈbi-nə piɑngə- 
pencil-ACC chip sharpen pencil 
piapia [pʰiapʰia] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for 
hand-clapping 拟掌（拟声） | var. ˈpiɑˈpiɑ 
(Li85) 
pibo [pʰibo] N handbag 皮包 [=cmn 皮包] | var. 
ˈpibo (Li85) 
piči [pʰiʨʰi] N temperament 脾气 [=cmn 脾气] | 
var. piˈʨi (Li85) | hɑbib-ˈnə piˈʨi jiˈguɑ biɑn
ˈgə-ʨ Habib-ACC temperament completely 
change-EP Habib's temperament has changed 
completely. 
pičo [pʰiʨʰo] N rubber or leather ball 皮球 [=cmn 皮
球] | var. ˈpiʨo (Li85) 
pichuan [pʰitʂʰuan] AJ mischievous, naughty 调
皮 [=cmn 皮 'naughty'+ ！端 !穿!] | var. piˈtʂuɑn 
(Li85) 
pidayi [pʰidaji] N leather or fur coat 皮大衣 [=cmn 
皮大衣] | var. piˈdɑji (Li85) 
piǰang [pʰiʥaŋ] N cobbler, one who works with 
leather 皮匠 [=cmn 皮匠] | var. piˈʥɑŋ (Li85) 
pinlun [pʰinlun] N poor peasant 贫农 [=cmn 贫农 n 
> l-] | var. ˈpinlun (Li85) 
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pinnan [pʰinnan] AJ peaceful 平安 [=cmn     平安] | 
var. ˈpinnɑn (Li85) 
ping [pʰiŋ] AJ flat 平 [=cmn 平] | var. piŋ (Li85) 
pingə-1 [pʰingə-] Vi race 比拼 [=cmn 拼 + ge-] | 
var. pingə- (Li85) | mɑnˈgɤʁuɑˈlə pingə-ˈʥi 
(Li85) we(incl.) two race-SUBJ We two have 
raced. 
pingə-2 [pʰingə-] Vt flatten 平 [=cmn 平 + ge-] | 
var. pingə- | mər-ˈnə pinˈgə! road-ACC flatten 
Flatten the road. 
pingguə [pʰiŋguə] N apple 苹果 [=cmn 苹果] | 
var. ˈpiŋguə (Li85) 
pingpangčo [pʰiŋpʰaŋ ʨʰo] N pingpong ball 乒
乓球 [=cmn 乒乓球] | var. piŋˈpɑŋ ʨo (Li85) 
pingrung [pʰiŋruŋ] N flannel 绒布 [=cmn 平绒] | 
var. piŋˈruŋ 
pingtan [pʰiŋtʰan] AJ plain, flatland 平坦 [=cmn 平
坦] | var. ˈpiŋtɑn (Li85) 
pingxəng [pʰiŋxəŋ] AJ parallel, matching 配套，
对应，平衡 [=cmn 平衡] | var. ˈpiŋˈxəŋ (Li85) 
| ˈliɑnˈʥɑ ˈpiŋˈxəŋ two families matching The 
two families match each other. 
piogə- [pʰiogə-] Vi float (v.) 漂浮 [=cmn     漂 
+ge-] | var. piogə- (Li85) | murˈtoŋ moroŋ-ˈdə 
piogə-ˈʥo wood river-LOC float-OBJ The 
wood is foating on the river. 
pipa  [pʰipʰa] N pipa, lute-like string instrument 琵
琶 [=cmn 琵琶] | var. pipˈɑ  (Li85) | pipˈɑ 
tɑngə- play pipAA 
pipi [pʰipʰi] N vagina 女性生殖器 [屄屄 bi1bi1 ! (or 
a juvenile designation)] | var. piˈpi (Li85) 
pixe [pʰixɛ] N leather shoes 皮鞋 [=cmn 皮鞋] | 
var. piˈxɛ (Li85) 
pizhigə- [pʰidʐʅgə-] V bully, take advantage of 欺
负，利用 [adx tʰəp ʦʰol ,WT thubs tshod) 'bullying'] | 
var. ˈpidʐigə- (Li85); cf. ʨifu gə- (Mo2008) | 
ʥaˈsɿ budɑnˈdə ˈpidʐʅgə-ˈʥi they us bully-
SUBJ They bullied us. 
po1 [pʰo] N long, loose garment worn by actors on 
stage 旗袍 [=cmn 袍] | var. po (Li85) 
po2 [pʰo] N gun 枪 [=cmn 炮] | var. po (Li85) | po 
eke- “aike-” (MaSato2016) 打枪 shoot a gun| 
bɔ na ʨi ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 耍枪 play with guns| 
pochaxu [pʰotʂʰaxu] N teapot 泡茶壶 [=cmn 泡茶
壶] | var. poˈtʂɑxu (Li85) 
po fure [pʰo furɛ] N bullet 枪弹 [=cmn/mon  炮 + 
*hüre 'seed'] | var. ˈpo fuˈrɛ (Li85), ˈpo pʂdˈɤpo 
furepo purtɯ (Chen90c) 
pogə-1 [pʰogə-] V be soaked, soak 泡 [=cmn 泡 + 
ge-] | var. pogə- (Li85) | nɑˈdə ʁuˈrɑ poˈgə-ʨ 
me-ACC rain soak-EP The rain soaked me.| bu 
ˈnudə ʁuˈrɑ poˈgə-ʨ I today rain soak-EN I 
was soaked in rain today.| 
pogə-2 [pʰogə-] Vi break (said of wave) 破! [=cmn 
破 + ge-] | var. pogə- (Li85) | lɑŋ pogə-ˈʥo 
wave break-OBJ The wave is breaking. 
pogə-3 [pʰogə-] Vt dig with claws in search of 
food 刨 [=cmn 刨 + ge-] | var. pogə- (Li85) | tʁɑ 
pogə-ˈʥo chicken dig-OBJ The chicken dug 
with its claws in search of food. 
poǰe [pʰoʥɛ] N hoe 锄头 [=cmn 锄头] | var. ˈpoʥɛ 
poǰe tʂuˈtɤ (Li85) | ˈpoʥɛ-ʁɑˈlə məntəl- hoe 
INST dig dig with hoe 
pololo [pʰɔlɔlɔ] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for 
boiling water 沸水（拟声） | var. ˈpɔˈlɔˈlɔ 
(Li85) 
polung gu [pʰoluŋ gu] N kneecap 膝蓋骨 
[=adx/cmn pʰaŋ lo + gu 骨] | var. bɔligei (Mo2008) 
po purto [pʰo purto] N bullet 枪弹 [=cmn/ mon 炮 
+ *hüre 'seed' (+ 豆?)] | var. ˈpo pʂˈdɤ~po 
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purto~po fuˈrɛ (Li85)~po purto~po purtɯ 
(Chen90c) 
por [pʰɔr] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for bubbling 冒
泡（拟声） | var. ˈpɔˈlɔˈlɔ (Li85) 
poriġ [pʰoʐʅɢ] N dust, ash 灰尘 [=tkc! ! cf. hdu (WT 
rdu) [cf. *toarag/ *tobarag 'dust, earth...']] | var. porɢe 
(MaSato2016), borɢe (Mo2008) | poˈʐʅʁ bu-ʨ 
dust fall-EP Dust has fallen. 
posi [pʰosi] N silverfish (insects that eat books 
and clothing) 纸鱼，蠹虫 [=adx nbə hse wo 放屁
虫 'stinkbug'] | var. poˈsi (Li85) | poˈsi gadgə-
ˈnə ʂgə-ˈʥo bug paper-ACC hit-OBJ Bugs 
infested the paper. 
po sman [pʰo sman] N gunpowder 火药 
[=cmn/adx 炮 + medicine, semi-calque of cmn 火药] | 
var. ˈpo ˈsmɑn (Li85) 
po shgəčung bashi [pʰo ʂgəʨʰuŋ baʂʅ] N 
marksman 射手 [=cmn 炮 + 'hit-NZR' + expert] | 
var. po ʂgə-ˈʨuŋ bɑˈʂi (Li85) 
pozi1 [pʰoʣɿ] N bubble (bigger than the smaller 
bubble, moˈmoʣɿ) 泡子 [=cmn 泡子] | var. 
ˈpoʣi (Li85), pučiɢe (Ma Sato2016), boʣi 泡
泡~pozi~busu 水泡 (Mo2008) 
pozi2 [pʰoʣɿ] N suds 泡子 [=cmn 泡子] | var. 
ˈpoʣɿ (Li85) 
pozi3 [pʰoʣɿ] N scrotum 阴囊 [=cmn] | var. poˈʣɿ 
(Li85) 
pozhangzi [pʰodʐaŋʣɿ] N firecracker 鞭炮 
[=cmn 爆仗子（炮仗子)] | var. ˈpodʐɑŋʣɿ | 
ˈpodʐɑnʣɿ-ˈnə ʂgə- firecracker-ACC hit- set 
off frecrackers| podʐɑnʣɿ xilgə- firecracker 
sound.CAUS to set off firecrackers| 
pučax [pʰuʨʰaχ] N bean 豆 [=tkc pičaq, mon 
*burčag] | var. pʨi̥ʁ (Li85) 
puči- [pʰʨʰi-] Vt write 写 [=cmn *biči- < 笔 +A-] | 
var. pʨi- (Li85) | bu hɑbib-ˈdə ɕin-ˈnə pʨi-ˈʥi 
I Habib-DAT letter-ACC write-SUBJ I'm 
writing letter Habib. 
puchanggə- [pʰutʂʰaŋgə-] Vt assist and take 
care of bride during wedding 婚礼期间协助和
照顾新娘 [=cmn!] | var. ˈputʂɔŋgə- (Li85) | 
ɕinɛʐʅ-ˈnə gar-doˈʐʅ ˈputʂɑŋgə-ʥi-ˈgɤ guɑr 
kuŋ sɤ-ˈʥo bride-GEN house-in take.care-
NFS-NZR two person stay-OBJ Two people 
who took care of the bride were staying in the 
bride's house. 
puke [pʰukʰɛ] N poker cards 扑克牌 [=cmn 扑克] | 
var. pukɛ (Li85) 
pupian [pʰupʰian] AJ widespread 普遍 [=cmn 普遍] 
| var. puˈpiɑn (Li85) | hɑˈlə-viˈdə vi-ˈgɤ 
pushi [pʰuʂʅ] N gizzard 肌胃，嗉囊 [=mon! 
*bötege 'crop, gizzard'] | var. buʂi (Mo2008) 
puto [pʰutʰo] N grape, grapevine 葡萄 [=cmn 葡萄] | 
var. pu̥ˈto (Li85) 
puto sho [pʰutʰo ʂu] N grapevine 葡萄树 [=cmn 葡
萄树] | var. pu̥ˈto ʂɤ (Li85) 
putotang [pʰutʰotʰaŋ] N glucose 葡萄糖 [=cmn 葡
萄糖] | var. puˈtoˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
puzi [pʰuʣɿ] N shop 铺子 [=cmn 铺子] | var. buʣi 
'饭馆 restaurant' (Mo2008) | buʣi də iɛnɛ 
(Mo2008) 下馆子 go to a restaurant 
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ra [ra] N pen, animal enclosure; fence 圈 [=adx] | 
var. rɑ (Li85), ra (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), 
cf. rakang 
rači [raʨʰi] N alcoholic beverage 酒 [=arb ʿaraq عرق 
'distillate'] | var. raˈʨi (Li85), rači G 
(MaSato2016) 
rači očung [raʨʰi oʨʰuŋ] N alcoholic (person) 酒
鬼 [=arb/mon ʿaraq عرق 'distillate'] | var. raˈʨi ɤ
ˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
raġə [raɢə] N branch, branch of tree 分枝，枝条 
[=adx ɦraʁa] | var. rağe (MaSato2016); BaoN 
raɢa 
rakang [rakʰaŋ] N sheep pen 羊圈 [=adx!] | var. rɑ
ˈkɔŋ (Li85), rakang (MaSato2016), cf. ra 
rama [rama] AV instantly, immediately 立刻 [=adx 
ɦrem] | var. rɑˈmu rama (MaSato2016) | ʥaˈsɿ 
jɑnɕi-ˈdə rɑˈmɑ ʐʅ-ˈʥo they banquet-LOC 
immediately come-OBJ They immediately 
came the banquet. 
ramu [ramu] AV immediately, instantly 立刻 
[=adx ɦrem] | var. rɑˈmuramurɑˈmɑ (Li85); 
BaoN ram 
rang1 [raŋ] AJ weak, soft 弱，软 [=cmn 软] | var. 
rɑŋ (Li85) 
rang2 [-raŋ] decades suffix (20, 30, 40, ... 90; for 
'20' xoˈroŋ, the vowel ɔ in -rɔŋ is assimilated 
into preceeding syllable) 十的倍数!后缀
（20、30、40，... 90 的十年； 对于'20'xo
ˈroŋ，在-rɔŋ 中的元音 ɔ在前面的音节中是
同化的元音） [=mon] | var. -rɑŋ (Li85) 
ranggə rangǰi [raŋgə raŋʥi] AJ selfish; 
avoiding responsibility, shifting blame, 
mediocre incompetence 推卸责任，平庸无
能； 自私 [=adx raŋ ge 'self' raŋ + ge 'do' + ǰi (cf. raŋ 
ge 'self' (Rebgong) raŋ ga (Hualong))] | var. 
ˈrɑŋgərɑŋˈʥi (Li85) | ˈrɑŋgərɑŋˈʥi-ʁɑˈlə 
ˈajnə (Li85) very selfsh 
ranglə-1 [raŋlə-] V yield 让 [=cmn 让 + LA-] | var. 
rɑŋl(ə)-~ranglə-~rɑŋ- also 'allow, let, 
yield'~ranglə-~rɔl(ə)- (Li85) | ˈɑjɛ rɑŋlə ! 
grandpa yield Yield Grandpa! 
ranglə-2 [raŋlə-] V yield 让 [=cmn 让+LA] | var. 
rɔl(ə)- (Li85) | ˈɑjɛ-də rɔl-ˈʥi nda-ˈʁə ! 
grandpa-DAT yield-NFS eat-CAS (AD: 
jussive=imper) Let Grandpa eat!| bu rɔl-ˈʥi ʨi 
nda ! I yield-NFS you eat I let you eat!| 
rawu [rawu] N hair (on human head, as opposed 
hair on the human body) 头发 [=! adx hʨa~rʨa 
(WT skra)] | var. rɑˈʕo (Li85) 
reno [rɛno] AJ lively, full of activity and people, 
festive 热闹 [=cmn 热闹] | var. rɛˈno (Li85) | rɛ
ˈno-ʁɑˈlə ˈajnə very festive 
reshuide [rɛʂuidɛ] N hot water bottle for keeping 
warm 热水的 [=cmn 热水的] | var. rɛʂuiˈdɛ 
(Li85) 
rə- [ʐʅ-] Vi come 来 [=mon *ire-] | var. rə- 
(BökeLiu82), rɩ-rə-rə- (Li85) 
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rəbgə- [rəbgə-] AJ cloudy, overcast 阴 [=adx rəp 
‘overcast' + ge-] | var. ˈrəbgə- (Li85) | ˈʨɑnʥɑ 
ˈrəbgə-ʨ weather cloudy-COS It's cloudy. 
rəgə- [rəgə-] Vi be humid, damp 潮湿 [=cmn 热+ 
ge-] | var. rəˈgə- (Li85) 
rənčing  dagə- [ʐənʨʰiŋ  dagə-] MWE express 
goodwill 人情 [=cmn 人情 + ! + ge-] | var. rɩnˈʨiŋ 
dɑgə- (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ maʂˈʁə jɑnˈɕi ok(ə)-ˈsɿ, 
nuˈdər buˈdɑ ʐʅnˈʨiŋ dɑge-ˈʥi they tomorrow 
banquet give-if today we(excl.)-SUBJ If they 
give banquet tomorrow, today we express our 
good will by giving money them. 
rənming [rənmiŋ] N people 人民 [=cmn 人民] | 
var. rənmin (BökeLiu82), ˈrənmiŋ (Li85) 
rənming debio [rənmiŋ dɛbiɔ] N people's 
representative 人民代表 [=cmn 人民代表] | var. 
ˈrənmiŋˈdɛbiɔ (Li85) 
rənshəng [rənʂəŋ] N ginseng 人参 [=cmn    人参] | 
var. ˈrənˈʂəŋ 
rənshigə- [ʐənʂʅgə-] Vt recognize 认识 [=cmn 认
识 + ge-] | var. ˈrɩnʂɩgə- (Li85) | bu nə ˈwənʨi-
nə ˈʐʅnʂʅgə-ˈʥi I this problem-ACC 
recognize-OBJ I recognize this problem. 
rənzi [rənʣɿ] N edge (of knife or sword)     刃子，
边缘（刀或剑的） [=cmn 刃子 rènzi 'edge of a 
blade'] | var. ˈrənʣɿ (Li85) 
rəngzhən [rəŋdʐən] AJ serious, responsible, 
conscientious 认真 [=cmn 认真] | var. ˈrəŋˈdʐən 
(Li85) 
rətoxua [rətʰoxua] N sunflower 向日葵 [=cmn 日
头花] | var. rəˈtoxuɑ (Li85) 
rigudə [ʐʅgudə] N next year 明年，来年 [=mon 
re- 'come' +NZR +] | var. rɩgɤˈdə (Li85), rigude G 
(MaSato2016) 
rinčing zel- [ʐʅnʨʰiŋ ʣɛl-] MWE accept 
goodwill with money or presents 接人情 [=cmn 
人情 +接 +LA-] | var. rinˈʨiŋ ʣɛl- (Li85) 
ro [ro] N long garment 长跑 [=adx re 'cloth' (WT ras)] | 
var. rou (MaSato2016), cf. roula (MaSato2016) 
rogə- [rogə-] Vt rub; irritate the eye 揉 [=cmn 揉 + 
ge-] | var. rɤgə- (Li85) | guɑŋˈʨi rogə ˈʥo 
light irritate-OBJ 
rolə- [rɔlə-] Vt forgive 饶，饶恕， 原谅 [=cmn 饶
+LA] | var. rɤl(ə)- | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli-nə rɤl(ə)-ˈʥi 
Habib ɕoli-ACC forgive-SUBJ Habib forgave 
Sholi. 
rong [roŋ] N locale, place; address 地方；地址 
[=adx roŋ 'farming areas; agricultural areas'] | var. roŋ 
(Li85), rong (MaSato2016); cf. Jifang | tʂoˈʨi 
vi-ˈgɤ roŋ humidity exist-NZR place humid 
place 
ruə [ruə] AJ weak 弱 [=cmn 弱] | var. ruə (Li85) 
runnianǰin [runnianʥin] N squint-eyed person 斜
眼的人 [=cmn ！润 + 眼睛 (cf. adx sər ɳək 'look 
askance')] | var. ˈrunniɑnʥin (Li85) 
ruzi [ruʣɿ] N mattress, bedding 褥子 [=cmn 褥子] | 
var. ruˈʣɿ 
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s
sa1 [sɿ] AFF conditional converb (CCOND) (was: 
“if”) 如果 [=mon *sA] | var. sɿ (Li85) | ʨi rə-
ʥi-gə-ˈsɿ , bu ɕi-ˈgə ʂ-i you come-NFS-
CMOD-if , I go-CMOD NEG-SUBJ If you 
come, I won't go. 
sa2 [-sɿ] AFF when, if (conditional mood)    何时，
假如 （条件式） [=mon *-sa] | var. -sɿ (Li85) | 
xo̥ˈʂo ol-ˈʥi kur-ˈsɿ, … darkness change-NFS 
arrive-when When darkness fell,... 
sa- [sa-] Vt milk, extract milk by squeezing 挤奶 
[=mon *saa- 'milk'] | var. sɑ- (Li85), sa- 
(BökeLiu82, Ma20216, Mo2008) | hɑˈbib ni
ˈʣɿ sɑ-ˈʥo Habib milk extract-OBJ Habib 
milked (the cow, goat, etc.). 
sadəge kogə- [sadəgɛ kʰogə-] MWE prostrate 
oneself repeatedly (in Islamic worship) 礼拜中
反复虚脱 [=arb/cmn سدح sadḥ (v.n.) 'throwing down 
flat on the face, prostrating' + ko 磕 + ge-] | var. sɑdə
ˈgɛ kɤgə- (Li85) 
sagə- [sagə-] Vt roll between hands or fingers, 
rub, twist; wipe clean; smear, apply (ointment) 
搓， 揉搓， 搓弄，擦拭，搽 [=cmn 搓 cuo1 
'roll betw. hands/fingers' (or 搽 cha2 'smeae' or 擦 ca1 
'wipe')] | var. sagə- (Li85, Mo2008), ʦagədə- 擦
掉 'blot out' (Mo2008) | kinʨir-ˈnə sɑgə- 
hemp-ACC roll roll hemp (into thread) 
saġə-1 [saɢə-] V guard 守护，保安 [=mon *sakï-] | 
var. sa:ɣə- 'wait' (Tod64) | dɑŋ-ˈnə ˈsɑʁ(ə)- 
door-ACC guard guard the door 
saġə-2 [saɢə-] V wait 等候 [=mon *sakï-] | var. 
sɑʁə- (Li85), sa:ɣə- 'wait' (Tod64) | nə ʥi-ˈʂʅ-
gə kuŋ sɑʁə-ˈʥi sɤ-ˈʥo this few-ten-classifier 
man wait-NFS sit-OBJ These scores of men 
were waiting. 
sala [sala] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for light rain 小
雨（拟声） | var. ˈsɑlɑ (Li85) 
sala kung [sala kʰuŋ] Npr Salar person, Salar 
people 撒拉人 [=cmn/mon 撒拉 + *küün 'person'] | 
var. sɑˈlɑ kuŋ (Li85) 
sala zu [salaʣu] Npr Salar ethnic group, Turkic 
Muslims across river from Bonans 撒拉族 
[=cmn 撒拉族] | var. sɑˈlɑʣu (Li85) 
saliamu [saliamu] EX Greetings (wishing health 
or peace) 赛俩目（愿真主 赐你平安) [=arb 
 salām] | var. saliamu~ saliamu~saliɑmu سلم
Mo2008 | ʥɑŋ budɑnˈdə sɑliɑˈmu ok-ˈʥo she 
us(excl.) greeting give-OBJ 问候 S/he greeted 
us. 
sam [sam] N comb (n.) 梳子 [=mon *sam] | var. 
sam (Li85), sam (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016), 
Mo2008), dæm (Mo2008) 
samčung [samʨʰuŋ] N careful (n.) 小心 [=adx 
sʰemʨoŋ] | var. samčung (Ma Sato2016); GHT 
samʨʰoŋ Mo2008, BaoN semʨʰɵŋ Mo2008; 
BaoN semʨøŋ (Chen90c) 
samčunggə- [samʨʰuŋgə-] Vi be careful 小心 
[=adx sʰemʨoŋ + ge- 'do'] | var. samʨuŋgə- (Li85), 
samˈčungge- (MaSato2016), sam ʥuŋ gə- 
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(Mo2008) 
samlə- [samlə-] Vt comb, set (hair) 梳理，梳
（头发） [=mon *samla-] | var. samal- (Li85), 
samlə- (BökeLiu82), samale- (MaSato2016), 
samgə- (Mo2008) 梳 'comb' | ʥɔŋ ɕinɛrɩ-ˈdə 
raʕo-ˈnə samal-ʁə-ˈʥo she bride-DAT hair-
ACC set-CAU-OBJ She cleaned the hair of the 
bride. 
samo [samo] AJ inexpensive 便宜 [=adx ʦamo] | 
var. saˈmo (Li85) 
samsəġ [samsəɢ] N garlic 大蒜 [=mon *sarїmsag] | 
var. samˈsɤʁ (Li85), samsəɢ (BökeLiu82), 
samsiɢe (MaSato2016), 
samsəğsamsəġsemusuxəsamsəġsemusu 
Mo2008 | sɛmusuxə nasaŋ (Mo2008)    蒜泥 
mashed garlic 
samši [samɕi] N wisdom 智慧 [=adx!] | var. sam
ˈɕi (Li85) 
samši dung [samɕi tuŋ] N wisdom teeth   智齿 
[=adx!/mon] | var. samˈɕi duŋ (Li85) 
san [san] three; usually used only with other 
Chinese loan numerals, classifiers or measure 
words 三 [=cmn 三] | var. sɑn (Li85) | ˈɚ sɑn 
bɛ two or three hundred 
sanba [sanba] MWE three handfuls of 三把 [=cmn 
三把] | var. ˈsɑnbɑ (Li85) | ʥɑŋ ˈsɑnbɑ ɕiru-
ˈnə vuʂal-ˈʥo she three handful of soil-ACC 
throw-NSP| She threw three handfuls of soil.| 
sančo [sanʨʰo] N tail 尾巴 [=mon! cf. mon *seül 'tail, 
end', adx hŋa ma (WT rŋa); T سنجاق sanjāq, A flag, 
standard to which a horse-tail is attached (Steingass, but 
Clauson: sanč- 'pierce, stab')] | var. sɑnʨˈɤ (Li85), 
sančiu G; sančige (MaSato2016) 
sančo geda [sanʨʰo gɛda] N tail, rump of 
domestic fowl 家禽尾巴，家禽臀 [=mon/cmn! 
'tail lump'] | var. sɑnʨˈɤ gɛˈdɑ (Li85) 
sancha [santʂʰa] N three-pronged fork for 
farming, pitchfork 三叉 [=cmn 三叉] | var. 
ˈsɑntʂɑ (Li85) 
sanfi [sanfi] AJ crippled 残废 [=cmn 残废] | var. 
sɑnˈfi (Li85) 
sanlünche [sanlyntʂʰɛ] N pedicab with three 
wheels 三轮车 [=cmn 三轮车] | var. sɑnˈlyntʂɛ 
(Li85) 
sanpote [sanpʰotʰɛ] N ceramic tea bowl together 
with matching dish and cover   碗子，盖碗 
[=cmn] | var. sɑnˈpoˈtɛ (Li85) 
sanšan    [sanɕan  ] N musical instrument with 
three strings played with bow 三弦 [=cmn 三弦] 
| var. sɑnˈɕɑn   (Li85)  
sanxuan mula [sanxuan mula] N riding whip 
with three rings 三环鞭 [=cmn 三环 + *mїlaa] | 
var. ˈsɑnˈxuɑn mu̥ˈlɑ (Li85) 
sanzi damu [sanʣɿ damu] N deep-fried food 
made of flour 馓子 [=cmn/mon 馓子 + *ödme 
'bread or cake'] | var. sɑnˈʣɿ daˈmu 
sang1 [saŋ] AJ good 好 [=mon *saïn] | var. sɔŋ 
(Li85), ʦaŋ (Mo2008) | sɔŋˈxɔŋ (Li85) 
relatively good| ʦaŋ au (Mo2008) ck! 谢谢 
thank you amoral, bad 缺德
sang2 [-saŋ] AFF non-finite perfective participial 
suffix (Li 1985, PPS 'product of action of 
small set of verbs)'; AD: PPERF) 非限定完美
后缀（CL：PPS（参与）; AD：PPERF） 
[=mon] | var. -sɔŋ~-sang~-suŋ (Li85) | xo-ˈsɔŋ 
ʁaˈʥir dried land| nitər-ˈsɔŋ laʂˈʁə wetted 
towel day.before Habib horse ride-PPERF-
ACC I see-PERF1 yesterday I saw Habib 
riding a horse day before yesterday.| ˈnʥodə 
hɑˈbib moˈrə honə-sɔŋ-ˈnə bu nʥat-ˈo 
(Li1985) dəgˈsɔŋ kuŋ (Li1985) living person
sang3 [-saŋ] AFF non-finite perfective participial 
suffix (Li 1985, PPS 'product of action of 
small set of verbs)'; AD: PPERF) 非限定完美
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后缀（CL：PPS（参与）; AD：PPERF） 
[=mon] | var. -sɔŋsang-suŋ (Li85) | bu ʥiənjiŋ 
nʥiə-saŋ wi/gi (Li1985) 1s film look-PPERF 
EXIST.SUBJ/NEG.EXIST.SUBJ 我（没）看过
电影 I have (not) seen flms. 
sang4 [saŋ] N silkworm 蚕，蚕宝宝 [=cmn 蚕] | 
var. sɑŋ (Li85) 
sangbo ġurġi1 [saŋbo ɢurɢi] N earthworm 蚯蚓 
[=adx/mon sʰa nbə 'earthworm' + mon. 'worm'] | var. 
saŋbo ʁurˈʁi 
sangbo ġurġi2 [saŋbo ɢurɢi] N roundworm 
(human parasite, Ascaris lumbricoides) 蛔虫 
[=cmn/mon] | var. saŋbo ʁurˈʁi 
sangə- [sangə-] Vt scatter, give away        散，
送给，捐给 [=cmn 散+ ge-] | var. sɑngə- (Li85) 
| bu miʥi-lɑ-ˈdə sɛʐʅ-ˈnə sɑngə-ˈʥi I female-
PL-DAT money-ACC scatter-IPF I gave away 
money to women. 
sangku [saŋkʰu] N storehouse, warehouse 仓库 
[=cmn 仓库] | var. sɑŋˈku (Li85) 
sangsi [saŋsɿ] N silk 丝 [=cmn 蚕丝 tsan si] | var. 
saŋsɿ (Li85) 
sangshu [saŋʂu] N mulberry tree 桑树 [=cmn 桑
树] | var. sɑŋˈʂu (Li85) 
sanguanša [sanguanɕa] N table 三脚桌! [=cmn 三
管沙 'three legged sofa'] | var. ˈsɑnˈguɑnˈɕɑ (Li85) 
sangxang [saŋxaŋ] AJ relatively good 比较好 
[=mon good + CMP] | var. sɑŋˈxɑŋ (Li85) 
sangying [saŋjiŋ] N fly (n.) (insect) 苍蝇 [=cmn 苍
蝇] | var. sɑŋˈjiŋ 
sarang [saraŋ] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for a 
sword being drawn from scabbard 从刀鞘拔出
剑（拟声） | var. saˈrɑŋ (Li85) 
sarə [saʐʅ] N moon; month 月亮；月份 [=mon 
*sara] | var. sarə D (BökeLiu1982); saˈʐisarəsɑ
ˈrə (Li85), sari (MaSato2016); 
sarəsarəsanʐisarəsɛʐi Mo2008, cf. sara (“土”) 
Mo2008 | sari ɢurang, sari yesung “yaisung” 
(MaSato2016) 三个月, 九个月 three months, 
nine months| sɛʐi səu-ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 坐月子 
lying in, being confined after childbirth (the 
baby) has reached its one-month birthday 满月
| sɛʐi dəgɛʨi (Mo2008) sanʐi dʐɔ gə ʥiɔ 月亮
底下 under the moonlight (Mo2008) a nə gə 
sar “月份（指某一月）” [sic] 'which 
month?' (Mo2008)
sarə šayi [sarə ɕaji] N infant less than month old 
小于一个月的婴儿 [=mon/adx *sara 'month' + 
'infant'] | var. saˈrə rɑˈrɩ (Li85), sari 
(MaSato2016) || 满月| 
se [ʦʰɛ] N dishes of meat or vegetables be eaten 
with staple food 菜 [=cmn 菜] | var. ʦɛ (Li85), iɛ 
ʦei (下饭的）菜 '(served) dishes' (Mo2008) 
sečġi [sɛʨʰɢi] N magpie, Eurasian magpie (Pica 
pica) 喜鹊 [=mon *saǰagaї] | var. sɛʨˈʁi (Li85), 
šiašiğei (MaSato2016) 
sechan [sɛtʂʰan] N property, wealth 财产 [=cmn 财
产] | var. ˈsɛˈtʂɑn (Li85) | ˈgunʥɑ-nə ˈsɛˈtʂɑn 
public-GEN property public property 
sedo [sedo] N chopping knife for cooking   菜刀 
[=cmn 菜刀] | var. sdɤ (Li85), sidou 
(MaSato2016), sdɯsedositəu Mo2008 
sefən [sɛfən] N tailor (n.) 裁缝 [=cmn 裁缝] | var. 
ʦɛˈfən (Li85) 
sege- [sɛgɛ-] Vt tailor, cut (cloth) for sewing 剪
裁 [=cmn 裁 + ge-] | var. ʦɛgə- (Li85), ʦʰaigə-, 
χəiʨʰiəl- (BökeLiu82), ʦʰɛgə-sege-sɛgə- 
(Ma2008) | məsˈgɤ ʦɛgə- cloth cut for sewing 
cut fabric for clothing 
segua [sɛgua] N winter melon 菜瓜 [=cmn  菜瓜] | 
var. ˈʦɛguɑ (Li85) 
ser [sɛʐʅ] N money 钱 [=adx hser] | var. ˈsɛrɩ̥ 
(Li85), sair (MaSato2016); sɛr GHT Mo2008; 
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ʦaiʐi sic Mo2008; ʦai 纸币 bank note 
Mo2008; BaoN ser (Chen90c, Mo2008) | ser 
asɢe- (MaSato2016) 借钱 borrow money| ser 
asɢeǰi oke- (MaSato2016) 借给钱 loan money 
ʦeiri nage tʂaŋgəʥi 赚钱 'make money, make 
a profit' (Mo2008) ʦeiri gulə əʥiɔ 要账 'dun, 
demand repayment of a loan' (Mo2008)| /ser/ 
(“ʦaiʐi”) ʦunge-ʨi 存钱，存下的钱 savings 
(Mo2008) ʦeiri alɔ- 出账 'enter an expenditure 
in the accounts' (Mo2008) ʦeiri ʥigə ɔluŋ 开
销 'pay expenses' (Mo2008) ʦeiri ga ʥi soŋ 
konzi 赃官 'corrupt official' (Mo2008)
serong [sɛroŋ] AJ coarse, careless 粗糙的 [=mon 
*sirüün] | var. sɛˈroŋ (Li85), seroŋ 
(MaSato2016), sɛruŋserongɕiəruŋ (Mo2008) | 
sɛˈroŋ gəˈʥi jas-ˈsɑŋ duŋˈɕi coarse AV make-
PPERF thing poorly made objects 
səġ [səɢ] N waterway, channel 渠道 [=mon! *subag 
'ditch, channel'!] | var. səʁ (Li85), səɢ Mo2008 
səġədə [saɢədə] N buckwheat 荞麦 [=mon *sagad/ 
*sagadaї/ *sagag] | var. ˈʨomɛ 
səngə ġorəl [səngə ɢorəl] N grain (other than 
wheat or rice) 谷物（小麦或大米除外） | 
var. səngə(ˈʁə) ʁoˈrəl (Li85) 
sgal- [sgal-] Vt kick 踢 [=mon *öskel-] | var. sgal- 
(Li85), sgale- G (MaSato2016) | ˈʣuʨo sgal- 
soccer kick play soccer 
sgə [sgə] N axe 斧头 [=mon *süke] | var. sgɤ 
(Li85), sge G (MaSato2016), sgɯ, incl. G 
sgəgɛ (Mo2008) 
sgə- [sgə-] Vt spread, scatter 散 [=mon *debis-] | 
var. sgə- (Li85), tɑr-; de:sə- 'spread' (Tod64) | 
hɑˈbib xarʁə-ˈnə ʁaʥir-ˈdə sgə-ˈʥo Habib 
fertilizer-ACC field-LOC scatter-OBJ Habib 
spread fertilizer in the feld. 
sgədə- [sgədə-] Vi kneel down 跪，下跪 [=mon 
*söged-] | var. sgədə-~sgədə-~sgti- (Li85), 
sgede- G (MaSato2016) 
si1 [sɿ] AFF ablative suffix marking standard in 
comparative construction (CPV) 从格 [=mon] | 
var. sɿ (Li85) | ʥɑŋ bu-sɿ fgo she I-CPV big 
She is bigger than I am. 
si2 [sɿ] NEG not, has never (negative particle) 
preceding past tense verb 没，未曾 [=mon *ese, 
*busї '(is) not'] | var. sɿ (Li85), si 没，未曾 
(MaSato2016) | ʨi rə-ˈɤ sɿ rə-ɤ-ˈo ? you come-
Q NEG come-Q-PERF1 Did you come, or not? 
si3 [sɿ] AFF from (ablative) 从（从格） [=mon] | 
var. sɿ | hɑˈbib ˈmiguo-sɿ ʐʅ-ˈʥo Habib 
America-ABL come-OBJ Habib came from 
America. 
si4 [sɿ] N silk 丝 [=cmn 丝] | var. sɿ (Li85) 
si5 [sɿ] four; used only with Chinese numerals, 
measure words, or classifiers 四 [=cmn 四] | 
var. sɿ (Li85) | ˈsɿ-ʂʅ four-ten forty 
si6 [sɿ] N temple 寺 [=cmn 寺] | var. sɿ (Li85) | lɑ
ˈmɑ sɿ Lama temple 
si- [sɿ-] Vt pull 拉 [=mon *sei 'pull out, weed'] | var. 
sɿ- (Li85) 
sibang1 [sɿbaŋ] N wing (of bird) 翅膀 [=cmn 翅膀] 
| var. ˈsɿbɑŋ (Li85) 
sibang2 [sɿbaŋ] N shell of turtle or tortoise 龟壳
或乌龟 [=cmn] | var. ˈsɿbɑŋ (Li85) 
sido [sido] N bayonet 刺刀 [=cmn 刺刀] | var. ˈʦɿdo 
(Li85), ʦido (Mo2008) 
sifang [sɿfaŋ] AJ square, square-shaped 四方 
[=cmn 四方] | var. ˈsɿfɑŋ (Li85, Mo2008) | sifaŋ 
ɕi lɛ (Mo2008) 方桌 square table 
sigeda [sɿgɛda] AJ solid (not hollow) 实心的
（不是空心的） [=cmn cf. adx sa htan] | var. 
ˈsɿgɛˈdɑ (Li85) 
sigə [sigə] N awl (tool for puncturing holes) 锥子 
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[=mon *sibüge 'awl'] | var. (Li85), sɯgə 
(Mo2008) | sɤˈkə-ʁɑˈlə tyəl- punch-INST 
puncture puncture 
sigə- [sɿgə-] Vi be solid (vs. hollow) 实心的
（不是空心的） [=cmn !实 + ge-] | var. sɿgə- 
(Li85) | kuŋgə-ʥi-ˈɤ sɿgə-ˈʥo ? (Li85) 
hollow-NFS-Q solid-OBJ Is it hollow or solid? 
siǰi [sɿʥi] N driver 司机 [=cmn 司机] | var. sɿˈʥi 
siko [sɿkʰo] N fast knot 死扣 [=cmn 死扣] | var. sɿ
ˈkɤ 
simingə- [sɿmingə-] Vt reward 悬赏，收获 
[=cmn ! 名 + ge-] | var. ˈsɿmingə- (Li85) | xu̥ˈdɑ 
hɑbib-ˈnə ˈsɿmingə-ʨ God Habib-ACC 
reward-EP God has rewarded Habib. 
sine- [sɿnɛ-] Vi go out, stop burning (fire) 熄灭 
[=mon *söne-] | var. sɿˈnɛ- (Li85), sine- 
(MaSato2016) | bu ʥilɑ-ˈnə sɿnɛ-ʁə-ˈʥi 
(Li85) I lamp-ACC-CAU-SUBJ I turned off the 
lamp.| I turned off the lamp.| 
sinio [sɿnio] N cow (female only) 牛，奶牛，雌
牛 [=cmn 雌牛] | var. ɕian ʐə mau (Mo2008) 
sirən [sɿrən] AJ private 私人 [=cmn 私人] | var. sɿ
ˈrən (Li85) 
sišang [sɿɕaŋ] N mind, thought 思想 [=cmn 思想] | 
var. ˈsɿɕɑŋ (Li85) 
sišü [sɿɕy] N order, sequence 次序 [=cmn 次序] | 
var. ˈsɿˈɕy (Li85) 
siwe [sɿwi] N hedgehog 刺猬 [=cmn 刺猬] | var. 
siwe (BökeLiu82), siwe “siwai” 
(MaSato2016), “šiwe” Mo2008 
siyan [sɿjan] N monastery 寺院 [=cmn 寺院] | var. 
ˈsɿˈjɑn (Li85) 
siyangyang [sɿjaŋjaŋ] N animal feeder 饲养员 
[=cmn 饲养+ 羊!] | var. sɿˈjɑŋjɑŋ (Li85) 
sman [sman] N medicine 药 [=adx ɦman] | var. 
man (BökeLiu82), smɑn (Li85), sman G 
((MaSato2016), Mo2008) | hɑˈbib smɑn ɤ-
ˈʥo Habib medicine drink-OBJ Habib took the 
medicine. 
so [so] N vinegar 醋 [=cmn 醋] | var. sɤ (Li85), sou 
(MaSato2016) | /!ole(olteg) co lixetong 
xareʥio/: au li kə ʦau li xə tɔŋ xa ʐi tʑiau 
(Mo2008) 半瓶醋（譬如性说法 half a bottle of 
vinegar, i.e. dilettante who speaks as though he 
were an expert (cmn calque) 
so-1 [so-] Vi sit, sit down 坐，乘坐 [=mon *sau-, 
peh should be su-] | var. sɤ- (Li85), səu- 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008) | sɯ-ʕɛ (Mo2008) 坐吧 
Have a seat! 
so-2 [so-] Vi live, reside, stay 居住；呆 [=mon 
*sau-] | var. sɤ- (Li85), suso-~sɯso-~səu- 住 
(Mo2008) | ˈɕoˈli hɑmniɑŋ-ˈdə sɤ-ˈlə ɕi-ˈʥo 
(Li85) ɕoli wifes home-LOC live-PURP go-
OBJ Sholi went back her parental home (after 
marriage). 
so-3 [so-] V progressive, durative light verb 表示
动词行为正在进行 [=mon *sau-] | var. sɤ- 
(Li85) | ʥɑŋ bi sɤ-ˈʥo she standing stay-OBJ 
She is standing. 
so-4 [so-] N sit 坐 [=mon *sau- 'sit (down); settle down, 
live'] | var. sɑ (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ ʥɑˈmər sɑ-ˈdə 
ʨɔl-ˈlə ɕi-ˈʥo (Li85) they window sit-LOC 
hear-PURP go-OBJ They went by the window 
to hear. 
soči wido [soʨʰi wido] N stench of sheep 
[livestock] 羊臭 [=cmn !牲畜 味道] | var. soˈʨi 
ˈvido (Li85) 
sogong [sogɔŋ] N barn for storing hay, hayshed 草
棚，草仓 [=cmn 草仓] | var. soˈgɔŋ (Li85) 
soġtə- [soɢtʰə-] Vi be drunk 醉 [=mon *sogta- 'be 
drunk'] | var. soʁtə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib soʁˈtə-ʨ 
Habib drunk-COS Habib is drunk. 
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sonio [sonio] N bull (n.) 公牛 [=cmn !/牛] | var. so
ˈniɤ 
songfan [soŋfan] AJ simple; relaxed 简单；轻松 
[=cmn 松泛 'relaxed'] | var. soŋˈfɑn (Li85) 
sopəngzi [sopʰəŋʣɿ] N barn with thatch roof 草
棚子 [=cmn 草棚子] | var. ʦoˈpəŋʣɿ (Li85) 
soxo [soxo] N leather or fur coat (rough hide on 
outside) 皮袄 [=adx hʦok kwa 皮袄 WT); cf. ʦʰar 
hjok 羔皮袄面子] | var. soˈxo (Li85), saxə 皮袄 
(Mo2008) 
soxor [soχor] N blind person, blind 瞎子 [=mon 
*sokar] | var. soˈxor (Li85), soxor ~soxor~ ʦuo 
ʑə koŋ (Mo2008) 
soxor binǰir [soxor binʥir] N swallow 燕子 
[=mon/! *sokar 'blind' + !] | var. soˈxor binˈʥir 
(Li85), tsɔn binʥi (Mo2008) 
soxuzi [soxuʣɿ] N weasel, Siberian/Himalayan 
weasel (Mustela sibirica) (Li 1985, 
“mongoose”) 黄鼬 [=cmn] | var. soxuˈʣi 
(Li85), sauxuzi~soxuzi~guo xutu 黄鼠狼 (=黄
鼬) Himalayan weasel (Mo2008) 
soyong-soyong [sɔjɔŋ sɔjɔŋ] AV gradually 逐
渐地 | var. sɤˈjɔŋ sɤˈjɔŋ (Li85) | ˈʨɑnˈʨi sɤ
ˈjɔŋ sɤˈjɔŋ xoloŋ-ˈdə ʐʅ-ˈʥo weather gradually 
hot-LOC come-OBJ The weather is gradually 
becoming hot. 
sozi [suəʣɿ] N lock (n.) 锁子 [=cmn 锁子] | var. 
suəˈʣɿ (Li85), suoʣi (Mo2008) 
su [su] N water 水 [=mon *usun] | var. su (Li85), 
su~susə (BökeLiu82); si (MaSato2016); 
su~susə (Mo2008) | susi la di gou xa ʥira 
(Mo2008) 水田 paddy feld 
sualəġə [sualəɢə] N pupa 蚕蛹 | var. suɑləˈʁə 
(Li85) 
sualiač [sualiaʨʰ] N early morning before bɑm
ˈdɑ at 500 a.m. when mudʐɑˈfi calls people to 
attend first morning praying session 早晨。。
。 | var. suaˈliɑʨ 
suanǰi- [suanʥi-] Vt sneer at, jeer at, ridicule 耻
笑 [=adx! sər za 'ridicule, irony'] | var. suɑnʥi- 
(Li85), ʂnɛ- suanǰi- (MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib ˈɕo
ˈli-nə suɑnʥi-ˈʥo Habib ɕoli-ACC jeer-OBJ 
Habib jeered at Sholi. 
suanpan [suanpʰan] N abacus 算盘 [=cmn 算盘] | 
var. ˈsuɑnpɑn (Li85) 
sue [suɛ] N cloth sash around waist, about 20 ft. 
long 布腰带 [(mon *büse 'belt')] | var. suɛ (Li85) 
suə [suə] N file (metal tool) 锉 [=cmn 锉] | var. suə 
(Li85) 
suəgə-1 [suəgə-] Vt lock 锁子 [=cmn 锁+ge-] | var.  
suəgə- (Li85) 
suəgə-2 [suəgə-] N file (using metal tool) 锉 
[=cmn 锉 + ge-] | var. suəgə- (Li85), sozi 
(MaSato2016) | suə-ʁɑlə suəgə- file-INST file 
fle down (sthg.) 
sugang [sugaŋ] N large water cistern 水缸 
[=mon/cmn su 'water' + 缸] | var. ˈʂugɑŋ (Li85), 
sigaŋ (Mo2008) 
suganguə [suganguə] N snack food such as 
walnuts, fruit and deep-fried cake-like things 干
果 [=cmn] | var. suˈgɑnguə (Li85) 
su gar [sõ gar] N roof or house water supply 储
水箱 [=mon 'water house'] | var. sõ gar (Li85) 
su holər [su hɔlər] MWE bottom of body of water 
水底 [=mon 'water' + *hїruar/ *hїraur 'bottom, base, 
ground'] | var. su hɔˈlər 
sui [sui] AJ crisp, brittle 脆 [=cmn 脆] | var. ʦui 
(Li85), sui (Mo2008) (consistently ts > s, 
tʂʰ>ʂ) 
suibian1 [suibian] AV temporarily 随便 [=cmn 随
便] | var. ˈsuibiɑn (Li85) | hɑˈbib nɔxɑŋ-ˈsɿ sui
ˈbiɑn lɑʁɑ-ˈʥo Habib here-ABL temporarily 
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stay away-OBJ Habib is temporarily staying 
away from here. 
suibian2 [suibian] AJ casually, easily 随便 [=cmn 随
便] | var. ˈsuibiɑn (Li85) | hɑˈbib bɑˈʂʅ ʥin 
tarɑŋ-ˈnə suiˈbiɑn ˈvel-ʨ Habib eighty catty 
grain-ACC easily carry-EP on back Habib 
easily shouldered eighty catty of grain. 
suigu [suigu] N cartilage 脆骨 [=cmn 脆骨] | var. 
ˈʦuigu 
suisa [suisa] N tassle 穗 [=cmn 穗子!] | var. ˈsuisɑ 
(Li85) 
suisui [suisui] N tassle; ear of grain, ear of corn 
穗 [=cmn 穗穗] | var. ˈsuisui (Li85) 
suiwo [suiwo] N dew 露水 [=adx sɿwa [cf. mon 
*siüderi(n)]] | var. suiˈvo (Li85), suiwo G 
(MaSato2016), siyo~suiwo ~suivo G Mo2008 
sula-1 [sula-] N water animals, plants or land 饮 
[=mon su 'water' + -LA-] | var. su̥lɑ-sula-~slɑ- 
(Li85), sula-~sula-~səla- (Mo2008) 
sula-2 [sula-] Vt water animals, plants or land 饮，
浇 [=mon su 'water' + -LA-] | var. slɑ- (Li85), GH 
su̥lɑ-; BaoN man | ʁaʥir-ˈdə (su-ˈnə) slɑ- 
field-LOC water-ACC water water the feld 
sulio tungzi [suliotʰuŋʣɿ] MWE plastic pail 塑
料桶 [=cmn 塑料桶子] | var. ˈsulioˈtuŋˈʣi (Li85) 
sumugə- [sumugə-] Vi think 想 [=cmn 思慕+ge- 
[cf. slr sumurla-]] | var. suˈmugə- (Li85), si
ˈmuge- (MaSato2016), sumugə- (Mo2008) | 
hɑˈbib suˈmugə-ˈʥo Habib think-OBJ Habib is 
thinking.| ʨiŋ nəgə sumugə- (Mo2008) [你考
虑一下] “想注意” [you] think it over [a bit]| 
sun [sun] AV from 从，自从 [=cmn 从] | var. sun 
(Li85) | sun nə jyɛˈfən kɛˈʂʅ from this month 
begin Begin from this month. 
sunming [sunmiŋ] AJ smart 聪明 [=cmn 聪明] | 
var. sunˈmiŋ (Li85) 
sunšin [sunɕin] AV anew 从新 [=cmn 从新] | var. 
ˈsunɕin (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈsunɕin vɛˈsuŋ ʁɑdə-
ˈʥo Habib anew grass cut-OBJ Habib cut grass 
all over again. 
sunzi [sunʣɿ] N grandson (son's son) 孙子 [=cmn 
孙子] | var. sunˈʣɿ (Li85), sunzi 
(MaSato2016), sun ʣi (Mo2008) | sunʣi uɛri 
(Mo2008) 孙媳妇 grandson's wife 
sunzi agu [sunʣɿ agu] N granddaughter 孙女 
[=cmn! 孙子阿姑] | var. sunˈʣɿ aˈgɤ (Li85), 
sunʣi agəu~sunzi agu~agu (Mo2008) | sunʣi 
guʐigaŋ (Mo2008) 孙女婿 granddaughter's 
husband 
sung1 [suŋ] N hair on body (fine hair, for all 
animals and humans) [CL: head hair] 毛，寒
毛，阴毛; 头发 [=mon *hüsün] | var. suŋ 
(BökeLiu82, Li85), soŋ~sung~sɔŋ~sung~ʦuŋ 毛
寒毛，阴毛 (Mo2008) | soŋ bi (Mo2008) 毛笔 
writing brush| sɔŋ duŋ duŋ (Mo2008) 寒毛眼
儿 one piece of fine body hair fine body hair 寒
毛| ʥia ʥia ʦuŋ (Mo2008)
sung2 [suŋ] N feather 羽毛 [=mon *hüsün] | var. suŋ 
(Li85), hoduŋ [sic] (Mo2008) 
sungfan [suŋfan] AJ natural, easy, simple 容易，
顺利 [=cmn 顺+ ！] | var. suŋˈfɑn (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli 
suŋˈfɑn gəˈʥi baoˈnan gaʨi-ˈnə ˈsɿr-ʨ ɕoli 
easy AV Baonan language-ACC learn-EP Soli 
learned Baonan easily. 
sungġolung [suŋɢoluŋ] N scallion, green onion 
葱 [=cmn/! 葱+ golung] | var. suŋʁoˈluŋ (Li85), 
sungğonang G (MaSato2016), suŋʁoluŋ 
Mo2008 
sungšu [suŋɕu] N pine tree 松树 [=cmn 松树] | 
var. suŋˈʂɤ (Li85), suŋˈʂu; sula Mo2008 
sungta [suŋtʰa] N pine cone 松果，松球 [=cmn 松
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+!] | var. suŋtˈɑ (Li85) 
sungta fushe [suŋtʰa fuʂɛ] N pine nut 松瓤 
[=cmn/mon 松+!+‘seed] | var. suŋtˈɑ fuˈʂɛ (Li85) 
surə [surə] N surah, chapters of the Qurʼān (was 
CL: “first chapter of the Qur'an”, AD: (cf. 
sūraʼi fātiḥa, the opening Sūrah of the Qurʼān) 
古兰经的章节（原为CL：“古兰经的第一
章”） [=arb سُورَة  sūrah] | var. sɤˈrɩ (Li85) | sɤ
ˈʐʅ muʂ- surah preach preach the scripture 
surəġə- [surəɢə-] Vt teach 教学 [=mon *sur- 
'learn'] | var. sə̥rɩ-ʁə- (Li85) 
suri- [səʐʅ-] Vt learn 学 [=mon *sur- 'learn'] | var. 
sɿrɩ-~suri- ~sə̥rɩ- (Li85) | buˈdɑ bɑoˈnɑn gaˈʨi 
sə̥ʐʅ-ˈʥi we (excl.) Baonan speech learn-SUBJ 
We learned the Baonan language. 
suso [suso] AJ coarse, careless 粗糙的 [=cmn 粗糙] 
| var. suˈso (Li85) 
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š
ša [ɕa] N valley 谷(山) [=cmn 峡] | var. ɕa (Li85) 
šagə-1 [ɕagə-] V play (chess) 下（棋） [=cmn 下 + 
ge-] | var. ɕagə- (Li85) | ʨi ɕagə- play chess 
(Li85) 
šagə-2 [ɕagə-] V lower into somewhere 下
（葬） [=cmn 下 + ge-] | var. ɕagə- (Li85) | mɛ
´dʐi-nə ləxəʨ-ˈdə ɕaˈgə ! dead person-ACC 
grave-LOC lower Lower the dead person inthe 
grave! 
šal- [ɕal-] V boil, cook something in lot of liquid 沸
騰 [=mon *bučal- 'boil (intr.)'] | var. ɕal- (Li85) | 
dʐɔŋ tʂa ɕal-dʐi she tea boil-SUBJ She boiled 
tea (such as brick tea). 
šamace [ɕamaʦʰɛ] N first course in banquet 下馬
菜 [=cmn 下馬菜] | var. samale- (MaSato2016) 
šamu1 [ʂamu] N early evening 傍晚 [=per shām شام] 
| var. ʂɑˈmu 
šamu2 [ʂamu] N maghrib prayer, after 
sunset(Islamic, fourth of five daily prayers) 婚
礼（伊斯兰教每日五番拜中的第四次礼
拜） [=per shām شام] | var. ˈɕiamu 
(MaSato2016) 
šan [ɕan] N string of string musical instrument 弦 
[=cmn 弦] | var. ɕan (Li85) 
šanči damu [ɕanʨʰi tamu] N thick, hard 
pancake bread 大饃 [=cmn/mon ! + *ödme 'bread or 
cake'] | var. ɕanˈʨi daˈmu (Li85) 
šančo [ɕanʨʰo] N tail 尾巴 [=cmn! cf. mon *seül 'tail, 
end', adx hŋa ma (WT rŋa); T سنجاق sanjāq, A flag, 
standard to which a horse-tail is attached (Steingass, but 
Clauson: sanč- 'pierce, stab')] | var. ɕɛn
ˈʨo~šančo~ɕinˈʨɤ~šančo~sanˈʨɤ (Li85), 
ɕanʣɯ~šančo~ɕiənʥiχ (Mo2008) | ɕin
ˈʨɤʂuɛgə-ʥo tail wag-OBJ The tail is wagging. 
šančo trong [ɕanʨʰo tʰroŋ] N tail bone 尾骨，
尾頭 [=mon! 'tail head'; cf. mon *seül 'tail, end', adx 
hŋa ma (WT rŋa); T سنجاق sanjāq, A flag, standard to 
which a horse-tail is attached (Steingass, but Clauson: 
sanč- 'pierce, stab')] | var. ɕɛnˈʨo troŋ (Li85) 
šanrən [ɕanrən] N parent(s) 先人 [=cmn 先人] | 
var. ɕɑnˈrɩn (Li85) 
šanzhang [ɕandʐaŋ] N county chief 縣長 [=cmn] 
| var. ˈɕɑndʐɑŋ 
šang [ɕaŋ] N statue 像 [=cmn 像] | var. ɕaŋ (Li85) | 
mo ˈdʐuˈɕi-nə ɕaŋ mao chairman-GEN statue 毛
主席像 Chairman Mao's statue 
šangčan [ɕaŋʨʰan] AJ loving, dear 親愛的 
[=cmn] | var. ɕɑŋˈʨɑn (Li85) 
šanggua [ɕaŋgua] N incense urn 香挂，香囊 
[=cmn 香挂] | var. ɕɑŋˈguɑ (Li85) 
šangpi [ɕaŋpʰi] N rubber 橡皮 [=cmn 橡皮] | var. 
ˈɕɑŋpi~šangpi~ˈɕaŋpi (Li85) (Li85) 
šangši [ɕaŋɕi] AJ detailed 詳細 [=cmn 详细] | var. 
ɕɑŋˈɕi (Li85) 
šangshe [ɕaŋʂɛ] N brown 橡色，咖啡色 [=cmn 橡
色 'oak color'] | var. šiongshi (MaSato2016) 
šangxo [ɕaŋxo] N close friends 相好 [=cmn 相好] | 
var. ˈɕɑŋˈxo (Li85) 
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šangya [ɕaŋja] N ivory 象牙 [=cmn 象牙] | var. 
ˈɕɑŋjɑ 
šangzi [ɕaŋʣɿ] N suitcase 箱子 [=cmn 箱子] | var.  
ɕaŋˈʣɿ (Li85), ɕiaŋ tzi (Mo2008) | /arsung 
šangzï/: aʂi sɔŋ ɕiaŋ tzi (Mo2008) 皮箱，手提箱 
leather case 
šaša [ɕaɕa] N cocoon; silkworm cocoon 蚕茧 
[=cmn! 蚕蚕! cáncán, cf. adx sə bə 'silkworm'] | var. 
ˈɕɑˈɕɑ (Li85), ɕɑɕɑ (Mo2008) 
šayi [ɕaji] N child, children (was CL 'child; fetus') 
孩子, 小孩 [=adx ɕa ʑi~ji (WT phru gu/bjis pa ck!) 
‘child', cf. ɕa ji wi tʂək '子女，儿女‘, cf. ŋa 'fetus'] | 
var. rɑˈri (Li85) (AD:=ɕaʑi), rari G 
(MaSato2016)；cf. adx ɕaji, BaoN ɕa:ʑi 
(Chen90c), iaʥi (Mo2008), ɕa:ʑi (Nianduhu, 
Mo2008) | ga di iaʥi (Mo2008) 小孩子 small 
child 
še-1 [ɕɛ-] V urinate 泄 [=mon *sie-] | var. ɕɛ- 
(Li85), ɕiɛ- (Mo2008) | haˈbib (ɕɛsuŋ-ˈnə) ɕɛ-
ˈʥo Habib (urine-ACC) urinate-OBJ Habib is 
urinating. 
še-2 [ɕɛ-] Vi be bashful, be shy 羞 [=cmn 羞] | var. 
ɕɛ- (Li85), ɕɛ (Mo2008) | ɕinɛˈrɪ ɕɛ-ˈdʐʅ duŋ 
xar-ˈdʐʅ ˈginə bride shy-NFS sound come out-
NFS NEGE The bride was shy and made no 
noise. 
šeguan [ɕɛguan] N blood vessel 血管 [=cmn 血管] | 
var. ɕɛˈguɑn (Li85) 
šeġor [ɕɛɢor] AJ bashful and shy 害羞 | var. ɕɛ
ˈʁor (Li85) !! possibly incorrect! this sense not 
in (MaSato2016) 
šeġorča1 [ɕɛɢorʨʰa] N one who is bashful and 
shy 害羞的人 | var. ɕɛʁorˈʨɑ (Li85) ! possibly 
incorrect, sense not in (MaSato2016) 
šeġorča2 [ɕɛɢorʨʰa] N bedwetter, one who 
urinates in bed during sleep 泄褥人 [=mon *sie- 
+ !] | var. ɕɛʁorˈʨɑ (Li85), xiaighorqia 
(MaSato2016), ɕɛɢorʥa (Mo2008) 
šeǰə [ɕɛdʐa] N dry lip 干唇 [=adx ʂal 'dry' ʨʰə 'lips'] | 
var. ˈɕɛdʐa 
šemalečigi [ɕemaleʨʰigi] N butterfly, moth 蝴
蝶, 飞蛾 [adx ɕe ma lep ʦe (ɕa ma laŋ tsi) 'butterfly, 
moth', [cf. mon *herbeekei/*herbekei]] | var. dɑdən
ˈluə (Li85) adx ɕiamɕixei (Mo2008) 
šero [ɕɛro] N bedwetter, one who urinates in bed 
during sleep 泄褥 [=mon *sie- + !] | var. ɕɛˈrɤ 
(Li85) 
šesung [ɕɛsuŋ] N urine 尿 [=mon *siesün] | var. 
ɕiəsuŋ (BökeLiu82), ɕɛˈsuŋ (Li85), šesung 
“xiaisung” (MaSato2016), ɕɛsuŋšesungiɛsuŋ 
[sic]šesungɕiɛsuŋ (Mo2008) | šesung ande- 失
禁 incontinence (MaSato2016)| iɛsuŋ [sic, 
ɕɛsuŋ] da əu (Mo2008) 尿布 diaper, nappy
šetung [ɕɛtʰuŋ] N blood vessel 血動 [=cmn  血動] | 
var. ɕɛˈtuŋ (Li85) 
šezi [ɕɛʣɿ] N scorpion 蠍子 [=cmn 蠍子 cmn xie1] | 
var. ɕɛˈʣɿ (Li85) 
šəma [ɕəma] N wheat flour 面粉 [=adx ɕe ‘flour' ma 
'granules, sand' (WT phje ma)] | var. rɩˈmɑ (Li85) 
šər [ɕər] N mountain, mountain range 山，山脈 
[=adx tʂak, hja rə (cf. adx nʣa 石山, rə ʥəl 山脉)] | 
var. ɕər (Li85), šəri G 山 (MaSato2016) 
šgang [ɕgaŋ] AJ small 小 [=mon *öčüken/üčüken 
'little, small'] | var. ɕgɔŋ (Li85) ǰigang 
BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016); šigang G 
(MaSato2016) 
šgong ġura [ɕgɔŋ ɢura] MWE drizzle 小雨 
[=mon *öčüken/üčüken 'small' + rain, calque of 小雨] | 
var. ɕgɔŋ ʁuˈrɑ 
šgong kalong [ɕgɔŋ kʰalɔŋ] MWE uvula 小舌頭 
[=mon 'small' + *kelen 'tongue'] | var. ɕgɔŋ ka
ˈlɔŋšgong kalongʁor kaˈlɔŋ (Li85), ǰigang 
kelang 小舌 uvula (MaSato2016) 
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ši1 [ɕi] N mat for bed 席 [=cmn 席] | var. ɕi 
ši2 [ɕi] N west 西 [=cmn 西] | var. ɕi (BökeLiu82, 
Li85, Mo2008) 
ši3 [ɕi] M measure word derived from 宴席 /janˈɕi/ 
'banquet', meaning one table of food in banquet 
席 [=cmn 席] | var. ɕi (Li85) | ˈsɿ ɕi nanˈgə ! 
four arrange Arrange four-table banquet! 
ši4 [ʂo] NEG negative verb (occuring with verbs 
inflected with desiderative suffix -gə. /o/ of ʂo 
is an evidential indicating non-speaker's point 
of view; cf. ʂi). 否定动词; 出现在带有期望后
缀/ -g /的动词上。 / o /的/ o /是明显地表明
非讲话者的观点（另请参阅/ i /） [=mon *ese 
(cf. *busї) > ʂi + o NEG.OBJ objective perspective] | 
var. ʂo (Li85) 
ši5 [ɕi] NEG not (negates nominal predicates). [CL: 
be wrong, negative verb //If /ʂi/ is used after 
verb, that verb must be inflected with 
desiderative (DSD) suffix /gə/. /i/ part of /ʂi/ is 
an evidential  indicating  speaker's point of  
view . ] 不是 [=mon ! also *bisi] | var. ʂišiʂo 
(Li85) | ʂi-ˈgɤ gaˈʨi wrong-NZR speech 
wrong saying| ʂˈkudə hɑbib-ˈnə ʂgə-ˈsɑŋ kuŋ 
nə ʂ-i yesterday Habib-ACC hit-PPERF man 
this NEG-SUBJ This is not the man who hit 
Habib yesterday. I Habib-ACC hit-CMOD 
NEG-SUBJ I won't hit Habib.| bu hɑbib-ˈnə 
ʂgə-ˈgə ʂ-i
ši- [ɕi-] Vi go (Li 1985, “either used 
metaphorically, as in following example,”) 去 
[=mon *eči- 'go' (!)] | var. ɕi- (Li85), ši- G 
(MaSato2016); ɕi- Ganhetan (Mo2008) | saˈrɪ 
laʁlɤ-ˈdə ˈɕi-ʨ (Li85) moon round-LOC go-EP 
The moon has become full. 
šibangə [ɕibangə] N westside 西邊 [=cmn] | var. 
šibarge 向阴地 towards the shady side 
(MaSato2016), cf. seiə gə 阴凉底 shady 
depths 阴凉处 (Ma2008) 
šibangə-nə ki [ɕibangə-nə kʰi] N west wind 西
風 [=cmn/mon] | var. ɕiˈbangə-nə ki (Li85) 
šibar [ɕibar] N mud 泥；(sic) 稀巴兒 [=mon *sïbar] 
| var. bar~šibar~šibr (BökeLiu82); šibar G 
(MaSato2016)), ɕibər (Mo2008, from BL82) 
šicha [ɕitʂʰa] N fine loose tea (in contrast to brick 
tea) 細茶 [=cmn 細茶] | var. ɕiˈtʂɑ (Li85) 
šifan [ɕifan] N rice porridge 稀飯 [=cmn 稀飯] | 
var. ɕiˈfan (Li85), !米飯 ʂəŋˈgɔŋ ˈmiˈfan under 
ʂəŋˈgɔŋ 
šiganguə [ɕiganguə] N confectionery (includes 
sweetened dried fruit) 細干果 [=cmn] | var. ɕi
ˈgɑnguə (Li85) 
šigə- [ɕigə-] V smoke 吸 [=cmn 吸+ge-] | var. ɕigə- 
(Li85) | dʐʅˈjan ɕigə- cigarette smoke smoke 
cigarette 
šigua [ɕigua] N watermelon 西瓜 [=cmn 西瓜] | 
var. ˈšigua (MaSato2016) 
šikung [ɕikʰuŋ] N sky 天空，星空 [=cmn 星空] | 
var. ˈɕikuŋ- (Li85) 
šile [ɕilɛ] N table 桌子 [=mon *siree] | var. ʂlɛ 
(Li85) 
šile-mile [ɕilɛ milɛ] N soup and the like 汤什么
的 [=mon *silön 'meat broth, soup'] | var. ʂlɛ mˈlɛ 
(Li85) 
šilo [ʂilo] AJ additional, excessive 多余，过分 
[=mon *hüleü/ *hileü 'superfluous, more than; surplus, 
excess'] | var. ʂlɤ (Li85) | hɑrwɑŋ-ˈsɿ ʂlˈɤ kuŋ 
ten-ABL person more than ten people 
šimale- [ʂmal] V suck (Li 1985, hold in mouth) 吸 
(含!) [=mon *simi- 'suck'] | var. ʂmal (Li85) 
šiminko [ɕiminkʰo´] N fontanel (soft spot on top 
of child's head) 囟門 [=cmn 囟門口] | var. 
ɕiminkɤ´ 
šin [ɕin] N letter 信 [=cmn 信] | var. šin 
(MaSato2016) 
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šinči [ɕinʨʰi] AJ fishy (odor) 腥氣 [=cmn 腥氣] | 
var. ɕinˈʨi (Li85) | nə ndaˈgɤɕinˈʨi this food 
fishy SUBJ This food is fshy. 
šindər- [ɕindər-] Vi melt 融化 [=mon *simtere-] | 
var. ɕindər- (Li85), ɕiŋmudə-šindər-”xində” 
[sic] (Mo2008), šimderi- (MaSato2016) | ʨa
ˈsuŋ ɕinˈdər-ʨ [snow melt-EP] (Li85); ʥiɛsuŋ 
xindəʨi [sic] (Mo2008) 化雪了 The snow has 
melted.| ʃiŋgə(:)x minɕiou ɕiŋmudə- 
(Mo2008) 冰消了 The ice has melted (šindər-
disappeared).| 
šindo [ɕindo] N younger sister 妹妹 [=mon ! + *deü 
'younger sibling'] | var. ˈɕindɤ (Li85), ˈxindou G 
(MaSato2016)), ɕindɯ (Mo2008) 
šine- [ɕinɛ-] Vt laugh; laugh at 笑 [=mon *hinie-] | 
var. ʂnɛ- “Vi, Vt” (Li85), shinai- G 
(MaSato2016); ʂinɛ- Mo2008 | ʥɑn ʂnɛ-ˈʥo 
she laugh-OBJ She laughed.| ˈhɑˈbib-ˈɕoˈli-nə 
ʂnɛ-ˈʥo Habib ɕoli-ACC laugh-OBJ Habib 
was laughing at Sholi.| 
šinedung [ʂnɛduŋ] N laughable event, joke 笑话 
[=mon *hinie-] | var. ɕinɛʣuŋ 可笑 'laughable', 
cf. ɕinɛduŋ 笑话 ‘joke' (Mo2008) | ʨi-ˈnə ga
ˈʨi snɛˈduŋ kuʂ-ˈsɑŋ nəˈgə-o you-GEN speech 
joke arrive-PPERF one-OBJ What you said 
was joke. 
šineġor [ɕinɛɢor] AJ often laughing, laughing 
easily (n.) 唱笑的，笑点低 [=mon *hinie-] | var.  
ʂmal- (Li85) | ʂnɛˈʁor kuŋ a person who 
laughs often 
šineġorča [ɕinɛɢorʨʰa] N one who laughs often 长
笑的人 [=mon *hinie- +Gor + Ci] | var. ʂnɛˈʁor 
(Li85) 
šineri [ɕinɛʐʅ] N bride 新娘子，新妇 [=cmn 新娘] 
| var. ɕinɛˈrɩ (Li85), xinairi (MaSato2016), 
ɕinɛr~šineri~ɕinnɛ (Mo2008) | šineri agu 
(MaSato2016) 新妇 bride| ɕinnɛ agunə gə 
(Mo2008) 新房 bridal chamber| 
šinə [ʂnə] AJ new 新 [=mon *sini] | var. ʂnə (Li85), 
shine G (MaSato2016), ʂinə Mo2008 | ʂnə 
məsˈgɤ new clothing 
šinfəng [ɕinfəŋ] N envelope 信封 [=cmn 信封] | 
var. ˈɕinˈfəŋ 
šinli [ɕinli] N luggage 行李 [=cmn 行李] | var. ˈɕinli 
(Li85) 
šingə- [ɕingə-] V be in vogue, be in practice 盛
行，时髦 [=cmn 行 + ge-] | var. ɕingə- (Li85) 
šinggang [ʂəŋgaŋ] AJ watery, diluted; sparse 稀 
[=mon *siŋgen 'watery, thin'] | var. ʂəŋˈgɔŋ (Li85), 
ʂəŋgɔŋ 稀 (Mo2008) 
šingge- [ʂəngɛ-] Vt digest (food) 消化 [=mon 
*siŋge- 'be digested; (sun) set] | var. ʂəngɛ- (Li85), 
ʂəŋgɛ-šingge-ɕiŋgə- (Mo2008) | keilə bɔʂi-ʥi 
(Mo2008) 消食 digest food 
šingšing [ɕiŋɕiŋ] N ape (n.) 猩猩 [=cmn 猩猩] | 
var. ˈɕiŋˈɕiŋ (Li85) 
šir1 [ɕir] ONOMAT sound of wind blowing     飒飒，
风声 | var. ɕir (Li85) 
šir2 [ɕir] N double-edged fine comb 篦子; 細兒(梳
子) [=mon *siür 'broom; fine-toothed comb'] | var. šir 
篦子 (MaSato2016) 
šir- [ɕir-] Vt sweep 席(卷), 掃除 [=mon *siür-] | 
var. ɕir- (Li85), širi- (MaSato2016) | tɤʨi-ʁaˈlə 
ʁaˈʨir ɕir- broom–INST sweep sweep the with 
broom 
šira [ɕira] AJ yellow 黃 [=mon *sїra] | var. ɕira D 
(BökeLiu82, Mo2008)~šira~ɕiʐa~šira~ɕiʐɔ 黄，
黄昏 'yellow; dusk' (Mo2008); šira 
(MaSato2016) | šira banzang (MaSato2016) 土
蜂 wasp (genus Scolia)| šira temur 
(MaSato2016) yellow iron 黄铜 brass carrot 胡
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萝卜，黄萝卜| šira terma (MaSato2016), ɕia 
təma (Mo2008) ɕiʐa ʥiɛlaʦɔŋ (Mo2008) 黄鱼 
yellow croaker (fish)
širə- [ɕirə-] Vt sew, stich with dense stitches 縫(很
密地)， 纳缝 [=mon *sїrї- 'stitch (usually the sole to 
the shoe'] | var. ɕirə- (Li85), ɕirə- 纳缝 
(BökeLiu82), ʃirə- 纳 (Mo2008) 
širo [ɕiro] N soil 土壤 [=mon *sїrau/ *sїrua/ *sїroї 
'earth, ground, soil'] | var. ɕirəširoɕiˈru (Li85), 
ɕirəu (Mo2008) | ɕirəunə gə salixə (Mo2008) 松
土 loosen the soil 
širodə [ʂuodə] N afternoon 下午 [cf. mon *üde 
'noon'] | var. ʂuoˈdə (Li85), ɕiulədə (Mo2008) 
šišin [ɕiɕin] AJ conscientious, careful 細心 [=cmn 細
心] | var. ˈɕiɕin (Li85) 
šishi [ɕiʂʅ] N joyful occasion, usually wedding or 
birth 喜事 [=cmn 喜事] | var. ˈɕiˈʂɩ (Li85) 
šixungshi [ɕixuŋʂɪ] N tomato 西紅柿 [=cmn 西红
柿] | var. ɕiˈxuŋˈʂɪ (Li85), šiˈxungshi 
(MaSato2016) 
šizang [ɕiʣaŋ] Npr Tibet 西藏 [=cmn 西藏] | var. 
ɕiˈʣaŋ (Li85) 
šo1 [ɕo] N crupper (saddle strap that goes around 
rear of horse) 后鞦, 马后鞦, 缚鞍带 [=cmn 鞦 
qiū, cf. adx hɳel (WT rmed)] | var. ɕɤ 
šo2 [ɕo] N vertical flute 笙箫 [=cmn 箫] | var. ɕo 
(Li85) 
šo3 [ɕo] ONOMAT sound used shoo away chickens 
蕭 | var. ɕo (Li85) 
šo4 [ɕo] ONOMAT sound used shoo away sheep, 
goats or cattle 用来驱赶绵羊，山羊或牛的声
音 | var. ɕɤ (Li85) 
šogə- [ɕogə-] N rust 銹 [=cmn 銹 + ge-] | var. 
ɕɤgə- (Li85), çja (Nianduhu, Mo2008) | tə tə
ˈmər ɕɤˈgə-ʨ that iron rust-COS That iron is 
rusted. 
šomiegə- [ɕomiɛgə-] Vt annihilate 消滅 [=cmn 消
滅+ge-] | var. ɕoˈmiɛgə- (Li85) | buˈdə ˈtʂɤrən-
nə ɕoˈmiɛgə-dʐi (Li85) we enemy-ACC 
annihilate-SUBJ We annihilated our enemy. 
šong [ɕoŋ] N daughter 女儿 [(cf adx ɕə mo 'daughter', 
not mon)] | var. ɕoŋ 
šongko [ɕɔŋkʰo] AJ inexpensive, cut-rate, surplus 
便宜 [=cmn 上口 cf. 打口 '"cut-out" stock from 
Western countries, sometimes marked with a notch in 
the disc or its case’] | var. ɕɔŋˈko (Li85), ɕɔŋgo 
(Mo2008) 
šorəġə- [ɕorəɢə-] V lose (fight, game or bet) 失
敗 | var. ɕɤrəˈʁə- | buˈdɑ kandə-ˈdʐʅ ɕɤrə ˈʁə-
ʨ we (excl.) fight NFS lose-EP We lost the 
fght. 
šozigə- [ɕoʣɿgə-] Vt be filial to 孝顺 [=cmn 孝著
+ge-] | var. ˈɕoʣɿgə- (Li85) | dʐɔŋ ɕanˈrən-nə 
ˈɕoʣɿgə-ˈʥo she parent-ACC be filial- OBJ 
She is flial to her (his) parents. 
šozhang [ɕodʐaŋ] N principal (head of an 
educational organization) 校長 [=cmn 校長] | 
var. ˈɕodʐɑŋ (Li85) 
šüanwo [ɕyanwo] N whirlpool, an eddy 漩涡 
[=cmn 漩涡] | var. ˈɕyanˈvo (Li85) | ˈɕyanvo 
ˈxar-ʨ eddy come out- EP An eddy appeared. 
šüenfəng [ɕyɛnfəŋ] N whirlwind, tornado 旋風 
[=cmn 旋风] | var. ˈɕyɛnfəŋ (Li85) 
šüešo [ɕyɛɕo] N school 學校 [=cmn 學校] | var. ɕyɛ
ˈɕo (Li85), xuaixio (MaSato2016), ɕuɛɕo 
(Mo2008) | ɕuɛɕo ʥi gei (Mo2008) 上学（开始
上小学） go to school (for the frst time)| ɕuɛɕo 
ʨi gei (Mo2008) 上学（去学校上学） attend 
school| 
šüeshəng [ɕyɛʂəŋ] N student 學生 [=cmn 学生] | 
var. ˈɕyɛʂəŋ (Li85) 
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šüetang [ɕyɛtʰaŋ] N head of mosque 學堂 [=cmn 学
堂] | var. ɕyɛtaŋ 
šüexua [ɕyɛxua] N snowflake 雪花 [=cmn 雪花] | 
var. ˈɕyɛxua (Li85) 
šüexuagə [ɕyɛxuagə] N ice cream 雪花棍 [=cmn 雪
花膏] | var. ˈɕyɛˈxuɑˈgə (Li85) 
šüexuago [ɕyɛxuagɔ] N facial cream 雪花糕 
[=cmn 雪花糕] | var. ˈɕyɛˈxuɑˈgɔ (Li85) 
šüezi [ɕyɛʣɿ] N boots 船只 [=cmn 靴子] | var. ɕyɛ
ˈʣɿ 
šügə- [ɕygə-] Vi be false, insubstantive 偽造 
[=cmn] | var. ɕygə- (Li85) 
šün [ɕyn] N ringworm 癬 [=cmn 癬 xuăn (cf. adx hŋo 
'ringworm, scabies (animal)')] | var. ɕyn (Li85), sim 
(Mo2008) | habib-ˈdə ɕyn ˈxar-ʨ Habib-LOC 
ringworm come out-EP Habib has ringworm 
(on his skin). 
šünliangə- [ɕynliangə-] Vt train (people or 
animals) 訓練 [=cmn 訓練 + ge-] | var. ɕyn
ˈliangə- (Li85) | haˈbib morɪ-nə ɕynˈliangə-
ˈʥo Habib horse- ACC train- OBJ Habib 
trained the horse. 
šünšüan [ɕynɕyan] AJ fresh 新鮮 [=cmn 新鮮] | 
var. ɕynɕyˈɑn (Li85) 
šüngə- [ɕyngə-] Vt smoke (in curing food) 熏 
[=cmn 熏 + ge-] | var. ɕyngə- (Li85), ɕyngə- 
(BökeLiu82, copied in Mo2008) 
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sha1 [ʂa] N gauze-like material made of silk 纱布 
[=cmn 纱] | var. ʂɑ (Li85) 
sha2 [ʂa] N courtyard 院子 [=cmn! (adx ra; mon 
*korїan)] | var. šia (MaSato2016); 羯羊 sha G 
(MaSato2016), ʂɑ ʂɑ (Li85), sha~sha~ɕiaɤ 
Mo2008 | ʥɑŋ ʂɑ-ˈdə bi-ˈʥo other courtyard-
LOC stand-OBJ She stood in the courtyard. 
sha3 [-ʂa] POST over, postpositional suffix of 
nouns 上 [=cmn 上] | var. -ʂɑ (Li85) | ʥɑŋ 
dɑŋmulə-ˈʂɑ fuˈlɑŋ gadgə-ˈnə ʨɛgə-ˈʥo other 
doorway-on red paper-ACC pastte-OBJ She 
pasted red paper over the doorway. 
shabu [ʂabu] N gauze 纱布 [=cmn 纱布] | var. ʂɑ
ˈbu (Li85) 
shafa [ʂafa] N sofa 沙发 [=cmn 沙发] | var. ˈʂɑfɑ 
(Li85) 
shalə- [ʂalə-] Vt catch (fish) 捕鱼，摸鱼 [=cmn] 
| var. ʂɑlə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib vɑŋ-ʁɑˈlə ʥalʁɑ
ˈsuŋ ʂɑlə-ˈʥo Habib net-INST fish catch-OBJ 
Habib caught fsh with net. 
shalun [ʂalun] N grinding wheel, sharpening 
wheel 砂轮 [=cmn 砂轮] | var. ʂɑˈlun 
shamdə [ʂamdə] N reins (n.) 缰绳 [=adx ʂamda] | 
var. ʂamˈdə (Li85), shamde (MaSato2016); 
ʂamdə (Mo2008), ʂamdə G (Mo2008); ʂamda 
BaoN (Chen90c, Mo2008) 
shančincha [ʂanʨʰintʂʰa] N fine tea type that 
has whole green tea leaves 山青茶 [=cmn 山青
茶] | var. ʂˈɑnˈʨinˈtʂɑ (Li85) 
shanǰangə- [ʂanʥangə-] Vi give off flashes of 
lightning 闪电 [=cmn 闪电 + ge-] | var. ʂɑn
ˈʥɑngə- | ˈʨɑnʥɑ ʂɑnˈʥɑngə-ˈʥo weather 
lightning-OBJ It's lightning. 
shanǰi [ʂanʥi] N capon, castrated rooster 玄雞 
[=cmn 骟鸡] | var. ˈɕyɑnʥi (Li85), ʂɑnsan 
ɕiɛnʥi (Mo2008) 
shanlü [ʂanly] N castrated donkey 骟驴 [=cmn 骟
驴] | var. ˈʂɑnly 
shanma [ʂanma] N gelding; castrated horse 骟马 
[=cmn 骟马] | var. ˈɕɑnmɑ (Li85) 
shanxu [ʂanxu] N coral 珊瑚 [=cmn 珊瑚] | var. 
ʂɑnˈxu 
shanzi [ʂanʣɿ] N long gown (unlined); single-
layered garment worn by Islamic clergy 长衫 
[=cmn 衫子 shānzi] | var. shanzi (MaSato2016), 
ʂanzishanziʂanʣi Mo2008 
shang [ʂaŋ] M pair 双，两 [=cmn 双] | var. ʂɑŋ 
(Li85), shang (MaSato2016) 
shang-də [ʂaŋ-də] N place, side 地方，侧面 
[(not mon)] | var. ˈʂɔŋ-də | ɑu-ˈnə ʂɔŋ-ˈdə boy-
GEN side-LOC the boy's side (family)| ʁuˈrɑŋ 
ʂɔŋ-ˈdə dʐunˈbigə- three places-LOC prepare- 
to prepare at three places| 
shangə [ʂangə] N folksong 山歌 [=cmn 山歌] | 
var. ʂɑnˈgə 
shangə-1 [ʂangə-] Vi flash 闪 [=cmn 闪 + ge-] | 
var. ʂɑngə- (Mo2008) | hɑbib-ˈdə osˈgɑ 
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ʂɑngə-ˈʥo Habib-LOC breath flash-OBJ 
Habib is having an asthma attack. 
shangə-2 [ʂangə-] Vt neuter (domestic animal) 劁
阉 [=cmn 骟 + ge-] | var. ʂɑngə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib 
uniɑŋ-ˈnə ʂɑngə-ˈlə rə-ˈʥi Habib bull-ACC 
neuter-PURP come-SUBJ Habib came neuter 
the bull. 
shangə-3 [ʂangə-] V rise (was CL: form waves) 上 
（形成波浪） [=cmn 上 !+ ge-] | var. ʂɑngə- 
(Li85) | su ʂɑngə-ˈʥo water form.waves-OBJ 
The water is wavy. 
shanggə- [ʂaŋgə-] Vt brush, paint 刷， 渲染 
[=cmn 渲 xuàn 'wash (color), paint' + ge-] | var. 
ʂɔŋgə- (Li85) | ˈsɿxui ʂɑŋgə- lime brush paint 
lime (onto something) 
shangǰan [ʂaŋʥan] N shop 商店 [=cmn 商店] | 
var. ʂɑŋˈʥɑn (Li85) 
shanglianggə- [ʂaŋliaŋgə-] Vt discuss, 
negotiate 商量 [=cmn 商量 ge-] | var. ʂɑŋˈliɑŋgə- 
| dɛˈwɑ-də-ˈgɤ xsɑr-ˈlɑ ʂɑŋˈliɑŋgə-ʥo village-
LOC-NZR youngster-PL discuss-OBJ The 
youngsters of the village held discussion. 
shangpə [ʂaŋpʰə] N uphill slope 上坡 [=cmn 上坡] 
| var. ˈʂɑŋpə (Li85) 
shangšin [ʂaŋɕin] AJ sad, sorrowful 伤心 [=cmn 伤
心] | var. ˈʂɑŋˈɕin (Li85) 
shasang damu [ʂasaŋ damu] N baked bread 烤
饼 [=!/mon cook- GER + *ödme 'bread or cake'] | var.  
ʂɑˈsɔŋ daˈmu (Li85) 
shashaye [ʂaʂajɛ] N swallow (n.) (bird) 燕子 
[=cmn 沙沙!燕 [cf. mon *karїačaї]] | var. ʂɑʂɑˈjɛ 
(Li85) 
shawo [ʂawo] N desert 沙漠 [=cmn 沙漠] | var. ˈʂɑ
ˈvo 
shazi [ʂaʣɿ] N sand 砂子 [=cmn 砂子] | var. ʂɑˈʣɿ 
(Li85), ʂaʣishaziʂa (Mo2008) | ʂaʣi tɛntɛn 
(Mo2008) 沙滩 sandy beach| ʂaʣi ɕiʐəu 
(Mo2008) 沙土（含砂很多的土) sandy soil 
strapping young man 小伙子| ʂaʣi sutuŋ kɔŋ 
(Mo2008)
shbiedan [ʂbiɛdan] N dwarf 矮人，侏儒 [=cmn 尿
憋蛋 sui1bie1dàn] | var. srbiedan sic, ʂbiedan 矮
子（尿憋蛋）(Mo2008); cf. ˈgɑˈloxˈɑn 
(Li1985) 
shda-1 [ʂda-] Vt pull, stretch 拉 [=mon [cf. mon 
*čїrї- 'pull, drag']] | var. ʂdɑ- Mo2008 | bu 
ˈɕɑŋpi-nə ʂda-ˈʥi I rubberband-ACC srtetch-
SUBJ I stretched the rubber band. 
shda-2 [ʂda-] Vt grind 磨 [(mon *hürü-)] | var. dan-
(ʥiɔ) (Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ mɛˈʣɿ ˈwuˈbɛˈʥin 
ʂda-ˈʥo she wheat five hundred catty grind-
OBJ She ground fve hundred catty of wheat. 
shda-3 [ʂda-] Vi emit, send out (odor, taste) 发出
气味 [=mon *austa- (intr.) 'smell, taste'] | var. ʂdə- 
Mo2008 | ɑmˈtɤ ʂda- fragrant be fragrant| kʂɤ 
ʂda- bitter be bitter (in taste)| 
shebiela [ʂɛbiɛla] N lizard 蜥蜴 | var. shebiele 
“shaibiaile” (MaSato2016), 
ʂebielɑ~shebiela~ʂɤbɛliou Mo2008 
shənči [ʂənʨʰi] N health, body 身体 [=cmn 身体] | 
var. ˈʂənˈʨi | ʥɑŋ-ˈnə ˈʂənˈʨi sɑŋ she-ACC 
health good She is healthy. 
shəng [ʂəŋ] AJ dark (in color) 深 [=cmn 深] | var. 
ʂəŋ (Li85) 
shəngče təmər [ʂəŋʨʰɛ tʰəmər] N cast iron, 
pig iron 生铁 [=cmn/mon 生铁 'raw iron' + temer 
'iron'] | var. ʂəŋʨ(ʰ)ɛ dəmər (Mo2008) 
shəngfan [ʂəŋfan] N leftover food 剩饭 [=cmn 剩
饭] | var. ˈʂəŋfɑn (Li85) 
shənggang mifan [ʂəŋgaŋ mifan] MWE rice 
porridge 稀饭 [=cmn diluted rice] | var. ʂəŋˈgɔŋ 
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ˈmiˈfɑn (Li85) 
shənggə- [ʂəŋgə-] Vi sink (as boat) 下沉 [=cmn 沉 
+ ge-] | var. ʂəŋgə- (Li85) 
shəngǰing [ʂəŋʥiŋ] N nerve 神经 [=cmn 神经] | 
var. ˈʂəŋʥiŋ (Li85) 
shəngšan [ʂəŋɕan] N fairies, elves 升仙 [=cmn 升
仙] | var. ˈʂəŋɕɑn (Li85) 
shəngtu [ʂəŋtʰu] N unfertilized soil 生土 [=cmn 生
土] | var. ˈʂəŋtu (Li85) 
shəngzanə [ʂəŋʣanə] N aunt, wife of father's 
younger brother 叔母 [=cmn/mon shəngzï anə!] | 
var. ʂəŋʣɑˈnə (Li85)ʂənzana (Mo2008) 
shəngzhang [ʂəŋdʐaŋ] N provincial governor 省
长 [=cmn 省长] | var. ˈʂəŋdʐɑŋ (Li85) 
shgem [ʂgɛm] N lard, fat 脂肪 [=mon 
*eükün/*öekün, often 2nd ary h- in shirongolic] | var. 
ʂgɛm (Li85), shgum G (MaSato2016), ʂgəm 
Mo2008 
shgə-1 [ʂgə-] Vt hit 打 [=mon *högi- 'hit, strike, beat'] 
| var. ʂgə- (Li85), shge- G MaSato2016, sigəu- 
“锤子“ sic (Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ təˈmər-nə tʂui-
ʁɑˈlə ʂgə-ˈʥo she iron-ACC hammer-INST 
hit-OBJ She hit/forged the iron with hammer. 
shgə-2 [ʂgə-] Vt forge (iron) 锻造（铁） [=mon 
*högi- 'hit, strike, beat'] | var. ʂgə- 
shgə-3 [ʂgə-] Vt play (drum, cymbal, cards, etc.) 打
（鼓，排，等） [=mon *högi- 'hit, strike, beat'] | 
var. ʂgə- (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ pɛ ʂgə-ˈʥo they card 
play-OBJ They played cards. 
shgudər [ʂgudər] N yesterday 昨天 [=mon 
*höčügedür] | var. gudər (BökeLiu82), ˈshgude 
G (MaSato2016) 
shi1 [ʂʅ] ten; usually used with other Chinese loan 
numerals, classifiers, or measure words 十 
[=cmn 十] | var. ʂi (Li85) | ʂʅ ˈkui ten M ten 
yuan (currency) 
shi2 [ʂʅ] PRT focus marker (Li 1985, “be”) （强调
前面的名词） [=cmn 是] | var. ʂi (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib ʂʅ ˈdɛfu-ʕo Habib be doctor-OBJ Habib is 
doctor. 
shibi [ʂʅbi] N stele 石碑 [=cmn 石碑] | var. ˈʂibi 
(Li85) 
shibu [ʂʅbu] AJ deformed, stunted, misshapen 畸
形 [=cmn 识别!] | var. ˈʂʅbu (Li1985), ʂibiɛ 
(Mo2008) | ˈʂʅˈbuˈʨʰyn (Li1985) 残疾儿，畸形
儿 deformed stillborn child| ʂibiɛ geidi 
(Mo2008) 秕谷 blighted grain| 
shifu [ʂʅfu] N master (as opposed to a disciple) 师
傅 [=cmn 师傅] | var. ʂiˈfu (Li85) 
shiǰang [ʂʅʥaŋ] N stonemason 石匠 [=cmn 石匠] | 
var. ʂiˈʥɑŋ (Li85) 
shiǰe [ʂʅʥɛ] N time, season 时间 [=cmn 时间] | 
var. ʂʥɛ (Li85) 
shiǰidə [ʂʅʥidə] AV in fact 实际上 [=cmn 实际的] 
| var. ˈʂiˈʥiˈdə (Li85) | ˈʂʅˈʥiˈdə ʥɑŋ mad-
ˈʥi ˈginə in fact she know-NFS NEGE In fact, 
she doesn't know. 
shilə- [ʂilə-] Vt sift 筛 [=cmn 筛 + LA-] | var. ʂilə- 
(Li85), cf. ɕilɛ- 舀 'ladle out' (Mo2008) | ʂiʂʅ-
ʁɑˈlə ʂilə- sieve-INST sift (through sieve) 
shipanio [ʂʅpʰaŋnio] N dung beetle 蜣螂，屎蚵
蜋 [=cmn 屎巴牛] | var. ʂʅ oaŋ niou  屎巴牛 
(Mo2008) 
shishi [ʂiʂʅ] N sieve (n.) 筛子 [=cmn 筛筛] | var. ʂɩ
ˈʂɩ (Li85), xixi (MaSato2016) 
shishi mishi [ʂiʂʅ miʂʅ] N sieves and the like 筛
子等 [=cmn/mon 筛筛 +redup. mi筛] | var. ʂiˈʂi mi
ˈʂi (Li85) 
shitan [ʂitʰan] N coke (used in forging iron) 石炭 
[=cmn 石炭] | var. ʂiˈtɑn (Li85) 
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shixa [ʂixa] N crack 裂缝, 裂口 [=adx ʂə ka 
(Xunhua; WT srubs ka)] | var. ʂxɑ 
shixo [ʂʅxo] N time period 时候 [=cmn 时候] | var.  
ʂiˈxɤ (Li85) | ˈsɑnʨɑn-nə ʂʅxɤ-ˈdə os ! three 
o'clock-GEN-LOC get up Get up at three 
o'clock! 
shixui [ʂʅxui] N lime (mineral)[, cement]   石灰 
[=cmn 石灰] | var. ˈʂixui (Li85) 
shiyang [ʂʅjaŋ] N mountain goat 石羊 [=cmn 石羊] 
| var. ˈʂɩjɑŋ (Li85) 
shizi1 [ʂʅʣɿ] N lion 狮子 [=cmn 狮子] | var. ʂiʣi 
(Mo2008) 
shizi2 [ʂʅʣɿ] N persimmon 柿子 [=cmn 柿子] | var. 
ˈʂɩʣɿ (Li85), ˈshizi (MaSato2016), ʂiʣi 
(Mo2008) 
shle1 [ʂlɛ] N clear broth, soup 清汤 [=mon *silön 
'meat broth, soup'] | var. ʂlɛ (Li85), ʂile 
[sic]~shle~ɕilɛ (Mo2008) | ɕilɛ ʥiɛlə 
(Mo2008) 做汤 prepare soup 
shle2 [ʂlɛ] N sauce 酱 [=mon *silön 'soup'] | var. ʂlɛ 
(Li85) 
shlong [ʂlɔŋ] N night, evening 晚上 [=mon 
*üdesileŋ '(at)night, (in the) evening)~*üdesi] | var. 
ʂlɔŋ (Li85), guɕilaŋ 昨天晚上 'yesteday 
evening' (Mo2008) | guɕilaŋ ɛmuli (Mo2008) 前
半夜; 半夜前! frst half of the night (nightfall to 
midnight); !before midnight 
shmal-1 [ʂmal-] V smack one's lips 吧唧 | var. 
ʂmal- (Li85) | ɕinlɛ-~shmal-~ɕinnɛ-: 
ʦuŋ~shmal-~ɕinnɛ ʦuŋ (Mo2008) 可笑，可鄙的 
laughable, ridiculous 
shmal-2 [ʂmal-] Vi smack the lips; hold in the 
mouth | var. ʂmal- (Li85) | ʥɑn ʂmal-ˈʥo 
(Li85) she laugh-OBJ She laughed.| hɑˈbib ˈɕo
ˈli-nə ʂmal-ˈʥo Habib ɕoli-ACC laugh-OBJ 
Habib was laughing at Sholi. laughable, 
ridiculous 可笑，可鄙的| ɕinlɛ-shmal-ɕinnɛ-: 
ɕinlɛ ʦuŋ (Mo2008)
shobio [ʂobiɔ] N wristwatch 手表 [=cmn 手表] | 
var. ˈʂɤˈbiɔ (Li85) 
shofənčin [ʂofənʨʰin] N accordian 手风琴 [=cmn 
手风琴] | var. ˈʂɤfənˈʨin (Li85) | ʂˈɤfənˈʨin 
lɑgə- accordian pull play an accordian 
shogə-1 [ʂɔgə-] Vt receive 接收 [=cmn 收+ge-] | 
var. ʂɔgə- (Li85) | bu ɕin nəˈgə ʂɤg-ˈo I letter 
one receive-PERF1 I received letter. 
shogə-2 [ʂɔgə-] Vt tuck away 袖 [=cmn 袖 ‘sleeve, 
tuck in sleeve') + ge-] | var. ʂɔgə- (Li85) | biˈdɑ 
ʂɤgə- back tuck away fold one's hands behind 
the back 
sho ǰezi [ʂo ʥɛʣɿ] N burl 树瘤， 树节 [=cmn 树
节子] | var. ʂɤ ʥɛˈʣɿ 
sholə- [ʂɔlə-] Vt sew sole onto a shoe 上鞋，绱 
[=cmn 绱 shàng +-LA-] | var. ʂɔlə- (Li85) 
sholiodan [ʂoliodan] N grenade, hand grenade 手
榴弹 [=cmn 手榴弹] | var. ʂɯliɯdɑn Mo2008 
shonggong-shonggong [ʂɔŋgɔŋ ʂɔŋgɔŋ] AV 
bobbing, swinging 沉浮，摆动 [=cmn!] | var. 
ʂɔŋˈgɔŋ ʂɔŋˈgɔŋ (Li85) | bu ʨo ʂɔŋˈgɔŋ ʂɔŋ
ˈgɔŋ ɕɤ-ˈʥi I bridge go-SUBJ I walked on the 
bridge bobbing and swinging. 
sho raġə [ʂo raɢə] N bough (of tree) 树枝 [=cmn/! 
树] | var. ʂɤ rɑˈʁə 
shošing [ʂoɕiŋ] N palm of hand 手掌，手心 
[=cmn 手心] | var. ˈʂɤˈɕiŋ (Li85) 
shoshəng [ʂoʂəŋ] N rope for tying game on a 
saddle 绑在鞍上的猎物绳 [=cmn 梢绳] | var. ʂɤ
ˈʂəŋ (Li85), (BökeLiu82) ʂaoʂɘŋ 
shoshiġ [ʂoʂʅɢ] N soot hanging from ceiling 天
花板的油烟， 天棚的煤灰 [=adx sʰo 'charcoal', 
sʰo ʂak 'fired/burnt charcoal' [cf. mon *їsu]] | var. ʂɤ
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ˈʂiʁ (Li85) | ʂɤˈʂʅʁ bu-ʨ soot fall-EP Soot has 
fallen. 
shoto [ʂotʰo] N glove 手套 [=cmn 手套] | var. ʂɤˈto 
(Li85) 
shoye [ʂojɛ] N young master (address term 
formerly used by servants of a house)    少爷 
[=cmn 少爷] | var. ˈʂojɛ (Li85), ʂoje (Mo2008) 
shu1 [ʂu] N book 书 [=cmn 书] | var. ʂu 
(MaSato2016), Mo2008 | shu miši- 
(MaSato2016) 读书 read a book| ʂu ʥibən uari 
ʥi rɔ (Mo2008) 几本书 [holding] several 
books| 
shu2 [ʂu] N tree 树 [=cmn 树] | var. ʂushuʂɤ (Li85), 
ʂu (Mo2008) | ʂu ʣɛʣi (Mo2008) 树苗 sapling 
shuagə- [ʂuagə-] Vt brush, paint, whitewash 刷 
[=cmn 刷 + ge-] | var. ʂuɑgə- 
shuang [ʂaŋ] N frost 霜 [=cmn 霜] | var. ʂuaŋ 
(MaSato2016), Mo2008 | ʂuaŋ buʨi (Mo2008) 
下霜 frost formsshuangThere is frost. 
shuangə- [ʂuangə-] Vt rinse 涮 [=cmn 涮 +ge-] | 
var. ʂuɑngə- (Li85), ˈshuangge- sic, -ng-; 
(MaSato2016) 
shuangshuang [ʂaŋʂaŋ] N twin 双胞胎 [=cmn 双
双] | var. ʂɑŋʂˈɑŋ (Li85), shuangshuang 
(MaSato2016) 
shu arsung [ʂu arsuŋ] N tree bark 树皮 
[=cmn/mon 树 + arsung 'skin', calque of 树皮] | var. 
ʂɤ ɑrˈsuŋ (Li85) 
shuashua [ʂuaʂua] N mop 拖把 [=cmn 刷刷] | 
var. ʂuɑˈʂuɑ (Li85) 
shuazi [ʂuaʣɿ] N brush (n.) 刷子 [=cmn 刷子] | 
var. ʂuɑˈʣɿ 
shuegə- [ʂuɛgə-] Vt throw, fling, swing, shake 
甩 [=cmn 甩 + ge-] | var. ʂuɛgə- (Li85), jogə- 
shuaige- (MaSato2016) ʂuɛgə- Mo2008 | troŋ-
ˈnə ʂuɛgə- head-ACC shake shake one's head| 
sɑnʨˈɤ ʂuɛgə- tail shake wag the tail| 
shuəbuxa [ʂuəbuxa] EX it is not certain that 说
不定 [=cmn 说不下] | var. ʂuəˈbuxɑ (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib bɛʥiŋ-ˈdə ɕi-ˈsɿ ʂuəˈbuxɑ Habib Peking-
LOC go-if not certain It is not certain if Habib 
is going Peking. 
shuəshuə [ʂuəʂuə] N spoon 勺子 [=cmn 勺勺] | 
var. ˈʂuəʂuə (Li85), diɛ ɕiou 勺子 'spoon' 
(Mo2008) 
shuico tantan [ʂuiʦʰɔ tʰantʰan] N marsh, wet 
grassland 沼泽 [=cmn 水沼潭潭] | var. ˈʂuiˈʦɔtɑn
ˈtɑn 
shuiche [ʂuitʂʰɛ] N water wheel (in water mill) 水
车 [=cmn 水车] | var. ʂuiˈtʂɛ (Li85) 
shuigang [ʂuigaŋ] N large water cistern    水缸 
[=cmn 水缸] | var. ˈʂuiˈgɑŋ (Li85) 
shuiguanzi [ʂuiguanʣɿ] N waterpipe 水管子 
[=cmn 水管子] | var. ʂuiˈguɑnʣɿ (Li85) 
shuimian [ʂuimian] N area covered with water 水
面 [=cmn 水面] | var. ˈʂuiˈmiɑn (Li85) 
shuinio [ʂuinio] N water buffalo 水牛 [=cmn 水牛] | 
var. ʂuiˈniɤ (Li85) 
shuishui [ʂuiʂui] N fluid from wound 疮水 [=cmn 
水水] | var. ˈʂuiˈʂui 
shuita [ʂuitʰa] N otter 水獭 [=cmn 水獭] | var. ʂuit
ˈɑ (Li85) 
shuitu [ʂuitʰu] N environment, environmental 
conditions (Li 1985, “condition of health in 
response elements and climate”) 水土 [=cmn 水
土] | var. ˈʂuitu | ʥɑŋ ˈʂuiˈtu ɑnʥi-ˈʥo she 
change-OBJ She is reacting the climate and 
elements. (Implying that the person is not 
feeling well.) 
shuitung~dantung [ʂuitʰuŋ~dantʰuŋ] N 
bucket, water bucket 水桶 [=cmn 水桶] | var. ʂui
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ˈtuŋ~shuitung~dantungˈdɑntuŋ 
shuiyanping [ʂuijanpʰiŋ] N waterpipe for 
smoking tobacco 水烟瓶 [=cmn 水烟瓶] | var. 
ˈʂuijɑnˈpiŋ (Li85) 
shuǰi [ʂuʥi] N communist party secretary 书记 
[=cmn 书记] | var. ʂuˈʥi (Li85) 
shunnə [ʂunnə] AJ right (direction) 右 [(adx hje)] | 
var. ʂunˈnə (Li85) | ʂunˈnə ʂɔŋdə (Li85) right 
side 
shunshunǰi1 [ʂunʂunʥi] AJ neatly, in an orderly 
fashion 整整齐齐地 [=cmn 顺顺着] | var. ˈʂun
ˈʂunˈʥi (Li85) | ʥaˈsɿ ˈdodo-də ˈʂunˈʂunʥI 
bi-ˈʥo they alleyway-LOC in an orderly 
fashion stand-OBJ They stood in an orderly 
fashion in the alleyway. 
shunshunǰi2 [ʂunʂunʥi] AJ with the stream (vs. 
against stream) 顺着 [=cmn 顺顺着] | var. ˈʂun
ˈʂunˈʥi (Li85) | ʥɑŋ moroŋ-ˈdə ˈʂunˈʂunʥi 
jɤ-ˈʥo she river-LOC go-OBJ She is going 
with the stream. 
shu pučičung [ʂu pʰuʨʰiʨʰuŋ] N author  作者 
[=cmn 书 write-NZR] | var. ʂu pu̥ʨi-ˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
shutan [ʂutʰan] N tree farm 林场 [=cmn 树滩
（坦!）] | var. ˈʂutɑn (Li85) 
shutu [ʂutʰu] N fertilized and cultivated soil 熟土 
[=cmn 熟土] | var. ˈʂutu (Li85)
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t
ta1 [tʰa] AV too (much), excessively, more than 
normal 太 [=cmn 太] | var. ta (Li85) | ta ftɤ too 
long too long 
ta2 [tʰa] N tower, pagoda 塔 [=cmn 塔] | var. tɑ 
(Li85) 
ta3 [tʰa] PN you (second person plural nominative 
pronoun) 你们（主格） [=mon *ta 'you (plural 
and/or polite)'] | var. tɑ (Li85) 
ta- [tʰa-] V guess 猜 [=mon *taa-] | var. ta-  D 
(BökeLiu82), ta: (Tod64), ta- (MaSato2016), 
da- (Mo2008) | ʨi tɑ ! you guess You make a 
guess! 
tabizi [tʰabiʣɿ] MWE flat nose, or person with 
flat nose 塌鼻子 [=cmn 塌鼻子] | var. tɑbiˈʣɿ 
tabsaye [tʰapʰsajɛ] N prayer beads, rosary 念珠 
[=per tasbīḥ تسبيح] | var. tabˈsɑjɛ (Li85), dabsajɛ 
(Mo2008) 
tačung [tʰaʨʰuŋ] N better, one who makes bets 下
注，投注 [=mon *taa- 'guess'] | var. tɑˈʨuŋ 
tagə- [tʰagə-] Vt tailor-make 量身定制，裁缝 
[=cmn 褟 ta 'sew onto clothing'! + ge-] | var. tɑgə- 
(Li85) | ɑu-ˈdə sɑŋ məsgɤ-ˈsɿ, jiˈʥɑn tɑgə-
ˈʥo son-LOC good clothing-ABL one outfit 
tailor-OBJ Among son's good clothing, one 
outft should be tailor-made. 
tagu [tʰagu] N stove 炉子 [=adx tʰapka] | var. taˈgu 
(Li85) 
tala1 [tʰala] N otter (was “beaver” (海狸)) 獭狸 
[=cmn! 獭狸!] | var. ˈtɑlɑ (Li85), tala 旱獭 
'marmot' (MaSato2016) 
tala2 [tʰala] PN you (second person plural 
nominative pronoun, which may optionally 
occur with plural suffix /-lɑ/ 你（多数，主
格） [=mon *ta 'you (plural and/or polite)' + la plural] | 
var. tɑ~tala~tɑlɑ (Li85), ta (BökeLiu82, 
(MaSato2016), da 你们 (Mo2008) 
talang [tʰalɔŋ] N firewood 柴禾，樵 [=mon *tülien] 
| var. tʰalaŋ (BökeLiu82), talang 柴禾，樵
(MaSato2016), dalaŋ~talang~dalɔŋ (Mo2008) 
talga [tʰalga] N pillar, column 柱子 [=mon *tulga] | 
var. tɑləˈxɑ (Li85), talxe (MaSato2016), talixa 
Mo2008 (cf. dalxa 火撑 'fire torch' (Mo2008) | 
talixa azi ritsuŋ (MaSato2016) 柱下石 stone at 
the base of a pillar 
tamal- [tʰamal-] V spin (wool into yarn) 纺 
[=mon *tamu-/ *tomu- 'rub; twist or spin thread or 
rope'] | var. tamal- (Li85) | nosuŋ-ʁɑˈlə moˈɕin 
tamal- wool-INST yarn spin spin yarn with 
wool 
tanchang [tʰantʂʰaŋ] N staging 演出 [=cmn 坛场] | 
var. ˈtɑntʂɑŋ (Li85) | nə tˈɑntʂɑŋ fgo-ˈji this 
staging big-SUBJ This staging is grand. 
tandə [tʰandə] PN you (second person plural 
dative-accusative pronoun) 你们（与位-宾
格） [=mon *ta 'you (plural and/or polite)'] | var. tɑn
ˈdə (Li85) 
tandong [tʰandoŋ] N phlegm 痰 [=cmn! 痰 ！ (cf. 
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adx kha le(l))] | var. tɑnˈdoŋ (Li85) 
tanə [tanə] PN your (2nd person pl. genitive 
pronoun) 你的, 属你所有的 [=mon *ta + gen] | 
var. taˈnə (Li2008) 
tanigu [tʰanigu] N acquaintance, familiar person 熟
人 [=mon *tanї-NZR] | var. 
tanigu~tanigu~tʰɑnəg(u) (Li85, origi-nally 
listed as “tʰɑnəg- 'be acquainted with' sic) 
(Li85 | hɑˈbib kɑŋvidə-ˈnə tɑnəg-ˈo Habib 
everyone-ACC-PERF1 Habib was acquainted 
with everyone. 
tantan [tʰantʰan] N earthenware jar 陶罐 [=cmn] | 
var. tɑntˈɑn 
tantə [tʰantʰə] PN that kind of 那样的 [=mon] | 
var. tɑnˈtɤ (Li85) | tɑnˈtɤ ˈʂu (Li85) that kind 
of book 
tanzi [tʰanʣɿ] N carpet 地毯 [=cmn 毯子] | var. t
ˈɑnˈʣɿ 
tanzubin [tʰanʣubin] N ulcerous disease of 
domestic hoof animals (蹄溃疡病) [=cmn 瘫足
病！] | var. ˈtɑnˈʣubin (Li85) 
tangangčin [tʰangaŋʨʰin] N piano 钢琴 [=cmn 弹
钢琴] | var. tɑngɑŋˈʨin (Li85), dɑngɔŋdɔin 
[sic] (Mo2008) 
tangči [tʰaŋʨʰi] N pine sap, resin 树脂，树胶，
松香 [=adx tʰaŋ tɕə ~tʰaŋ ʨʰə '松脂, 树脂, 松香(松树, 柏
树的) resin'] | var. tɑŋˈʨi (Li85) 
tangə- [tʰangə-] Vt play piano or string 
instrument without a bow 弹琴 [=cmn 弹 + ge-] | 
var. tɑngə- (Li85) | bu dʐəŋ tɑngɑŋˈʨi tɑngə-
ˈʥi I just piano play-SUBJ I was just playing 
piano. 
tanggə- [tʰaŋgə-] Vt parboil 烫 [=cmn 烫 +ge-] | 
var. tɑŋgə- (Li85), tige- (MaSato2016) 
tang ǰozi [tʰaŋ ʥoʣɿ] N sweet dumplings 甜饺
子 [=cmn 甜饺子] | var. ˈtɑŋʥoʣɿ (Li85) 
tanglə [tʰaŋlə] N palate 上腭 [=mon *taŋlaї] | var. 
tɔŋˈli (Li85) 
tangping [tʰaŋpʰiŋ] N tall kettle made of copper 唐
瓶 [=cmn 唐瓶] | var. tɑŋˈpiŋ (Li85) 
tangšün [tʰaŋɕyn] N older male first cousin on 
father's side 堂兄 [=cmn 堂兄] | var. ˈtɑŋɕyn 
(Li85) 
tangšündo [tʰaŋɕyndo] N younger male 
patrilineal cousin (after father and paternal 
uncle have established separate houses) 堂弟，
父系（父亲和父叔 l 建立单独的房子之后） 
[=cmn/mon] | var. ˈtɑŋɕynˈdɤ (Li85) | ʥɑwu-
də-ˈgɤ dɤ paternal-LOC-ASO younger 
patrilineal cousin before brother father and 
paternal uncle established separate homes. 
tangtang [tʰaŋtʰaŋ] N hearty soup 浓汤 [=cmn 汤
汤] | var. tɑŋˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
tangtu [tʰaŋtʰu] N dust 灰尘 [=cmn] | var. ˈtɑŋtu 
(Li85), geilɔŋ (Mo2008) 
tangyi [tʰaŋji] N sofa, chair on which one can lie 
down 躺椅 [=cmn 躺椅] | var. ˈtɑŋˈji (Li85) 
tarafi [tʰarafi] N Ramadan prayer (Li 1985, 
“Islamic worship during first month of annual 
fast. It is longer worship than usual kind, 
lasting about an hour.”) 斋月祈祷（比通常的
崇拜时间更长，持续约一个小时） [=arb] | 
var. tarɑˈfi (Li85), darafi (Mo2008) 
tarang [tʰaraŋ] N staple (food), grain, provisions 口
粮，粮食 [=mon *tarїan 'crop; grain, cereal; 
agricultural field'] | var. taˈrɔŋ (Li85), tʰaraŋ D 
(BökeLiu82), tarang (MaSato2016), 
daraŋ~tarang ~taʐaŋ (Mo2008) | tan taŋ 
dandigo gatsiri (Mo2008) 粮店 grain shop (...) 
tarə- [tʰar-] Vt scatter seed in farming 种 [=mon 
*tarї- 'sow, plant'] | var. tɑr- (Li85), tɛli- 
(Mo2008) | tɛli gəu (Mo2008) 春耕 spring 
ploughing (sic, spring planting) 
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tarġung [tʰarɢuŋ] AJ fat (usually applied animate 
beings) 肥胖，胖子 [=mon *targun] | var. 
tʰarɢuŋ (BökeLiu82, (MaSato2016)), 
darɢoŋ~tarġung~ tarigoŋ (Mo2008); cf. ʥɛ 胖
子 'fat person' (Mo2008) | taʐigɔŋ muxa 
(Mo2008) taʐigɔŋ muxa (Mo2008) 肥肉 fatty 
meat 
tasərgə- [tʰasərgə-] V set out for funeral 出发
去葬礼 [=arb تشييع tashyīʻ 'following a funeral' + 
ge-] | var. tɑˈsərgə- (Li85) 
tašang [tʰaɕaŋ] AV too (much), excessively, 
more than normal 太 [=cmn! 太+!] | var. ˈtaˈɕɑŋ 
(Li85) | ˈtaˈɕɑŋ ftɤ too long too long 
taši1 [tʰaʂʅ] N stone; cliff rock 石头，岩石 [=tkc 
taš] | var. taˈʂɩ (Li85), taši 石 (MaSato2016), 
daʂi~taši~tɛɕi (Mo2008), daɕiə (Mo2008, from 
BL82), daɕi (Nianduhu, Mo2008 from 
Chen1990c) | taši banban (Ma Sato2016), tɛɕi 
bɛnbɛn (Mo2008) 石板 stone slab, fagstone, 
slate| taši kura (MaSato2016) 石槽 stone 
trough stone mill 石磨| taši termang 
(MaSato2016) tɛɕi piɛgə-ʥi (Mo2008) 漂儿(在
水面上掷瓦片） skip stones
taši2 [tʰaʂʅ] N pestle (as in mortar and pestle) 石臼 
[=tkc taš 'stone'] | var. taˈʂɩ (Li85) 
taši3 [tʰaʂʅ] N pestle (as in mortar and pestle) 石臼 
[=tkc taš 'stone'] | var. taˈʂɩ (Li85) 
tashi [tʰaʂʅ] AJ firmly grounded, solid 塌实 [=cmn 
塌实] | var. ˈtɑˈʂɩ (Li85) 
tawangrang [tʰawaŋraŋ] fifty 五十 [=mon *tabїn] | 
var. tɑˈʕuŋrɔŋ (Li85), tauəŋʐaŋ (Mo2008) | 
tauəŋʐaŋ nəgə (Mo2008) ffty-one 
tawayung [tʰawajuŋ] five times 五次 [=mon *tabun 
+ !] | var. tɑʕvˈɑjuŋ 
tawulə [tʰawulə] five (of them); group of five 
(referring humans or animals) 五一起 [=mon 
*tabun + pl la] | var. taˈwule (MaSato2016); 
GHT tʰɑʕulə vs Dadun tɑwulə (Chen 95b:88) | 
tauəŋ asman (Mo2008) fve thousand 
tawung [tʰawuŋ] five 五 [=mon *tabun] | var. 
tʰawuŋ (BökeLiu82), tawung (MaSato2016), 
dawuŋ~tawung~daʕuŋ ~tawung~tauəŋ 
(Mo2008) | tawung sari (MaSato2016) 五月 
May| taŋ tə gə_u tuŋ (Mo2008) 三年五载 in a 
few years| 
te [tʰɛ] N womb, uterus 子宫，娘胎 [=cmn 胎] | 
var. tɛ (Li85) 
tebie [tʰɛbiɛ] AJ special 特别 [=cmn 特别] | var. ˈtɛ
ˈbiɛ (Li85) 
tega [tʰɛga] N steps leading up house 台阶 [=cmn 台
阶, pre-middle chinese palatalization] | var. tɛˈgɑ 
(Li85) 
teġong [tʰeɢoŋ] N wok, cooking pot, pan, boiler, 
cauldron 锅 [=mon *togaan] | var. tʁoŋ (Li85), 
duχuŋ~teġong~dəɢo~ teġong~tuŋ~teġong~tɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 
teme [tʰɛmɛ] N funeral cost 葬礼费用 [=cmn! !带埋] 
| var. ˈtɛmɛ~teme~ˈtemi (Li85) | ʥɑŋ ˈtɛmɛ-
nə dʐunˈbigə-ʥo she funeral cost-ACC 
prepare-OBJ She is preparing for the funeral 
cost.| they two-hundred-dollar-GEN cost 
carry-SUBJ They carried the two hundred 
dollar funeral cost. They carried the two 
hundred dollar funeral cost.| 
tenggeǰi [tʰeŋgəʥi] AV that way, like that 那样
的，像那样 [=mon *teingi-] | var. təŋgəˈʥi 
(Li85) | təŋgəˈʥi jiˈʥi gəˈsɿ , ... In that 
case, ... 
teping [tʰɛpʰiŋ] AJ peaceful 平安 [=cmn 太平] | 
var. ˈtɛpiŋ (Li85) 
tepinggə- [tʰɛpʰiŋgə-] Vi be peaceful 平静的 
[=cmn 太平 ge-] | var. ˈtɛpiŋgə- (Li85) 
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ter1 [tʰɛr] PN that, that one 那个 [=mon *tere 'that; she, 
he, it'] | var. tə (Li85), tʰɛ (MaSato2016), 
titerdər (Mo2008) | tə-ˈlɑ that-PL 那些 those| 
ʣən ti gəʣi (Mo2008) 那时候 back then, 
those days that PL village home village, 
hometown 乡里| təŋ lɛ ua (Mo2008) te udene 
(MaSato2016) 那一天 that day
ter2 [tʰɛr] PN that, that one 那个 [=mon *tere 'that; she, 
he, it'] | var. tə (Li85), tʰɛ (MaSato2016), 
ti~ter~dər (Mo2008) | te šiang (MaSato2016) 那
边 that side| di xalə (Mo2008) 他们俩 the two 
of them which one? 哪个?| ti gɔ (Mo2008)
tera- [tʰera-so-] Vi be asleep 睡觉 [=mon *untara-] 
| var. trɑ-sɤ- (Li85) | ʥɑŋ trɑ-sɤ-ˈʥo she 
asleep-OBJ She is asleep. 
tere [tʰere] PN there 那里 [=mon *tere 'that; she, he, it'] 
| var. tɔˈlə (Li85) | ʣaˈsɿ ˈtɔlə ɕi-ˈʥi they 
there go-SUBJ They went there.| tɔli ʥi ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008) 浪山场，赶庙会 wander in the 
fair/market| 
terə- [tʰɛrə-] Vt hold in one's arms; adopt, care 
for 抱；过继，收养 [=mon *teberi- 'embrace'] | 
var. tɛr(ə)- (Li85), te:rə- 'embrace' (Tod64); 
tairi- 抱；过继，收养 (MaSato2016)), terə- 
(Nianduhu), dɛr- (Ganhetan) dɛrə- (BaoX) 
(Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ ɕinɛʐʅ-ˈnə tɛr-ˈʥi he bride-
ACC hold-SUBJ He held the bride in his arms. 
termang [tʰermaŋ] N water mill 石磨 [=mon 
*teermen] | var. termang (MaSato2016), dərmɔŋ 
(Mo2008) 
tete [tʰɛtʰɛ] N lady of high status 贵妇 [=cmn 太太] 
| var. ˈtɛtɛ 
texa1 [tʰəχa] N chicken 鸡 [=mon *takїa] | var. teɢa 
(MaSato2016); ta~texa~dəɢa (Mo2008) | teɢa 
xile- (MaSato2016) 鸡叫 rooster crows| ta-nə 
naŋʨiɔ (Mo2008) 鸡胃 chicken stomach' (sic, 
innards) chicken wing 鸡翅| ta ɕiaɯ 
(Mo2008) ta gəugəu (Mo2008) cockscomb
texa2 [tʰəχa] N chicken 鸡 [=mon *takїa] | var. teɢa 
(MaSato2016); ta~texa~dəɢa (Mo2008) | ta 
nəgElə (Mo2008) 鸡杂儿 chicken giblets| ta-nə 
ʨisoŋ (Mo2008) chicken blood chicken crop 鸡
嗦子| ta ba (Mo2008) ta dʐuadʐua (Mo2008) 鸡
爪 chicken claws
texa3 [tʰəχa] N chicken 鸡 [=mon *takїa] | var. teɢa 
(MaSato2016); ta~texa~dəɢa (Mo2008) | ta 
tsuŋ (Mo2008) 鸡毛 chicken feathers| ta ʥinʥi 
(Mo2008)     孵（小鸡儿） 
incubate/brood/hatch chicken dung 鸡粪| ta 
xalixə (Mo2008) ta ʂuaʂua (Mo2008) 鸡毛掸
子 feather duster
texa4 [tʰəχa] N chicken 鸡 [=mon *takїa] | var. teɢa 
(MaSato2016); tatexadəɢa (Mo2008) | ta 
lɔŋdzi (Mo2008) 鸡笼 chicken coop| ta xə 
(Mo2008) 鸡窝 chicken roost rooster, cock 公
鸡| autə ta (Mo2008)
texe [tʰɛxɛ] N shoes given members of groom's 
family by bride's family before wedding 特鞋 
[=cmn 特鞋] | var. ˈtɛxɛ (Li85) 
teye [tʰɛjɛ] N great-grandfather, paternal 曾祖父 
[=cmn 太爷] | var. ˈtɛjɛ (Li85), teye “taiyai” 
(MaSato2016), guo a iɛ 曾祖父 (Mo2008) 
te zu [tʰɛ ʣu] Npr Tibetan ethnic group       藏族 
[=adx/cmn] | var. ˈtɛʣu (Li85) 
təgə [tʰəgə] NEG prohibitive particle occurring 
before imperative verb (Li 1985, NEGE; AD: 
PROH) 不要，勿，别 [=mon] | var. təˈgə 
(Li85), təgə~təgə~dəgə (Mo2008) | təˈgə ˈhɔlə 
慢慢儿走，别跑 Don't run! 
təgu [tʰəgu] AJ raw, uncooked 生的 [=mon 
*tüükei/*tüükü 'raw'] | var. təˈgɤ (Li85), tegu 
(MaSato2016), dugu~təgu~dəgɯ (Mo2008) | 
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təˈgɤ ʥarˈmu uncooked grain| təˈgɤ ɑlˈmɑŋ 
unripe fruit| 
təla [-tʰəla] AFF until (limitative verb suffix) 到，
为止 [=mon *tala] | var. -tə̥ˈlɑ (Li85), ʥi (!) 
(Mo2008) | nə rɑʐʅ-ˈlɑ təˈrɑ-tə̥ˈlɑ nɑt(ə̥)-ʥo 
this child-PL sleep-until play-OBJ These 
children played until they went sleep. 
təle- [tʰəlɛ-] Vi be hot (spicy) (always used 
with /ɑmɑŋ/ 'mouth') 辣 [=adx! ʦʰa 'stabbing pain' 
+ LA-, (cf. ʦʰa hdək 'spicy hot')] | var. təlɛ- (Li85), 
teli- (MaSato2016) | nə ʦɛ ɑmɑŋ-(ˈnə) təlɛ-
ˈʥo this dish mouth-(ACC) spicy-OBJ This 
dish is very spicy. 
təmur [tʰəmər] N iron 铁 [=mon *temür] | var. 
təmər (BökeLiu82), temur (MaSato2016), 
tam~təmur~dam~təmur 
danmə~təmur~danmər~təmur~denər 
(Mo2008) | temur aike- (MaSato2016) 打铁 
hammer iron| temur mor (MaSato2016) 铁路 
railroad iron nail 钉子| tam tiŋʣi (Mo2008) 
dam ʨiɛnʣi (Mo2008) 火钳 metal pliers, cf. 
xələ ganbu 火钳 'metal pliers' Ganhetan
tənə rigodə [tʰənə ʐʅgodə] N year after next 后
年 [=mon/!adx tənə 'this-GEN' + adx !! (cf. adx hnaŋ 
lo~saŋmo (Hualong), WT gnaŋs lo)] | var. təˈnə ʐigɤ
ˈdə (Li85) 
təngchang [tʰəŋtʂʰaŋ] AJ fond and respectful of 
each other 疼爱 [=cmn 疼长] | var. ˈtəŋtʂɑŋ 
(Li85), ŋatʂaŋ 疼爱 (Mo2008) | tə gɑgəˈdɤ 
ʁuɑˈlə ˈtəŋtʂɑŋ o (Li85) that brothers two 
people OBJ Those two brothers are really fond 
of each other! 
təngə- [tʰəngə-] V copy 填，抄？ [=cmn    填 + 
ge-] | var. təngə- (Li85) 
təngtəng [tʰəŋtʰəŋ] ONOMAT sound of a heart 
pulsating 心脏跳动的声音 [=adx hdaŋ (WT 
ldang) 'pulse, jump' (V)] | var. ˈtəŋˈtəŋ (Li85) | 
ʥirˈgə ˈtəŋˈtəŋ-gəʥi dɤl-ˈʥo heart-AV jump-
OBJ The heart is beating. 
təra- [tʰəra-] V sleep 睡，睡觉 [=mon *untara-] | 
var. trɑ-sɤ-(Li85) | ʥɑŋ trɑ-ˈʥo she sleep-
OBJ She is sleeping. 
tərma [tʰərma] N daikon, radish 萝卜 [=monkc] | 
var. terma (MaSato2016), təma~tərma~dəma 
(Mo2008) | /Sira terma/: ɕia təma (Mo2008) 黄
萝卜 carrot| dəma labuʥyŋ (Mo2008) 萝卜叶
子（”缨儿”) radish leaf the radish is 
spongy 萝卜糠了| dəma ɕigei-ʥi (Mo2008)
ti-1 [tʰi-] Vt steam (food) by placing in a bowl in a 
steamer 蒸汽，气 [=cmn! ! 烫 tàng 'scald, blanch'] | 
var. ti- (Li85, MaSato2016) | tisang damu 
(MaSato2016) 馒头 mantou (steamed bun) 
ti-2 [tʰi-] Vt take off, undo (clothing) 脱，解开 
[=cmn 脱 (cf. mon *möltül-)] | var. ti- (Li85), ti- 
(MaSato2016), tei- (Mo2008) | tida-ʥi 
(Mo2008) 逃脱， 脱开 succeed in escaping 
tilo [tʰilo] N hand-carried basket 提箩，蓝 [=cmn 提
箩] | var. ˈtilo 
tisang damu [tʰisaŋ damu] N steamed stuffed 
bun, baozi 包子 [=adx/mon ʦʰo(n) ma 包子+ *ödme 
'bread or cake'] | var. tiˈsɑŋ daˈmu (Li85), tisang 
damu (MaSato2016) 
tixang [tʰiχaŋ] N iron shovel, spade for turning 
over earth by hand; (CL also: pick-axe) 铁锨 
[=cmn 铁!锨 xian1] | var. tixang (MaSato2016), 
tiəχaŋ (Mo2008) 
to [tʰo] M set of, suit of (measure word borrowed 
from Chinese) 套 [=cmn 套] | var. to (Li85) | ji-
ˈto məsˈgɤ (Li85) one-suit of clothing a/one set 
of clothes 
to- [tʰo-] Vt herd, drive (animals) 放牧，驱赶 
[=mon *tau- 'drive forth'] | var. tɤ- (Li85), tu:- 
(Tod64), dɯ- 赶 (Mo2008) | ʥɑŋ uniɑŋ-ˈnə 
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tɤ-ˈʥi rə-ˈʥo she cattle-ACC herd-NFS come-
OBJ She herded the cattle over.| tɤ-ˈʥi jo- 
herd-NFS go to herd away| 
toči [tʰoʨʰi] N broom 扫帚 [=cmn 笤帚!] | var. toči 
G (MaSato2016) 
togə-1 [tʰogə-] Vt wash in sieve 筛洗 [=cmn 淘 + 
ge-] | var. togə- (Li85) | bu mi-ˈnə togə-ˈʥi 
ʁuɑ-ˈʥi I rice-ACC wash-NFS wash-SUBJ I 
washed rice. 
togə-2 [tʰogə-] Vt rope, lasso, slip over, encase, 
harness 套索，滑倒，包裹，具套上 [=cmn 套 + 
ge-] | var. togə- (Li85) 
togə-3 [tʰogə-] Vt pull out of pocket 抽出（口
袋） [=cmn] | var. togə- (Li85) 
togə-4 [tʰogə-] Vi lose or shed hair, moult, go 
bald 脱发 [=cmn 脱+ge-] | var. togə- (Li85) | 
suŋ togə- body.hair shed shed bodily hair 
tolaǰi [tʰolaʥi] N tractor 拖拉机 [=cmn 拖拉机] | 
var. tuəlɑˈʥi (Li85) 
tolei [tʰolei] N rabbit, hare 兔子 [=mon *taulaɪ 'hare'] 
| var. toˈli (Li85), toli (MaSato2016), tɔlei 
(Mo2008) 
tolə- [tʰolə-] Vt count 数 [=mon *toala-] | var. tole- 
(MaSato2016), dolə 数 'number'[sic, likely 
'count'] (Mo2008) 
tolo [tʰolo] N steamer, food steamer 蒸笼 [=mon !
*tüle-/*tüli- 'light, burn' (cf. 'WT rlaŋs tshags, adx kʰon)] 
| var. toˈlo (Li85) 
tonggə- [tʰoŋgə-] Vt ingest food (said of birds) 啄
食（指鸟类） [=cmn 捅 tong3 'stab, poke' + ge-] | 
var. toŋgə- (Li85), dɔŋgə- 拾 (Mo2008) 
tongya [tʰɔŋja] N grassland 草原 [=cmn! tʰaŋ + 滩原!
(adx hʦa saŋ~hʦa tʰaŋ)] | var. tɔŋˈjɑ (Li85) 
tor-1 [tʰor-] Vi walk around 散步 [=mon *töeri- 
'wander'] | var. to:r- (Tod64) 
tor-2 [tʰor-] Vi turn 转 [=mon *töeri- 'wander'] | var. 
tor- (Li85) | troŋ-ˈnə xuiʂˈlə tor- head-ACC 
behind turn turn one's head back 
toro [tʰoro] N peach 桃子 [=cmn 桃儿] | var. ˈtorɤ 
(Li85), ˈtorou (MaSato2016) 
toro čiǰo [tʰoro ʨʰiʥo] N peach blossom 桃花 
[=cmn/mon 桃儿 + *čečeg 'flower'] | var. toˈrɤ ʨi
ˈʥɤ (Li85) 
toro shu [tʰoro ʂu] N peach tree 桃树 [=cmn 桃儿
树] | var. ˈtorɤ ˈʂɤ (Li85), taudʐəxə c,iu 
(Mo2008) 
tosi- [tʰosɿ-] Vt catch (water or grain) in a 
container 在容器中捕获（水或谷物） [(not 
adx!)] | var. toˈsɿ- (Li85) | bu ajʁə-ʁɑˈlə su-ˈnə 
tos-ˈɛ I bowl-INST water-ACC catch-FPH Let 
me catch the water with a bowl. 
tosung [tʰosiuŋ] N vegetable oil 油，香油 [=mon 
*tosun 'fat, oil, butter'] | var. toˈsiuŋ (Li85), tʰosuŋ 
(Böke&Liu82, Ma Sato2016), tausɔŋ~tosung~ 
dosuŋ 香油，油 Mo2008 
tošanggə- [tʰoɕaŋgə-] V surrender 投降 [=cmn 投
降 tóuxiáng + ge-] | var. ˈtɤˈɕɑŋgə- (Li85) 
tox- [tʰox-] Vt pick (fruit) 采摘（水果） [=adx 
tok (WT btog( '摘 (~花), 折, 啄, 啃 (现, 未) pick, pluck 
(flowers), ....”[cf. *čilmö- 'pick']] | var. toʁ- (Li85) | 
ɑlmɑŋ-ˈnə toʁ- (Li85) pick fruit 
toxo [tʰoxɔ] AJ number one 头号 [=cmn 头号] | 
var. tɤˈxo (Li85) 
toxo- [tʰoxo-] Vt strap (saddle) 表带（马鞍） 
[=cmn! 套好 （!bare verb)] | var. to̥xo- (Li85) | 
moˈrə ɛmal-ˈnə to̥xo- horse saddle-ACC strap 
saddle horse 
toxong [tʰoxoŋ] N pink 桃红 [=cmn 桃红] | var. 
ˈtoxoŋ (Li85) 
toxua čiǰo [tʰoxua ʨʰiʥo] N peach blossoms 桃
花 [=cmn/mon 桃花 /'flower'] | var. ˈtoxuɑ ʨiʥˈɤ 
(Li85) 
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tozi [tʰoʣɿ] N cover, cover-all 套子 [=cmn 套子] | 
var. ˈtoʣɿ 
trong1 [tʰroŋ] N top (n.) 上面，头 [=mon *teriün 
'head'] | var. troŋ (Li85) | ʂɤ troŋ tree head tree 
top| gar troŋ top of the hand to nod one's head| 
troŋ-ˈnə ʥɑngə- troŋ-ˈnə mur- to lower one's 
head
trong2 [tʰroŋ] N head 头 [=mon *teriün 'head'] | var. 
troŋ | troŋ ˈʥiŋˈgɑ the top of the head troA  
xarA A AA uA| troŋ-ˈnə damal- head-ACC lift to 
lift one's head to shake one's head| troŋ-ˈnə 
ʂuɛgə-
trumi [tʰrumɩ] ONOMAT sound used for calling 
horses, mules, and donkeys 叫马，骡子和驴
的声音 | var. ˈtrumɩ, ˈdɤrdɤr, ˈdɤrdɤrmɑ 
(Li85) 
tuanyan [tʰuanjan] N member of Communist 
Youth League 团圆 [=cmn 团圆] | var. tuˈɑnjɑn 
(Li85) 
tuəbugə- [tʰuəbugə-] Vt give a moral lesson 德
育 [=cmn! ！ + ge-] | var. tuəˈbugə- (Li85) | ɑ
ˈxuŋ kə-ˈdə ɑu-ˈdə tuəˈbugə-ʥo Akhond 
home-LOC boy-DAT give lesson-OBJ The 
Akhond gave a moral lesson the boy at home. 
tüəllə- [tʰyəllə-] Vt puncture, prick 刺破，扎穿 
[=cmn 穿 chuan1 + LA-] | var. tyəl- (Li85) | sɤ
ˈkə-ʁɑˈlə tyəl- puncture-INST puncture (v.)- to 
puncture 
tuġol [tʰuɢol] N yearling cow (male or female, 
under two years of age) 牛犊 [=mon *tugul 'calf', 
cf. adx htu 犏乳牛所生的牛犊] | var. tʁol (Li85) 
tuġol-də ši- [tʰuɢol-də ɕi-] Vt mate bull with 
yearling cow 交配（公牛和一岁母牛） [=mon 
*tugul 'calf', cf. adx htu 犏乳牛所生的牛犊] | var. 
tʁol-ˈdə ɕi- (Li85) | uˈniɑŋ tʁol-ˈdə ɕi-ˈʥo 
bull yearling-LOC go-OBJ bull is copulating 
(with yearling cow). 
tuibo [tʰuibo] N planer 刨子 [=cmn 推刨] | var. tui
ˈbo (Li85), ˈtuibo (MaSato2016) 
tuibozha [tʰuibodʐa] N wood shavings obtained 
from planing wood 木屑 [=cmn 推刨屑] | var. tui
ˈbodʐɑ (Li85) 
tuigə-1 [tʰuigə-] Vt plane (wood) 刨 [=cmn 推 +ge-] 
| var. tuigə- | hɑˈbib murtoŋ-ˈnə tuigə-ˈʥo 
Habib wood-ACC plane-OBJ Habib planed the 
wood. 
tuigə-2 [tʰuigə-] Vt push 推 [=cmn 推 + ge-] | var. 
tuigə- (Li85) 
tuigə-3 [tʰuigə-] Vt cut hair with shears (tuiˈʣɿ) 理
发，用剪刀剪头发 [=cmn 推子!] | var. tuigə- | 
troŋ-nə tuiʣɿ-ʁaˈlə tuigə- head-ACC shear-
INST cut cut hair with shears 
tuizi [tʰuiʣɿ] N shears (for cutting hair)       剪刀，
理发剪 [=cmn 推子!] | var. tuiˈʣɿ (Li85) 
tuǰi [tʰuʥi] N disciple, apprentice 徒弟 [=cmn 徒弟 
palatalized] | var. duʥi (Mo2008) 
tung1 [tʰun] N brass, copper, bronze 铜 [=cmn 铜] | 
var. tɔŋ 铜 (Mo2008) | tɔŋ jɛm tsaiʐi 
(Mo2008) 铜板儿 copper coin, copper plate (for 
printing) 
tung2 [tʰuŋ] N pot 锅 [=cmn 铜 (~mon *togaan)] | var.  
tuŋ (Li85) 
tungbogə [tʰuŋbogə] N messenger dove    信鸽 
[=cmn 通报鸽] | var. tuŋboˈgə 
tunggə- [tʰuŋgə-] Vt pick up 拾起 [? mon *temgü- 
'gather, pick up' cf. !盛 chéng 'pick up with an utensil' + 
ge-] | var. tuŋgə- (Li85) 
tungyigə- [tʰuŋjigə-] V agree 同意 [=cmn agree] | 
var. tuŋˈjigə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib lɑndʐˈɤ ɕi-gɤ-ˈnə, 
bu tuŋˈjigə-ʥi Habib Lanzhou go-NZR-ACC I 
agree-SUBJ I agree that Habib should go 
Lanzhou. 
turən [tʰurən] Npr Monguor person 土族人 [=cmn 土
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人] | var. tuˈrən (Li85) 
tutu [tʰutʰu] ONOMAT sound of a heart pulse 心脏
搏动的声音 | var. ˈtuˈtu (Li85) | mɛ ˈtuˈtu-gə
ˈʥi dɤl-ˈʥo pulse AV jump-OBJ The pulse is 
pulsating. 
tuxum [tʰuχum] N felt (woollen) 毛毡 [=adx ɕaŋ 
(hdan); (cf. mon *sisegei, adx ɕaŋ~hdan] | var. 
tʂɔŋ~tuxum~tuŋ~tuxum ~ duχum 毡子 
(Mo2008) | tʂɔŋ xei Mo2008 毡鞋 felt shoes 
tuzi [tʰuʣɿ] N bald person 秃头 [=cmn 秃子] | var. 
tuˈʣɿ (Li85) 
tuzu [tʰuʣu] Npr Monguor ethnic group (across 
river from Bonans; Mongolic Buddhists) 土族 
[=cmn 土族] | var. tuˈʣu (Li85) 
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u
u1 [u] N fog 雾 [=cmn 雾] | var. wu | wu lɑgə-ˈʥo 
fog play-OBJ It is foggy. 
u2 [-u] PRT interrogative marker 疑问标记 [=mon 
*uu] | var. -u, bu, vu, mɑ | ʨi muʁˈɑ nda-gə-ɤ ? 
= ʨi muʁɑ ndaˈgɤ ? you meat eat-CMOD-Q 
Do you want to eat meat? 
u3 [-u] PRT interrogative marker 疑问标记 [=mon 
*uu] | var. -u | hɑˈbib ɕi-m-ˈu ? Habib go-
habitual Q Does Habib go habitually?| (see 
also -ɤ, bu, mɑ, vu)
u4 [u] PRT yes-no question particle; allomorph of 
/bu/ when co-occurring with negative 
existential verb /ˈginə/   不 [=mon allophone of 
*uu, after vowels] | var. võ (Li85) | nə ʦɛ ɑmˈtɤ 
vu ˈginə this dish delicious Q NEGE Is this 
dish delicious or not?| ʨi ʂɤ ʣɛl-ˈʥi vu ˈginə 
you tree plant-PFV Q NEGE Did you plant 
trees or not?
u- [u-] Vt drink, eat /jamu/, ‘noodle soup'   喝，
吃（汤）; 吸气 [=mon *uu-] | var. ɤ- (Li85), u 
(MaSato2016); u:- (Tod64), əu-u-au- 喝；吸
气，吸烟 'drink; inhale, smoke' (Mo2008) | 
bu jamu ɤ-ʥi I-SUBJ I ate noodle soup.| raˈʨi 
ɤ-ˈʨuŋ wine drink-person drinker
udər [udər] N day, daytime；days 白天，日子 
[=mon *üdür] | var. uˈdər (Li85), udər 白天 
(BökeLiu82), uder 日子；白天 
(MaSato2016), əudi 白天 (Mo2008) | uder 
ɕilang (MaSato2016) 昼夜 day and night, 
continuously 
ula [ula] N sole (of shoe) 鞋底 [=mon *ula 'sole of 
foot or shoe'] | var. vuˈlɑ (Li85) 
uniang [uniaŋ] N cattle, cow 牛 [=mon *ünien] | 
var. uniang (MaSato2016), 
əunaŋ~uniang~əunuŋ (Mo2008) | uniang dori- 
(MaSato2016) 牵牛 lead a cow| uniang čiǰie- 
(MaSato2016) 养牛 raise cattle cattle herder 牧
牛人| uniangči (MaSato2016) əunaŋ xəlixə 牛
粪 'cow dung' (Mo2008) əunaŋ gɛlə 牛肚子
（带毛状物的那种）'cow stomach (with a 
hair-shaped thing??)
uri- [uri-] Vt call, communicate, ask for 叫，沟通，
要求 [=mon *urї- 'call, invite'] | var. vur-uri-ur(i)- 
(Li85) | xar-ʁɑˈlə vur- hand-INST call call 
someone by hand gesture| ʥɔŋ ʥolʨuŋ-ˈnə 
vur-ˈʥi (Li1985) she guest-ACC call-SUBJ 
She called the guests (over).
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w
wa1 [wa] N tile for roof 瓦 [=cmn 瓦] | var. wɑ 
(Li85), wa (MaSato2016) 
wa2 [wa] COP have; existential verb, objective 
perspective (its negative is /ˈginə/). 有，在 
[=mon *bui / *bayi-] | var. wi/wa (BökeLiu82), 
wa (MaSato2016) 
wa3 [wa] ONOMAT onomatopoetic for crying 哇哇
（哭声） [=cmn 哇哇] | var. wɑ (Li85) 
waco [waʦʰo] N groove on blade 刀槽 [=cmn 挖槽] 
| var. ˈwɑʦo 
wačin [waʨʰin] N green as in oriental tiles 瓦青 
[=cmn 瓦青] | var. ˈwɑʨin 
wagə- [wagə-] Vt dig 挖 [=cmn 挖 + ge-] | var. 
wɑgə- | ʣuəˈʣɿ-ʁɑˈlə wɑgə- chisel-INST dig 
chisel 
waǰang [waʥaŋ] N person who works with roof 
tiles 瓦匠 [=cmn 瓦匠] | var. vɑˈʥɑŋ (Li85) 
wan [wan] ten thousand (used only with Chinese 
numerals) 万 [=cmn 万] | var. uan (BökeLiu82), 
wɑn (Li85) | ji-wˈɑn one-ten thousand ten 
thousand 
wanshang [wanʂaŋ] N evening 晚上 [=cmn 晚上] | 
var. vɑnʂˈɑŋ (Li85) 
wanyüe [wanjyɛ] N medicine pill (round)    丸药 
[=cmn 丸药] | var. ˈvɑnjyɛ (Li85) 
wanzi [wanʣɿ] N lidded ceramic tea bowl 碗子 
[=cmn 碗子] | var. wanzi (Ma Sato2016) | ɛə 
tʂəuɕia (Mo2008) 碗柜 cupboard 
wanzi cha [wanʣɿ  tʂʰa] N lidded ceramic tea 
bowl 碗子茶 [=cmn 碗子茶] | var. wɑnˈʣɿ  tʂa 
(Li85) 
wang [waŋ] N net 网 [=cmn 网] | var. wɑŋ (Li85) | 
dʐɤˈdʐɤ wɑŋ lɑˈgə-ʨ spider net weave-EP The 
spider is weaving net. 
wangə-1 [wangə-] Vt slaughter (an animal) 屠宰 
[=mon !*ǰaru- 'use; employ; slaughter'] | var. wɑngə- 
(Li85) | ɑˈxuŋ niɛʥi-ˈnə wɑngə-ˈʥi Akhond 
animal-ACC slaughter-SUBJ for festivals The 
Akhond slaughtered the animal. 
wangə-2 [wangə-] Vi rise (as water does) 涨 
[=cmn 滃 + ge-] | var. wɑngə- (Li85) | su 
wɑngə-ˈʥo water rise-OBJ The water is rising. 
wangming [waŋmiŋ] N erudite and capable man 博
学多才的人 [=cmn] | var. vɑŋˈmiŋ 
wangrin [waŋʐʅn] N deceased 亡人 [=cmn   亡人] | 
var. ˈwɑŋrən 
wangu [wangu] AJ headstrong, obstinate     顽固 
[=cmn 顽固] | var. wɑnˈgu (Li85) 
wangzi [waŋʣɿ] N man of power and authority 权
力和权威的人 [=cmn 王子 'prince'] | var. vɑŋˈʣɿ 
war- [war-] Vt catch ['grab'] 抓，拿 [=mon *barï- 
'grab'] | var. vɑr- (Li85), wa:r- 'grab' (Tod64) | u
ˈniɑŋ vɑr-ˈdə ! cattle catch-succeed Get the 
cattle! 
warə- [warə-] V finish, complete [take] 完结；
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去世 [=mon *bara- 'finish, end'] | var. weri- 完结；
去世 (MaSato2016) | naˈmɑs ˈwar-ʨ worship 
finish-EP The worshipping service is over. 
wargə- [wargə-] Vt hold in hand; (see also 
/wɑr-/) 托 [=cmn] | var. wuəgə- (Li85), cf. ŋgun 
(BökeLiu82) | xar wuəgə- hand hold shake 
hands 
wari [wari] EX exclamation (surprise) 喔（感叹） 
| var. ˈwɑri (Li85) | nə ʨiˈʥɤ sɛˈxɑŋ ˈvɑri this 
flower pretty EX This fower is so pretty! 
wari- [wari-] Vt hold in hand; contain; hold in 
mouth 含，衔 [=mon *barï- 'grab'] | var. vɑr- 
(Li85), amangdə uarə- 含，衔 (BökeLiu82) | 
ˈsɛʐʅ̥ vɑr- (Li1985) money hold Hold the 
money! 
wari-so- [war-so-] Vt hold 把握，托 [=mon 
*barї- 'grab, hold, take'] | var. wɑr-sɤ- 
warmang1 [warmɔŋ] N steelyard, scale (for 
weighing things) 秤 [=adx hʥa ma (WT rgya) 
'scales; pound'] | var. varˈmɔŋ (Li85), warmang 
(MaSato2016) 
warmang2 [warmaŋ] N catty (weight, 500g.) -ck 
in Li! 斤 [=adx hʥa ma (WT rgya) 'scales; pound'] | 
var. warmang (MaSato2016) 
warmələ- [warmələ-] Vt weigh 称 [=adx hʥa ma 
(WT rgya) 'scales' + LA- ; cf. adx ʦʰal~ʦʰe (WT !
bkjag))] | var. vɑrmələ- (Li85), tʂəŋlə-, 
warmale- (MaSato2016) 
warwardə [warwardə] AV occasionally, 
sometimes 偶尔 [=adx/mon wawara + mon dat/loc 
də] | var. varvarˈdə (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli varvarˈdə gə 
nəˈgə xil-ˈʥi  Sholi sometimes song one sing-
SUBJ Sholi occasionally sang songs. 
warzi [warʣɿ] N theory, principle of religion 宗
教原理，理论 [=arb! ! ورز warz 'gain, profit; custom, 
trade'] | var. varˈʣɿ (Li85) 
watəġ- [watʰəɢ-] Vi set (sun) (v.) 下（太阳） 
[=adx! adx nʥa (ɳə ma ~), nəp; cf. mon *siŋge-] | var.  
waˈtəʁ- (Li85) | naˈrɑŋ waˈtəʁ-ʨ (Li85) sun 
set-EP The sun has set. 
wawapin [wawapʰin] N earthenware jar 陶罐 
[=cmn 瓦瓦瓶] | var. vɑvɑˈpin 
waxərči [waxərʨʰi] N groom's women (female 
members of groom's family sent to a bride's 
home to escort the bride on her wedding day) 新
郎的妇女（新郎家庭中的女性成员，在结
婚当天送到新娘的家中护送新娘）[=mon !
*egeči 'elder sister' or even *ebür/ *öber 'bosom'] | var.  
vɑxərˈʨi 
waya [waja] EX wow! (exclamation of surprise) 哇
呀! （感叹） [=cmn 哇呀!] | var. ˈvɑˈjɑ (Li85) 
| nə ʨiʥˈɤ sɛˈxɑŋ vˈɑˈjɑ this flower pretty EX 
This fower is so pretty! 
wazi [waʣɿ] N socks 袜子 [=cmn 袜子] | var. wɑ
ˈʣɿ (Li85), wazi (MaSato2016) 
wazha [wadʐa] N tile-maker (was CL: 
“ceramics”) 瓦匠 [=cmn 瓦匠!] | var. vɑˈdʐɑ 
(Li85), wazha 碎瓦 'broken tiles' 
(MaSato2016) 
wele- [wɛlɛ-] Vt carry on one's back 背 [=cmn! 背! 
+ LA- (cf. mon *ergü- 'lift, raise, carry'; adx kʰər not 
mon)] | var. vɛl- (Li85), waile- (MaSato2016), 
uɛli-~wele-~bɛlidə 背，担负 (Mo2008) | si 
uɛli gu ˈʦɔ liɯ (Mo2008) 背水 carry water on 
the back 
weri [wɛʐʅ] N wife 妻子，爱人 [=cmn 爱人] | var. 
vɛˈrɩ (Li85), uɛri (Mo2008) 
wesung [wɛsuŋ] N grass, hay 草 [=mon *ebesün] | 
var. uesuŋ (BökeLiu82), vɛˈsuŋ (Li85), ebsoŋ 
(Mo2008), wesung “waisung” (MaSato2016), 
bEsuŋ (Mo2008) | wesung “waisung” ɢade- 
(MaSato2016) 割草 scythe grass 
wetə- [wɛtʰə-] Vi hurt, be sick 疼痛 [=mon *ebed-] 
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| var. wete- “waite-” G (MaSato2016); kxs 
vəide- (Li 1985, vɛˈsuŋ 'grass'), cf. 'knee, 
grass', loss of *e- | hɑˈbib vɛt-ˈʥi Habib sick-
SUBJ Habib was sickwetA -hurt. 
wən [wən] AJ steady, stable 稳 [=cmn 稳] | var. vən 
(Li85) 
wənči [wənʨʰi] N problem 问题 [=cmn 问题] | var.  
ˈvənʨi (Li85) 
wəndang [wəndaŋ] AJ steady in character 稳当 
[=cmn 稳当] | var. vənˈdɑŋ (Li85) 
wəwə cha [wəwə tʂʰa] N tea leaves (typically 
Yunnan Pu'er) compacted into a dome shaped 
tea brick 沱茶 [=cmn 窝窝茶] | var. wəˈwətʂɑ 
(Li85) 
wi [we] COP have; existential verb, subjective 
perspective (Li 1985, “existential verb with 
evidential indicating subjective existential 
(speaker's point of view, cf. objective wɑ; the 
negative form of wi is gi) 有，存在 [=mon *bui / 
*bayi-] | var. ˈve  
wi- [wi-] N trap (was CL: hunt) 陷阱，陷阱 
[=cmn/mon 围(ACC) hit (cmn calque) cf. !rə dak (WT 
ri dags) 'herbivore'] | var. vi-(ˈnə) ʂgə (Li85) 
wibo [wibo] N scarf 围脖 [=cmn 圍脖] | var. viˈbo 
(Li85), wibo (MaSato2016) 
wičün [wiʨʰyn] N apron 围裙 [=cmn 围裙] | var. 
ˈviʨyn (Li85) 
wido [wido] N taste (n.) 味道 [=cmn 味道] | var. 
ˈvido (Li85) 
widolo [widolo] N one with a crooked neck, 
cursed 一个脖子歪的人，被诅咒 [=cmn 歪 + !头
领] | var. vidoˈlo (Li85) 
wigə- [wigə-] V surround 围绕 [=cmn 围+ ge-] | 
var. boˈvigə- (Li85) 
wiguorən [wiguorən] N foreigner 外国人 [=cmn 外
国人] | var. ˈviguorən 
winenə [winɛnə] N maternal grandmother  外奶
奶 [=cmn 外奶奶] | var. ˈvinɛnə 
wisun [wisun] N daughter's son; grandson  外孙 
[=cmn 外孙] | var. ˈwisun (Li85) 
wisun agu [wisun agu] N daughter's daughter; 
granddaughter 外孙女 [=cmn/mon 外孙+ agu] | 
var. əu sunʣi 外甥女（女之女） (Mo2008) 
wišan [wiɕan] AJ dangerous 危险 [=cmn 危险] | 
var. ˈviˈɕɑn 
wišing [wiɕiŋ] N satellite 卫星 [=cmn 卫星] | var. 
ˈviɕiŋ (Li85) 
wishəng agu [wiʂəŋ agu] N niece, sister's 
daughter 外甥女! [=cmn/mon 外甥+ agu] | var. 
ˈviʂəŋ ɑˈgɤ (Li85) 
wishəng au [wiʂəŋ au] N nephew, sister's son 外
甥 [=cmn/mon 外甥+ au] | var. ˈviʂəŋ ˈɑu (Li85), 
wishəng (BökeLiu82); wishing (MaSato2016) 
wishəngyan [wiʂəŋjan] N janitor 卫生员 [=cmn 卫
生员] | var. ˈviˈʂəŋjɑn (Li85) 
wisho [wiʂo] N trapper (was CL: hunter) 捕手 (猎
人） [=cmn 围手 'trapper'] | var. ˈviʂɤ (Li85) 
wiwi [wiwi] N bib (n.) 围兜 [=cmn 围围] | var. ˈviˈvi 
wiyan [wijan] N member of committee 委员 [=cmn 
委员] | var. ˈviˈjɑn 
wiye [wijɛ] N maternal grandfather 外爷 [=cmn 外
爷] | var. ˈvijɛ (Li85), wiyai (MaSato2016) 
wizi [wiʣɿ] N taste (n.) 味道 [=cmn 味子] | var. 
ˈviʣɿ (Li85) 
wizu [wiʣu] Npr Uyghur ethnic group 维吾尔族 
[=cmn 维族] | var. ˈviʣu (Li85) 
wizu kung [wiʣu kʰuŋ] Npr Uyghur person 维
吾尔人 [=cmn/mon 维族 + *küün] | var. ˈviʣu 
kuŋ (Li85) 
woche [wotʂʰɛ] N sedan (automobile) 卧车 [=cmn 卧
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车] | var. ˈwotʂɛ (Li85) 
wogə- [wogə-] Vt grasp, hold, clench (in hand) 
(Li 1985, “pry”) 握 [=cmn 握+ ge-] | var. wogə- 
(Li85) 
wota [wotʰa] N basin (geographical) 盆地（地
理） [=cmn! 窝 wo3 'hollow (on body)' + 滩! (cf. adx 
(tʰaŋ) hʑoŋ )] | var. voˈtɑ (Li85) 
wowo [wowo] N millet bread 小米大饼 [=cmn 窝窝! 
蜗蜗!] | var. voˈvo (Li85) 
wu [wu] five, used only with other Chinese 
numerals, classifier, and measure words 五 
[=cmn 五] | var. wu | ˈsɿwuʂʅ-ˈgə ʦɛˈlio four-
five-ten-CL material forty or ffty pieces of 
material 
wucha [wutʂʰa] N five-pronged fork used in 
farming 五叉 [=cmn 五叉] | var. ˈvutʂɑ 
wuchanggə- [wutʂʰaŋgə-] Vi die, pass away 无
常 [=cmn 无常+ ge-] | var. ˈvutʂɔŋgə- | nə kuŋ 
ˈvutʂɑŋgə-ʥi-ˈgɤ ʨiŋkuˈɑŋ the man die-NFS-
NZR situation The situation concerning the 
death of man. 
wuə [wuə] N nest 窝子 [=cmn 窝] | var. vuə (Li85) 
wugə- [wugə-] Vt cook (mild heat in closed 
vessel) 煮（密闭容器中加热） [=cmn 雾! or 捂
wu3 'enclose, cover up'+ ge- (not adx)] | var. vugə- 
wul [wul] N winter 冬天，冬季 [=mon *übül] | var. 
wul (Li85), wule 冬季 (MaSato2016) 
wur- [wur-] Vt fish with a hook 钩鱼 [=tkc! 'hit'!] | 
var. vur- (Li85) 
wurgang [wurgaŋ] N older brother's wife, sister-
in-law 嫂子，大嫂 [=mon! mon *berigen/ *bergei 
'sister in law']] | var. vurˈgɑŋ (Li85) 
wuro [wuro] N body, physical body (Li 1985, 
body) 身体，肉体 [=cmn 物肉！] | var. vuˈro 
(Li85) 
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x
xa-1 [χa-] Vt close up 关闭 [=mon *kaa- 'cover'] | 
var. xɑ- (Li85), xa- (Böke Liu82) xa-, xa:- 
(Tod64), χa- (Ma Sato2016) | gar-ˈnə xɑ- 
house-ACC close put roof on the house 
xa-2 [χa-] Vt confine 局限 [=cmn 下!] | var. xɑ- 
(Li85) | uˈniɑŋ xɑ-ˈdə ! (Li85) cattle confine-
succeed Lock up the cattle! 
xabagu [χabagu] N chin (n.) 下巴 [=cmn 下巴骨] | 
var. ˈxɑˈbɑˈgu (Li85) 
xadal- [χadal-] V cut deep 切深 [=mon *kadu- 'cut, 
harvest'] | var. xodal- 
xadə- [χadə-] Vt cut (wheat or grass as in 
harvesting) 割 [=mon *kadu- 'cut, harvest'] | var. 
ɢadə-割 (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016), ɢadə-
xadə-gadi- (Mo2008) | hɑˈbib vɛˈsuŋ ʁɑdə-ˈlə 
r-ˈo Habib grass cut-PURP come-PERF1 
Habib came cut grass. 
xadəgə- [χadəgə-] Vt cut (certain yardage of 
cloth, buy cloth) 切（布）, 剪裁 [=mon *kadu- 
'cut, harvest'] | var. xad(ə)gə- | hɑˈbib kɑfɑn-ˈnə 
xadəgə-ˈʥi Habib corpse.cloth-ACC cut-SUBJ 
xadi kung [xadi kʰuŋ] MWE Sinophone 
Muslims, Hui 回族 [=adx/mon kʰa ʨʰe + mon *küün 
'person'] | var. ˈxdi kuŋ (Li85) 
xal [χal] N fire 火 [=mon *gal] | var. χal 
(BökeLiu82, Li85, MaSato2016), xələxalhan 
[sic] (Mo2008) | χal hotung (MaSato2016) A
A  comet| χal šuɢori-   闪电 flash lightning 
(MaSato2016) metal pliers 火钳| xələ ganbu (!
Li85)
xalə [xalə] PN where? 哪里 [=mon *kaa/ *kaana 
'where?'] | var. hɑˈlə (Li85), anə 'where' 
(BökeLiu82), hali (MaSato2016), xali 
(Mo2008) | halsi (MaSato2016) 从哪里? from 
where?| ɕia xalisei jou au (Mo2008) 从哪儿
走？ From where have you gone?' [sic] Where 
do you live? 在哪儿住家？| ɕia xali soʥi 
(Mo2008)
xalə- [χalə-] Vt heat up 热（饭） [=mon xale- 
<*kalaun 'hot'] | var. χale- (MaSato2016) | ʥɑŋ 
su-ˈnə xal-ʥo she water-ACC heat-OBJ She 
heated up the water. 
xalġe- [χalɢə-] MWE stride, take a step 迈步 
[=mon *alku-] | var. xalˈxɤ gə- (Li85), χalɢə- 
(BökeLiu82) 
xami ġurġi [χami ɢurɢi] N shrimp 虾仁 
[=cmn/mon (cf. adx nbə~ɳa hlo lep 'shrimp', nbə 'worm' 
ɳa 'fish')] | var. xɑˈmi ʁurˈʁi (Li85) 
xamu [χamu] N wheat flour with yeast 酵母小麦
粉 [=cmn 酵母 Mid.Ch. 'yeast'] | var. xɑˈmu (rɩ
ˈmɑ) (Li85) 
xan [χan] AJ salty 咸 [=cmn 咸] | var. xɑn (Li85) 
xančo [χanʨʰo] N solder strip 焊锡 [=cmn 焊接 
'weld', 焊处!] | var. ˈxɑnʨo (Li85) 
xandong [χandɔŋ] N alleyway 行道 [=cmn 行+!] | 
var. xɑnˈdɔŋ (Li85) 
xanə- [χanə-] Vi cough 咳嗽 [=mon *kanїa-] | var. 
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xɑn- (Li85), χɑne- (MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib 
xɑn-ˈʥo Habib cough-OBJ Habib is coughing. 
xanǰung [χanʥuŋ] N sleeve 袖子 [=cmn (adx pʰə 
roŋ WT phu thuŋ)] | var. xɑnˈʥoŋ (Li85), 
χɑnʥuŋ G (MaSato2016) 
xanshi [χanʂʅ] AV still 还是 [=cmn 还是] | var. χɑn
ˈʂi (Li85) | nə xɑnˈʂʅ tˈɑntʂɑŋ ˈfgo-ji this still 
staging big-SUBJ This is still grand staging. 
xanta [χantʰa] N shirt 汗褡 [=cmn 汗褡] | var. 
ˈχɑntɑ (Li85), hanʥu (Mo2008) 
xanxu [χanχu] AJ ambiguous, vague; confused, 
uncertain 含糊 [=cmn 含糊] | var. ˈχɑnˈχu (Li85)
| ˈxɑnˈxu gi , hɑˈbib jiˈʥiŋ ʐʅ-ˈʥi uncertainty 
NEGE Habib surely come-SUBJ Without any 
doubt, Habib must have come. 
xanzi [χanʣɿ] N man 男人 [=cmn 汉子] | var. χ
ˈɑnʣi (Li85) 
xang1 [-χaŋ] N rather, a bit (adjectival suffix with 
moderate intensifying effect) 有点儿（带有适
度增强效果的形容词后缀） [=mon] | var. 
-xɑŋ (Li85) | rɑŋ-ˈxɑŋ a bit weaker, relatively 
weak| fulɑŋ-ˈxɑŋ
xang2 [χaŋ] N weight usually made of granite for 
flattening ground 通常由花岗岩制成的用于
压平地面的重量 [=cmn 衡 héng 'weight'] | var. 
xɑŋ (Li85) | xɑŋ-ˈnə ʂgə fatten the ground 
with weight 
xang3 [χaŋ] N yellow 黄 [=cmn 黄] | var. xɑŋ 
(Li85) 
xang4 [-χaŋ] POST only, merely (delimitative 
numeral suffix) 仅，仅（定界数字后缀）
[=mon] | var. -xɑŋ (Li85) | nəgə-ˈxɑŋ only one | 
ʁuɑr-ˈxɑŋ only two
xange [χangɛ] N kindness and love 仁慈和爱 
[=adx sʰem 'heart' + ge-, cf. ɕam慈爱, 仁慈, 和睦
<动>)] | var. xˈɑngɛ (Li85) | ʥɑŋ ɕɑnrən-ˈnə x
ˈɑngɛ-ˈnə bogə-ˈʥi she parent-GEN love-ACC 
repay-SUBJ She repaid herhis parents' love 
and kindness. 
xangə-1 [χaŋgə-] Vt weld 焊接 [=cmn 焊 + ge-] | 
var. xɑŋgə- (Li85) 
xangə-2 [χaŋgə-] Vi recede 后退 [=cmn 还 huán 
'return' + ge-] | var. χɑŋgə- (Li85) | su xɑngə-
ˈʥo water recede-IPF (The) water receded. 
xangǰi ġaǰir [χaŋʥi ɢaʥir] MWE fallow land 休
耕地 [=cmn/mon ! 地+ mon 'land'] | var. xɑŋˈʥi ʁa
ˈʥir 
xangǰo [χaŋʥo] N brown or red liquor usually 
made from rice 酒（棕色火红色的米酒） 
[=cmn 橡(黄!）酒] | var. ˈxɑŋʥɤ 
xanglochu [χaŋlotʂʰu] N rat 鼠，老鼠 [=adx/cmn 
har hda 'rat' + 老鼠 'mouse'] | var. xɑŋloˈtʂu (Li85) 
xangnə shgə- [χaŋ-nə ʂgə-] MWE flatten 
ground with weight called a xɑŋ 。。。衡 
[=cmn/mon 衡 (cmn héng) + 'hit'] | var. xɑŋ-ˈnə ʂgə- 
xangshang1 [χaŋʂaŋ] N emperor 皇上 [=cmn 皇上] 
| var. xɑŋʂɑŋ 
xangshang2 [χaŋʂaŋ] N monk, usually of high 
rank 和尚 [=cmn] | var. xɑŋʂɑŋ (Li85) 
xangshangtete [χaŋʂaŋtʰɛtʰɛ] N empress 皇上
太太 [=cmn 皇上太太] | var. xɑŋˈʂɑŋˈtɛtɛ 
xangshui [χaŋʂui] N fluid from wound       疮水 
[=cmn 黄水 cf. adx ʨʰə sʰer 黄水(疮口或水疱中的)] | 
var. xɑŋˈʂui 
xangtang [χaŋtʰaŋ] AJ preposterous, absurd 荒
唐，荒谬 [=cmn 荒唐] | var. xɑŋˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
xangtung [χaŋtʰuŋ] N brass 黄铜 [=cmn 黄铜] | 
var. ˈχɑŋtuŋ (Li85) 
xangyan [χaŋjan] N tobacco leaf 烟叶 [=cmn 黄烟] 
| var. ˈxɑŋˈjɑn (Li85) 
xangyang [χaŋjaŋ] N wild antelope 野黄羊 
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[=cmn 黄羊； cf. adx hgo 'antelope', xʰa hʥa ‘wild 
goat'] | var. ˈxɑŋjɑŋ (Li85) 
xangying [χaŋjiŋ] N yellow kite, hawk or eagle 黄
鹰 [=cmn 黄鹰] | var. ˈxɑŋjiŋ (Li85) 
xar1 [χar] N hand; skill 手；技艺 [=mon *gar] | var. 
χar (BökeLiu82, MaSato2016) | χar dungde 
(MaSato2016) 手下 under the hand| χar gapu 
(MaSato2016) 手背 back of hand high skilled 技
艺高| χar under (MaSato2016)
xar2 [χar-] Vi amount to, come to 总计， 来到 
[=mon *gar + *halagan] | var. xar- (Li85) | nə u
ˈniɔŋ varˈmɑŋ jintɤnəˈgə xar-g-ˈo this cow 
weight how much amount to-
CMOD(Desiderative)-OBJ How much weight 
does this cow amount to? 
xar-1 [χar-] Vi go out (away from speaker), go, 
make an exit 走（远离扬声器），走出去，
退出 [=mon *gar- 'come out, appear'] | var. χɑr- 
(Li85), xaʐ(i)- (Mo2008) | gadə xaʐi gə də 
puɳiaŋ nə gadəxə xaʐi nə ʥigəʥi ɯ-ʣɔ 
(Mo2008) 撵出来 expel, chase out 
xar-2 [χar-] Vi get up 起来，起床 [=mon *gar- 
'come out, appear'] | var. xɑr- (Li85) | nəmɑ-ˈdə 
xar ! mountain-LOC get up Get up the 
mountain! 
xara [χara] AJ black 黑 [=mon *kara] | var. χʂa G 
(MaSato2016) 
xarə- [χar-] Vi return (towards speaker) 返回 
[=mon *karї-] | var. χarə- (BökeLiu1982), xari- 回
来 (MaSato2016); BaoN ha- 回去 (Mo2008) 
xar ganzi [xar-ganʣɿ] MWE arm 胳膊 
[=mon/cmn *gar 'hand' +] | var. xar-gɑnˈʣɿ (Li85), 
χar ganzi (MaSato2016) | odə ʂɑŋ-ˈnə xar-gɑn
ˈʣɿ upper arm| doˈrə xar-ganˈʣɿ lower arm| 
xarġalə yonə fugə- [χar-ɢalə jo-nə fugə-] 
MWE stand akimbo 叉腰站立 [=mon *gar.hand-
COMIT waist-ACC lean.on] | var. χar-ʁɑˈlə jo-ˈnə 
fugə- 
xarġə1 [χarɢə] N manure, droppings (of those 
ungulates considered meat animals) 粪便（有
蹄类动物的粪便） [=mon *hargal/ *hargasun 
'dung, dung used as fuel'] | var. xarˈʁə 
xarġə2 [χarɢə] N fertilizer 肥料 [=mon *hargal/ 
*hargasun 'dung, dung used as fuel'] | var. xarˈʁə 
(Li85) 
xarġə- [χarɢə-] Vt cut hair by shaving, shave 刮
（头，胡子） [=mon *kïrga-] | var. xarʁə- | 
troŋ-ˈnə xarʁə- head-ACC shave shave the 
head 
xarġə tunggəčung [χarɢə tʰuŋgəʨʰuŋ] MWE 
one who collects manure for living 一个收集
粪便的人 [=mon *hargal/ *hargasun 'dung, dung used 
as fuel' ....] | var. xarʁə-(ˈnə) tuŋgə-ˈʨuŋ (Li85) 
xašun [χaɕun] N bear (n.) 熊 [=cmn !黑 + 熊] | var. 
χɑˈɕun (Li85) 
xat- [χatʰ-] Vt cover, put on (top of container) 盖，
放（在容器顶部） [=tkc! !qat] | var. xat- | 
ˈgɛgɑ-nə xat ! top-ACC put Put on the top (of 
pot)! 
xa xa [χa χa] ONOMAT ha ha (laughter) 哈哈大笑 
| var. xɑ, xɑ (Li85) 
xe1 [xɛ] N sea, ocean 海 [=cmn 海] | var. xɛ (Li85) 
xe2 [xɛ] N shoe 鞋子 [=cmn 鞋] | var. xi~xe ~xɛ 
(Li85, MaSato2016), xɛ (Mo2008) | da əu xɛ 
(Mo2008) 布鞋 cloth shoes 
xe- [xɛ-] Vi suffer drought 遭受干旱头后 [=mon 
*hee- 'warm; dry in the sun; bake, roast'] | var. xɛ- 
(Li85), gei- (Mo2008) | asiman getaʥi 
(Mo2008) 天旱 There is a drought. 
xeči [xeʨʰi] N scissors 剪刀 [=mon *kaїčї] | var. xe
ˈʨi (Li85), hiqi (MaSato2016) 
xe deda [xɛ tɛda] N shoelaces 鞋带! [=cmn 鞋带
带] | var. xi ˈdɛdɑ (Li85) 
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xegə- [xigə-] V show signs of pregnancy 怀孕 
[=cmn 怀 + ge-] | var. xigə- (Li85) 
xenə guezi [xɛnə guɛʣɿ] MWE gulf (of ocean) 海
湾 [=cmn 海 ACC 拐子] | var. xɛ-ˈnə ˈguɛˈʣɿ 
xetang [xitʰaŋ] N brown sugar 红糖 [=cmn 黑糖] | 
var. xiˈtɑŋ 
xe tobče [xɛ tʰobʨʰɛ] N cloth button 布钮 [=mon 
cloth! + tobci] | var. xɛˈtodʐɛ (Li85) 
xeying [xəjiŋ] N black hawk, eagle or kite  黑鹰 
[=cmn 黑鹰] | var. ˈxəjiŋ 
xezi [xɛʣɿ] N automatic pistol 自动手枪 [=cmn] | 
var. xɛˈʣɿ (Li85) 
xəbləġi [xəbləɢi] AJ extremely black (archaism 
used by elders only) 黑黑的 [(not adx, cf. adx nak 
nak 'pitch black')] | var. xəbləˈʁi (Li85) 
xəčəl- [xəʨʰəl-] Vt cut with scissors 剪，铰 
[=mon *kaїčї] | var. xiʨal- 
xəfang [xəfaŋ] AJ appropriate, satisfactory 适当，
满意 [=cmn 合 + ！] | var. xəˈfɑŋ (Li85) 
xəǰa- [xəʥa -] Vi bark 狗吠 [=mon *kuča-] | var. 
xʥɑ (Li85) | noˈʁui xʥɑ-ˈʥo dog bark-OBJ 
The dog is barking. 
xəǰoxan [xəʥoxan] N alcoholic (person) 喝酒
汉 [=cmn 喝酒汉] | var. ˈxəʥˈɤxˈɑn (Li85) 
xənglianggə- [xəŋliaŋgə-] V weigh carefully 
before making decision 衡量 [=cmn 衡量 + ge-] | 
var. xəŋˈliɑngə- [sic] (Li85) | mɑnˈgɤʨiŋkuɑŋ-
ˈnə xuŋˈliɑngə-ˈʥi we(incl.) condition-ACC 
weigh-SUBJ We weighed the condition 
carefully. 
xərġə- [xərɢə-] V lay down, put down 放下 
[=adx !nʥok~ʑak '放置, 放; 遗留, 留下'+ ge- (cf. mon 
*talbї-)] | var. xərʁə- (Li85) | liɑŋ-ˈnə xərʁə- 
beam-ACC lay down lay down the beam 
xəšen shgə- [xəɕɛn ʂgə-] MWE yawn 打呵欠, 打
哈欠 [=cmn/mon 呵欠 + mon 'hit' cmn calque of 打呵
欠] | var. ˈhəɕɑn ʂgə- (Li85), (bən) ʦi ɛgə- 
'yawn' (Mo2008) | bən ʦi ɛgə ʥiɔ (Mo2008) 
yawn 
xəshan [xəʂan] N exaggeration 夸大之词，大言 
[=cmn] | var. ˈxəʂɑn | dɛwɑ-də-ˈgɤ xsɑr-ˈlɑ 
ˈxəʂɑn ʂgə-ˈʥi village-LOC-NZR youngster-
PL boat hit-PFV The youngsters of the village 
were boastful. 
xəshi [xəʂʅ] AJ fit (referring clothing) 合适 [=cmn 
合适] | var. xəˈʂɩ (Li85) 
xəxə1 [xəxə] N box 盒子 [=cmn 盒盒] | var. ˈxəxə 
xəxə2 [xəxə] N harelip, cleft palate 豁嘴，兔唇 
[=adx xʰo xʰo < kʰa xʰo] | var. xəˈxə (Li85) 
xəzi1 [xəʣɿ] N box 盒子 [=cmn 盒子] | var. ˈxəʣɿ 
xəzi2 [xəʣɿ] N cocoon; silkworm cocoon    蚕茧 
[=cmn 盒子 'case' (cf. 合子 'zygote')] | var. ˈxəʣɿ 
(Li85) 
xil- [xil-] Vi utter sound (referring all animals 
except dogs), thunder 发出声音 [=mon *kaїla- 
'make a noise; shout; cry'] | var. xil- (Li85) 
xile- [xile-] V sing; call (Li 1985, often referring 
person who is not trained be singer) 唱；叫 
[=mon *kaїla- 'make a noise; shout; cry'] | var. xil- 
(Li85) | ˈɕoˈli gə xil-ˈʥo ɕoli song sing-OBJ 
Sholi sang a song. 
xǰanong [xʥanɔŋ] AJ lonely, alone 寂寞 [=adx 
hʨaŋ hʨaŋ 单一，单独，单自] | var. xʥɑˈnɔŋ 
(Li85), χʥiaχaŋ 'alone' (limitative pronoun 
(BökeLiu82:34) | bu ʥia xa ŋaŋ xɔ li ʥiɔ 
(Mo2008) 跑单帮 travel around trading on one's 
own 
xǰi [xʥi] N central, center, middle 中， 中心 
[=adx hʨi] | var. ˈxʥi (Li85), xǰi (MaSato2016) 
| xǰi ɢor (MaSato2016)   中指 middle fnger| 
xǰide (MaSato2016)  中心间 middle room| 
xǰi ġor [xʥi ɢor] N middle finger 中指 [=adx/mon 
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hcçɪ 'middle'+ mon 'ginger'] | var. xʥi ʁor (Li85), 
xǰi ɢor (MaSato2016) 
xo- [χo-] Vi be dry (v.) [dry up, get dry] 干 [cf. 
mon *kuuraї 'dry'] | var. xo- 'dry' (Li85), cf. hɛ- 
'arid' [sic?] (Li85) | ʁaˈʥir ˈxo-ʨ land dry-
COS The land dried.| xo-ˈsɑŋ ʁaˈʥir dried 
land| 
xobdan [χobdan] Npr fifth and last prayer of the 
day after sunset (Li 1985, “The term also refers 
to 8:30 p.m. or thereabouts”) 宵礼（伊斯兰教
宗教功课每日五番拜中的第五番次礼拜） 
[=per ḵẖuftan خفتن 'sleep; the prayer before sleep'] | 
var. ˈxuəˈbuˈdɑn χobdɑn (MaSato2016) 
xoche [χotʂʰɛ] N train (n.) 火车 [=cmn 火车] | var. 
ˈxuoˈtʂɛ (Li85) 
xochezhan [χotʂʰɛdʐan] N train station     火车
站 [=cmn 火车站] | var. ˈxuoˈtʂɛdʐɑn (Li85) 
xolo [χolo] AJ far 远 [=mon *kola 'far'] | var. χolo G 
(MaSato2016) 
xolung [χoluŋ] AJ warm, hot 热，温 [=mon 
*kalaun 'hot'] | var. xoˈluŋ (Li85) 
xolungči- [χoluŋʨʰi-] Vi be warm 温热 [=mon 
*kalaun 'hot'] | var. xoluŋˈʨi- (Li85) | bu xoluŋ
ˈʨi-ʨ I warm-COS I became warm. 
xomo [χɔmo] AJ fine body hair 毫毛 [=cmn 毫毛] | 
var. ˈxɔmu (Li85) 
xondale- [χondal-] Vt peel 剥皮，削 [=mon 
*koltul-; cf. adx hʑok, mon *ǰor-] | var. xundal- 
(Li85) 
xonə [χonə] N sheep 羊 [=mon *konїn] | var. xoˈnə 
(Li85), χone (MaSato2016) 
xonoka [xonokʰa] N back of head 头后 [(mon 
*hekin 'head'; *geǰige 'back of head, neck')] | var. 
xɤnɤˈkɑ (Li85) 
xongna-1 [χoŋna-] Vt pacify (child) 安抚 [=cmn 哄 
‘amuse; deceive' + ge-] | var. xoŋnɑ- (Li85) 
xongna-2 [χoŋna-] Vt lie to, cheat 哄 [=cmn 哄 + 
LA-] | var. xoŋnɑ- (Li85) 
xongshu [xoŋʂu] N sweet potato 红薯 [=cmn 红薯] 
| var. ˈxoŋʂu (Li85) 
xongtun [χoŋtʰun] N copper 红铜 [=cmn 红铜] | 
var. ˈxoŋtun 
xor1 [χor] N nose 鼻子；鼻涕 [=mon *kabar/ *kamar] 
| var. xor (Li85), χor（BökeLiu82, 
MaSato2016) | χor ɢodung (MaSato2016) 鼻梁 
bridge of the nose| χor seb “saib” 
(MaSato2016) 鼻翅 nostrils, wings of the nose 
tip of the nose 鼻尖| χor terong (MaSato2016)
xor2 [χor] N nasal mucus, snot 鼻涕 [=adx hna ʨʰə， 
hnap (hon.)] | var. ˈxor (Li85), χor (BökeLiu82, 
Li85), huori 鼻子  （五官之一） 'nose' [sic]
(Mo2008) | huori ʥiaʥia (Mo2008) 干鼻涕
（鼻垢） dried snot 
xorən [xoʐən] N son, descendants 后人 [=cmn 后
人] | var. ˈxɤʐin (Li85) | ʥɑŋ ˈxɤʐʅn-lɑ-ˈnə 
lɑgə-ˈʥi she descendents-PL-ACC raise-SUBJ 
She raised the children. 
xor liangliang [χor liaŋliaŋ] N ridge of nose, 
nose bridge 鼻梁 [=cmn 鼻梁梁] | var. xor ˈliɑŋ
ˈliɑŋ (Li85) 
xor nakung [χor nakʰuŋ] N nostril 鼻孔 [=mon 
*kabar 'nose' + 'hole'] | var. χor naˈkuŋ (Li85), 
huori nakuŋ 鼻涕 [sic](Mo2008), χor nakʰuŋ 
(MaSato2016) 
xorong [χoroŋ] twenty 二十 [=mon *korïn] | var. 
xoˈroŋ (Li85), χoroŋ (BökeLiu82) , χoruŋ 
(MaSato2016) BaoN χɵrɵŋ, kxs --dgx qoruŋ | 
xoˈroŋ nəˈgə twenty-one| xoˈroŋ ʁuɑr twenty-
two| 
xorum [χorum] N lie, falsehood 谎，谎话 [=cmn! 
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谎言! adx nʣən (cf. mon *kudal)] | var. xo
ˈrum~xorum~xo̥ˈʂum (Li85) 
xosung [χosuŋ] AJ empty, hollow 空 [=mon 
*koasun] | var. xoˈsuŋ (Li85) 
xosung war- [χosuŋ war-] MWE fail to observe 
Islamic fast because of getting up after sunrise 
由于日出后起床而无法快速观察伊斯兰教 
[=mon 'emptiness hold'] | var. xoˈsuŋ wɑr- 
xosho [χoʂo] N night, darkness 晚上，黑暗 [(not 
mon)] | var. xo̥ˈʂo | xo̥ˈʂo ˈol-ʨ night arrive-EP 
Darkness has arrived. 
xoshum [χoʂum] AJ fake, false 假的 | var. xo̥
ˈʂum (Li85) 
xotung [χotuŋ] AJ hard 硬 [=mon *katau 'hard, 
difficult'] | var. xoˈduŋ (Li85), χotuŋ 
(MaSato2016) 
xowa [xowa] N monkey 猴子 [=cmn 猴+!] | var. 
ˈxɤvɑ (Li85) 
xozi [χoʣɿ] N bugle (n.) 号角 [=cmn 号角 hàojiao3] 
| var. ˈxoʣɿ | ˈxoʣɿ filə- bugle blow to play a 
bugle 
xsimo [xsɿmo] AJ comfortable 舒服 [=adx somo] | 
var. xsɿˈmo (Li85), xsimo (Chen90c) 
xsha- [χʂa-] Vt scold, reproach 骂 [=adx hɕu (mon 
*sögee- 'scold, curse, blame')] | var. xʂɑ- (Li85), χʂa 
G (MaSato2016); ʂa- (Mo2008) | bu hɑbib-ˈnə 
xʂɑ-g-ˈi I Habib-ACC scold-CMOD-SUBJ I 
will scold Habib. 
xsha kung1 [xʂa kʰuŋ] MWE infidel (derogatory 
name for Han Chinese) 汉族（贬义名） 
[=adx/mon ! xati + mon. *küün 'person'] | var. ˈxʂɑ 
kuŋ (Li85) 
xsha kung2 [xʂa kʰuŋ] N infidel (vis-à-vis Islam) 
异教徒（与伊斯兰教徒相对） [=!/mon *küün 
'person'] | var. ˈxʂɑkuŋ (Li85) 
xsha nianwawa [χʂa nianwawa] N iris (of the 
eye) 虹膜（眼睛） [=!/cmn ! + 眼睛！娃娃] | 
var. xʂɑ niɑnwɑwˈɑ 
xshi [xʂi] AV smoothly, free of trouble 顺利 
[=adx!] | var. xʂɩ (Li85) | xsɑr-ˈlɑ ɕinɛʐʅ-ˈnə 
xʂi kəˈdə or-ʁə-ˈʥi ˈginə youngster-PL bride-
ACC freely house enter-CAU-NFS NEGE The 
youngsters would not let the bride enter the 
house freely. 
xu1 [χu] N water kettle 壶 [=cmn 壶] | var. xu (Li85) 
xu2 [χu] AV chaotically, messily 糊 [=cmn 糊] | var. 
xu (Li85) | hɑˈbib ʣɿ-ˈnə xu pʨi-ˈʥo Habib 
word-ACC messily write-OBJ Habib wrote the 
words messily. 
xua [χua] N painting (n.) 画 [=cmn 画] | var. xuɑ 
(Li85) 
xuafi [χuafi] N chemical fertilizer 化肥 [=cmn 化肥] 
| var. xuɑˈfi (Li85) 
xuagə- [χuagə-] Vt paint, draw 画 [=cmn 画+ge-] | 
var. xuˈɑgə- (Li85), χuage- (MaSato2016) 
xuaǰang [χuaʥaŋ] N painter 画匠 [=cmn 画匠] | 
var. xuˈɑʥɑŋ (Li85) 
xuama [χuama] N multi-colored horse 花马 
[=cmn 花马] | var. xuɑˈmɑ (Li85) 
xuanzi [χuanʣɿ] N talon, claw 爪子 [=cmn 钳子 
cmn qián 'claw, pincers' (cf. mon *kїmusun, adx 
hder~hdi mo)] | var. xuɑnˈʣɿ (Li85) 
xuasangə- [χuasangə-] Vi be frugal 省 [=cmn 花
省] | var. xuɑˈsɑngə- (Li85) 
xuaso [χuaso] AJ easy-going 随和，欢送 [=cmn 和
随 or 欢送, cf. msc 随和 suihé] | var. xuɑˈso | nə 
kuŋ xuɑˈso, ˈdɑnʂi ˈkɛtuŋ ˈginə this person 
easy-going, but open-minded NEGE This 
person is easy-going but not open-minded. 
xuashən [χuaʂən] N peanut 花生 [=cmn 花生] | 
var. ˈxuɑˈʂən (Li85), χuaʂin (MaSato2016) | 
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χuaʂin tosung (MaSato2016) 花生油 peanut oil 
xuayengə- [χuajɛngə-] Vt test by laboratory 
analysis 化验，实验 [=cmn    化验 + ge-] | var. 
χuɑˈjɛngə- (Li85) 
xubudan [χuəbudan] N isha prayer (Islamic, 
fifth and final daily prayer at night) 伊萨祷告
（伊斯兰教，夜间第五次也是最后一次每
日祈祷） [=per ḵẖuftan خفتن 'sleep, last prayer of 
day'] | var. ˈxuəbuˈdɑn 
xuda [χuda] N God 真主，胡达 [=per خدا ḵẖudā] | 
var. xu̥ˈdɑ (Li85), χuda (MaSato2016) | xuˈdɑ 
hɑbib-ˈnə ˈʣuiɕɑngə-ʨ God Habib-ACC make 
retribution-EP against God has exacted 
retribution from Habib. 
xudar- [χudar-] Vi be muddle-headed 迷糊，昏
迷 [=cmn 糊涂] | var. xudar- (Li85), χuderi- 
(MaSato2016), hudan-     昏迷，昏昏沉沉，
迷迷糊 'in a stupor, coma' (Mo2008) | məˈnə 
noˈʣɿ xudar-ˈʥo my brain muddled-OBJ My 
brain is muddled.| hɑbib xudar-ˈʥo Habib 
muddled-OBJ Habib is muddle-headed.| 
xudung [χuduŋ] N animal pen, barn (for horse, 
mule, or donkey) 畜圈（牛，羊等） [=mon 
*kotan 'enclosure, walled town' (cf. mon korїan~kürian 
'(livestock) enclosure') > xutung?] | var. xu̥ˈduŋ 
(Li85), χutoŋ G (MaSato2016) 
xuegə- [χuɛgə-] Vi break down, malfunction 技
术故障，故障 [=cmn 坏 + ge-] | var. xuɛgə- | 
tʂɛˈʣɿ xuɛˈgə-ʨ car break down-EP The car 
broke down. 
xuepəng [χuepʰəŋ] N brazier (burning wood or 
charcoal, placed on bed as heat) 火盆（燃烧
木材或木炭，放在床上加热） [=cmn 火盆] | 
var. xuəˈpəŋ 
xueto čiza [χuɛtʰo ʨʰiʣa] N umbilical cord 脐
带 [=cmn 血统！+ 脐带] | var. xuɛˈtɤ ʨiʣˈɑ 
(Li85) 
xuəbudan [χuəbudan] N evening time, time for 
ḵẖuftan, about 830 p.m. 晚上的时间，约夫坦
的时间，大约下午 8点 30粪 [=per ḵẖuftan 
 sleep, last prayer  of day'] | var. ˈxuəbuˈdɑn' خفتن
(Li85) 
xuəbuə [χuəbuə] AJ lively, vivacious, sprightly 
(said of children) 活泼 [=cmn 活泼] | var. 
ˈxuəbuə (Li85) 
xuəčan [χuəʨʰan] N fire-tongs 火钳 [=cmn 火钳] | 
var. ˈxuəˈʨɑn 
xuəko [χuəkʰo] N slipknot 活结 [=cmn 活扣] | var.  
xuəkˈɤ (Li85) 
xuəlian [χuəlian] N fire steel (piece of metal 
struck on a stone to make fire)      镁棒，火镰
子(打火用) [=cmn 火镰] | var. ˈxuəˈliɑn 
xuəshi [χuəʂʅ] N flint stone 火石，燧石 [=cmn 火
石] | var. xuəˈʂɩ 
xuətanzi [χuətʰanʣɿ] N ember 火炭 [=cmn 火炭
子] | var. ˈxuəˈtɑˈnʣɿ 
xuəto [χuətʰo] AJ generous 慷慨 [=cmn 慨 + !头] | 
var. xuəˈtɤ (Li85) 
xuəxu [χuəχu] N electric kettle (Li 1985, kettle 
with a built-in burner underneath) 电热壶 
[=cmn 火壶] | var. ˈxuəˈxu 
xuəyan [χuəjan] N flame 火焰 [=cmn 火焰] | var. 
ˈxuəˈjɑn 
xugə- [χugə-] Vt protect 保护 [=cmn 护 + ge-] | 
var. xugə- (Li85) | tʁɑ ʥinˈʥəʁ xugə-ˈʥo hen 
baby protect-OBJ The hen protected her brood. 
xuičar- [χuiʨʰar-] Vi be worn out 变旧 [=mon 
*kaučïn] | var. χuiʨar- (Li85), χuičiari- 
(MaSato2016) 
xuida [χuida] N answer (n.) 回答 [=cmn 回答] | 
var. ˈχuidɑ (Li85) | ˈxuidɑ-nə ˈok(ə) answer-
ACC give Give (me) an answer! 
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xuidagə- [χuidagə-] V answer 回答 [=cmn 回答] | 
var. ˈχuidɑgə- (Li85) 
xuigə- [χuigə-] Vt dig up 挖掘 [=cmn! 挖! + ge- 
(likely not adx)] | var. χuigə- (Li85) | ʁei ʁaʥir-
ˈnə xuigə-ˈʥo pig earth-ACC dig up-OBJ The 
pig dug up the earth. 
xuinə1 [χuinə] POST back, behind (CL “this word 
does not take locative suffix”) 后面，背后 
[=mon *koїna 'back, posterior side, behind, later, etc'] | 
var. xuiˈnə (Li85), xuiʂˈlə χuine (MaSato2016), 
xuinəxuinəhuinə (Mo2008) | χuinegu 
(MaSato2016) 后面的 back (aj.)| χuineχang 
(MaSato2016) 后边 back (n.) behind the house 
房后| gər xuinə (Mo2008)
xuinə2 [χuiʂlə] POST behind, in future, soon after 后
面；将来； 随后 [=mon *koїna 'back, posterior'] | 
var. χuiʂˈlə (Li85), xuinə (Mo2008) | ʨi jou, 
bu xuinə ʐɛ (Mo2008) 你先走，我随后就来 You 
go for the time being, I'll come soon after 
xuinə3 [χuinə] POST in the future 将来 [=mon 
*koїna 'back, posterior side, behind, later, etc'] | var. 
χuiˈnə (Li85) 
xuinə4 [χuinə] POST for the sake of 为了 [=mon 
*koїna 'back, posterior side, behind, later, etc'] | var. 
χuiˈnə (Li85) | hɑˈbib gar-ˈnə xuiˈnə lɑ-ˈʥo 
Habib house-ACC cry-OBJ Habib cried for the 
sake of the house. 
xuizu [xuiʣu] Npr Hui ethnic group (sinophone 
Muslims) 回族 [=cmn 回族] | var. ˈχuiˈʣu 
(Li85) 
xuizhe [χuidʐɛ] CONJ or 或者 [=cmn 或者] | var. 
χuiˈdʐɛ (Li85) | ɑˈʣɿ ˈxuidʐɛ ˈɕindɤ elder 
sister or younger sister older sister or younger 
sister 
xuǰo [χuʥo] N black pepper, black peppercorn 胡
椒 [=cmn 胡椒] | var. ˈχuʥio M2016 
xuliǰing [χuliʥiŋ] N bewitching woman who is a 
fox in disguise (folklore) 伪装成狐狸的迷人
女人（民俗） [=cmn 狐狸精] | var. ˈxuliʥiŋ 
xulu [χuluŋ] N gourd 葫芦 [=cmn 葫芦] | var. xuluŋ 
(Li85), χulu (MaSato2016) 
xuma [χuma] N sesame, flax, linseed 胡麻 [=cmn 胡
麻] | var. xuˈmɑ (Li85) 
xungə- [χungə-] Vi faint; be nauseous 昏 [=cmn 
昏+ ge-] | var. xungə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib noʣɿ-ˈdə 
xungə-ˈʥo Habib brain-LOC faint-OBJ Habib 
feels faint. 
xuorən [χuorən] MWE be alive 活人 [=cmn 活人] | 
var. ˈxuoˈrən (Li85) 
xur- [χur-] Vt stir-fry 炒 [=mon *kaur-] | var. χur- 
(Li85), xuri- (MaSato2016) | ʦɛ-ˈnə xur- food-
ACC stir fry stir fry the food 
xušung [χuʂuŋ] AJ sour (taste) 酸（味觉） 
[=mon *gasїun] | var. χuɕyŋ (BökeLiu82), 
xuɕung, χuʂuŋ G (MaSato2016), Li1985 has 
allophonic ʂ 
xushi [χuʂʅ] N nurse (n.) 护士 [=cmn 护士] | var. 
ˈxuʂɩ (Li85) 
xusho [χuʂo] N hand guard (on knife) 护手 [=cmn 护
手] | var. ˈxuʂɤ (Li85) 
xutung kung [χutʰuŋ kʰuŋ] N woman, female 
human beings 女性 [=mon *katun 'empress, wife, 
woman' + *küün] | var. xoˈdoŋ kuŋ (Li85), χutʰuŋ 
kʰuŋ (BökeLiu82), χutʰuŋ kuŋ (MaSato2016) 
xuya [χuja] N canine tooth 虎牙 [=cmn 虎牙] | var. 
ˈχujɑ (Li85) 
xuzi [χuʣɿ] N beard, whiskers 胡子 [=cmn 胡子] | 
var. χuˈʣi (Li85) | gəu jxu [sic] (Mo2008) 八
字胡子 mustache shaped like A  
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y
ya [ja] EX exclamatory particle (EX) 呀 [=cmn 呀] | 
var. jɑ (Li85) | bu nə rɑʐʅ-ˈnə jintɤnəˈgə gɑgə-
ˈʥi jɑ ! I this child-ACC how much love-
SUBJ EX How much I love this child! 
yaba [jaba] N mute person 哑巴 [=cmn 哑巴] | var. 
jɑˈbɑ (Li85) 
yačozi [jaʨʰoʣɿ] N bridesmaid 伴娘，  女宾娘 
[=cmn] | var. ˈjɑʨoʣi (Li85) 
yago1 [jagə~jagɔ] N toothpaste 牙膏 [=cmn 牙膏] | 
var. ˈjɑˈgə~yago~ˈjɑˈgɔ (Li85) 
yago2 [jago] N male dog 公犬 [=cmn 洋狗!] | var. 
ˈjɑgɤ (Li85) 
yaǰanzi [jaʥanʣɿ] N necklace 项链 [=cmn] | var.  
ˈjɑʥɑnʣi (Li85) 
yamu1 [jamu] N food, prepared dishes; noodle 
soup, any staple made of wheat flour and 
cooked in soup 面汤，饭 [=tkc *yäm] | var. 
yamu (Li85), jɛm~yam~ 
uiɛm~yamu~iɛmu~yamu~iamə~yamu~ jamu 
(Mo2008), yaimu (MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib ja
ˈmu ɤ-ˈʥo (Li85) Habib noodles drink-OBJ 
Habib is eating food.| yemu ǰiale- 
(MaSato2016), iɛmu ʥiɛlə- (Mo2008) 做饭 
prepare food food is ready 饭好了| iɛmu 
ʥiɛlɔ au (Mo2008) iɛmu iou- (Mo2008) 盛饭 
serve food, fill a bowl (with rice, noodles, etc) 
| iɛmu bɔlɔ əu- (Mo2008) 开饭 serve a meal| 
iɛmu ɕilɛ- (Mo2008) 舀汤 ladle out soup short-
legged table used on kang 炕桌| iɛmu gɔɕilɛ 
(Mo2008) iɛmu təgəu au (Mo2008) （饭）生 
half-cooked (meal) | iɛmu əugəu ɛmlə xa nə 
xua (Mo2008) food eat-NZR POST hand wash 在
吃饭之前，洗手 Wash the hands before eating.| 
iɛm ʥia tʂuʦi (Mo2008) 厨师，厨子 cook roll 
out noodles 擀面条| iɛmu daləgə- (Mo2008)
yamugang [jamugaŋ] PN anything; only used in 
negative constructions 无论什么 [=mon 
*yaan/*yaun] | var. iamə 无论什么 
(BökeLiu82:35) | hɑbib jɑˈmugɑŋ-ˈnə nda-ˈgə 
ʂ-o (Li85) Habib anything-ACC eat-CMOD 
NEG-OBJ Habib doesn't eat anything. 
yančo [janʨʰo] N shaft of vehicle [of a cart] 车辕 
[=cmn 辕+!] | var. tʂə jənʨʰiao (BökeLiu82), 
ˈjɑnʨo (Li85), ˈyančio (MaSato2016) 
yanda [janda] AV originally 原来 [=cmn/mon 原+ 
da] | var. jɑnˈdɑ (Li85) | nə ɑlˈmɑŋ sɑŋ ˈginə , 
jɑnˈdɑ mɑlˈgɤ ɑlˈmɑŋ ˈsɑŋ this fruit good 
NEG originally before fruit good This fruit is 
not good, originally it was good. 
yanping [janpʰiŋ] N tobacco pipe 烟袋 [=cmn 烟
瓶] | var. jɑnˈpiŋ (Li85, MaSato2016) 
yanši [janɕi] N banquet 宴席 [=cmn 宴席] | var. jɑn
ˈɕi (Li85), ɕimian (Mo2008), jEsei 吃席 'eat in 
a feast' (Mo2008) | bu jɑnɕi-ˈnə biˈlə-ʨ I 
banquet-ACC give-EP I gave a banquet. 
yanshe [janʂɛ] N color 颜色 [=cmn 颜色] | var. 
jənʂə (BökeLiu82, Mo2008 from BL82), 
ˈjɑnʂɛ (Li85) 
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yanshue [janʂuɛ] N marshal (in army) 元帅 [=cmn 
元帅 msc yuánshuài] | var. jɑnˈʂuɛ (Li85) 
yanshuiguan [janʂuiguan] N big iron pot for 
holding water (was “iron ladle”) 舀水罐 [=cmn 
!舀水 'ladle water' + 罐 guàn 'can, pot, jar'] | var. ˈjɑn
ˈʂuiˈguɑn (Li85), ʣɛgur 水斗 'dipper, ladle' 
(Mo2008) 
yante1 [jantʰe] PN what kind, which? 怎么（样），
哪一个？ [=mon *yaan/*yaun] | var. jinˈtɤ (Li85) 
| ʨi jinˈtɤ jɑŋˈtɑŋ kə̥ ʂ-g-i ? you which candy 
want-CMOD-SUBJ What kind of candy do 
you want? 
yante2 [jantʰe] PN how (used in exclamation) 怎
么 [=mon *yaan/*yaun] | var. jinˈtɤ (Li85) | nə ʨi
ˈʥɤ jinˈtɤ sɛˈxɑŋ-o jɑ this flower how pretty 
OBJ exclamatory particle How beautiful this 
fower is! 
yante shiǰe [jantʰe ʂiʥɛ] PN whatever time 何
时 [=mon *yaan + !] | var. jɑnˈtɤ ʂʥɛ (Li85) | bu 
jɑnˈtɤ ʂʥɛ-ˈdə jɛ ɕi-ˈgə ʂ-ɩ I whatever time-
LOC also go-CMOD NEG-SUBJ I won't go 
any time. 
yanto nəgə1 [jantʰo nəgə] PN how much? 多少? 
[=mon *yaan/*yaun] | var. jintɤnəˈgə (Li85) | ʨi 
uniɔŋ muʁˈɑ jintɤ nəˈgə ɑp-g-i you cow meat 
buy-CMOD-SUBJ How much beef do you 
want buy? 
yanto nəgə2 [jantʰo nəgə] PN how much (in 
exclamatory sentences) 多么 [=mon *yaan/*yaun] 
| var. jintɤnəˈgə (Li85) | nə rɑʐʅ-ˈnə jintɤ nə
ˈgə gɑgə-ˈʥo jɑ ! this child-ACC how love-
OBJ exclamatory particle How much (I) love 
this child! 
yantung [jantʰuŋ] N chimney, stovepipe 烟筒 
[=cmn 烟筒] | var. jɑnˈtuŋ (Li85), indoŋ 
(Mo2008) 
yanxugə- [janxugə-] Vt protect (in military 
maneuvers) 保护（军事演习） [=cmn 掩护 + 
ge-] | var. jɑnˈxugə- (Li85) 
yanyan [janjan] N actor / actress 演员 [=cmn 演员] | 
var. ˈjɑnˈjɑn (Li85) 
yanyan nat- [janjan natʰ-] MWE act 表演 
[=cmn/mon 演员 + play] | var. ˈjɑnˈjɑn nɑt- (Li85) 
yanzi [janʣɿ] N garden (n.) 院子 [=cmn 院子] | 
var. jɑnˈʣiyanzijyɑnˈʣi (Li85) 
yanzhi1 [jandʐʅ] N rouge 胭脂 [=cmn 胭脂] | var. 
jɑnˈdʐi (Li85) 
yanzhi2 [jandʐʅ] N lipstick 口红 [=cmn 颜色!] | 
var. jɑnˈdʐi (Li85) 
yang1 [-jaŋ] AFF modal converb (verb suffix 
CMOD), expressing simultanous or modifying 
action (Li 1985, “suffix of action verb root 
with stative and durative meaning; /-jɑŋ/ is 
used if verb root ends in vowel.”) 着 [=mon (y)-
a-*n] | var. -αŋ-jαŋ~yang~ ɔŋyang~jɔŋ (Li85) | 
hɑˈbib ʂnɛ-ˈjɔŋ nda-ˈʥo Habib laugh-CMOD 
eat-OBJ Habib laughed while eating. 
yang2 [-jaŋ] AFF converbial modal suffix 
(CMOD); LI 1985, "stative and durative verb 
suffix (for vowel-final verb roots, SD)" 名词性
和名词性动词后缀 [=mon] | var. -jɔŋ (Li85) 
yang3 [anʥisuŋ] AFF hortative exortation 'why 
don't you...?', modal converb used 
insubordinately (CMOD) (Li 1985, 
“exhortative suffix of verb root with meaning 
of why not...”) 不是吗？ [=mon (y)-a-*n] | var. 
ɑnʥiˈsuŋ (Li85) | ʨi damu-ˈnə nda-ˈjɑŋ! you 
bread-ACC eat-why not Why don't you eat 
bread?!| ʨi təˈgə lɑ-ˈjɑŋ ! you not cry-why not 
Why don't you stop crying?! Why don't you 
stop crying?!
yang4 [jaŋ] PN what; something 什么 [=mon *yaan/ 
*yaun] | var. jɑŋ (Li85), jɑŋ, iaŋ (BökeLiu82), 
iaŋ (Mo2008), yang (MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib 
jɑŋ-ˈdə ɕin pʨi-ˈʥo Habib what-LOC letter 
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write-OBJ What is Habib writing a letter about?| 
ʨi jɔŋ duŋˈɕi kə̥ ʂ-ˈg-i? you what thing want-
CMOD-SUBJ Which thing do you want?
yang5 [-jaŋ] PN why not? (verb clitic) 不是吗？ 
[=mon *yaan/ *yaun] | var. -jɑŋ (Li85) 
yangbashi [jaŋbaʂʅ] N shepherd 牧羊的，牧人 
[=cmnkc 羊+ bashi] | var. ˈjɑŋˈbɑʂi (Li85), 
jaŋbɑʂi, niubɑʂi (Mo2008) 
yangə-1 [jangə-] Vt grind (graphite) for making 
ink 研 [=cmn 研+ge-] | var. jɑngə- (Li85) | mɛ-
ˈnə jɑngə- graphite-ACC grind make ink 
yangə-2 [jangə-] Vi perform 演 [=cmn 演+ge-] | 
var. jɑngə- (Li85) | ˈnudə ʥaˈsɿ jɑŋ ˈʥɛˈmu 
jɑnɕi-ˈdə jɑngə-ˈʥi nɑt-ˈʥo? today they what 
program banquet-LOC perform-NFS play-OBJ 
What program are they performing at the 
banquet today? 
yangə-3 [jangə-] Vi drown (intransitive) 淹 [=cmn 
淹+ge-] | var. jɑngə- (Li85) | hɑˈbib jɑngə-ˈʥi 
ˈfgə-ʨ Habib drown-NFS die-EP Habib 
drowned. 
yanggəǰi [jiŋgəʥi] PN how? 怎么样？怎么？ 
[=mon *yaan/*yaun + ge- 'do' + ǰi] | var. jiŋgəˈʥi 
(Li85), jɛngəʥi 什么 (Mo2008), ˈyanggeǰi 
(MaSato2016) | hɑˈbib jiŋgəˈʥi ʥalʁɑˈsuŋ 
ʂgə-ˈʥi? Habib how fish strike-SUBJ How 
does Habib catch fsh? 
yanggo [jaŋgo] N German shepherd 洋狗 [=cmn 洋
狗] | var. ˈjɑŋˈgɤ (Li85) 
yangguang [jaŋguaŋ] N sunlight 阳光 [=cmn 阳光] 
| var. ˈjɑŋˈguɑŋ (Li85), iɔŋguɔŋ (Mo2008), 
yangguang (MaSato2016) 
yangġalə1 [jɔŋ-ɢalə] PN why? 为什么？ [=mon 
*yaxu/n + g...] | var. jɔŋ-ʁɑlə (Li85), jɛxələsi 
(Mo2008), yangğale (MaSato2016); cf. BaoN 
yanggeda 'why' (Wu337) | hɑˈbib nɔˈxɑŋ jɔŋ-
ʁɑˈlə rə-ˈʥi ? Habib here why come-PFV Why 
did Habib come here? 
yangġalə2 [jaŋ-ɢalə] PN with what? 用什么？ 
[=mon *yaan/ *yaun] | var. jɔŋ-ʁɑlə (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib jɔŋ-ʁɑˈlə ɕin pʨi-ˈʥo? Habib what-INST 
letter write-OBJ With what did Habib write the 
letter? 
yangpan [jaŋpʰan] N platter, big plate for 
holding food 盘子，盛食物的大盘子 [=cmn 洋
盘] | var. ˈjɑŋpɑn (Li85) 
yangrən [jaŋrən] N albino 白化病人 [=cmn 洋人] | 
var. ˈjɑŋˈrən (Li85) 
yangtang [jaŋtʰaŋ] N candy 糖果 [=cmn 洋糖] | 
var. yangtang (MaSato2016) 
yangtang-mangtang [jaŋtʰaŋ maŋtʰaŋ] N 
candy and the like 糖果什么的 [=cmn 洋糖-
mREDUP] | var. ˈjɑŋˈtɑŋ ˈmɑŋˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
yangwidə [jɔŋwidə] PN everything, whatever, 
anything 所有的，任何 [=mon *yaan/*yaun + 
COP wi-da concessive cnv] | var. jɔŋviˈdə (Li85) | 
ʥaˈsɿ jɔŋvidə-ˈnə ʂɑŋˈliɑŋgə-ʥi  they 
everything-ACC discuss-SUBJ They discussed 
everything.| hɑˈbib jɔŋvidə-ˈnə nda-ˈgəʂ-o 
Habib anything-ACC eat-CMOD NEG-OBJ 
Habib won't eat anything.
yangxan pə [jaŋxan pʰə ] N sex worker, 
prostitute; woman of loose morals 性工作者，
妓女； 道德低落的女人 [=cmn 洋汉！] | var. 
ˈjɑŋxˈɑn pə   (Li85) 
yangxuə [jaŋxuə] N matches (n.) 火柴 [=cmn 洋
火] | var. jɑŋˈxuə (Li85) 
yangxui [jaŋxui] N cement 水泥 [=cmn 洋灰] | 
var. jɑŋˈxui (Li85) 
yangyang [jaŋjaŋ] PN what (plural) 什么（多
数） [=mon *yaan/*yaun + ge- 'do' + ǰi] | var. 
ˈjɑŋjɑŋ (Li85) 
yangye [jaŋjɛ] N potato 洋芋 [=cmn 洋芋] | var. jɑŋ
ˈjɛ (Li85), iaŋi (Mo2008), ˈyangyi 
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(MaSato2016) 
yasa-1 [jasa-] Vt do, accomplish, make 做；修理 
[=tkc yasa-] | var. jas- (Li85) | ˈnəɕɛ ˈsɿʨin-nə 
jas-ˈgɤ kuʂ-ˈʥo these things-ACC make-NZR 
become-IPF One needs make these things. 
yasa-2 [jas-] Vt fix, repair 修理 [=tkc! yasa-] | var. 
jas- (Li85) | mangɤ tʂɛʣɿ-ˈnə jas-ˈɛ we(incl.) 
car-ACC fix-FPH Let's fx the car. 
yase [jasɛ] N major attendance at an Islamic 
worship 人群（朝拜） [=per  يسال yasāl 'crowd'!] 
| var. jaˈsɛ (Li85) 
yasung [jasuŋ] N bone 骨头 [=mon *yasun] | var. jɛ
ˈsuŋ (Li85), iɛsuŋ 骨 (Mo2008), iɛsuŋ 踝骨 
'anklebone' [sic], jəsuŋ G 嘴 'mouth' [sic] 
(Mo2008), yesung~ yasung~yaisung 
(MaSato2016) | gəʐigəu ['leg'] dauʐigəu iɛsuŋ 
kɛʐixə (Mo2008) 胫骨（小腿） tibia (shin bone) 
yašang [jaɕaŋ] N male musk deer (Moschus 
moschiferus) 雄獐, 公麝 [=cmn ! ya 'male' + 香, cf. 
adx hla wo] | var. ˈjɑɕɑŋ (Li85) 
yasha [jaʂa] AV repeatedly 反复 [=adx! jaŋ hʨar '又, 
再, 重复 also, again, repeatedly', cf. mon *basa 'again; 
also'] | var. jɑʂˈɑ (Li85) | ˈɕoˈli hɑbib-ˈnə jɑʂ
ˈɑxʂɑ-ˈʥo ɕoli Habib-ACC repeatedly scold-
OBJ Sholi repeateldly scolded Habib. 
yashua [jaʂua] N toothbrush 牙刷 [=cmn 牙刷] | 
var. ˈjɑʂuˈɑ (Li85) 
yaxə- [jaxə-] Vt lose (something) 丢失 [=mon 
*jabka- 'lose, be lost (esp. of animals)'] | var. jaxə- 
(Li85), yexe “yaihe-” (MaSato2016), jaxə- G 
(Mo2008), BaoN jɑxɑ- (Mo2008), ɛxə dɔ 
(Mo2008) | bu ˈpipo-nə jaˈxə-ʨ I handbag-
ACC lose-EP I lost (my) handbag. 
yaxu [jaxu] N falcon 鹘 [=cmn ！游 yóu 'migrating' + 鹘 
hˈu 'falcon'] | var. jɑˈxu 
yazi [jaʣɿ] N duck (n.) 鸭子 [=cmn 鸭子] | var. jɑ
ˈʣɿ 
ye [jɛ] AV also 也 [=cmn 也] | var. jɛ (Li85), yai 
(MaSato2016) | ˈsɿ-bo jɛ ɕi-ˈʥo four-package 
also go-OBJ Four packages are also O.K. 
yebefi [jɛbɛfi] N bat (n.) 蝙蝠 [=cmn ! 蝙蝠] | var. 
ˈdɑnkuɑŋ (Li85) 
yebogə [jɛbogə] N wild pigeon or dove       野鹁
鸽 [=cmn 野鹁鸽] | var. ˈjɛboˈgə (Li85) 
yegə- [jɛgə-] V choke (on food) 呛到，噎 [=cmn 噎 
ye1 + ge-] | var. jɛgə- (Li85) | nɑˈdə jaˈmu jɛgə-
ˈʥi I-DAT bread choke-PFV I choked on 
bread. 
yela [jɛla] POST further, more 越， 多! [=mon! 
*hüleü/ *hileü 'superfluous, more than; surplus, excess'] | 
var. ˈjɛlɑ (Li85) | ˈnɤdə ʂgudə-ˈsɿ ˈjɛlɑ xoˈloŋ 
o today yesterday-CPV further hot OBJ Today 
is even hotter than yesterday. 
yelü [jɛly] N Asiatic wild ass, kiang 野驴 [=cmn 野
驴] | var. ˈjɛˈly (Li85), iəʣig (Mo2008), mjg(-
n) ʥige (Mo2008) 
yema [jɛma] N wild horse 野马 [=cmn 野马] | var. 
ˈjɛˈmɑ (Li85) 
yemimigə- [jɛmimigə-] Vi swim underwater, 
dive 水下游泳，潜水 [=cmn! 淹灭灭 yan1miè 
'flood, submerge'! (淹没mò 'drown') + ge- (mon 
*humba- 'swim', adx ʨʰa 'swim')] | var. jɛmiˈmigə- 
(Li85) | hɑˈbib jɛmiˈmigə-ʥi moroŋ-ˈnə 
guəgə-ˈʥo Habib dive-NFS river-ACC cross-
OBJ Habib dove under and swam across the 
river. 
yemo [jɛmo] N wild cat 野猫 [=cmn 野猫] | var. ˈjɛ
ˈmo (Li85) 
yenio [jɛnio] N wild ox (Li 1985, “wild buffalo”) 野
牛 [=cmn 野牛] | var. ˈjɛˈniɤ (Li85) 
yerən [jɛrən] N ape (n.) 野人 [=cmn 野人] | var. jɛ
ˈrən (Li85) 
yesuanǰün [jɛsuanʥyn] nine hundred 九百 
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[=mon] | var. jɛˈsuɑnʥyn (Li85) 
yesulə [jɛsulə] nine (of them; animate) 九一起 
[=mon *yesün/ *yersün] | var. jɛsuˈlə (Li85) 
yesung [jɛsuŋ] nine 九 [=mon *yesün/ *yersün] | var.  
iəsuŋ (BökeLiu82), jɛˈsuŋ (Li85), iɛsuŋ 
(Mo2008), yesung “yaisung” (MaSato2016) | 
yesung sari (MaSato2016) 九月 September| 
jɛsuŋ əu (Mo2008) 老九 ninth son, ninth child| 
yesungayong [jɛsuŋajɔŋ] nine times 九次 [=mon 
*yesün/ *yersün] | var. jɛsuŋˈɑjɔŋ (Li85) 
yesungrong [jɛsuŋrɔŋ] ninety 九十 [=mon *yesün/ 
*yersün + rong, cf. *yeren 'ninety'] | var. jɛˈsuŋrɔŋ 
(Li85) 
yešü [jɛɕy] AV perhaps, possible 也许 [=cmn 也许] | 
var. ˈjɛɕy (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈjɛɕy ʨinɑˈʐʅ ʐʅ-g-ˈo 
Habib perhaps day after come-CMOD-OBJ 
tomorrow It is possible that Habib will come 
the  day after tomorrow. 
yeshəng dungwu [jɛʂəŋduŋwu] MWE wild 
animal 野生动物 [=cmn 野生动物] | var. jɛʂəŋ
ˈduŋwu (Li85), iɛ uo (Mo2008) 
yetu [jɛtʰu] N wild rabbit 野兔 [=cmn 野兔] | var. 
ˈjɛˈtu (Li85) 
yexu [jɛxu] N fox 野狐 [=cmn 野狐] | var. ˈjɛˈxu 
(Li85) 
yezike [jɛʣɿkʰɛ] N impressive man 威风的人 
[=per! يزك yazak 'commander of the night-guard or 
watch; the advanced guard; a spy'] | var. jɛˈʣiˈkɛ 
(Li85) 
yezhu [jɛdʐu] N wild boar 野猪 [=cmn 野猪] | var. 
ˈjɛˈdʐu (Li85) 
yi1 [ji] COP evidential suffix indicating speaker's 
point of view of event (SPV); allomorph of /-i/ 证
据后缀，表明说话者的事件观点 [=adx! adx 
yen!] | var. ji (Li85) 
yi2 [ji] M one handful of 一 [=cmn 一] | var. ji (Li85) 
yi3 [ji] one; usually used with other Chinese loan 
numerals such as /bɛ/ 'hundred', /ʨɑn/ 
'thousand', or with Chinese loan classifiers or 
measure words; 一 [=cmn 一] | var. ji (Li85) | 
ji-ˈto one-set one set of| ji-ˈʥɑn 一件 one 
piece (of clothing)| 
yibado [jibado] N cold (n.) (the illness) 感冒 
[=cmn ! cf. adx ʨʰam ba 'catch a cold', tʂen ʨʰak 'chills, 
fever, cold')] | var. jiˈbɑdɤ (Li85) | hɑbib-ˈdə ji
ˈbɑdɤ ˈkuʂ-ʨ Habib-LOC cold arrive-EP Habib 
has a cold. 
yiban [jiban] AJ ordinary, common type (n.) 一般 
[=cmn 一般] | var. ˈjibɑn (Li85) | ˈjibɑn-nə kuŋ 
ordinary-ASO person ordinary people 
yibizi [jibiʣɿ] AV during one's life time 一辈子 
[=cmn 一辈子] | var. jiˈbiʣi (Li85) 
yicəng [jiʦʰəŋ] MWE one layer 一层 [=cmn 一层] | 
var. jiˈʦəŋ (Li85) | jiˈʦəŋ jiˈʦəŋ gəˈʥi gɛ-ˈsɑŋ 
one layer one layer AV placed- PPERF placed 
layer after layer 
yichang [jitʂʰaŋ] MWE one life, one show 一场 
[=cmn 一场] | var. jiˈtʂɑŋ (Li85) 
yido [jido] AV as soon as reaching 一道 [=cmn 一
道] | var. jiˈdo (Li85) | jiˈdo ˈʂʅ vu liɤ gəˈsɿ 
ˈɑdɑ ˈɑmu ʥɔŋ-ˈdə vɛˈʐʅ kal-ˈʥo  ten five six 
if father mother 3rd.sg.-DAT wife speak-OBJ| 
As soon as reaching 15 or 16, parents spoke to 
him about (having) a wife.| 
yigua [jigua] AV all, all told, in all, altogether 所
有的 [=cmn] | var. jiˈguɑ (Li85), igua 
(Mo2008) | ˈpənˈjɤ ʨinˈʨi jiˈguɑ ʐʅ-ˈʥo 
friend relatives all come-OBJ Friends and 
relatives all came. 
yiǰa1 [jiʥa] MWE each person from each family 一
家 [=cmn 一家] | var. jiʥa (Li85) | jiˈʥɑ ji-ˈgə 
moˈʐʅ honə-ˈʥo each person one-classifier 
horse ride-OBJ Each person rides one horse. 
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yiǰa2 [jiʥa] MWE each family, each household 一
家 [=cmn 一家] | var. jiʥa (Li85) 
yiǰüe [jiʥyɛ] MWE one kick 一脚 [=cmn 一脚] | 
var. ˈjiʥyɛ (Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli-nə ˈjiʥyɛ 
sgal-ˈʥi Habib ɕoli-ACC one kick kick-OBJ 
Habib kicked Sholi once. 
yiməngzhong [jiməŋdʐoŋ] AV suddenly 突然 
[=cmn] | var. jiˈməŋdʐoŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib ji
ˈməŋdʐoŋ jo-ˈʥi Habib suddenly leave-SUBJ 
Habib suddenly left. 
yimian...yimian... [jimian...jimian...] CONJ on 
one hand...,on other hand 一面。。。一面。。
。 [=cmn 一面。。。一面。。。] | var. ji
ˈmiɑn...jiˈmiɑn... (Li85) | hɑˈbib jiˈmiɑn lɑ-
ˈʥo jiˈmiɑn kal-ˈʥo Habib cry-OBJ talk-OBJ 
On the one hand, Habib is crying, on the other, 
he is talking. 
yin [jin] N fingerprint 指印，指纹 [=cmn 印] | var. 
jin (Li85, Mo2008) | bɑˈʨi jin spatula-shaped 
fingerprint| boˈlɑ jin| 
yinči morə [jinʨʰi morə] MWE horse with white 
patches ("socks") above its hoofs 银蹄马 
[=cmn/mon 银蹄 'silver hoof' + mon *morïn] | var. 
ˈjinʨi moˈrə (Li85) 
yinǰang [jinʥaŋ] N silversmith 银匠 [=cmn 银匠] | 
var. jinˈʥɑŋ (Li85) 
yin so- [jin so-] MWE be addicted 上瘾 [=cmn 瘾] | 
var. jin sɤ- (Li85) | bu ˈdʐʅˈjɑn ɕigə-ˈʥi jin sɤ-
ˈʥi I cigarette smoke-NFS addicted-SUBJ I'm 
addicted smoking cigarettes. 
yinšün [jinɕyn] N hero 英雄 [=cmn 英雄] | var. jin
ˈɕyn (Li85) 
yinto [jintʰo] N cherry 樱桃 [=cmn 樱桃] | var. jin
ˈto (Li85) 
yinyüeǰa [jinjyɛʥa] N musician 音乐家 [=cmn 音
乐家] | var. ˈjinjyɛʥɑ (Li85) 
ying1 [jiŋdə] N charm 韵致 [=cmn 韵] | var. jiŋˈdə 
(Li85) | hɑˈbib ˈɕoˈli-nə jiŋˈdə or-ˈʥo Habib 
ɕoli-GEN charm enter-OBJ Habib likes Sholi. 
ying2 [jiŋ] N eagle or hawk or kite 鹰 [=cmn 鹰] | 
var. jiŋ (Li85) 
yinggə [jiŋgə] N big parrot 大鹦鹉 [=cmn    鹦鹉 
ying1wu3] | var. jiŋˈgə (Li85) 
yinggə-1 [jiŋgə-] V win 赢 [=cmn 赢+ge-] | var. jiŋ
ˈgə- (Li85) | buˈdɑ kɑndə-ˈʥi jinˈgə-ʨ we 
(ex.) fight-NFS win-EP We fought and won. 
yinggə-2 [jiŋgə-] Vi be cloudy 阴 [=cmn 阴+ge-] | 
var. jiŋˈgə- (Li85) | ˈʨɑnʥɑ jinˈgə-ʨ weather 
cloudy-COS It is cloudy. 
yingxang [jiŋxaŋ] N bank 银行 [=cmn 银行] | var. 
jiŋˈxɑŋ (Li85) 
yirən [jirən] MWE each person 个人 [=cmn    一人] | 
var. ˈjiˈrən (Li85) 
yitang [jitʰaŋ] AV once 一趟 [=cmn 一趟] | var. ˈji
ˈtɑŋ (Li85) 
yito [jitʰo] MWE set of, suit of (clothes) 一套 [=cmn 
一套] | var. jiˈto (Li85) 
yiyi [jiji] N meaning, significance 意义 [=cmn 意义] 
| var. ˈjiˈji (Li85) 
yiyüan [jijyan] N hospital 医院 [=cmn 医院] | var. j
ˈijyɑn (Li85) 
yizi1 [jiʣɿ] N husks of wheat 麦壳，颖 [=cmn 颖 
ying3 'grain husk, tip'] | var. jiˈʣi (Li85) 
yizi2 [jiʣɿ] N soap 肥皂 [=cmn 胰子 archaic] | var. 
ˈjiʣi (Li85) 
yizhi [jidʐʅ] AV continously, until 一直 [=cmn 一直] 
| var. jiˈdʐi (Li85) | təŋgəˈʥi ʥaˈsɿ jiˈdʐʅ nɑt-
ˈʥi ˈʂdʐɛ ndɑ-ˈʥo thus they continuously 
play-NFS time elapse-OBJ Thus they played 
continuously until it was late. 
yo [jo] N waist 腰 [=cmn 腰] | var. jo (Li85) | jo-ˈnə 
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pɑgə- waist-ACC bend bend the waist forward 
yo- [jo-] Vt ladle out, serve (food) 舀，盛 [=mon 
*yeü- 'scoop or ladle out and transfer inanother 
container; transfuse, transplant, etc'] | var. you- 
(MaSato2016) | ʥɑŋ jamu-ˈnə ʨɛʂo-ʁɑˈlə jɤ-
ˈʥo she staple-ACC iron-INST serve-OBJ 
noodle soup ladle She served noodle soup with 
an iron ladle. 
yochi morə [jotʂʰɩ morə] N brown horse  橡色，
咖啡色的马 [=!/mon ! 'brown' + 'horse'] | var. ˈjɤtʂɩ 
moˈrə 
yodo [jodo] N machete carried on waist 腰刀 
[=cmn 腰刀] | var. ˈjodo (Li85) 
yodun [jodun] N cave, grotto 洞窟，洞 [=cmn 窑
洞] | var. joˈdun (Li85) 
yogə- [jogə-] V shake, sway 摇 [=cmn 摇 ge-] | 
var. jogə- (Li85), jou- (Mo2008) 
yoǰi1 [joʥi] N individual, each (n.) 各 [(adx raŋ raŋ, 
so so 各自，个别； re 各 re re 个个）] | var. ˈjɤˈʥi 
(Li85) 
yoǰi2 [joʥi] PN some 有几 [=cmn 有几] | var. ˈjoˈʥi 
(Li85) | ˈjoˈʥi kuŋ ʐʅ-ˈʥo, ˈjoˈʥi kuŋ sɿ ʐʅ-
ˈʥo some person come-OBJ come person not 
come-OBJ Some people came; some people 
didn't come. 
yoming [jomiŋ] AJ famous, well-known      有名 
[=cmn 有名] | var. ˈjɤmiŋ (Li85) | ˈjɤmiŋ-nə duŋ
ˈɕi famous-GEN thing famous objects 
yoshi [joʂʅ] N funeral event 葬事 [=cmn        永事! 遗
事!] | var. jɤˈʂi 
youguə [jouguə] N hunchback, humpback 驼背 
[=cmn 腰+!] | var. jouˈguə (Li85, Mo2008), 
yougo (MaSato2016) 
yozi1 [joʣɿ] N sparrowhawk (Eurasian 
sparrowhawk; Accipiter nisus) 雀鹰，鹞子 
[=cmn 鹞子] | var. ˈjoʣi (Li85) 
yozi2 [joʣɿ] N boot shaft (part of boot covering 
leg) 靴筒， 靴靿 [=cmn 靿子] | var. ˈjoʣi 
(Li85), 
yozifang [joʣɿfaŋ] N brothel 妓院 [=cmn    妖姿房 
'house of bewitching beauties] | var.  joˈʣifɑŋ 
yozhəng [jodʐəŋ] N mailman 邮政 [=cmn    邮政] | 
var. jɤˈdʐəŋ (Li85), 
yu- [ju-] Vi go 走 [=mon *yabu- 'go, walk'] | var. jɤ- 
(Li85), | moˈʁui pɑgə-ˈʥi jɤ-ˈʥo snake crawl-
NFS go-OBJ The snake crawled away. 
yüanse [jyansɛ] N cilantro 香菜 [=cmn ! + 菜] | 
var. jyɑnˈʦɛ (Li85) 
yüanya [jyanja] N mandarin duck (Aix 
galericulata); (fig.) affectionate couple, happily 
married couple (Li 1985, “used in literature 
and art as an emblem of conjugal fidelity and 
happiness”) 鸳鸯 [=cmn 鸳鸯] | var. jyɑnˈjɑ 
(Li85), 
yüanyin-ġalə [jyanjin-ɢalə] MWE because 因为 
[=cmn/mon 原因 'cause' + mon] | var. jyˈɑnˈjin-ʁɑlə 
(Li85) | ˈɕoˈli gə xil-ˈgɤ jyˈɑnˈjin-ʁɑlə, hɑˈbib 
jaˈmu ɤ-dɑ-ˈʥi ˈginə Sholi song sing-NZR 
because, Habib food-drink can-NOT NEGE 
Because Sholi sings songs, Habib cannot eat. 
yüanyüan [jyanjyan] N dragon-eye (fruit)  龙眼
（水果） [=cmn 眼眼] | var. jyɑnˈjyɑn (Li85), 
yüdo [jydo] N folding knife, Bonan pocket knife 
type 鱼刀（保安腰刀之一） [=cmn 鱼刀] | var.  
ˈyudo (MaSato2016) 
yüeči1 [jyɛʨʰi] N musical instrument 乐器 [=cmn 乐
器] | var. jyɛˈʨi (Li85) 
yüeči2 [jyɛʨʰi] N liquid medicine 液体药 [=cmn/adx 
药 jyɛ 'medicine' + ʨi 'water'] | var. jyɛˈʨi (Li85) 
yüedui [jyɛdui] N band or orchestra 音乐对 [=cmn 音
乐对] | var. jyɛˈdui (Li85) 
yüefən1 [jyɛfən] N first month of Islamic annual 
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fast 月份 [=cmn 月份！] | var. jyɛˈfən (Li85) 
yüefən2 [jyɛfən] N month 月份 [=cmn 月份] | var. 
jyɛˈfən (Li85) 
yüeshi [jyɛʂʅ] N key 钥匙 [=cmn 钥匙] | var. jyɛˈʂi 
(Li85), iɛɕi (Mo2008), “yaixi” (MaSato2016) 
yüeshigə- [jyɛʂʅgə-] V eclipse (v.) (sun or 
moon) 月食 [=cmn 月食 ge-] | var. jyɛˈʂigə- 
(Li85) | saˈʐʅ jyɛˈʂʅgə-ʥo moon eclipse-OBJ 
There is an eclipse of the moon. 
yüguzu [jyguʣu] Npr Sarig Yugur (Yellow 
Uyghur) ethnic group 西部裕固族 [=cmn 裕固
族] | var. ˈjyguʣu (Li85) 
yündo [jyndo] N iron (for ironing) 熨斗 [=cmn 熨
斗] | var. ˈjyndɤ (Li85) 
yünse [jynsɛ] N cloud 云彩 [=cmn 云彩] | var. 
ˈjynʦɛ (Li85), junʦɛ G (Mo2008) 
yüngə-1 [jyngə-] Vi faint, be dizzy (see also 
/xungə-/, and /fɑjyngə-/) 晕 [=cmn 晕] | var. 
yngə- Mo2008 | hɑˈbib jyngə-ˈʥi Habib faint-
SUBJ Habib fainted. 
yüngə-2 [jyngə-] Vt use 用 [=cmn 用 ge-] | var. 
jyngə- (Li85) | jyngə-ʥi-ˈgɤ xɛˈtɑŋ ˈʨiˈmɑ 
ˈɚrʂʅ-ʥin use-NFS-NZR brown at least 
twenty-catty sugar the use of at least twenty 
catty of brown sugar. 
yüshi [jyʂʅ] N jade 玉石 [=cmn 玉石] | var. ˈyuši sic 
(MaSato2016) 
yüyi [jyji] N raincoat 雨衣 [=cmn 雨衣] | var. ˈjyji 
(Li85) 
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zabu [ʦabu] N root (n.) 根 [=adx hʦawa (hʦa wa~hʨa 
ma WT rtsa ba 'root')cf. mon *huǰaur/ *hїǰaur 'root, 
origin, source'] | var. ʣabu (Li85), ʦapo 
(BökeLiu82), zabu (MaSato2016); sanbu 
Mo2008; BaoN sɑbɑ Mo2008; BaoN sapa 
(Chen90c) | ʦoŋlixə (Mo2008) onion root 
zakər [ʦakʰər] N penis 男性生殖器 [=arb ذکر ẕakr , 
cf. mon *oǰagaї] | var. ʣɑˈkər (Li85), ʣɑˈkər 
(MaSato2016) 
zaliang [ʦaliaŋ] N grain other than wheat or rice 雜
糧 [=cmn 雜糧] | var. səngə(ˈʁə ʁoˈrəl 
zamo [samo] AJ easy 容易，便宜 [=adx ʦamo] | 
var. saˈmo (Li85) 
zanǰing [ʦanʥiŋ] AJ swift, agile 靈活 [=cmn!] | 
var. ʣanˈʥiŋ (Li85) 
zangnang [ʦaŋnaŋ] AJ dirty 臟(囊) [=cmn 臟囊] | 
var. ʣɑŋˈnɑŋ 
zang rən [ʦaŋ rən] N Tibetan 藏族人 [=cmn 藏人] 
| var. ˈʣaŋrən (Li85) 
zang zu [ʦaŋ ʦu] N Tibetan ethnic race 藏族 
[=cmn 藏族] | var. ˈʣaŋʦu (Li85) 
zayanshe [ʦaʂɛ~ʦajanʂɛ] N mixed color 雜(顏)
色 [=cmn 杂颜色] | var. ʦɑʂɛzayansheʦɑˈjɑnʂɛ 
(Li85) 
zazər [ʦaʦər] AJ arrogant 驕傲的, 自大的 [=adx! 
adx ŋar ʥal, hʥe wa] | var. ʦaˈʦər (Li85) 
zazərgə- [ʦaʦərgə-] Vi be arrogant 驕傲, 自大 
[... ge-] | var. ʦɑˈʦərgə- (Li85) 
zele-1 [ʦɛl-] Vt accept 接受 [=cmn 接+LA] | var. 
ʣɛl- (Li85) | manˈgɤ rɪnˈʨiŋ ʣɛl-ˈdʐʅ we 
(inc.) goodwill money accept-SUBJ We 
accepted the goodwill money. 
zele-2 [ʦɛl-] Vt plant (trees or flowers) 栽(樹或
花) [=cmn 栽+LA] | var. ʣɛl- (Li85), ʣɛ- 
(Mo2008) | ʨi ʂɤ ʣɛl-ˈdʐʅ ma you tree plant-
SUBJ Q Did you plant the tree? 
zexang1 [ʦɛxaŋ] AJ capable 在行 [=cmn 在行] | 
var. ˈʦɛˈxaŋ (Li85), ʦɛsaŋ (Mo2008) | ʦɛsaŋ 
no tə gɛlə 这小伙子真行 This young man is 
capable. (Mo2008) 
zexang2 [ʦɛxaŋ] AJ skilled 在行 [=cmn 在行] | 
var. ˈʦɛˈxaŋ (Li85) 
zi1 [ʦɿ] N Chinese character, letter, word 字，汉子 
[=cmn 字] | var. ʣɿ (Li85), zi (MaSato2016), 
ʣi~zi~si (sic) (Mo2008) | si mədə-gə kuŋ 
(Mo2008) 识字的 literate person| si mədə ʨʰi 
gə na (Mo2008) 不识字的 illiterate person| 
zi2 [ʦi] N street, market 街, 集 [=cmn 集] | var. ʣɿ 
(Li85), zei 集市，街 (MaSato2016) | manˈgɤ 
ʣɿ-ˈdə jɤ-ˈɛ we(inc.) street- LOC [AD:DAT] 
go-FPH(1pHortative) Let's go out. 
zibənzha [ʦɿbəndʐa] N capitalist 資本家 [=cmn 資
本家] | var. ˈʦɿbəndʐɑ 
zišingche [ʦɿɕiŋtʂʰɛ] N bicycle 自行車 [=cmn 自
行車] | var. ˈʣɿˈɕiŋtʂɛ 
zitata [ʦɿtʰatʰa] N purplish 紫色的 [=cmn   紫色的] 
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| var. ʣɿtɑtˈɑ (Li85) 
zitər [ʦitʰər] N shadow, shady 影, 陰影 [=mon 
*seüder] | var. ʣɿˈtər (Li85), ʣetər 
(BökeLiu82), ziter G 阴凉 (MaSato2016), 
ʣedər~zitər~ʥidər (Mo2008) 
zitər mitər [ʦitʰər mitʰər] N shadows and the 
like 影子之類 [=mon *seüder] | var. ʣɿˈtər mi
ˈtər (Li85) 
ziza [ʦɿʦa] N soot on roof of wood-burning 
earthen stove; same substance as guəˈmi 木炭
灰 [cmn /dizi/! or cf. adx to 'smoke, soot'] | var. ʦɿˈʦa 
(Li85) 
zizi yanshe [ʦɿʦɿ janʂɛ] N purple color   紫色 
[=cmn 紫紫颜色] | var. ˈʣɿˈʣɿ ˈjɑnʂɛ (Li85) 
zoġə [ʦoɢə] N kitchen 廚房， 炉房 [=adx hso ɣaŋ 
'kitchen (hon.)', cf. adx hso tʰap (honorific+kitchen), ʨa 
ɣaŋ (tea(prep.)+ room 'kitchen')] | var. zoɢe 
(MaSato2016), ʦuoxə~zoġə~tʂɔɣ Mo2008 | 
zoɢe dang (MaSato2016) 厨房门 kitchen door 
zoġəmong [ʦoɢəmɔŋ] N part of an earthen 
stove where wood or coal is burned. 灶台 [=adx 
hso ɣaŋ 'kitchen (hon.)', cf. adx hso tʰap 
(honorific+kitchen), ʨa ɣaŋ (tea(prep.)+ room 'kitchen') 
+ mong] | var. ʣoʁəˈmɔŋ (Li85) 
zolang [ʦolaŋ] N bee, wasp; horsefly 蜜蜂，黄
蜂，胡蜂，蚂蜂 [=adx/! ɟjap (WT rgjag 'wasp') + 
lang] | var. ʣɤˈlaŋ (Li85), zolang 黄蜂 
(MaSato2016), ʣəulaŋ “叮牛马虫” 
livestock-stinging insect，瞎蟔子” xiamòzi 
‘blind caterpillar with stinging hairs' 
(Mo2008), ʥulaŋ 蜜蜂 'bee' (Mo2008) 
zolangwo [ʦolaŋwo] N beehive 蜂窩 [=adx/cmn 
+ ...窩] | var. ʣɤˈlɑŋˈvo(Li85) 
zu [ʦu] AV most; highest degree of intensification 
that can be applied an adjective 最 [=cmn 最] | 
var. ʦu (Li85) | ʣui sɔŋ best (good) 
zuanshi [ʦuanʂʅ] N diamond 鑽石 [=cmn   鑽石] | 
var. ˈʣuanˈʂɩ 
zuanzi [ʦuanʦɿ] N drill 钻子 [=cmn 鑽子] | var. 
zuanzi (MaSato2016) 
zuangə- [ʦuangə-] Vt drill 鑽 [=cmn 鑽+GA] | 
var. ʣuɑngə- | haˈbib ʣuɑnʣɿ-ʁaˈlə bɑnbɑn-
ˈnəʣuɑngə-ˈʥo Habib drill-INST board-ACC 
drill-OBJ Habib drilled inthe wooden board. 
zučo [ʦuʨʰo] N soccer ball 足球 [=cmn 足球] | 
var. ʣuʨo (Li85) 
zueyo [ʦuEjo] AV approximately 接近 [=cmn 左右] 
| var. ˈʣuəˈjɤ (Li85) | ˈ     ji-ˈʨan ˈʣuəˈjɤ  
one-thousand approximately approximately 
one thousand 
zuezi [ʦueʣɿ] N chisel 凿子 [=cmn 鑿子 dial., cf. 
cmn záozi] | var. ʣuəˈʣɿ (Li85), zozi 
(MaSato2016) | ʣuəˈʣɿ-ʁaˈlə vagə- chisel-
INST dig chisel 
zuičung [ʦuiʨʰuŋ] AV at least, minimally 最少 
[=cmn 最准!] | var. ˈʣuiˈʨuŋ (Li85) | ɕyɛˈɕo do
ˈrɪ ˈʣuiˈʨuŋ ʂɪ ˈji-ˈbɛɛˈyɛʂəŋ va school in at 
least be one-hundred student exist There are at 
least one hundred students in the school. 
zuiduə [ʦuiduə] AV at most, maximally 最多 
[=cmn 最多] | var. ˈʣuiduə (Li85) | gar doˈrɪ 
ˈʣuiduə ʂɪ harˈvɔŋ kuŋ house inside at most be 
ten person There are at most ten people inside 
the house. 
zuišangə- [ʦuiɕangə-] Vt exact retribution from 
最先 [=cmn 最先+ge-] | var. ˈʣuiɕɑngə- | xu̥ˈdɑ 
habib-ˈnə ˈʣuiɕɑngə-ʨ God Habib-ACC take 
retribution- EP God has exacted retribution 
from Habib. 
zuisho [ʦuiʂo] AV at least, minimally 最少 [=cmn 最
少] | var. ˈʣuiˈʂo (Li85) | ɕyɛˈɕo doˈrɪ ˈʣuiˈʂo 
ʂɪ ˈjiˈbɛ ɛˈyɛʂəŋ va school in at least be one 
hundred student exist There are at least one 
hundred students in the school. 
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zunǰo [ʦunʥo] N religion 宗教 [=cmn 宗教] | var.  
ʣunˈʥo (Li85) 
zunli [ʦunli] N prime minister 總理 [=cmn 總理] | 
var. ˈʣunˈli (Li85) 
zuntun [ʦuntʰun] N president 總統 [=cmn 總統] | 
var. ˈʣunˈtun (Li85) 
zungong [ʦungɔŋ] N mane (horse) 鬃(馬) [=cmn! 
鬃 zong1 + ! , cf. mon *del, adx hŋok ma 'mane', htar 
ŋok 'horse's mane' ] | var. ʣunˈgɔŋ 
zur [ʦur] N nearby place 附近, 周围 [[cf. mon *oїra 
'nearby', *döte 'directly; nearby'; adx tʰak ʨʰol 'near, 
nearby, recent']] | var. ʦur (Li85); ʨia ʦaŋdə 附
近，跟前的 'nearby, neighboring；area in 
front (of s.o.)' [前场的! ] (Mo2008) 
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zhadan [tʂadan] N bomb (n.) 炸弹 [=cmn    炸弹] | 
var. ˈtʂɑˈdɑn (Li85) 
zhado [tʂado] N long knife hinged at one end for 
cutting hay 铡刀 [=cmn 铡 zhá] | var. ˈtʂɑdo 
(Li85) 
zhagə [tʂagə] N thick disk-shaped bread fried in 
oil 炸饼 [=cmn 炸个] | var. ˈʥɑgə [sic] (Li85) 
zhagə-1 [tʂagə-] Vt lay a foundation (of a house) 垫
底儿，建机 [=cmn 扎! 拃! + ge-] | var. tʂɑgə- 
(Li85) | ˈʨɑŋˈgəŋ-nə dʐɑgə- foundation-ACC 
lay the foundation (of the house) 
zhagə-2 [tʂagə-] Vt pierce (as in acupuncture) 扎 
[=cmn 扎 + ge-] | var. dʐɑgə- (Li85), ʨagə- 
'prick, pierce' (Mo2008) | ˈgɑnˈdʐəŋ dʐɑgə- 
(Li85) administer acupuncture 
zhagə-3 [tʂagə-] Vt cut with a dʐɑdo (lever 
guillotine, for fodder, hay) 铡 [=cmn 铡 zhá ge-] | 
var. tʂɑgə- (Li85), dʐagə- 'cut with a hay cutter' 
(Mo2008) 
zhakangzi [tʂakʰaŋʣɿ] N person with 
congenitally deformed torso which protrudes 
in front as well as in back 身体障害 [=cmn !] | 
var. dʐɑkɑŋˈʣɿ (Li85) 
zhanbo [tʂanbo] N backpack wrapped together in 
piece of woolen felt 毡包 [=cmn 毡包] | var. 
dʐɑnbo (Li85) 
zhanduigə- [tʂanduigə-] V line up in formation 
(as in military drill) 战队 [=cmn 战队 + ge-] | 
var. dʐɑnˈduigə- 
zhanǰang [tʂanʥaŋ] N feltmaker (Li 1985, rug 
weaver) 毡匠 [=cmn 毡匠] | var. dʐɑnˈʥɑŋ 
zhanlian [tʂanlian] AJ closely associated 紧密联
系的 [=cmn 沾! + 联] | var. dʐɑnˈliɑn (Li85) | 
dʐɑnˈliɑn pəŋjɤ closely associated friend 
zhanmači [tʂanmaʨʰi] N religious representative 
宗教代表 [=arb جماعة jamāʻat 'crowd; congregation' 
(+ agentive či)] | var. dʐɑnˈmɑʨi (Li85) 
zhannazi [tʂannaʣɿ] N Islamic service for 
deceased 死者的伊斯兰服务 [=arb janazah جنازة] 
| var. dʐɑnnɑˈʣɿ | ʥɑŋ dʐɑnnɑˈʣɿ bi-ˈʥo she 
stand-OBJ She is attending the Islamic service 
for the dead. 
zhanšüe [tʂanɕyɛ] N short boot made of felt 毡
靴 [=cmn 毡靴] | var. dʐɑnˈɕyɛ (Li85) 
zhang [tʂaŋ] N horseshoe 马掌 [=cmn 掌] | var. 
dʐɑŋ (Li85) 
zhanganggə- [tʂangaŋgə-] V stand guard, be 
on sentry duty 站岗 [=cmn 站岗 + ge-] | var. tʂɑn
ˈgɑŋgə- (Li85) 
zhangčang [dʐaŋʨʰaŋ] N rifle 钢枪 [=cmn ! 枪] | 
var. ˈdʐɑŋʨɑŋ (Li85) 
zhangə- [tʂangə-] Vt unfurl (tr. and intr.) 展开 
[=cmn 展 + ge-] | var. dʐɑngə- (Li85) 
zhangfang [tʂaŋfaŋ] N tent 帐房 [=cmn 帐房] | 
var. ˈtʂɑŋfɑŋ (Li85) 
zhangfangǰa [tʂaŋfaŋʥa] N herder, nomad 牧
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羊人，游牧人 [=cmn 帐房家] | var. 
ˈdʐɑŋfɑŋʥɑ 
zhanggə-1 [tʂaŋgə-] Vi swell, rise up 胀 [=cmn 胀 
+ ge-] | var. dʐɑŋgə- (Li85) | moˈroŋ dʐɑŋgə-
ˈʥo river swell-OBJ The river was swollen.| 
ʥinˈʂəŋ dʐɑŋgə- spirit swell to be in high 
spirits| 
zhanggə-2 [tʂaŋgə-] V perform, put on stage 
make-up 化妆 [=cmn 妆+ ge-] | var. dʐɑŋgə- 
(Li85) | dʐɑŋˈliɑŋ-mɛˈbugə- adorn-!rag do 
perform female impersonation| ˡxsar-ˈlɑ 
dʐɑŋgə-ˈʥi dʐɑŋˈliɑŋ-mɛˈbugə-ʥi youngster- 
PL perform-NFS-SUBJ The young men were 
made up and acted as females.| 
zhanggə-3 [tʂaŋgə-] Vi fill up (iv) 装满 [=cmn 装 + 
ge-] | var. dʐɑŋgə- (Li85) 
zhanggə-4 [tʂaŋgə-] Vt lift up 提 [=cmn ! + ge-] | 
var. dʐɑŋgə- (Li85) 
zhangkuo dəm [tʂaŋkʰuo dəm] N walls 
surrounding house 围墙 [=cmnkc ! + dam] | var. 
dʐɑŋkuoˈdəm (Li85) 
zhangmuniang [tʂaŋmuɳaŋ] N mother-in-law 
(wife's mother) 丈母，丈母娘 [=cmn 丈母娘] | 
var. ˈtʂɑŋmuˈnɑ (Li85), ʥiŋ 娘 'mother-in-law' 
(Mo2008) | ʥiŋ dəu (Mo2008) 娘儿俩 mother 
and child 
zhangpan [tʂaŋpʰan] N saucer, dish under tea 
bowl 碟子 [=cmn 蘸盘 zhànpán 'dipping saucer'!] | 
var. ˈdʐɑŋpɑn (Li85) 
zhangrən [tʂaŋʐən] N father-in-law (wife's 
father) 丈人 [=cmn 丈人] | var. ˈdʐɑŋrɩn 
zhang-shgə- [tʂaŋ-ʂgə-] Vt fight war 战争 
[=cmn 战 + ge-] | var. dʐɑŋ-ʂgə- (Li85) 
zhangwogə- [tʂaŋwogə-] N master, understand 
掌握 [=cmn 掌握 + ge-] | var. ˈdʐɑŋˈvogə- | ˈliɑŋ
ˈʥɑ-nə ʨiŋkuˈɑŋ-nə mi rən dʐˈɑŋˈvogə-ʥi 
two families-GEN condition-ACC matchmaker 
master-OBJ The matchmaker mastered the 
condition on the two families. 
zhazha [tʂatʂa] N dirt, garbage 尘，土，污，垢 
[=adx nʣap nʣap] | var. dʐɑˈdʐɑ 
zhazhən [tʂadʐən] AV forcing oneself 勉强 
[=cmn] | var. dʐɑdʐən(Li85) | ʨi nə vu ʥin 
tarɑŋ-ˈnə dʐɑˈdʐən gəˈʥi ˈvɛl-ʨ you this five 
catty grain-ACC AV carry-EP on back By 
forcing yourself you can carry this fve catty of 
grain. 
zhegə-1 [tʂɛgə-] Vi pucker the mouth (from 
eating fruit that is not ripe) 涩涩的嘴角皱纹
（由于吃了不成熟的水果） [=cmn! 涩 msc sè+ 
ge-] | var. tʂɛgə- (Li85) 
zhegə-2 [tʂɛgə-] Vt choose, select 点 [=cmn 点 + 
ge-] | var. tʂɛgə- (Li85) | ʨi uˈdərdʐɛˈgə ! you 
day choose You choose a day! 
zherən [tʂɛrən] N responsibility 责任 [=cmn 责任] 
| var. tʂɛˈrən (Li85) | hɑˈbib dʐɛˈrən-nə fuge-
ˈʥo Habib responsibility-ACC sustain-OBJ 
Habib took the responsibility. 
zhezhe [tʂɛtʂɛ] N wrinkle (n.) 皱纹，褶皱 [=cmn 
褶皱 zhe3 zhòu] | var. dʐɛˈdʐɛ (Li85) 
zhənchagə- [tʂəntʂʰagə-] V reconnoiter 侦察 
[=cmn 侦察 + ge-] | var. dʐənˈtʂɑgə- (Li85) 
zhəntal- [tʂəntʰal-] V rest one's head on pillow 
枕 [=cmn 枕头 + LA-] | var. tʂəntal- (Li85) | hɑ
ˈbib dʐəntɤ-ˈnə dʐəntal-ˈʥo Habib pillow-
ACC rest-OBJ Habib was resting his head on 
the pillow. 
zhənto [tʂəntʰo] N pillow 枕头 [=cmn 枕头] | var. 
tʂənˈtɤ (Li85) 
zhənto čiǰa [tʂəntʰo ʨʰiʥa] N pillowcase 枕套 
[=cmn 枕头] | var. tʂənˈtɤ ʨiˈʥɑ (Li85) 
zhənto hǰi [tʂəntʰo hʥi] N pillow stuffing 枕头
填塞物 [=cmn 枕头] | var. tʂənˈtɤ h(ə)ˈʥi (Li85) 
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zhənzi [tʂənʣɿ] N anvil 铁砧 [=cmn 砧子] | var. 
dʐənˈʣi (Li85) 
zhənzhu [tʂəntʂu] N pearl 珍珠 [=cmn 珍珠] | var.  
ˈdʐənˈdʐu (Li85) 
zhəng1 [tʂəŋ] N hypodermic injection; needle 针 
[=cmn 针] | var. tʂəŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib dʐən-(nə) 
ʂgə-ʥi Habib injection-(ACC) hit-SUBJ Habib 
had an injection. zhA ngHabib gave an injection 
someone. 
zhəng2 [tʂəŋ] AJ real, authentic 真 [=cmn 真] | var. 
dʐəŋ (Li85) 
zhəng3 [tʂəŋ] AV just at time, precisely, exactly 
正 [=cmn 正] | var. dʐəŋ (Li85) | hɑˈbib dʐəŋ 
ˈtɔlə wɑ Habib exactly there exist Habib was 
there just at the time. 
zhəngči [tʂəŋʨʰi] N orderly (n.) 整齐 [=cmn 整齐] | 
var. ˈtʂəŋˈʨi (Li85) 
zhəngchang [tʂəŋtʂʰaŋ] AJ normal 正常 [=cmn 正
常] | var. ˈtʂəŋˈtʂɑŋ (Li85) | ˈdʐəŋˈtʂɑŋ ʨin
ˈkuɑŋ normal situation 
zhəngke [tʂəŋkʰɛ] AJ clear, eloquent 清楚，善
辩 [=cmn] | var. ˈtʂəŋkɛ (Li85) 
zhəngni agu [tʂəŋni agu] N niece, brother's 
daughter 侄女 [=cmn 侄女 (+ mon. 'girl')] | var. 
ˈtʂəŋni (ɑgɤ) (Li85) 
zhichung [tʂʅtʂʰuŋ] N hemorrhoid 痔疮 [=cmn 痔
疮] | var. ˈtʂitʂuŋ (Li85) 
zhiərzi [tʂʅɚʣɿ] N nephew, brother's son 侄儿 
[=cmn 侄儿子] | var. dʐɩˈərʣɿ (Li85), zhierzi 
(MaSato2016), tʂiɚʣi, tʂiɚʣi əu (Mo2008) 
zhiǰači [tʂʅʥaʨʰi] N saddle blanket (first wool 
blanket, when one saddles horse); saddle 
blanket (second wool blanket placed on top of 
dɑˈgi) 马鞍毯（第一个羊毛毯，当一个马鞍
马时; 第二根羊毛毯放在 dɑˈgi上） 
[=cmn/mon zhi! + *tokum ! (zhidagi!)] | var. ˈdʐɩˈʥɑ
ˈʨi (Li85) 
zhilapi [tʂʅlapʰi] N hymen 处女膜 [=cmn !zhila + 皮] 
| var. dʐilɑˈpi 
zhima [tʂʅma] N sesame 芝麻 [=cmn 芝麻] | var. 
zhima (MaSato2016) 
zhima yo [tʂʅma jo] N sesame oil 芝麻油 [=cmn 芝
麻油] | var. dʐiˈmɑjɤ (Li85) 
zhiyan [tʂʅjan] N cigarette 纸烟 [=cmn 纸烟] | var. 
ˈtʂiˈjɑn (Li85) 
zho1 [tʂo] N sifting ladle 筛笊 [=cmn 笊 zhào 'loosely 
woven bamboo ladle'] | var. tʂo (Li85) 
zho2 [tʂo] AV according (adverbial clause or 
phrase marker) 按照 [=cmn 照] | var. tʂo (Li85), 
!ʨi !ʥi (Mo2008) | dʐo ki gəˈdʐʅ jɤ ! (Li85) 
according to wind AV go Go with the wind!| 
ʨi ʐam ŋən ʥi ʥiɛ si (Mo2008) 照这样做就
好 Do like this and it'll be fine.| 
zhogə- [tʂɔgə-] Vt photograph (Vt) 照相 [=cmn 照 
+ ge-] | var. dʐɔgə- (Li85) | ˈdʐɔˈɕɑŋ dʐɔgə- 
(Li85) photograph (v.) 
zholioma [tʂolioma] N horse with reddish brown 
color, color of Chinese dates 枣遛马 [=cmn 枣
遛马！z: zh] | var. ˈtʂoˈliɤˈmɑ (Li85), ʥoliɯma 
(Mo2008) 
zhonian [tʂonian] N anniversary 周年 [=cmn 周年] 
| var. dʐɤˈniɑn (Li85) | bu dʐɤniɑn sɑʁə-ˈʥo I 
anniversary wait-OBJ I am waiting for the 
anniversary. 
zhošang [tʂɔɕaŋ] N photograph (n.) 照相 [=cmn 照
相] | var. ˈdʐɔˈɕɑŋ (Li85) | ˈdʐɔˈɕɑŋ dʐɔgə-
ˈʨuŋ (Li85) photographer 
zhozi zho [tʂoʣɿ tʂo] N cap brim 帽檐 [=cmn (cf. 
'hat' *magalaї)] | var. dʐɔʣi 'cap brim' 帽檐 
(Mo2008) 
zhozho1 [tʂotʂo] N spider 蜘蛛 [=cmn 蛛蛛] | var. 
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tɛl- (Li85), dʐəudʐəu (Mo2008） 
zhozho2 [tʂotʂo] ONOMAT sounds for calling 
chickens 叫鸡的声音 | var. tʂˈɤtʂɤ (Li85), 
gɕogɕo 赶鸡声 'chasing chickens sound' 
(Mo2008) 
zhuan [tʂuan] N brick (kiln-fired) 磚  [=cmn 砖] | 
var. dʐuan (Li85) | tʂu ʣi- (Mo2008) 打土坯 
[sic] make bricks [dubious] 
zhuancha [tʂuantʂʰa] N brick tea 砖茶 [=cmn 砖
茶] | var. dʐuɑnˈtʂɑ (Li85) 
zhuanǰa [tʂuanʥa] N expert (n.) 专家 [=cmn 专
家] | var. dʐuˈɑnʥɑ (Li85) 
zhuangǰarən [tʂuaŋʥarən] N farmer, peasant 农
人 [=cmn 庄稼人] | var. dʐuɑŋˈʥɑrən 
zhuazi [tʂuaʣɿ] N paw (n.) 爪子 [=cmn        爪子] | 
var. dʐuɑˈʣɿ (Li85) 
zhuma [tʂuma] N Friday; week 星期五；星期； 
主麻 [=arb jum'a جمعه] | var. dʐuˈmɑ 'week' 
(Li85) ʥuma (Mo2008) | zhuma uder 
(MaSato2016) 主麻日 Juma prayer day, Friday 
zhun [tʂun] N watch, clock (n.) 钟 [=cmn 钟] | var.  
dʐun (Li85) 
zhunbegə- [tʂunbegə-] Vt prepare 准备 [=cmn 准
备] | var. dʐunˈbigə- (Li85) | jɑnɕi-ˈnə dʐun
ˈbigə ! banquet-ACC prepare ! Prepare the 
banquet! 
zhunlun [tʂunlun] AJ middle-level (in terms of 
income) farmer 中农 [=cmn 中农 n->l-] | var. 
dʐunˈlun (Li85) 
zhunshi [tʂunʂʅ] AJ loyal and dependable 忠诚，
可靠 [=cmn 准时 'on time'] | var. ˈdʐunˈʂɩ (Li85) 
zhunto [tʂuntʰo] N hour 钟头 [=cmn 钟头] | var. 
dʐunˈtɤ (Li85) 
zhunyo [tʂunjo] AJ important 重要 [=cmn   重要] | 
var. ˈdʐunˈjo (Li85) | nə ˈdʐunˈjo ˈʂʅʨiŋ nə
ˈgə-o this important matter one-OBJ This is an 
important matter. 
zhurən1 [tʂurən] N owner, master, host 主人 
[=cmn 主人] | var. dʐurən (BökeLiu82, 
Mo2008); ˈdʐuˈrən (Li85), zhurin 
(MaSato2016) 
zhurən2 [tʂurən] N salesperson 业务员，店员 
[=cmn 店员！] | var. dʐuˈrən (Li85) 
zhušang [tʂuɕaŋ] N elephant 大象 [=cmn   !主象] | 
var. dʐuˈɕɑŋ 
zhušangdung [tʂuɕaŋ duŋ] N ivory 象牙 
[=cmn/mon 主象 + 'tooth'] | var. dʐuˈɕɑŋ duŋ 
zhuši [tʂuɕi] N chairman 主席 [=cmn 主席] | var. 
ˈdʐuˈɕi (Li85) 
zhusha [tʂuʂa] N cinnabar (mercuric sulfide HgS, 
used as color agent, tranquilizer, and in TCM) 朱
砂，辰砂 [=cmn 朱砂] | var. ˈdʐuʂɑ (Li85) 
zhushəngsha [tʂuʂəŋʂa] N cinnabar (mercuric 
sulfide HgS, used as color agent, tranquilizer, 
and in TCM) 朱砂，辰砂 [=cmn 朱辰砂] | var. 
dʐuˈʂəŋʂɑ (Li85) 
zhuto [tʂutʰo] N hub of wheel; projecting end of 
axle 轮毂，车轴头 [=cmn 轴头] | var. ˈdʐuˈtɤ 
zhuyi [tʂuji] N opinion, ideology 主义 [=cmn 主义] | 
var. dʐuˈji (Li85) | dʐuˈji-nə wɑr- opinion-
ACC hold hold an opinion 
zhuzi [tʂuʣɿ] N bamboo 竹子 [=cmn 竹子] | var. 
dʐuˈʣɿ (Li85) 
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